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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

IlitAinyton, January 14913.
Sill: In the older Greek education one-half of the school day was

regularly spent by the Greek boys in exercises and games deisigned
to make them strong and also. to teach -them' the mental.signifieance
of sound health. During the middle ages this high ideal of soundness
and sanity was lost, and even looked upon as spiritually dangerous.

There is emerging to=day a new health consciousness. We now
know that diseases are not providentially sent, but are the resultA of-
natural forces which man may overcome. We know, too, even
better than the Greeks, that physical soundness and mental sanity
are vitally related. Hence, we realize that mental progress demands
physical progress.

Mettcal inspection of school children has for its chief purpose the
early-Riscovery of physical defects or disease, so that such defects
may be corrected in early life, or that contagion may be reduced to a
minimum. No educational movement in modern times has had more
vital relations t,9 the children, to the homes they represent, and to
the Nation, than medical inspection of school children and the &it*
eral hygienic movement it typifies.

The work began in this country less than 20 years ago, but we are
now in the midst of the most rapid development of this part of the
public educational service. Information is eagerly sought from all
parts of the country.
' The manuscript hereby transMitted, enei tled "Annotated Bib-
liography <Medical Inspection and Health Supervision of School
Children in thetinited States for the Years 1909-1912,." was compiled

,.,41theDivision of School Hygiene and Sanitation of this bureau.
It is a digest of the chief literature on this subject published in
America during the past four years, arid will be very helpful, espe-
cially to school and health officers. I therefore recommend its pub-
lication as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education.

Very respectfully,
' p P. CLArrox,

Commiesionet.
......211011-ORETIET OF THE INTIOR.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MEDICAL INSPEC-
TION AND HE4LTH SUPERVISION OF SCHOOL
CHILDREN.

GENERAL REFERENCES.`
ALLEN, Arch Turner.-. The school and physical welfare of the child. In North

Carolina assciialion of cite. politic- school superintendent++ and -pril!cipals. l'ro-
ceedings, 1911. Italeigh, Edwards & Braglilon printing co., 1911. p. 19-27.

It is the business of the school to see that the physical surrouralings of the child co...ply in every
detail with the laws of healthful tieing. The room should be large; the air apace ample; the venni*.
tion continuous; the light fre.from shadows and properly directed; the sittings accommodated to the
child's sine and not to the' grade; the water pure and of Ore right temperature, and sanitary arrange-.
!neat/trot using It; the toilets clean; the playgrounds large and dry; acid plenty of time to use them .

"The school Is under urgent obligations legally as well as morally to see that It dues nut become
distributing center for ountagiutel diseases. . . .

When we consider what medical inspection will du for the schools, Its cost becomes a legitimate school
expenditure. It Is Just as much so as the salary of the teacher....

.rhe three essential things In this inspection are the following:
'.1. To know the health records of the
2. To know as far as possible the physical condition of the children who attend school.

"3. To follow up this knowledge by having as many of them treated as we can Ilnd a means and
to use Mite health records In every helpful way possible."

America medical association. Report of .cornenittee on atintinistmtive methods
of phy cal examination of school children. Its Journal, 57: 1750-51; Novem-

. ber 25, 11.

Signed: eat B. Hoag. M. I). and Everett C. Beach, hi.
Keemume ds: That city and county boards of education should secure the !services of trained medical

inspectors sulliclent in nun ber to instruct all elementary school teachers in making preliminary physical
examinations or health surveys; that city boards of education maintain departments of medical Inspect
lion, the heads of such departments to be medically strained men: that the cities be dIviclecl into districts
with a medical inspector In charge of each district.

that each child be given a physical examination each year, preferably at the beginning.
that this examination be litatielently thorough to detect defects that interfere, or are liable to inter-

fere with the-health, growth, and development of the child, amis. examinatibns to Include the exam-
ination of the eye, ear, mouth, nose, throat, teeth, heart lungs, thorax, shoulders, spine, hips. Inguinal
region, feet, nutrition, mentality. and nervous system.

'that the prelfmlnary examination In the elementary schOole be made by the teacher or nurse and
In the high schools by the director of physlisl education or one of his aslistants.

J'hat the supplementary physical examination be made In the elernentary.schools by the tit lned
medical inspector, and in. the high schools by tse director of physical education If he be medically
trained: otherwise by the medical inspector; that a careful recent be kept of the results of the prelim.
Mary and supplementary examinations to include only such data as would be of Wore use to the teacher

, or director
wi That these records be kept by the teacher and passed on with the'promotion slip, a duplicate being

retained In the office of the health inspector.
That wheinher feasible the physical examination be conducted preferably by examiners, employed

by and under the dimtionfat the board of education. When this Ls not feasible, the appointee of the
board of health should be approved by the board of education.

That a greater effort be made to establish hearty cooperation between the school physician, the
teacher, the family physician, the home, and the free dispensaries In following of, and lir securing the
correction of physicel,defects. as

7
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8 BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MEDICAL INSPECTION.

American medical aaaociaUlm. Report of committee on medical inspection of
schools. Its Journal, 57: 1751 -57, November 25, 1911..

Chairman, George L. Leslie.
"Two divisions of this field of work are advisable:
"A. Under.the control and direction o/ boards of educationthat part of the work essential for the Intel-

ligent handl% of pupils and students throughout their period of educational training; and for the
maintenance of hygienic environment and hygienic activitythe field of educational eygiene.

"B. Under thr control and direr on of boards of Rea/IAthat part of the field of work concerned with
his care and control of contagious and infectious diseases as a part of the field of public health.

.

"RDOCAT1ONAL HT.411KNRONDLR THE CONTROL AND DIRICTION Or BOARDS Or LDUCAMON.

"FURPOSIS Or Mt WORK.

"1. .The establishment of biennial, annuli, and, when necessary, more frequent skilled physical and
developmental examinations of pupils and studentS by a staff of experts. The establishment of Initial
examination of pupils by the teaching force of the schools, as far as the teaching force is qualified, prior
to the skilled examinations by experts.

"2. 3y effective action, based on the data of these examinations, to secure (a) the correction of phyal-
cal anomalies and, thus remove the growth-barriers of children and yOliths, and (b) whenever possible
and practicable, to adjust educational activities to meet the requirements of physical and mental health,
growth and development, and thus establish s special field of educatiod for the maintenance ofeon -
tinuous health and development supervision of pupils and students.

3.. To maintain a scientific and systematic study of mental retardation and mental deviation of
pupils kid students by skilled examination, and whenever possible and practicable, by skilled training
to special schools.

To establish skilleq physical and health examinations of candidates for teachers' positions prior
to their election to determine vital fitness for their work, and thereafter to maintain continuoussuper-
vision of health and efficiency to teachers as related to the work of the schools.

.*6. (ej To Organine and supervise courses of technical instruction in hygiene for pupils, students and
teachers, in the mans of conservation of physical and mental health, growth and development; in the
means of correction and prevention of defects, disease and degeneracy; (b) whenever neceessu7 for ef11-
ciency, to give practical and technical instruction to the teaching force of the schools, while engaged in
teaching, In the initial physical and developmental examination of pupils; and In the skilled physical
and-devqepmental and psyctioclinkal examination of exceptional pupils, abnormal and supernormal.

"G. To establish and maintain well-equipped medical anthropometric and psychoclinleal labors-
torieln the public schools which shall afford opportunity and equipment

"(e) for sufficiently skilful medical, anthropometric and paychoclinhal examination of exceptional
pupils and of all pupils requiring special examination. -

(b) for such technical training of teachers In the laboratory and experimental phases of educational
work, connected with the physical and mental examination of pupils, in clinical psychology and in
experimental pedagogy as Is essential for the intelligent handling of pupils.

"(c) for earential work in hygiene and sanitation.
"7. To exercise expert sanitary supervision In the planning and maintenance of school buildings and

grounds.
"8. To bring about the establishment of dental and medical cllnlm for pupils whose parents are finan-

cially unable to provide essential medical and dectal aid.
"S. Whenever possible and practicable, to 'cooperate with State, county, and city health officers in

the dedectIon of and reporting of contagious diseases.
"10. Each department of educational hygiene to constitute a bureau of practical Investigation and

research In educational hygiene, and as such to cooperate with State bureaus bf educational hygiene

than- In this special field of educationlooking forward to the ee fishmeal also of a national bureau
whose functions will or ought to bethe organisatlon and supervIl of State-wide work and investiga-
tion-

hygiene.
"An opproriseareenurpitep of papaBased on the data of physical and developmental examinations

which ought to follow the examination ofspupfle and students. I. Those for whom medlcal,and dental
aid is amentlal. 2. Those whose respiratory or circulatory systems are defeatism or are poorly developed,
for whom a larger amount of out of door life and physical activity Is ementlal, or other modification of
school activities necemary. 3. Thom whose nervous systems are defective or poorly developed and
wbo require an unusual amount of out of door life, physical activity, special care and skilled training.

The segregation of pupils requiring an unusual amount of physical activity for possible mental
growthboth sexes. b. Segregation of pupils of truancy and criminal tendencies or otherwise showing
more or km degeneracy, and vassignmegit to special schools with -special talaing. 6. Segregation of
mentally defective pupil's/id assignment to special schools. 7. The segreptioa of supernormal pupils
and assignment to special schools. I. Aa far as peacticable, Lb* grouping of pupas in acoordanos with

...a...4development age.
*In this provisos, school nursed are aegstaate to the staff. Their field.work Is ementially as follows:
To mast members of the staff ip the skilled examination cg pupils and otherwise as matatinoo Is

Seeded; to mist teachers lo making preliminary surveys of the* pupils and in giving Initial examine.



GENERAL REFERENCES. 9
Lions, notifying parents of essential needs of pupils, etc.: visiting parents and In all jtunielable ways
establishing effective cooperation bet me and school.' Further, the function of the school nurse
Is that of the social educator In the field of liyglene. As such, the work of the school nurse is one of high
order.

"The staff of experts, the teaching force of the who( and school nurses. working from tAe standpoint
ot.educelion, form an educational corps to secure the effective cooperation of home, school and school
authorities In meeting the requirements of the physical and mental healthand growth "mils. When
educational means fall,lthe law must remedy instances of neglect of health and growth of children.

Each department of educational hygiene should act, as far, as practicable and consistent with the
required eetablIshed work, as a bureau of investigation and research.

"The functions of departments of educational hygiene are twofold: 1. Carrying out certain Web-
/Med work of the schools. 2. Investigation and research of problems of health and development, of
clinical psychology and of experimental pedagogy.

." Two clams of experts stand out ss preeminently quellfied for work In this special field of education:
1. The paychologiseeducator. An expert in child hygiene, in educational end clinical psychology and
In practical experimental pedagogy: skilled in physical and mental diagnosis. of normal and abnormal
growth and development and having a knowledge of elementary medicine: a thoroughly trained, broad-
gauged expert in education. 2. The skilled physician who has had sufficient training and acquaintance
with educational work.

-Your committee, therefore,Als In a recommendation already made by Dr. Terman of the ()cwt.
meat of education of Leland Stanford university, essentially as follows: That steps be taken to bring
about a conference of representatives from the United States department tbureauj of education, the
National education also( laUon, the American medical association, the American institute of home-
opathy and other national medical associations alleles Russell Sage foundation for child welfare,
which committee, after joint consideration of the problems involved, shall formulate and recommend
alternative systems of educational hygiene which in Ume would be accepted as standard requirements
In this special field of education."

American school_ hygiene association. Report of Committee on status of medical
inspection of school children throughout the United States. let its Proceedings,
1910. Springfield [Maas.] American physical education review, 1910. p. 176-83.

(lawman, John J. Cronin, M. D.
A questionnaire pee Appendix. 50 places. 01 thew,

le submitted forms properly made out. All declared that some form of organized medical Inspection of
school children was adopted. All places have a system of following up and controlling the cases found
with contagious disease and physical abnormality. Particularly in towns, the percentage of children
brought under treatment is very high-75 to 100 per cent. In one place only are the parochial schools
under municipal supervision. (leneral inspection for contagious conditions is made regularly once
year, and thereafter as the emergency arises. The physical examination Is made on selected cases The
number of children under the cart of one inspector varies from 900 to 10.000. Not one place provides
baths for the use of school children In the school building, and only two places report facilities for bathing
In municipal baths. Of the le places reported. 13 are supervised under the direction of departments of
education. Seven places report some form of Uistruction In the are of children's teeth.

American school hygiene association. !Report of Committee oul Statue of medical
inspection in the United States. In its Proceedings, 1911. Springfield, Maas.,
American physical education review, 1911. p. 144-48. tables.

Chairman, John J. Cronin, II. D.
About 1,400 questionnaires were gent out.
Returns were received as billows: 30e from North Atlantic States: 45 from South Atlantic Stake: 57

MINN from South Central Stites; 290 from North Central.States: and 52 from Western States. Tili chairman
ram "In concluding this statistical report, 1 am constrained to inquire why is It that only 337 places
of 758 reporting have made any attempt to protect the health of their school children."

AYRES, Leonard Porter, comp. Medical inspection legillittion. New York City,
Russell Sage foundation, Dept. of child hygiene 119111 53 p. map. 8°. ([Russell
Sage foundation. Dept. of child hygiene. Piunphleti Health, education, recrea-
tion. do. 99)

mote
Principal features of State laws and regulations providing for medical InspecUois, 1911.p.
Abstracts Ohms end regulatioga: p. 7-11.

AYRES, Leonard Porter. Ph",ical defects and school preens. American pliye-
ical education review, 14 : 1,17-`.06, April 1909. tables.

AM Ms Hygiene and physical education, 1: 599406, September IVA; and 01111011. "NW teUes
PerijrapAs Is All Laggards in our school. New York, Charities publkstlell tameltiMIS6i4 p.

10:41,
. .
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Reprinted. Russell Sage foundation. Department of child hygiene. No. 41.
The interrelation of physical defects as discovered by medical inspection. and retardation of school

children as found In statistical studies of Camden, N. J., New York City, and Philadelphia.
"In the two Philadelphia exert:stilettoes the percentage of defectimnees among 'exempt' and 'non-

exempt' children Is very similar. The Camden investigation showed very little difference as regards
vision and hearing between retarded children and those of normal age: The New York examinations
showed that the retarded child= have on the whole fewer defects than those of nonnal age. but It ems
farther than this. It ratahlishes the important principle that. except in the cases of vision. older children
have fewer defects, and . . . that when children who are badly retarded are compared with normal
children and very bright children in the same age groups so that the diminishing of defects through
advancing age dam not enter as a factor, the children rated as 'dull' are found to have somewhat higher
percentages of each sort of defect than the normal and bright children. Here again defective vision must

be excepted . . . .
.

"Physical defectiveness does have a bearing on the p r o g r e s s of children, but . . . physics/ defects

eunatitue a cause, not the muse of retardation."

CLAPP, Raymond G. How can our physical examinations be made moreeffective?

Hygiene and. physical education, 1 : 76-78, 370-72, April, June 1909.
"1 have come to the conclusion that a medical examine Lion should be required annually of every

college student; that medical consultation and ad v Ice should We Mt to all students: Mat thehealth of the
general student body should be protected by the early determination and proper control of all eases of

venereal disease, tuberculosis, and other Infectious diseases; that each student should be carefully
watched to see that he dom not impair his health by overwork; that there should be practically no
medical or surgical treatment given which will arouse outside antagonism: and that all thissupervision

should be made by the department of physical education."

Conference on "Diseases among school children, and the remedy." Boston medical
and surgical journal, 166 : 621-27, April 25, 1912.

Diseases of the mouth, throat, and chest, by Itichrird C'. Cabot: Malnutrition, by Oeorge S. C. Badger;

Diseases ot the skin, by C. Morton Smith; Orthopedic defects and rickets, by Joel E. ()old th wait, Nervous

and mental disorders in the.schools, by Arthur Willard Fairbanks.
Conditions in Boston: Approximately 4.000 school children suffering from malnutrition. From Sep-

tember 13 to December 31, complete phyalcalisuuninatione were made in the schools, and 11,691 children

with skin diseases were found.
Pepel% read under the auspices of the Boston association for the relief and control of tuberculosis,

January 31, 1911. -

COPLA.N, M. Medical inspection of our public schools. Pediatrics, 23: 465.-74,

August 1911.
References: p. 473-74. Also in Ohio medical Journal, 7: 443-47, September 1911.
Emphasises the need for the proper teaching of sex hygiene In theipublic schools. "The medical in-

spector should be one of the instructors, or have the supervising of the instruction of the hygiene of the
sex in the public wheel. The medical inspector should instruct t boys and the nurse the girls."

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. Health and medic I. inspection of school chil,

dren . . . Philadelphia, F. A. Davis co., ublishers, 1912. illus. figs.

tables. 8*
CONTINIe. I. Medical hrepeetkat H. Elyglease. M. Defsicts and diseases (the eye: the nose end

thrtil; the ear; the teeth; the nervous system; mental d ieucy; the skeleton; nutrition; the akin:mental
infectious diseases; prevalence of defects and d ).

"The aim Is to present a practical exposition of the work of medical inspection, born of the examina-
tion of some WOOD children, and to give to physicians teachers a survey of medical practice as it
relates to children of school age. A review of the work of ical inspection in different localities is not

attempted." (Preface)

DAVISON, Alrin. Medical inspection of cools. Pennsylvania school journal,
67: 471-75, May 1909. .

.

lesprfitted In Pennsylvania State educational anon. Department of oity and borough super

Intendants. Proceedings, 1909. p. 13-18.
Statistical risumsi of work and defectives fo
"The benefits, then, to be derived from the medical inspection of school children are a saving of many

thouiands of dollars spent in instructing backaard pupas, the prevention of much sickness and suffer-
ing, the warding off of a considerable amountig early death, and the remedying of numerous defects in
childhood which are certain to limit the mainland of the future atm, and to s esasiderenle number
of lost3noes make him an of charity, and sometimes even a criminal. . .

"If twedloal inspection is to prevail It should be made as efficient as possible. Wifit the hiltilth ci tip
experience of others, the opinion must be upheld that both kinds of inspection should be undertaken.
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the one for the detection of contagious diseases, the other for physical detects. The work relative to
contagious diseases should either be related to or under the direction of the board of health, while the
physical exam/ ation should be directed by the school authorities."

DIXON, Samuel C. The object to be obtained by the medical inspection of school
children. Harrisburg, Pa. [1910j 9 p. 8°. (Pennsylvania health bulletin, no. 8,
February 1910)

Resume of medical inspection In various cities:
"The first day that medical inspection went into effect La New York, 140 children were found to be 111

with dangerous 'contagious diseases, contagious skinAiseases, or parasites.
"In Boston during the first four months, 5,825 pupils were found to be sick, of whom 1,035 needed to be

sent immediately home. Of these, 288 were capable of spreading the disease from which they were suffer-
ing . . .. The New York report for the year 1905 presents the following: Number of [examinations of!
children,' 8.286,435; children excluded, 18,844."

"In the annual report for 1905 of the board of health of Philadelphia the number of pupils referred to
inspectors by principals for examination, 74,524: the number of individual examinations was 141,303; the
number excluded from school was 7,598; the number of pupils found to be requiring medical care, but
not needing to be txcluded from school, was 27.481.

"In the city of Alcag, during a period of four months, 233 schools were visited with the result that
1,417 cases of diphtheria and 30e Lases of scarlet fever were discovered in actual attendance on school.

in the city of New York trachoma was known to prevail. The report showed that 17 per cent of all
the school children were suffering from this affection and it was found necessary to open a special hospital
Er the treatment of this disease alone in the year 1903."

The number of cases treated by operation was 4,3317; treated without operation, 11,599.
"In 1900 the deaths from (diphtheria] In the United States were 16,475, the great majority of whom

were school children. In Chicago, medical inspection was instituted in 1905. During the year preceding
3,931 cases of that disease bad occurred, ce which 82 were total. During 1900 the number of cases fell
to 3,303, a decrease of 628, and the number of deaths was reduced to 797.

"One most important result of inspection is the discovery of unreported cases of cogrgious disease
at the homes. In Chicago 744 cases of diphtheria discovered in schools brought to light 2,619 cases at
home, while 231 cases of scarlet fever discovered by the school Inspectors disclosed 745 cases at home.

"In Terre Haute. Ind., out of 491 children examined 125 were found detective in hearing, and yet only
3 had been so recognized by their teachers.

"In the year 1900, out of 9,258 deaths from pulmonary tuberculosis in this State 1Pennsylvaniab 1,456
were of persons under 2). Of children eve five and under nine, 39 died of that disease, of those between
nine and fourteen, lee, and of those between fourteen and nineteen. 784. . .

"The investigations of our county medical inspectors and health officers (In Pennsylvania) soon
developed the fact that throughout our rural districts the excellent laws which the legislators had pro.
vkled for the construction and management of schools in the interest of the protection of the health of
our school children" were not observed, and in.1908 the department inaugurated a system of sanitary
inspection of school buildings through Its health off cars,

"On careful deliberation It has been deckled therefore to place the slIpervbion of-the whole system of
school inspection In the hands of the county medical inspectors, including both sanitary inspection of
buildings and grounds; and medical examination of the children . . :and oily physicians are to be en-
trusted with It .

"The reports of inspection are made on score cards. One of these is marked ;Sanitary Inspection,'
the other ' Physical record.' On the first Is recorded the sanitary condition of the schoolrooms, grounds
and outbuildings including provisions for light, heat, ventilation, water supply,' and sanitary core
veniences. On the second the ago and sex of the pupil, the condition of sight, hearing reepirition, akin
teeth, cervical glands, contagious diseases, pulmonary tuberrincels, and de'orrnitlai."

DOWLING, Oscar, Value of medical inspection for schools and school children.
In Southern commercial congress. Proceedings, Third annual convention, 1911.
p. 334-50.

A general i4eum6 of statistical Information from various medical Inspection reports.of leading Amer
Iran Cities.

.DB.ESSLAR, Fletcher Bascom. The duty of the State in the medical inspec-
tion of schools; results which the public may rightfully expect. In National
education association. Journal of proceedings, and addresses, 1912. Published
by the association, 1912; and in U. S. Bureau of education. Current educational
topics no. 8. p. 5-13. (Bulletin no. 24, 1912)

ltiee New York City. City superintendent of schools. Seventh annual report year ending
July 81,1f196. p. 102. (Report of Dr. Thomas Darliagton, commissioner of health)
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Recent bootee on medical Inspection of school o : p. 13.
Medical inspection must include the following pbiliftln: .
"I. It ought to serve as an efficient means of preventing the spread' of contagious diseases. This

. will necessitate a careful examination of all child especially at the beginning of the school terms
In 'order both to exclude children who are suite from contagious or parasitic disease and those
'carriers' who are a menace to others, even thong they themselves show no decided effects of the

- diseases they are capable of chseeminat Inc. .

"2. Medlinl brispection ought to emphasize In a.decided way the especial significance of hygienic
conditions In schools; it is far more Important to`furnish eonditions which promote the health and .
development of well children than It is to make special efforts to care for those who are sick or defective,
especially where theme defects have been largely induced through neglect.

. "3. Health officers must know more about education. more about the hygiene of teaching, more
about the normal demands of child life; they must possess more ability to work with teachers and the
people for the general welfare of the community. A large majority of physicians, those who would
not hesitate to undertake theework of supervising the health Inters-ate centered In our public schools,
are wholly unfit for the piece because they know next to nothing of the Ideals and methods of
modem education, and they are ignorant of their own Ignorance. The beet results can not obtain
under such conditions.

"t. We need doctors of health, who will he more delighted In exhibiting a large list of healthy, well-
developed children than a long list of those who are physically defective and diseased: they must be
able to see defects and diagnose crrectly. but their chief emphasis should be in preventive measures

FERRELL, john A. The medical inspection of schools and school children.
North Carolina. State board of health. Bulletin, 27: 91-110, June 1912. illus.
tables. Map.

Reprinted as Public school bulletin no. 4. Raleigh, Issued from office of superintendent
of public Instruction of North Carolina, 1912.

In the following resume of medical inspection and Its needs, Dr. Ferrell dwells chiefly upon the need
fermentation and the wide prevalence of bookworm disease In North Csrolina. . We know," he writes
"that the disease prevails in 99 of the IGO counties of the State. In determining Its frequency by counties
we microscopically examine not leas than 200 rural school children-ages ti and le, inclusive -taken
at random In each county. The surveys are complete in 29 counties and partially complete in other
counties to degree to Justify the map.

"Can we neglect to have the simple examination made and the treatment administered; knowing
that by It more than one-fourth of all our girls and boys are Wing stunted in their bodies, dulled In
their minds, robbed of their vitality, rendered backward In their work, and started on a road which
will teed them to death, invalidism, or perhaps to prisons?"

GIVENS, Amos J. The prevention of nervous and mental diseases through med-
ical inspection of schools. North Ametitan journal of homoeopathy, 26: 291-301,
May 1911.

.
Ir

Reprinted. Stamford, Conn., 1911.
The need is for immediate action, in order that medical supervision shall go "Is far beyond the detec-

tion of physical defects as that detection Is an 'advance beyond the mere search for contagious and
infectious Minos An extension which shall secure forchildren from all classes of society the benefi-
cent determination of tames/Temente! and constitutlonll conditions, of mental capacity, of the sound-
ness or unsoundness of the nervous system-an estimation and valuation by the medical inspector
not only as a pathologist, but also as apsychologist."

GULICK, Luther Halsey. The importance of medtcal inspection of schools. Scho61
progrees (Trenton 1: 20-23, December 1909

4 Each school district should have an inspector. The cleanliness, ventilation, water supply. closet,
the accumulation of dust, the examination of children's eyes, throats, noses. ears, and skin, their general
physical make-up, should be gone into. The inspector should have authority to exclude from school,
and to take such stein as he judges necessary to prevent spread of communicable diaeassa.

"Growth Is more necessary than education. There is not a school board In America that system
laically' weighs and measures Its children to ascertain whether or not they are growing normally. and
Hoot to readjust the mental task to meet these ph) elologicel conditions; the courses of study are coo
structed without the guidance of any data based on any careful investigation of these vital matters.
We must develop within our.boerds of education power to see that the fundamental principle of human
Ws-health-Is properly guarded. Until these things are done it will be UnpoeStele to contribute any-
thing of permanent value to physical development-1
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GULICK., Luther Halsey and AYRES, Leonard Porter. Medical inspection
of schools. [4th ed., rev.] New York, Survey associates, inc., 1913. 224 p.
8. (Russell Sage foundation)

Bibliography: p. 203-206.
Text of earlier book has been entirety rewritten, and material and forms brought down to date.

GULICK, Luther Halsey and AYRES, Leonard Porter. Medical inspection
of schools. [4th ed., rev. and reprinted, January 1913] New York, Survey asso-
ciates etc., 1913. 224 p. illus. tables. charts. map. 8.

Bibliography: p. 203-206. t
e

Per capita coeta and salaries, p. 101-13 (places by name). Legal provisions. p. 166-80.
Inspection by physicians for contagious diseases oosth about 10 cents per child per year; forcontagiona

dismiss and examinations for detection of physical defects average about 25 cents per child per year;
where school nursed are employed, the average cost is about 30 crate per child per year. In cities having
relatively efficient systems, the number of defective pupils receiving remedial treatment as a result
of the examination is from about 10 to SO per cent.

At the beginning of year 1911, there were 411 school nurses employed in 102 mtualcipalities. In 1912, .
Minnesota, Maasechusetta, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, New Jersey. Wont Virginia, Louisiana. Colo-
rado. Utah, and the District of Columbia had mandatory medical inspection laws: California, 'Wash-
ington, North Dakota, Indiana, Ohio, Virginia, New York, Connecticut. Vermont, and Maine had
permissive lawi, and the remaining Stated; had no laws. Dental Inspection is carried on in nearly 200
cities.

HARTMAN, Lawton M. The problem of thl. public school from the medical
point of view: The studies and their effects ou,the nervous system, Pennsylvania
medical journal, 13: 581-88, May 1910. tablas,.

The author gives a general resume of various writers' work and findings, substantially as follows:
1. That the liabject of nervous diseases among the school children has, up to this time, not nweilved

sufficient atteniion by the inspectors of any prevailing systems of medical Inspection of the public
schools; that this subject Is being recognised as of the utmost Importance from the standpoint of the
physical and mental development of the country's youth.

2. That there Is now no definite knowledge of the part played by any particular study or group of
studies or any school occupation in the development of nervous affections among the a :hoot children.

3. That there is a large and varied group of nervous manifestations, shown as definite and distinct
alterations from the normal mental and physical state, occurring among school children.

4. That before the age of puberty overwork at school is of much less Importance we factor in thermos".
tion of nervous disorders.

S. That after the age of puberty, especially among girls, overwork at school plays a much worm deff
Rite part in producing affections of the nervous system.

6. That the importance of medical inspection of the schools is becoming universally recognised.
7. That proper and broader legislation should be urged for the legal support of more general, more

accurate) and more powerful medical inspection of schools.
A. That more general establishment of child-study departments should be strongly eneouragedand

urged.
9. That there aluiuid be greater cooperation between educators and physicians for maintaining

better standard of health among the school children.
10. That the individual management of those pupils who may be affected with some nervous St&

orders Is the only rational way of providing for the proper and continued edusation and supereteloo
of the health of the school youth.

HERBST, H. Harbert. Medical oversight of public pchools. Pennsylvania med-
ical journal, 13: 592-602, May 1910.

Bibliography: p. 602.
Omani resume of reports made.

MIT., David Spence. First measures needed for child welfare upon the part of
municipal and educational authorities in the South. Southern medical journal,

s., 3: 99-104, January 1911.
1. The compulsory medical inspection of all school children and schoolhouses.
2. Bureaus of research.
"These two fundamental measures would not produce an immedlate cure.en for the sins against tam

children. But adopted, they might mean the application of the scientific method to the root of -Oma
of our troubles; the health, efficiency, and happiness of millions of children in the South."
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ZEIN138, Linnaeus Neal. A study in retardation. In American echool hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1912. Springfield [Maas.] American physical education
review, 1912. p. 53-56.

A Iso In Journal of education, 76. 460-6l, April 25, 1912.
An investigation of retardation in the Crawfordsville, Ind., schools, conducted with 1,229grade pupils

as the subjects; of those 605 boys and 624 girls, 114 boys and 93 girls came under the retarded classification.

Retard causes.

Boys. Girls.

Phvsleal causes, general had health. uremia, etc 21 21Lacking mental ability to do the minimum amount of work required . 67 42Borne and outside environment., 34 32

Of the 1,229 children, "467 belonged In the good health doss and 342 to the poor health class. in the
same body of pupils, only 307 are retarded. and of the retarded pupils, only fit belong to the poor health
class. The poor health pupils constitute 77.4 per cent of the entire number, 1,229 or 77.2 per cent of the
nonretarded pupils come In the poor health class and . . . only 30.4 per cent of toe retarded pupils ars
in the poor hialth classification. Of the nonretarded pupils, 279 are in poor health or need medical
attention. The term' poor health' i Includes) poor eyesight, defective hearing, or other similar troubles.

"It may be safely stated that from 70 to 80 per cent of school children have some defect.
"What, then, can be done about the matter. Employ school doctors and school nurses, improve

the home conditions where possible, better the conditions in the schoolroom and on the !days
ground. . . . If every pupil did his work In the open air all the time, If the school gave him a bath when.
ever he needed It, if the school kept him properly fod, If the school through the doctor and the nurse
sought to remedy his defects, conditions would bo changed for the better. .. . The demand Is insistent
that the school shall take up this burden for society. The school will answer the call by assuming a '
responsibility for the physical welfare of the child as well as for his mental and moral welfare."

HOAG, Ernest Bryant. Tho teacher's relation to health supervision in schools.
American academy of medicine. Bulletin, 13: 127-34, June 1912.

Reprinted In American academy of medicine. Conservation of school children.
"(I) Every teacher before certification should be obliged to give evidence of practical elementary

knowledge of the functions of the body.
"(2) Every such teacher should he obliged to give evidence of practical knowledge of those ordinary

physical defects of children In the schools, which Interfere with school progress.
"(3) Every normal school and tcpchers. college should provide adequate Instruction In the lints indi-

cated above. Very few of them now do so, although when questioned most of them answer in the
affirmative, regarding certain traditional courses In biology and physiology as covering the re/We/
mont, a supposition which the facts prove almost entirely unwarranted.

"(4) Teachers who are without experienoa In child hygiene but who are already certificated, should
be Instructed by properly qualified specialists In this subject.

"(6) Physical educators must receive this special training In addition to that which they ordinarily
acquire in their courses and with It their efforts will prove particularly valuable In this new °bet of health
supervision."

The writer gives an outline for the health 'Wing of the school child, to he made bythe teacher at the
beginning of the term. It embodies, the following general Awls: (a) oeneng appearance: (I mental
conditions; (c) nervous conditions; (d) teeth; (e) ncee and throat; (/) earl; (g) eyes; (A) communicable
diseases of the skin: (I) eruptive diseases.

"When the outline in properly filled out," says Mr. Rom, "the teachers will be surprised with the
Information It develops on points often unsuspected. A-ret preliminary test before the arrival of the
school medical officer or nurse, It will furnish Invaluable aid."

, HOFFMAN, Frederick L. Medical and physical examination of school children.
American statistical association, Quarterly publications, l2 : 558-65, June 1911.
tables, ... ..,_. .

"It would pay the community to reduce elmonce and retardation toa minimum by Intelligent medloal
and physical inspection of chfldren and to employ methods of sanitary control. . . . We require
to know the amount of n owe peipupe III well as the amount of Coble sparse. . . . We require moreapace
accurate and conclusive stn ice on the question as to whether there Is a direct relationship between
school attendance and epidemic outbreaks of acute infectious diseases, . . . We require to know more
definitely the actual temperature and air conditions in schoolrooms during thewinte months? . ... We
need better mortality statist ca of children it school, thoroughly analysed acoording to causes and Mr-.
comstazioes to determine the extent 10 which death. from diphtheria, scarlet fever, and whooping cough
are directly traceable to school Infection."
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Iowa State teachers' association. Educational council. Report of the com-
mittee on medical inspection of schools. In ifs Proceedings, 1909. Dee Moines,
Iowa, Emory i1. English, State printer, 1910. p. 59-76. tables.

Chairman. ti. E. Blackmer.
Salaries of medical inspectors, etc.: p. Bibliography: p. 74 79. Reprinted.
A resume of medical inspection. In vogue in some form In France since 103.1. In 1074 at Bnissels In

Belgium, medical inspection In its hill modern sense of the term was successfully Inaugurated. In
Germany a beginning was made at Dresden in 1567, but not until 1s09 was a system of true medical
itispectiot ,established. In liVt7 Hungary enacted a law providing for school physicians. Moscow has
had school physicians since Is Nit. Japan has hail medical i newel ion since 1898. The English law became
effective January I, 19n10.

In the Unit Isd States 9 Stales have paws] laws relative to medical inspection. In 1092 Connecticut
passel a law for the testing of the eyesight in all T/01/1Ie sehools. The New Jersey statute became a law
in lent Vermont ("Bowel in 1904. The Massachusetts law was enacted In 106. The New Jersey law
was revised and became mandatory in 1909. Sine September, 11010, medical inspect lotilsws have been
passed in Colorado, IV ash Melon, California. Maine, anti Michigan, and are pending In Ohio and Indiana.
Controlling authority in cities outside id hts,achusetts 1190,0, p. h0-112. Established since November

in additional cities, p. 0.i. Salaries of inspectors, p. ha, "cost varies with the extent and kind of
work done." .4

Forms: p. 71-73. Itelerencee: p. 74-79.
nt it statutory provision Is made for medical inspection we urge upon the superintendents and school

hoards the wisdom of taking initiatory steps.... 11) By Issuing each semester or oftener reports on the
health and habits of the children. (2) Icy print ing on this report card, or distributing hi some other
manner, simple rules of health for school children. (:1) Ity printing and distTibuting leaflets relative
to the care of the teeth."

MAXWELL, William Henry. The necessity for Departments of health within
lloards of education. In American school hygiene association, meeting- with the
Department of school superintendents, National education association of the United
States, 1909. Proceedings of the First, second and third congremes. Published
November, 191(1, by the American school hygiene association. Springfield Napa ]
American physical education review, 1910. p. 207-12. -

Also in National education aviociation of the nibs(' States.. Department of superintendence. Pro-
twedings. 1180). l'11411stied by the association, 1909. p. I a1; in National education associationof the
United States. Journal of proceedings and addresses, 1009. p. 152-257: and in American physical
education review, It:301-307, May 1)0)9.

"So far . . . as medical in.potion deals with physical defect, and nut, building up the conetitutMn
of children through their schrs4work, It will be most eViciently conducted under the supervision of the
school authorities. . . .

Some of the prolderns, which the physician equiriped with the resources of modern lsciencc may help
us to solve, are the following: (o) Problems of postury:-(b) problems of vision; ft) problems of now and
throat; (d) problems of nutrition and growth.

The problem of instructing parents In the feeding of children . . can be akompllshnl only through
a well-organized corps of medical experts and nurses.

"A department of hygiene is neemary because teachers stand In constant need of the skilled phy-
sician's advice In the treatment Mid training of children. . . The crowning reason for placing this
work under the supervision of the board of education Is that the work of mind-training Ism Interwoven
with the work of physical training that the work of the teacher and the work of the physician cannot he
disassociated without leis to both." .

'See also opinion of the New York City superintendent of schools. A department of school hygiene.
In Afi Annual report, year ending July 51, ION. p. 13341.

"Dual responsibility In the schoolthat ci the board of education and that of the department of
healthalways has resulted and always ,w111 result In confusion and IneMeieney In the work affected.
It Is owing to this dual responsibility that the large annual appropriation made by the city for the physical
examination of school children IN to a groat degree wasted. Eftleknt service will ho obtained only when
the board of education is made solely responsible for all the work that goes on in the schools. . . . The
school nurses would do much more and bettor work If they were made responsible to the educational
autheritlee."

New England association of school superintendents. A report. on the Physical
welfare of the public sch61 . . May1909. Hartford, .Connecticut, Printed
by S. Peck & co. 43 p. iables.

A reseed, with tables, of various medical inspection reports, shOwini association of physical defects
with retwrdatka; 1. w, Botttli.Malwhister, Caen.; Medford, Maas; Camden, N. New York, N. Y.;

it
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New Haven, Conn.; and other cities: with special ahowingi; also, of eye, nose, ear, throat, and teeth
conditions In reports.

"The means taken to protect the health of the school children in the New_Haven schools are:
"1. Children having contagious diseases, others in-the same family, and those living in the seine house

must remain out of school until given permission by the health officer to return.
"2. All books and school materialuned by a child after the beginning of a contagious llamas are

promptly burned.
"3. Schoolrooms In which there have been pees of contagious diseases are closed and thoroughly

fumigated. ...
"4. School physicians, local practicing physicians. are at their offices ready to respond to school calls

every morning, If summoned by the school principal, to decide ouch ewes as the principal does not feel
competent to pass judgment upon. Itthe physician finds it necessary, he immediately dismisses the
child temporarily from who& Biweekly visits are also made by the school physicians to every school
building for purposes of general inspection and consultation.

"5. A milord nurse spends all her time In school assisting the physician, treating' simple camel, and
visiting the home to give parents nereseary information about treatment to be continued thye.

"6. The newer school buildings and many old ones are provided with the beet syssterhs of practical

"7. Drinking fountains are befog Installed In Increasing numbers In our schools and drinking cups
are being abandoned.

"A Paper towels are replacing the cloth towel."

NEWTON,..Richard Cole. Medical and sanitary inspection of schools. Medical
record, 75: 480-84 March 20, 1909.

Resume of the history of medical InspectIon, and of some inspections made In B.. k lino, Mass., and
in Chtoopee, Mass., where one child out of 500 examined had perfect teethhut ha Iso spinal disease.
Not one child out of the 500 was without defects.

"Perhaps the greatest need in the educational woild at present is for medical m 'snarlers, and
architects on the boards of education. . . . The plan now in vogue in Boston of hiring the liftable
architect, engineer, etc., in the city to supervise and construct oil the school buildings, should be ted
in every city and should be extended to the employment of at least one thoroughly competent c f

medical and sanitary inspector. This man should be responsible to the hoard of education . . . n
should have complete control of the sanitation and hygiene of the school buildings and of all the scholars.
In the matter of ventilation, heating, drainage, playground space, control .1 athletic sports, hiring and
discharge of physical and gymnasium directors and teachers, he should be subordinate only to Or
superintendent of schools and the, board of education. . . .

"Every town having 2,000 or more school children should employ medical °Moe of instruction. at a
yearly salary of not less than 11,500, who should give his entire time to the schools during the school year,
and should supervise the playgrounds, and the out-of-door physical Instruction during the summer.
He should be Viewed to employ as many nurses es might be needed at a compensation of 275 s month,
and as many physical Instructors, both male and female, as might be required. Ile should have charge
of all the records and statistics bearing upon the physical condition of the children and of the sanitation
of the buildings."

Part of a report presented to the;New Jersey State sanitary association, ' 4rember 5, 1905.

WILE, F. H. Die 1/rophylaxe der taubheit tiei echulkindern. In 11I Congres
international d 'hygiene scolaifc, 1910. Rapports. Paris, A. Maloine, editeur,
1910. v. 1. p. 679 -83.

Literaturverseichnis: p. fl&5.
%faAin in Intanationalee archly for schulhyglene, 412-28, July 1910.

Litersturvernichnis: p. 427-28.
In no country have statistics been established by school physicians, showing the montage of deaf-

ness among school children, presentable by Judicious prophylaxis.
Ear specialgit should test the school child's hearing at beginning of his school life, and to its close make

Manual examinations, to take place on school premises. Teachers should not be allowed to make these
examinations.

In the study of the prophylaxis of deafness, the diseases to be examined are: (a) Adenol (b) Infeo-
tlous diseases, measles, diphtheria, Influenza, scarlet fever, meningitis, typhoid fever, asps; (e)
catarrh and tuberculosis of the superior air passages; (d) ear conditions.

'LAPEER, Louis W.* Medical supervision' of schools. American education, 15:
55247, Ap 912.

Con Illative standard classification of school ailments, with the following divisions: (I) Physi-
Cal detects; (2) noncolusgious aliments; (5) parasitic ailments (transmissible); (1) infectious diseases.
Also Symptoms of children's ailments, as follows: For towhee, nurse, apd parent(1) Teeth defects;
(2) nose, throit, end ear disorders; (3) eye ailments and detests; (4) nervous aliments; (5) digestive
mica dbosdlE (6) delarmities and bad posture; (7) Infectious and persaitlo allinents.
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RAPRER, Louia W. Tentative standard Plan for medical supervision of schools..
Some summary suggestions. School and home education, 31: 3V-72, May 1912.

Also triers verbal difference in Journal of education. 75: 57ri-S4, May Zi, 1912.
.1. Medical supervision and all other provisions for public health through the public schools should

be administered by the boards of education.
"2. All school health provisions should be correlated In a department of hygiene with the following

divisions: Medical supervision, school sanitation, physical education, health teaching, and the hygiene
of instriction,

"3. The supervisor of hygiene should be a physical educator with special medical knowledge of school
children. . . . Ills whole time should be devoted to the work of the schools and his salary shmild be
about $3,000 a year. for 12 months. . . .

"4. Most of the work of Inspection, examirutt n and follow-Up of school children should he done by
specially trained and selected school nurses work 12 Months In the year and Oft by part-time phy-
sicians working a few home or minutes each week.

"5. Where a supervisor for full time can not be employed a supervising nurse or pert-time physician
should direct and train the nurses for the school work. with the help of the superintendent of schools.

In cities thider 15,000 population medical supervision should begin with the employment of nurses
and a physician for consultation or examination only. . . .

7. The salary of 12.500 or 11,000 for the hygiene supervisor Will mean In many rifles very little extra
outlay of money; the elementary supervisor of physical trainine. may in certain cases be dispensed with;

Jew or no physicians need be employed except on ihe nurse's basis; and the work of the school nurses
can be made very much more efficient. The need is for men and women specially trained for school
health work. .. .

"II. The schools may well start with a nurse for each 'AY) elementary school pupils.... They
should he employed 12 months in-the year with a few weeks remotion, and receive a beginning salary
somewhere between $70 and fill) a month. . .

"12. The year's work should begin with a preliminar y rnom-Inspection of all pupils from the lowest
grades up: the nurse standing with her back toward a good light and having the pupils file slowly past
her while she calls out by the code numbers ailments and defects observed the teaches at her dest
writing down the nurse's Ilndings on each pupil's historical health-record card, and properly checking
those to be referred to parents, excluded, given corrective exercises, and the like. . . . Forty or fifty
children can be mom inspected in an hour in average rooms.

"13. The nurse should call aesch of her schools each morning for the Individual inspection of sus-
picious causes referred to her by the teachers . . . and at t he lad school she should spend the remainder of
her morning In making physical examinations, or helping the physician examiner, if any.

"It. About In children can be examine! In an hour. .

n IS. In the two lower drawers of the filing ease the health record cards for I he school may be arranged
by 641X09, left and right, and by rooms, alphabetically for each mom. and the lowest grades In front. .

"le. A simple standard set of blank fumy should IM used. Most blanks now used . . are woefully
inefficient.... The New York btresi of m.inicipal research and the Sage Isundation are exceed-
ingly

"17. A simple school' classification and nomenclature of children's disorders should be adopted. Both
the popular and the syielitific names should be used.. . .

"19. The school ruffle-with practice can inspect for contagious diseases,. . .

"311. The final lest of medical supervision and educational hygiene is prevention and cure. . .

"21. Daily reports throughout the year should be made by the nurse and physician while employed.
Throe reports of cases found. referred, excluded, cured or improved should be summarised weekly and
printed In the newspapers."

ILAYCROFT, Joseph E. Function and administration of medical supervision in
the schOol. Hygiene and physical education, 1: 38-42, 157-59, April, May 1909.

"The plan for medical supervision. shoubi prodde for: (I) Careful consideration of all phases of the
school environment. . . . 12) liegular physical examinations. (3) Physical training. . . . (4) Medial!
inspection which should be regular and systematic."

RUSSELL SAGE foundation, Departfnent of child hygiene. What Amer-
ican cities are doing for the health of school children; Report covering conditions
in 1,038 citifa. New York City, Russell Sage foundation, Dept. of child rygiene

.119111 43 p. tables. diagr. 8°. (Fiealth, education, recreation, no. 101)'
Pt. I. Medical Inspection. Pt. 11. Hygiene of the schoolroom.

1 See Air 11(4161 supervision of scholia. Americaneducation, I& $62-51, Apr11 1912 (preceding reference).

p 82888°48--2
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Suminary of provisions for health of children in public schools, 1911.

1 i .1.14: III' lilt .1'; 44 '0'4' .1,..-
'P..g 11 i 3 go g ..z b. .

''' "8 8 e 1States. t 5N1111a",,f. Evd Av A° la:.11a r t
a E 7 g4-41 -1/4 .r,aell3IS el sr; el e]. a t. A A .... v 1 r,..o A o =f,1 = g 4-
Z Z > > p. 1m m XI/ Z =

United States 1,038 443 !OS 552 258 214
I
1 106 337 1,415 415 69

North Atlantic Division 411 236 224 261 135 135 1 38 c 178 852 261 24South Atlantic Division 74 23 23 29 12 10 7 16 48 ' li ,,
South Central Division Int 35 34* . 4.1 23 12 12 23 41 5 3North Central Division 382 IOW 93 182 73 38 : 21 88 417 114 351Western Division 70 40 at 37 25 19 I 8 32 57

___L_
24 4- . -

North Atlantic Division: . -
Maine.... 19 8 5 18 4 4 I 8 13 2New Hampshire 12 3 2 7 3 2 1 1 1 11 1 1Vermont 7 1

Massachusetts si, 1195 107 103 UM 2 I7 21 84 . 349 49 llRhode Island 1ff , 8 7 . S 6 22 3 5 23 1 IConnecticut 26 15
22

21 7 5 I1 4 26 7 1New York 77 20 22 51 17 13I 12 8 197 10 4New Jersey 47 et 47 12. 45 40 47 117 30 :Pennsylvania 103 28 21 36 21 12 8 .20 120 13 4South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ...., 1 1 1 1 I 1 18 1Maryland 5 1 1 1 ' 1 1 5 5Virginia 13 4 4 8 2 2 1 3 12 1 IWest Virginia , 10 2 3 2 I 2 i 1North Carolina 15 5 4 12 1 . I 5 3 4South Carolina I1 I 4 4 1 3 4 1 3 5 IGeorgia 13 6 5 2 3 1 2 3 4 4 ...Florida. s. 6 1 1 3 1 1South Central 'Dlvisloa:

IKentucky 19 8 7 5 1 2 6 9 2 - :Tennessee:.. 6 4 3 4 3 2 2 2 IAlahama.. 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2lillssis41ppi 6 .... . . ...... 2 ........... ......Lotitsialut 8 , 3 4 2 1 1 2 8Texas. 4,, vf 31 10 1 14 5 2 3 7 8. .. . .....Arkansas ' , 9 3 3 1 2 , 1 4 1 .....Oklahoms.';': 13 5 6 4 3 . 2 3 It ..... ......North Central Divisions
Ohio 68 12 28 9 6 1 11 67 24 1Indiana 61 12 1 31 7 4 4' 8 41 ,Illinois 33 14 1 22 9 5 , 4 10 113 45 :Michigan 42 19 1 24 12 A 3 16 78 14 iWisconsin 41 14 1 27 9 6 3 11 3Z 6 :Minnesota 34 9 10 8 .4. 5 2 7 M 13Iowa 29 6 15 4 1 6 3 5 ....Missouri 34 10 7 7 4 1 9 50 :5 .:North Dakota 6 1 3 Is 1 ..... ......South Dakota.. 6 2 ' 3 1 1 1Nebraska 12 4. 4 4 2 4 3 1 .....Kansas 26 6 8 2 1 4 2Western Division:
Montana 6 s. 2
Wyoming it. 3 1 ...... 1 1 1 ,
Colorado 12 9 11 3 3 9New Mexko 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 ,Aritona 4 2 3
Utah 4 3 3 2 , 2 3 3 ...... .....Nevada 1 I , 1 1 1 1 ..... ......Idaho. , 8 , 3
Washing Ral 10 3 5. 3. 1 6 22 8Oregon ..... ... 3 ? 2 2 1 1 2 5 1California 19 13 11 7 11 10 2 11 21' 14

1

3

5

3

RELAXER, george H. Health inspection of schoo s in the United gag. Peda-
gogical seminary, 18: 273314, September 1911. tables.

Bibliography: p. 301-302.
Appendix. 89401 medical inspection in New York City, p. 303-14.
"In general it may be said, that in the older and larger pities of the East and Middle West the board

a health cdntrols, whereas In the smaller ewes of the East and the.ae*er cities of the South and Westthe board of education controls. .

"It seems to be the general opinion that all matters pertaining to Infections and contagious diseasesshould remain under the control of 'the board of health, but with respect to the more oompletehadth

711
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sepervialon of school children there la a difference of opinion. . . . The Present tendenej seems to he
in the direction of a division of the work, leaving to boards of health the control of all matters per-
taining to infectious and contagious diseases, and assigning the boards of education those health prob-
lems which more vitally concern the educatck."

Represenuuive results: Percentages of number elrominetf:

t
year. Defective

ieetht
Defective
vision.

If veern- h,d''",tonsils.
Adenoids Defectivi

hearing.

-t--
Pasadena. Cal 6.0 5.0 3.01909 30.0 17
Lowell, Mass lefq ..... 10 7.0 3.0 3.0Newark. N J 1909 8.5 1:i 4.0 5.0 1.4
Harrisburg. Pa 1009 8.0 30 3S.0 19.0 7.0
New York CIty 1909 54.0 17 21,0 19.0
Cleveland, Ohio 1910 27.0 27 -- 15.4 6.0 2.1
School of observation, University of _

Pennsylvania BM 38.5 2A 5.1 13.6 5.1

BOBEL, Jacob. The home as a factor in the medical inspection of school children.
New York medical journal, 91: 1157-6.5, June 4, 1910. illus. tables.

Describes the conditions among the poor of New York City. ..,,,, ....
"The medical Inspection at the school is but a mere beginning: . . the><olntioriof accomplishment

ties in the home. . . . There is hardly a single defect . . . found by us in school work, which Is not
materially influenced by home conditions of the tenement. . . . During the year of 1909. ';.11,0111 children
were examined physically, and of these 173,311 were tested for vision, the remainder being in lower
grades where vision tests were unreliable and impracticable. Of these 173,311. 17.6 per cent were found
defective, 30,408. From my personal observation and examination of serail thousand cases I should
place the percentage of defective vision as shout 30."

Adenoids, malnutrition te0th. etc. Pr. Sobel, in his statements regarding housing conditions and
children's growth and welfare, presents Glasgow, Scotland, tables. For wAleS subject, iffurther reading
is desired, sec

.

Crowley,' Ralph H. The physical conditions of school children. School government chronicle, 27;
78-81, January 12, 1907: supplement. tables.

London county council. Report of the Medical inspector, year ended March 31, 1905. School govern-
men chronicle, 75: ri , February 17, 1900.

Macke le, W. Leslie a.... :ester, A: Report . . . on a collection of steticties as to the physical can-
did° of children attending the public schools of the school hoard for (Regrow with relative tables
and diagrams.' School government chronicle, 78: 145 40 August 17, 1907.

Returns were made for.36,181 boys and 35,974 girls. The mentally detective have been omitted.
"The grouping followed is confirmed by the distribution of one, two, and I hreo-roomed houses, . .

....7-These norm show that the one-roomed child, whether boy or girl, is always on the averaite dis-
tinctly smalle. nd lighter than the two-roomed; and the two-roomed than the thrive- roomed; and
the three-roomed than the four - roomed The numbers examined are so tare and the results are so
uniform. . . It cannot be an accident that boys from two-roomed houses should be 11.7 lb. lighter
on an average than boys from four-roomed houses and 4.7 inches smaller. Neither b 0 an accident
that girls from once roomed foetus are, on the average, 14 lb. lighter and 5,3 inches shorter than the
girls fromkur-roomed houses. -'

"This Id the most extensive investigation ever undertaken in Britain as to the heights and weights
of school children in primary and higher grad, schools. The fables and diagrams . . may legiti-
mately be held to be a provisional standard for future investigations."

..

STEWART, James. Medical inspection of school children. In National con-
ferencer of charities and conetion. Proceedings, 1910. Fort Wayne, hid., .Press
of the Archer printing co. p. 194-200.

"1. As it affects the educational progress of the child. II. As It affects the home and the family-
III. As it affects society in general. IV. As it affects the family physician In his practice. .* As to

' conduct of medical inspection-whether by boards of education or by boards of health." .

LSTILES, Charles Wardell. [Hookworm disease amorist Southern factory and
school children In his Hookworm disease among cotton-mill operatives. Wash-
ington, Govemment.,printing office, 1912. p. 12; 16-20; 33; 313-37 (the "Typical
cotton-Mill child "L 37-38. tables. statiatics. (U. S. [Department of Commerce
and Labor] Report on condition of *man and child wage-earners in the United
States. vol.XVII)

. .]

\
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The various mills and factories, schools, and other institutions inspected, in them States, numbered
177.

"It appears that about 1 in every 4 children under 16, about 1 in every 5 hands from 18 to 20 . . came
within the suspect class. During the year 1911 microscopic examination of 37 287 children of school
age (8 to 18 years) hss been made in 87 counties In all by the State boards of health of Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessge, and Virginia. The per-
centage of Infection by counties ranges from 2.5" to 90.2" (footnote, p. 18).

STELF38, Charles Wardell. Some recent investigations into the prevalence of
AzooTrorm disease among children. In Child conference for research and welfare,

1910. Proceedings. New York City, G. E. Stechert & co. 1d19101 2: 211-15.
Obeervations made in 5 different States, on 2,271 white children.
First series. Of 70 boys and 91 girls, the microscopical examination revealed hookweirrn infection in

133; before the examinations were made, according to the Judgment of local physicians, the apparent
age of the children, 29 boys and 28 girls were estimated as underdeveloped nom one to eight years each,
as indicated by physical development. After the examinations were made, it was found that 49 of
these 57 children were infected. Of these 49 infected, underdeveloped children (29 boys and 20 girls) the
Aguas were as follows;

tinder- development. Bogs I Girls.

One year 9 8
Two year 10 13
Three years 6 1

Four years 3
Eight years

AU these children live on farms. Of the total, 161 farm children, 94 axe living on farms which have no
toilet of any kind; the remaining 67, on farms having the ordinary disease - spreading inzface toilet, open
at the back. For about 200 different localities, in 8 Staten, the same conditions are found records of
about 4,645 farm houses show 55.2 per cent having no toilet of any kind.

Second inlet. Observations made in 4 States, covering 2,11ff children In 15 schools and orphanages
located in 12 cities, towns, and villages. Of these children, 822 were classed as suspects.

Supplementing the medical inspection come the open-air schools, the better preparation of food, and
the playgrounds. " In addition to all the other points thus far mentioned al this conference, the question
of the sanitary arrangements in the bat kyards to the homes in which our children live is a factor second to
none that has been discussed, and in those sanitary arrangements we often find the explanation of much
ofthesicknos: and death among our rural, village, and suburban children. the explanation of the under-
development of many a child, and the backwardness of many a pupil In our schools."

STOREY, Thomas A. Medical inspection in schools from the standpoint of the
educator. Niedical review of reviews, 18: 466-72, July 1912.

Reprinted..
Also in American academy of medicine. 432-41, December 1912; and In American acad.

eery of medicine. Conservation of school children.
The value of medical Inspection when under control of educational authority. "If It is to take a

place in the school curriculum I ould be under the same responsible control that covers the other mem-
bers of that curriculum. . . medical Inspection' must follow up eases . . . the 'follow up' must
be made through the regular school channels and In the regular way. If medical inspection mtur have
an educational Influence upon the hygienic habits of the school child, then its plan of instruction should
be pedagogical and under the inipervision of the school authorities. . . . It should be a part of the
very organization of the school' itself.

"From the point of view of the educator, medical Inspection carried out in school by a department of
the school has a far greater probability of success and efficiency than a system applied in the schools by

department outside the school and without responsibility to a control from the school."

STRAW, Zatae L. Medical inspection of schools. In New Hampshire medical
society. Transactions, 1911. Pensicook, N. H., W. B. Rar'ney, printer, 1911.
p. 154-66.

A general Naomi.
.Quallfications demanded In the work of medical inspectors: "I. Skill In llagnoshi. . . In no

other field of practice is so much general pathological knowledge required. . . . 3. The medical in-
'vector must have a broad and practical knowledge of hfglene.

"He must have special and technical knowledgewith regard to heating and lighting and ventila-
tionthe proper construction of methods of drainage, of dIsinkvtants, the power. of endurance In
the oldld. length of time of sale confinement for It in the schoolroom."
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"Second. The relation of the school child to the community in which It lives, as to the iniertioue

Carolina medical association .. Journal: 7: 334-39, September 1911.

ring-
worm, pediculosis and various forms of skin diseases. s.

diseases, measles, scarlet fever and diphtheria.

upon Us health.'Illustrated by the physical wrecks fromoverstudy, cases of greet mental development
-.vith physical deterioration. the effects of poor school hygiene tin the cliffirs physique.

Also In Pediatrics, 23; 410-la July 1911. Title: Medical Inspection of acho61 children.
"Medical inspection to be effective, must embrace In Its scope the following:
"First. The relation of the school child to its fellow children as to the communicably). diseases, ring-

" Third., The relation of the edoetcaing of child to Re physical life as to the effect of the school life

South

71.11117
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" Fourth. 'lie school child with reference to itiability to gait an.effination, or the influence of phys-
ical defects tfRon the educational side of the child's school life. . . The discovery of these defects
and their removal consequently is of supreme importance to the child.

"The mulls of medical inspection'have been extremely affinfatory. First. In the promotion of
efficiency in the schools. Second. In the protection of the community. Third. In the preservation

.

of the lives of the children. end promotion of a healthy spirit among them."

United States.. Bureau of labor. Retardation, repeating, and elimination. In
its Conditions under which 'children leave school to go to work. Washington,
'Government printing office, 1910. p. 245-303. tables, (Its Report on condi-
tion of woman and child wage-earners in the; niteelVefes. vol. \'I1)

Statistical study of els cities: Pawtucket and Woonsocket, R. I.; Columbus- Ga.; Columbia, 8. C.;
Plymouth and Hazleton, Pa. .

Number and per cent of boys and girls repeating for specified leading causes (in part, dere
given).

Boys. Girls.

Cause.

Number, Pee cent. Number. Per cent. '

Lack of ability. slowness, diffness, or immaturity 203 i 20.0 1W 21.2
Poor health and physical defects 131 12.9 14.9

" Poor health and physical defects laccountl for 13.7 per cent. This does not tell the whole story, for
In many cases the irregular attendance was probably due to or accompanied by poor healtlObt It 111
a sufficiently impressive total as It is."

It is for such children a medical Inspector is of vital value.

EVAN DEltEILICi, James Warren. Medical inspection of public schools. De-
troit medical journal, 10: 136-44, April 15, 1910.

t'onelunion:
"The medical inspection of publie..nchools is of vest important* to the welfare cf the race, and of great

economic value if it be properly executed. The controlling body should, be a body of physicians vested'
with the police powers of the State, and to be the final arbiters In all matters of hygiene and sanitation
regarding the school child. The medical inspectors should be competent medical then having special
training for this fork. They should be medical Inspection specialists. School nurses should . .

follow up the cases and aid In carrying out of the work. . . All notices regrading the physical con-
dition of the child should refer the child to the family physicians':

1)r. Van Dersliee eonsiders the prominence given to free dispensaries In these notices, to be IU advised.
But since the very poor can be reached in this way only, they should be first considered, and not the
income of "family physicians."

VAN DERSLICE, James Warren. The statue of the school child. .Pediatrics,
21 : 653-01, December 1909. tables.

Dula gathered in 26 cities, from 904 schools.
A statistical study of the school child: Retardation, grades and overage, clauses of deficiency, detects

according to ages: defects by grades.
"It may be take' as an axiom that the nearer a child is to the normal age for grade, the greater the

probability of the pupil's continuance. Thus ... an averaged child in the fourth grade has I chance
In 25 of continuing through the eighth grade. while a child of normal age has 1 chance in 3. . Thee
number of pupils compelled to leave school because of general ill- health was but t in 9110 While there

is

a.
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le a Loss of 60 per cent between the eighth grade and the high school, the artifbial separation of the two
is largely accountable for the loss. . . .

"Physical examinations were made of these puplb . .

Castes examined. 163,603
Poor outriding' 11,666
Hnlarged=es 38,I77 ,
Nervous 1,641
Cardiac diseases 1,846
Pulmonary diseases 1,235
Skin diseases 3,107
Orthopedic diseases 9,965
Defective vision 45,577
Defective hearing 3.11210
Nasal breathing
Defective teeth 66,174
Defective I 1,100
Hypertrophied 31,64u
Adenoids 10049
Detective mentality 3,051

"These araminadons were made by the school medical Inspectors and under the rules laid down by
the various school boards . The incidence of the commoner Infections scarlet lever, diphtheria,
measles.was noted ln 6,764 cases. In these it was found that to 78 per cent of the cams occurring at
initial cane In the family It affected the school child."

WELCH, J. H. Thwimportance of medical inspection of schools and Lts present
status. Kentucky medical journal, 9 . 749 -52, October 1, 1911.

General statistical rbsumtl.
"Experience of medical examiner/ thus tar has shown that 7 out of every 10 children are In need of

physical examination; 3 out of 10 show defective vision. 2 out of 10 are detective in breathing; and 7 out
of 10 have defective teeth.
"" What is the for physical defects? Retardation, discouragement, dropping out of school,

and annual estimated at $12,000,001 If only 30 per cent of these evils could leKelitninated by
medical tin, would It not pay? I believe that all school children, teachers, Janitors, school
buildings, grounds, In all school districts, public, parochial, private, rural and urban should bo subjected
to examination by experts at least once a year."

WHEELER, R. M. A plea for medical inspection of schools. Journal of the Minne-
sota State medical association and The Northwestern lancet, 29 : 505-509, December
1, 1909.

It is appalling to note the incompetency of most teachers to essht In this campaign for the betterment
of school hygiene... .

The plan of a system of medical laspktion should . . include the proper education of teachers
along the Hues of physiology and hygiene. A State commission of medical Inspectors should . . . lay
down certain simple rules of school hygiene, which should be mastered by every teacher and inculcated
Into the mind of every pupil. Such lessons might include instruction in bodily and mental cleanliness,
perseLl habits, injurious exercises, proper timed eating and studying, effects of narcotics and alcohol.
simple methods of preventing the spread of disease, etc."

Scheme of inspection OS outlined to be made by physician, "appointed according to State laws," upon
child's first enrollment at school andijterwards; upon the first opening days to be in attendance Ai
school and make a report as to each can condition, record to ho kept at the school. The physician to
make, or confirm, all vaccinations; to submit written report to trIllucational authoritie. "as to what
he considered the existing evils of the schoolroom Pad building, and make suggestions as to how this
part of school eaditationsmay be Improved. Poor lighting, bad ventilation, defective plumbing, dan-
gerous stairways, insufficient heating might all be considered matters which would come within his
sphere of supervision."

. WILE, Ira S. School lunghes and medical inspection. Medical review of reviews,
18:593-98, September 1912. tables.

Also hs Journal of home 4:345-62, October 1012.
"Twenty -five per cent of our public school children fall to attend school 75 per cent of the tin*.

t-Preventable dbease is a large factor in this . . and tollinutrition plays no small part In preparing sea
for such preventable dieet&s. . The total absence of the term 'malnutrition' in many statistical
tabled shove that this phase of the problem is entirely omitted In a consideration of medical hupeo.

"The rotation between school lunohre anti medical inspection is patent. Medical Inspection should
be so thorough at to indicate not merely the names of various aypnatoms and conditions, but should
euggett whether at not ammunition could possibly be an underlying lector. Under such conditions
school lunches could serve In a curative way to assist in the relief of the conditions reported by the medical
timpeet.m. Frequently medical Inspectors would Also suggest than children not possessing muted
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defeats, but who are very dose to the health poverty line, and for them school lunches could be Instituted
as part of the preventive measure, . . increasing mental acuity and building up the physical health of
our school children."

WILE, Ira FL School lunches. Their relative physical tulvantag;s in elementary
and secondary schools. New York medical journal, 96:422-25, August 31, 1912.

Reprinted.
Resume of reports: New York, St. Louis, etc., showing the relation between nourished children and

undernourished growth, mentality, dentition, and school progress.
k edical inspection as related to the public school system maker note of many aymptorns which

are apparent among the children, but all too frequently to get down to the factors responsible for
them.

WOOD, Thomas 1/benison. Health examination. In National society fur the
study of education. Ninth yearbook. Chicago, The University of Chicago preen,
1910. Part4 :13-42. tables.

Bibliography: Health examinations, p 106
The cities in the United States having the best organised systems are: Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,

Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, and Philadelphia.
The State crumut afford on economic grounds even, to educate a child who ti handicapped by remov-

able obstacles or whose personality orikeMaracter is being distorted In any preventable manner....

WOOD, Thomas Denison. health problems in education. In. American scholol
hygiene association. Proceedings, 1912. Springfield [Mass.] American physical
educational review, 1912. p. 125-30.

A tau read before At National council of education National education artociatioa of the United
tales, meeting, 1912; and in U. S. Bureau of education. Cunsnt educational topics no. 111. p. 1149

(Bulletin no. 21, 1912)
°There are to the schools of the United Stales to-day abruximately 20,003,000 pupils. Careful study

of statistics and estimation of all conditions lead to the following personal conclusions:
"From (le-2 per rant) 309,MO to 400,000 of thaw have organic heart dbrese.
"Probably (6 per cent) 1,000,00 at least have now: or have had, tuberculous disease of the lungs.
"About (6 per cent) 1.01b,000 have spinal curvature. Oat foot or some other moderate deformity serious

enough to interfere to some degree with health.
Over (S per vent) 1,000,000 have defective hearing.

" A bout (25 pef cent) 6.000,000 have defective vision.
" About (2.5 per cant) 6.000.000 are Suffering from malnutrition. in many cases due in part at least to

one or more of the other defects enumerated.
Over (30 per cent) 11.000.110) have enlarged tonsils, adenoids or enithed cervical glands which need

attention.
"Over (50 per cent) 10,000.001 (In some schools as high as 96 per cent) have slt<evtlye teeth which an

potentially 11 not actually detrImIntal to health.
"Several millionsof the children possess each, two or more of the handicapping defects.
"About (75 per cent) 13,000,00 of the school children In this country need attention to-day for physi-

cal defects, whlelfare partially or completely remediable.
OF essential importance In the health field are the following: (a) Maintenance of sanitary, healthful

school environment with clean schoolhouses, abundant light. pod air. etc. (5) Ilyglenk instruction
and school management, with particular attention to influence of teacher upon nervous health of pupils.
(r) Effective teaching of health and hygiene to all pupils In the schools. (dl Rational supervision and
direction of play, gamed, athletics and' all billhful and satisfying foinnt ofphl.sica1 education.

"Special features ....ski) hove direct tag on healtai include (s) Homes of the
pupils. (5) Playgrounds an gymnasiums. (t) Dental cll nics. and'other me cal clinics for children.
(d) Classes for defectives and cripples. (r) open-air schtals. a

"improvement in school hygiene Involvesprominently these.hirtoril:
"1. Recognition of extraordinary value of work of 4%11 Mama, and employment of nurses In the

schools.
"2. More comprehensive and thorough training in fis..0 hygiene In all normal schools and other

institutions for professional education of teachers.
"3. Better technical training for school physicians, school nurses, teachers of hygiene and physical

education, and other special officers in this field.
"4. Requirements of tests of knowledge and skill In various phases of school hygiene for teachers is

general, and certification of health Specialise& of different typea"
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INSPECTION FOR COMMUNICABLE DISEASES.
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DIXON, Samuel G. The medical and sanitary inspections of schools and their
relation to the tuberculosi. problem. In American school hygiene association.
Proceedings of the first, second and third congresses. Published November, 1910.
Springfield [Mass.] American physical education review, 1910. p. 35-42.

Read at the second congress, 1908,
'The decrease In mortality from tuberculosis has apparently been greatest in those States where

systematic popular education for Its restriction has been most active and general. There b no other
known cause capable of producing such a gradually decreasing effect ash shown to have osiorred . .

"Is these not reason to suppose the systematic education of our school children In the essential facts
. would be followed by a still more noteworthy reduction in the next generation? Should it not be

a part of the regular curriculum of every school in the countr?"

FELL, A. 8. The prevention of the spread contagious diseases, particularly
among children. American journal of public hygt ' : 82-91, February 1910.

"There should be a thorough system of medical inspection of all the school children In the city, State,
public, private and parochial."

International municipal congress and exposition. First. Contagion and
school inspection. Discussion. In Municipal advance. Extracts from papers
read. Chicago, September 18-30, 1911. p. 117-19.

The conference as a whole voted in the affirmative on the following questions:
1. Should carriers be excluded from school? 2. Spould vaccination he required for school children

in cities, In small towns, lea the country? 9. Shouts} schools have physical examinations! 4. ShOuld
schools have dental examinations?

United States. Department of commerce and labor. Bureau of the cen-
sus. [Mortality from children's diseases in Registration area, 1910: Ages 5 to 141
In its Bulletin, 109: 118.

Ages Ages
5 to 9. 10 to 14.

Diphtheria and croup 2,938 700 9,638
Measles

I arei 162 740
Starlet fever 1 , 731 442 2, 1 T3
Whooping cough 228 17 245

Total &Ns

WILE, Ira S. The social plagues and the' public schools. New York medical
journal, 92: 501-504, September 10, 1910. tables.

Reprinted.
Also In American academy of medicine. Bulletin, II: 496-505, October 1910.
"The school throws no mantle of protection, educationally or physically, about children, when they

most require It.
"In 1900, there were 446,133.teachers in the United States, of whom 1181519 were males and 327,614

were females. If . it is a 'conservative estimate that In this country the morbidity from gonorrhoea
would represent 60 per cent of the adult male population and that of syphiRs from 10 to 15 per cent,tt,
are these teachers a possible source of Infection of public school children? Are tals Janitors, scrubwoinen,
school attendants a source of possible Infection of the children? . .

"Venereal diseases among the colored children arc said to be unusually common according to South-
ern physicians, and there are 872,344 negro children between the agekof 5 and 14 In the elementary

"The prevention of the social plagues is one of the Intrinsic problems of our present school system."
Dr. Wile's statistics give some idea of the extent of the diseases among school children. Ile emphw

dies existent evils end makes a plea sor the fullest effectual work of the medical Inspectors of school
children, that the diseases when found be specifically called by name, and that preventive gleans be
radically enforced. lie says, further:

"Prophylaxis mesas increased attention to school hygiene. Drinking fountains must supplant the
foul drinking oups. Individual towels are absolutely necessary. Pencils, sponges, books must be
individualised; and the children most be impressively instructed not to lend theca to each other and

op.. to avoid putting such articles In their mouths. Toilet facilities should be The toilets
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of the two sexes must not be . . . within earshot of each other. . . . Complete physical examinations
should be required. . . .

inifestly, children who MP a BOUMe of contagion to others mint be excluded from wheal .
until they are no longer a menace to the healtt of their fellow school children.

"Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago exclude the children when the diseases are ... recognised by the
medical inerctors. . . .

"meal& inspection must progress so as to be of greater value. The classification of the defects of
,chool children should . . be placed upon an etiological basis

WILLSON, Robert N. The economic relations of social diseases. Pennsylvania
medical journal, 15:843 -a5, August 1912.

lias the public "a right to demand instruction regarding the many more than 100,000 infected suf-
ferers supposedly intermingling in the homes and lives in every city . ,

"T.,he richest and the poorest strata of society fare) the two most thoroughly saturated with these

gWhat do we hear of the blind asylums, 3D per cent of whose inmates are there because of gonococcus
birth infection; . . of the insane asylums with $5 per cent and upward of the cases of paresis due to
syphilis: and over In the nervous wards a very like percentage of cases of locomotor -ataxia due to the
same disease? . . . What of the children's wards in hospitals, never free from little children who are
infected: . . . of the general wards 7 . full of the debilities . . . the marasmus, the idlociej, the
apoplexies, the epilepsles, the club feet, the hare lips, the maimed and crippled special senses... .

We are officially informed that in our army of about 80,000 men not less than 20 per cent of all upon
the sick list are instances of veneered infection. . . . For the navy and marine corps . . . foeall venereal
diseases the primary admission ratio was 199.17 per 1.001.

In the Public health and marine hospital service . . about 1,0000 rpatlents have been treatedj
in the last 20 y Of these, 106,090 were cases of syphilis: . . . 4,420 constituting the average per
year.. . . 117, of gonorrhea, with an annual average of 4.1189 mad. . . .

"No reference has been made to the new wave of venereal infection brought to this country each
year from the continent. . . . 1.8st year 223,153 immigrants came from Italy alone, 1M,3473 from Poland,
64,000 Jews, 71,000 Germans,32,000 Scandinavians, and many others; . . . not one of the entire num-
ber having been examined for the presence of venereal disease-.and all admitted through a AvIdgo' pen
physical gate."

IN REPRESENTATIVE CITIES.

BERKELEY, CAI..

HOAG, Ernest Bryant and HALL, Ivan C. A preliminary report oil contagious
dittisert in schools. American academy of medicine. Bulletin, 13: 81-87, April
1942, charts.

Reprinted.
"The necessity for the correction or control of such physical defects as those of hearing, sight,

latory disorders, obstruction of the nose and throat, as well as certain deformities, such as those of the.
spine, ,',est, feet and legs, might often be avoided, if proper attend& to the contagious diseases of
childhood were given serious consideration during school life.

"The principal points then to he considered In relation to contagious diseases In schools are:
"1. The direct effects of the diseases thebuelves.
"2. Tice direct or indirect effects of such diseases in producing physical 'defects.'
"1. The relation of these diseases to retardation and elimination.
"4. The cost 1p theA, pool department through decrease of average daily attendance, on which appro-

priations are often laTirt based.
"S. The cost to the family for medical treatment, nurses, etc.
"4, The cost to the individual through general lowered vitality or direct physical disability of one

sort or another.
"In order to study with any degree of accuracy the effects of contagious diseases in schools, certain

accurate methods for keeping records must be devised.and carefully followed. For the purpose of
Illustration the following method is presented as having proved sattsfactory to the schools of Berkeley.

"I. Every case of contagious disease is reported to the city health department and here recorded by
the cud -Index system.

"2. The health department notifies the school department in each case, and a similar record Is made
here.

"3. The school department notifies every principal of a school In whose districts contagious disease
is reported.

"4. livery principal inquires carefully Into the cause of continued absence on the part of the pupil,
and notifies the school department of every contagious or suspicious disease which iivolhoomes to his
&heehaw-

"By this cross-checklag Method there remains very tittle Chance for Wj tootagious chIldrea's disease
40 WA of being repormd and properly recorded.
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"5. A contagious &roan nap Is made of the entire city and arranged by school districts, thus Indi-
cating at a glance where the focus of infection for any given disease exists.

"6. Various,tables and curves are made indicating the contagious status of each school.
"7. Other tables and curves may be made to any extent desired, showing such points as age distribu-

tion of contagious diseases, mortality rate, time lost, cost of sickness to family or school, relation to
weather or season, relation to ventilation to home or school, relation to vacations, and relations to any
other things which may be deemed important or interesting.

"The relation between physical defects and contagious diseases Is a problem which will prove of
value It lollowed.out carefully, but it is very difficult to obtain accurate data . . .

"By means of the method indicated I have with the aid of Mr. Ivan C. Hall . . been able to deter-
mine some interesting data in respect to contagious di eases In the Berkeley schools. It will be possible

. to summarize only a portion of our results, in the hope that this may prove suggestive to other
locaLtka. Our numerous tables and curses Willliave to be mostly omitted. . . .

"The death rate from all muses In Berkeley from 19136 to lifficinclusive shows an average of 11.8 per
1,000 of population. The total rate has fallen from 10.1 per 1,000 In 19041 to 9.4 per 1,0001n 1910, a reduc.
Um) of 37.7 per cent. The death rate In Berkeley for 1910 was lower than the average for the stale,
which was 13.6 per LOCO. . .

"The paper would particularly emphasize the importance of accurately collecting data*cl exhibit-
ing it as far as possible in a graphic form by means of charts and the plotting of curves. By this means
Information can be instantly grasped and the problem much more easily solved. Once facing the
situation In any community in respect to transmissible diseases in schools the prophylactic or other
measures necessary to put Into use may be easily applied."

BOSTON, MASS.

Boston. School committee. Report of the Commission appointed . . . to
investigate the problem of tuberculosis among school children. Boston, Printing
department, 1909. 11 p. illus. 8°. ttichool document no. 2, 1909)

"Five thousand is a conservative estimate of the total numbelkef tuberculous children in the public
schools of Boston."

HAJARINGTON, Thomas F. The superintendence of infected children when out
of school and the conditions of their ree.dmission to school. In 111° Congree inter-
national d'hygiene scolaire, 1910. Itapports. v. 1. Paris, A. Maloine, editeur,
1910. p. 272-82. charts. tables.

Chle6y, in Boston.
"The communIcabic diseases that are of special consideration In school life fall into eh

classes: (1) Zymotic diseases; (2) tubercular affections, (3) contagious skin diseases.
"Medical inspectors and school nines have done much to detect, exclude, and follow up these foci

of Infection. Board of health Inspection has not availed much In controlling the quarantined cases
In the homes. . . . A system which promises high results In measures to control Infected children
excluded from school has been Inaugurated In Boston by the district nursing association. Nurses have'
been appointed for the specific purpose of supervising In the homes supervised caSeS . . . She keeps
to close touch with the home by repeated regular visitsinstructing, observing, and guiding the family
during the entire period of quarantine. . . . This special corps of nurses does not enter the schools but
keeps closely informed about school diseases in the district. . . .

"In diphtheria quarantine the problem is more difficult.' One per cent of well persons ferry typical
diphtheria bacilli of the morphological type which give a positive laboratory diagnosis. . .

"The belief that scarlet fever and cilphtherheare spread by school attendance principally is not
supported by reliable data. . . . The, decline In the morbidity . . . starts bsfore the School closure
and the Increase in the number of cases begins before the opening of the fall term of school..

"Tuberculosis is seldom of such d quantity as to require supervision out of school.... In an exam-
bunion of mote than 90,000 children In the Boston public schools showing more than 5,000 anaemic%
glandular, and Undersized children, there were only 156 COSH of tuberculosis. . . . Genuine pulmonary
tuberculosis, as well as open tuberculosis of bones or skin, should be excluded from regular schools.
. . . In Boston such cases are segregated into a hospital school which permits the child to return to
his home each evening."

SLACK, Francis Hervey and others. Diphtheria bacillus-carriers in the public
schools. American medical association. Journal, 54: 951-64, March 1910. tables.
map.

"An entirely new procedure . . . when, acting on the suggestion of Dr. Richard C. Cabot, the school
board suggested, under Wyk, of Its committee of physicialts, the taking of cultures at the beginning

'8u Luck, Fronds Hervey and oilers (following reference).
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of the school year from all the pupils in the Brighton district, and the keeping from school of those
band to be bacillns-Can 'ars."

The estimated number of pupils was about 4,500, Just 99 cases, or 1.16 per cent (positive). The author
gives the following conclusions:

"I. At least I per cent of ell healthy school children are carriers of morphologically typical diphtheria
bacilli (Westbrook's A, C and D types) 2. Such bacilli are communicable . . end the condition is
usually a transient one. 3. The organisms are ordinarily of little or no virulence. 4. While It is pce-
ale that by passing through a susceptible individual their virulence might be raised to cause the
disease, this is not a frequent occurrence. I. The disease is kept alive in a commit:8444 rather by eh-o-
leic orgishisms In immune persons than by these non-virulent bacilli. 6. Where virulent diphtheria
bacilli are present, as shown by outbreaks of the disease, . . isolation of those showing positive ca.
lures is a dto owed to the community. 7. Where the disease does not exist, isolation of carriers of
probable non - virulent bacilli is of no proved banellt. . . The attempt to control diphtheria in a
city by a round of cultures from all school children at the beginning of the school year dues not seem
encouraging from this series of tests. 9. The proposition to stamp diphtheria out of a city by cultural
tests of all the inhabitants and Isolation of all carriers is impusabk: from any practical standpoint."

CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago. Department of health. Municipal laboratory. iiphtherka car-
riers in schools. In its Report, 1907-1910. p. 11 -12. table.

"Of 6,468 school children examined during theyear 1910, during the diphtheria epidemic of Novena.
her and December, 744 or 11.96 per cent were at the time of culturing nonsick carriers of morphologically
typical Klebs-Loeflier bacilli. . . . The largest number of positives found in a single room was 72,
including the teacher, out.of 25 persons. . . The longest duration of a single ease was six weeks. The
average time in which the bacilli dLsappeared from the throat was 8.73 days."

All positive cases were placed in quarantine, and a placard marked " Diphtheria carrier here" was
posted on the premises. "The effectiveness of the control of diphtheria by Isolation of currier cases
snap be Judged trout the fact that after about live weeks . . . the epidemic was effectually stamped
out."

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

BOITDB.EAII, Frank G. Epidemic poliomyelitis. Ohio. State board of health.
Monthly bulletin, 2: 71 -78, March 1912.

"The measures adopted by the health department of Cincinnati seemed to me to be particularly
,... well adapted to our knowledge of the disease and what we can with Justice enforce, without being too

arbitrary or too lenient I commend them to your attention.

"'PREVENTIVE MEASURES.

":Ail mere are required to be reported to the health ottice.: Any case of any meninges' affection is
investigated. lest it might be a case of infantile paralysis, and any such case that In the opinion of the
Investigator seems suspicious, is treated as a case of infantile paVels.

"'The house in which such cases occur are placard's' with a sign, stating that there 1st contagious
disease within.

"'AU children connected with a school are removed from school for a periodpf three weeks.
"'The patients are isolated as much as possible, and especially are children kept away from a C998.
"'Those who have been exposed are kept away from children as much 118 potable, and isolated, with

the exception that "bread winners" are not kept away frotn their work.
'oln came of death the funeral Is required Co be private and must take place within 24 hour.. . '"

CLAIRTON BOROUGU, PA.

COLCORD, A. W. Diphtheria epillimics and the public school. American medi-
cine, n. a., 7: 245-52, May 1912, Iffue,

Epidemic Wanton Borough, Pa., of 72 cases, of which 18 were pupils of the public schools. Flannel
tithe epidemic:

"I. Schools were not closed, but children were daily assembled and kept under observation. 2. Sys.
tematic and frequent examination of all throats In the public schools. 3. Cullum' taken of all suspicious
throats . examined at the expense of board of health. 4. Finding of 'diphtheria Larders' and the
quarantine and giving of antitoxin to the same. 6. Both cases of 'carriers' occurred in families where
several children had been sick and no physician bad been in attendance. . . . 6. No case occurred In
room biter the Gutting and Isolation of the 'carriers.' Whole epidemic wain= stopped,"
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EAST ST. LOtIfi, ILL. 0,

East St. Louis. Board. of education. Medical inopection. In its Annual report,
1910-11. p. 47-48.

"We hope that we may have medical supervision in our schools In the near future. It seem, fair and
right and the consequent advancement of children when relieved is so much greater and the t1..re spent
to school as much lem. that the board of education really gains from a money point of view.

" A complete plan of Inspection would include (s) ap annual or semiannual examination of every school
with especial reference to: (1) Defects In eyes, ean, nose, mouth, and throat; (2) lungs and chest.

(3) spinal system;(4) general strength! (5) nervous force. (b) Daily examination of children who
give signs of illness, to prevent the spread of contagious diseases. (c) An annual inspection of the sani-
tary condition of each school building. Trained nurses to visit the homes of poor children, who are
would be a logical part of such a system."

A table of contagious diseases. For teachers and parents, p. 78-77.

Contagious diseases. Table for teachers and parents.

More. Pupils having any of these disease. are by law excluded from school. A board of health
certificate Is required for the first four diseases. In other cases admit to school with physician's certifl
sate, or sometimes with mother's certificate, in accordance with the time given In this table.)

Disease
*

'Period of , -mes Quanuitins.

S Symptoms.Ineu-
be-

tiqn.

After
Invasion. ex .

r
After
at-tack.

Do not admit to
school untilsure.

Dlphthata

Scarlet fever

Smallpox

Orman measles.
Measles ..

Chicken pox

Yampa.

Days.
2-7

2-7

9-12

S-16
8-14

13-10

14-21

Day,.

1-2

2-3

Few hours
,

4

Few bourn

Daps.
1"

14

18

7-10
16

12

Days.
12

30

18

12
12

14

20

After more throat
and scaling of
akin disappears.

All scabs have Ms-
appeared.

Three days after
of lastrecovery-case. with car

tlficate; 14 days
without.

All scabs have ells
appeared, 14
days after recov-
cry of last case
In family.

Seven days atter
swelling and
tenderness dla-
appear.

r,

I
Orly or brown patches on ton-

sils. white membrane In
throat, bloody or irritating
nasal discharge. enlarged
glands at aide of neck. fever
sometimes croupy cough.
some may may be carried In
clothing.

Vomiting, sudden fever,. red
sore throat, red tonsils, ea-
forged papillae on tongue,
flushed skin, fine scarlet
rash on chest and neck in
from 12 to 36 hours. some
times pale ring about mouth.
Most contagious from scale
of shin from ninth to forty
second day Often carried
in clothing.

Chill, headache. vomiting,
ithis in back, rash like scar
let lever or like measles
lourth day rash on forehead.
May be carried In clothing.

Rosh, catarrh, slight fever
Mild scarlet lever resemble
this: be careful.

Watering eves sneezing nansal discharge, cough, some
times more ttuiet, rash or
lack of neck and forehead
small dark red spots, fourtt
till seventh day skin peek
eighth till thirteenth a
eighteenth day. May be car
tied in clothing.

Small red pimples on face; yell
cles filled with turbid serum
changing to black or brown
ish crusts on body or scalp
Smallpox may be mistakes
be this disease.

Neck glands swollen, lobe o
ear raised chewing and sou
tastes painful, headache
vomiting. depreaton.

re symp
Bei

dom oontaglons befo
tomsappear. lively. diver
carried in &tink'.
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Contagious diseases. Table for teachers and parents.

29

Period of Quarantine.

Disease. Incu-
ba-

tion.

Days
Whooping cough. 6-10

Influenza (grip).

Sore eyes, pink
eyes.

Ringworm

Impetigo, coots-
Moss.

Lice (pediculosts)

Itch (scabies)

Tuberculosis

1-7

Invasion.

D0.4.
1-4

After I A fter
expo-1 at-
sure., tck.

Dap.1Days.
42

s.

Do not admit to
school until

Symptom,.

After end of
modic coughing.

Till cured or cer-
tificate. ,

do

do

Till cured

do

Till cured otc car-
tifisate.

Tonsilitho Till cured

A hard cold for 10 days, spas-
modic cough whooping tenth
to fortieth day, thick nasal
discharge vomiting, nose-
bleed. Rarely, if ever, tattled
in clothing.

Chill. fever, vomiting, more
sudden onset and slower re-
covery than common colds;
contagious. Usually send
home children with fresh
sudden sneezing colds; If not
sent home. children with
colds should be seated in
front row.
Nors.Many eye diseasee

are contagion); do not take
risks. beware of towels and
handkerchiefs.
Parasitic, bald patches on scalp,

scabby patches on body.
Recommend that a physician
be consulted.

Parasitic, rough. scabby sores.
especially when skin has been
broken; beware of towels.
Recommegi that a phYsician
be consulted.

R ecommend three applications
of lard and sulphur, or crude
petroleum, soap suds follow-
ing: fine comb with vinegar
for nits.

Parasitic. Itching sores on
wrists, back of hand, and be-
tween fingers. Reoor -,end
applications of lard a A sul-
phur, or crude petroleum.

"bass of appetite, weakness.
languor, listlessness, are
among the early signs. Pal-
lor, marked anaemia, lass of
weight, excessive emaciation,
the presence of enlarged
glands in the neck, are Indi-
cations that there is some-
thing wrong. If in addition
to this there is a cough, with
or without sputum. the child
should most certainly be ex-
amined by a physician."

Incubation Is the time between posure and first symponts. Invasion is from first symptoms toeruption or marked disease.
Please notify the superintendent and school physician In writing of all known rases of tuberculosis,

epilepsy. St. Vitus dance, and weenie. In center schools require a certificate from the superintendent
or a physician In all cases of peeling hands. Colds and Influents are probably contagious. Excludepupils with sore throat until cured or until they bring a certificate.

Look out for second crop of measles in school eight days after the first outbreak.
Pupils exposed to mumps or whooping cough may attend school provided watch is kept forsymp-toms.
Pupils exposed to diseases "carried In clothing" may not attend school unt II af ter the days of (menin-ges as above, without physician's certificate. Approved by East lit. Louis board of health, July,1911.
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GREENSBURG, IND.

BLAND, Curtin. Report of diphtheria epidemic in Greensburg [Ind.] during the
months of Septemberand October, 1911. India a. State board of health. Monthly
bulletin, 14: 147-49, December 1911.
"Out of a total of 872 cultures taken from grade and high-school panne, September 30-October 9,1911,s'

288, or 33 per cent, came back positive. This high percentage of 'carriers' . . . and the large number of
contacts under quarantine . . made us feel justified In keeping the schools closed."

All parts of the town were found to be about equally infested with "carriers." Without doubt the
street carnival, held by the Eagles from September 11 to 16, inclusive, had served to distribute the diph-
theria bacilli.

As soon as positive reports were received the "carriers" were quarantined. Eventually, 2410 homes
were quarantined,- containing about 1,200 persons, and this in a town of 6,000. Out of 400 "carriers"
found only 4 developed clinical symptoms of the disease.

Conclusions:
"1. To fight successfully an epidemic of diphtheria 'carriers' must he found and . . with contact

cast; must be Isolated. 2. A bacteriological examination of the throat most be made in order to discover
the 'carriers.' This makes absolutely necessary the maintenance of a bacteriological laborator of the
State board of health. 3. That antitoxin hears the some relation to clinical diphtheria that water does
to fire. If the antitoxin le used in time anti in sufficient quantities . . in the first 24 bourse( the disease,
the death mt. Is practically nil and there are no persist2a.laad alter efIscus of the disease."

NEW YORK, N. Y.

BAKR, Sara Josephine. Inspection for the detection of cases of contagious
ditteases. In her The Division of child hygiene of the Department of health of the
city of New York. 1912, p. 64 70. tables. insert. illus./

1. Each nurse visits each school in her charge before In o/lock each morni(tg and inspects in la room set
apart for this purpose all children referred by the teachers. 26. Children manifesting any signs or symp-
tom of an acute contagious nature, such on smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, chickenpox;
whaping-cough or mumps, are referred by the nurse la the principal. Cultures are taken in every case
otter b throat. I tthe child la not suffering from a contagious disea e, it is notified to rct drn to school and
is given an official certificate to that effect. If a confirmatory diagnosis of contagious disease is made the
patient Is Isolated, the apartment placarded with a notice of the character of the disease, and the case
immediately reported to the division of contagious diseases, which thereafter assumes supervision and
control. 3. Children affected with a contagious eye or skin disease are gi ven a notice to take home to their
parents.

HERRMANN, Charles. The prevention or the spread of contagious diseases in
,public schools. Internationales archiv fiir schulhygiane, 6: 1-15, October 1909.
forms. tables.

Describes the method in New York City. The medical inspector visits each school every morning
between Stand 10 o'clock and examines: "I. those pupils presenting an y indication of contagious disease.
2. Those pupils previously excluded on account of contagious disease, who harp returned. 3. I here
pupils who have been absent for 3 or more days on account of sickness. Every morning each principal
receives a list of all the cases of contagious disease which have been reported on the previous day. This

`list is sent to ever.rclassroorn."

New ,York(City) Association of tuberculosis clinics. Significant features. In
its Fourth annual report, 1911. p. 18.-19, 35 (table).

In 1910 there were under observation 500 children. In January, 1911, there were 1,243 children under
observation, an Incrgase of 140 per cent. In addition, there were treated during the year 4,272 new cases
and 1,293 old, making In all a total of 6,8151 children treated, an Increase of 2,103, or A.5 per cent over the
number treated in 1910. The establishment of additional children's classes is strongly urged.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ROACH, Walter W. The role of the school in the spread of scarlet fever. A lesson
from one school in Philadelphia. American journal of public health, 2: 450-51,
June 1912, diaram. map.

Reprinted.
Epidemic in the 'F. 1i. Pierce public school.
First case reported January, 19IY; a maw followed in February. "T was no classroom inspection

daring this time, the school doctor under the rule callingeach morning t the principal's ofilce to examine
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ehidrenZttferred to him by the teachers, who In the last analysis were the only medical inspectors In
the classrooms, with the whole system depending upon their ability to primarily detect dieesee.

"The 'carriers' were undoubtedly In the 'school, hidden and unrecognised. Twelve more cases MP
lowed in March and . . . when the medical mar began classroom inspections he picked up 7 cases in the
school desquamating. If It had been a neighborhied epidemic, other cases would unquestionably have
occurred among pupils attendlisg the Walton anti Belvlew Schools, but the caste point to one focus.
The Pierce school building was tomtgauxl, inspectors stationed at each entrance and the 1,400 pupils
carefully examined. Suspicious ones were refused admission and in vestigated. . . . The whole altitation
was'cleared up in a short time."

PROVIDENCE. R. I.

CHAPIN, Charles Value. The spread of scarlet fever and diphtheria in schools.
American journal of public hygiene, 20: 813-17, November 1910. tables.

For the purpose of studyine the incidence of these diseases in schools in Providence, It I., rem of cards
are keptono set for werleofever and uric set for diphtheria, with a cord for each school. A table on
page Me shows the age distribution of the renorted cases of scarlet fever end diphtheria In Providence
for 21 years. The amount of disease increases until the first year of school attendance when it begins to
fall off.

While it appears to he true that the disease, under consideration rarely spread In schools, and that
the schools arc safer than the streets . e . it is probable that the rule* in regard to the school attendance
of children from families where these diseases exist, are in moat ofour cities, amply auMelent to prevent
extension from reported cases. Disinfection of the school is, generally speaking, a useless procedure.
The trouble comes not from the recognized cases but from the missed cases' and healthy 'carriers.' , .

"The common drinking cup must go. The IMP of the slate eneournp.es carelesepess with the saliva.
. .

7he roller towel Is almost as had as the common drinking cup. . . . The use of Modeling clay and sand,
and much other kindergarten work, encourages personal uncleanliness If however, the child is
taught to wash its hands, and wipe them on its ode towel, before touching the clay, and to keep the
fingers out of the mouth while modeling he will learn that it is wrong to inflict his own saliva on another.
By such teaching the spread of contagious diseases to school may be made even leas than it Lis." '

VALPARAISO, IND.

NESBIT, Otis B. Rooks as carriers of scarlet fever. American medical associa-
tion. Journal, 59: 1526-28, October 26, 1912. table.

Conclusions:
"1. If books act as carriers, it to only immedinfely after being contaminated with the dischargife of

the patient; yet this investigation has failed to reveal a single instance of this kind. 2. Books that have
been used by scarlet fever patients do noelong contain the infection In such a way as to tranamit the
disease to man. 3. 'Any book which has been handled by a scarlet fever patient should he burned or
fumigated."

Regarding epidemic of scarlet fever N'alparaiso Ind. September Itxtw Itmn tell during which time
"there were 400 cases. of which only 255 were reported to the city board of health. 145 wore not reported
and mast of them were not subjected to quarantine regulations. Beginning in February, 1911, a special
study of the opldemtc was begun."

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF THE EYES, EARS, NOSE, AND
THROAT.

4 GENERAL REFERENCES.

ALLEN, William Harvey. Eye strain. In his Civics and health. Bostcr, [etc.]
Ginn and company [019091 p. 72-82. illus. '

"For some time to come eye tests will find eye troubles by the wholesale In every Industrial and social
elan, In country as well as city schools. In 415 New York villages 411.7 per cent of school etftdrea bad
detects of vislonthis without testing children under 7 while 11.9 per cent had sore eyes."

ALLPORT, Frank. The examination tif children's eyes, ears and throats. Ameri-
can school board journal, 41:2, November 1910.

"This is a field that can be efficiently covered by the teacher, for . . suMcient data will have been
obtained to enable him or her to know that the child has pealed either a satisfactory examination, or
iYa some defect . . . Examination consata in the ascertaining of a few alrnple facts as Wows:

' 1. Dees the pupil habittiaili flutter from inflamed lids or eyes? 2. Does the pupil tail to read am-
Johty of the lotto; In the No. XX line of the Bnellea's test type with either eye? & Do the eyes

'
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and bead habitually pew heavy and painful after study? 4. Does the pupil appear to be oresseyed?
& Does the pupil complain of earache in either ear? 0. Does.pus or a foul odor proceed from either
ear? 7. Does the pupil fall to hear an ordinary voice at 20 feet, Ina quiet room, with either 'ear? 9. Is
the pupil frequently subject to 'colds in the head' and discharges from the nose and throat? 9. Is the
pupil an habitual ' mouth breather?' If an affirmative answer is found to any of these questions, the
pupil should be given a printed card of warning to ho handed to the parent."

ALLPORT, Frank. The eyes and ears of school ch;ldren. Medicine, 12: 25R-68,
ApriI.1906.

Also in Vermont medical monthly, June 15, 100e: in Pediatrics, le: 465-81, August 1008; in Interne-
tionales archly ftir schuthygk'ne. 3:2038 October 1111$; and its American school hygiene association.

'Proceedings of the first, second, and third congresses. Published Novembiz, 1910. Springfield (Mass.]
American physical education review, 1910, p. 218-31.

Reed at third congress. 10e . Reprinted.
"In order to facilitate the work and bring it more fully before the profession, I secured at the New

Orleans meeting of the American medical association the passage of the-following resolution, both in
the ophthalmological section and the house of delegates:

"Whereas the value of perfect sight and hearing hetet fully appreciated by educators. and neglect
of the delicate organs of vision and hearing often leads to disease of these structurtm, therefore. he it

"Resolved, That it is the sense of the American medical avocation that measures be taken by boards
of health, boards of education, and school autheritic.sland. wh'em possible, legislation be secured looking
to the examination of the eyes and ears of all school children, that disease in its incipiency may be dis-
covered and corrected.

"Since then these resolutions have been,edopted by the Mississippi valley medical association and
by the State medical societies of the following States: Minnesota, Colorado, Illinois, Montana, New
York, Indiana, North Dakota, Rhode island, Alabama, Michigan, Utah, South Dakota. Delaware,
California, Massachusetts, Arizona, West Virginia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Nebraska, anti Washington.

"The resolutions have also been adopted by the American public health assoctation, by the State
and provincial boards o' health of North A merlen and by the State boards of health of the following.
States: Kansas, Minnesota, Colorado, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Vermont, Illinois. Montana, New
York, Indiana. Connecticut, Ohio, North Dakota, Rhode island, Alabama, Pennsylvania, Maine, New
Hampshire, Michigan and Utah. The resolutions have also been adopted by the State boards of educa-
tion of the following States: Texas, Kansas, Minnesota, Colorado, Wisconsin; North Carolina, Vermont
and Cpnneetieut. Four State legislatures, Connecticut, Vermont, Colorado and Massachusetts, have
incorporated this movement in a public law.. .

"Besides this the tests are being laced In operation . . . in hundreds of schools in America where
they are not required by school authorities.

"Let me then ask you, and through you all boards of health and educatiffit, all legislatures, and all
who are Interested in the physical and moral welfare of our children, do you belleie that bad vision
and hearing constitute an important harrier to the reasonable and easy acquirement of an education?
Do you believe that a vast number of children are thin onibarrassed? Do you believe that a great benefit
to the children, to society at largo and mankind in general, would hp effected if such physical defect;
could be detected and relieved? Do you believe tbot some such plan as I have proposed would he in-
strumental in largely reifying such defects. Do you believe such a plan to be practical, unobjectionable
and inexpensive? . . . Then may I ask you still another qteetion: Why do you not take up ibis work
and carry it through?"

ALLPORT, Frank. A plea for the systematic annual and universal examination
of school children's eyes, noses, and throats. lit National education 'association of
the United States. Department of Superintendence. Proceedings, 1909. Pub-
lished by the association, 1909. p. 112-16.

Discussion: p. 117-119 (Herbert Dana fic4honek -New York State conditions regarding examinational
Also in National education aasociation of the United States. Journal of proceedings and addresses,

p. 288-270; in Hygiene and physical education, 228-33, May 1909; in Psychological clinic,
3:67-20, May 16,1900; and in Journal of the Minnesota\ State medical ageociation and Northwestern lan-
cet, 29: 347-50, August 15, 1909.

"About 50,000 Americansebtldren are annually removed 'from school on account of physical inability
to continue at work. . . . Abobt 8,000,000 school children suffer from some eye defect, and about 8,000,000
from some ear, nose, or throat defect."

laRE8,.13. 0. Civic medical inspection of school children, with special reference
to diseases of the eye, ear, and throat.' Journalaof ophthalmology and oto-laryn-
gology, 6:1-6, January 1911.

Abe In Lancet-clink (Cincinnati) He: 862-54, December 23 1911.-'
Brief histaical reterenoes: and the wait in Cincinnati, of isedkal inspectors (26 physicians) and toe

threefelted nurses who have loupe:Adobe? 13 schools.
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CREATLE, Arthur H. The ears, nose, and throat of school children. In Kelynack,
T. N., ed. Medical examination of schools and scholars . . . 1910. p. 179-91.
tables.

Table given by Dr. Thomas Barr, of Glasgow, who was the first to draw attention to the subject in Great
Britain. Shows the various results obtained by skilled observers in different countries up to Septem-
ber, 1889.

Statistics of defective hearing among school children.

Surgeon. Place.
Children

ex-
ambled.

Found defective.

Number. Per rent.
Berton New York 670 74 13
Well Stuttgart 4,500 1,olo 33.4
Moore Bordeaux 1 1,768 17
Retold Munich 1,885 414 22
Barr Glasgow 600 166 27.7
Rohrer Canton Zurich,.1809-11100 i 109,291 l 11.7
Cheatle Ffanwell, England, district school',

1902.
f 1,000 about 60

Tussle St. Louis County, Mo., 1909 2,000 7.3

Who bad reached school age.
I Having ears In some way affected.
Agee 3-18. Adenoids present la 434 children; 67 had permanent perforation of dr

Nowt: Use In conjunction with this table, the table of Dr. 'Pauline, Psycholo
15, 1909.

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. The prevalence of eye defects [in school children]
In his Health and medical inspection of school children . . . 2. p. 578-44.
tables.

Bibliography on the ryes: D. 584.
Centel!'" data showing the progressive increase of myopia through the higher es. Statistics of

Beaton and Philadelphia echoola, University of Pennsylvania, and the city achools.

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. The pievalence of eyeat n in children. Monthly
cyclopaedia and medical bulletin, 1: 114-39, March 1908. tables.

Reprinted.
The reports of examinations of the eyes of school children in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Lan-

don (England) compared.

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. Prevalence of noand throat defects and defective
earing. In his Health and medical inspection of school children . . 1912.

p. 584-90. tables. fig. '
From teview if about 6,000children, the following table may be formed:

Table showing prevalence of nasal obstruction.

clinic, 3: 1152, Nov.

Children of
the Children of

the poor.well-to-do.

Young children
Children ever 10 years

Per cent. Per cent
12 26
6 12

"Probably from the local irritation of Ill - ventilated rooms, and partly from the flabby tissues moulting
from poor food, the children of the slums suffer from noes and throat defects in at lent twice the pt .
portion of the children of the better clanea."

New York (State) Department of health. Eye, ear, throat, and teeth examina-
tions in schools. Its Monthly bulletin, D. a. 7: 70-71, March 1912.

rural did:lets it to not feasible ao yet to employ physicians to maks the Iropectifin,-Ln .t . the
4sforunetit of health has sent out the necessary test cards sad mart blanks dIstribut$osi among

=Sir 4-4
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the teachers, 13,854 all told. Full directions for making a test of eyesight and of hearing, and for in-
specting and reporting upon the condlUon of the mouth, throat, and teeth accompany each set of cards.
Whenever a defect Is discovered It is properly recorded and the parent of the child is notified . . . and
advised ta consult a physician. A full record Is kept at the school, and duplicates are sent to the he@Ith
department. These examinations are to be made during school hours and the dishict superin d-
ents are to be held responsible to see that teachers carry out the printed instructions.".

SHAWAN, Jacob Albright. School activities in relation to children's eyes. Sec
Appendix B.

STANDISH, Myles. Should the examination of the eyes of school children he
conducted by the teacher or the school physician? In American school hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1911. Springfield, Mass., American physical education
review, 1913. p. 98-101.

Also in American physical education review. 16: 243 -46, April 1911. TUIeShould the examination
of school children be conducted by the teacher or the school physician?

The examination by the school physician if limited to the card-letter test would be of very little
more value than where it is conducted by the teacher. . . . If the docerrs examination is to be better
than the teacher's, it must in conducted with belladonna in the eyes to prevent accommodation. Such
an examination . . . has no ow tats relationship to the q uest len in hand, viz, Are the child's eyes exerting
& deleterious effect upon the child's school life?

"If then neither the examination with the test-letter card, tier an accurate scientific examination .

Is to be relied upon as indicating what children should be advised to use glasses, to what shall we look
foe the most important factor in this decision? In no other direction than to the symptoms."

WHITE, Daniel W. and Treibly, Ch'arles E. A brochure on trachoma. Oph-
thalmic record, 21: 223-51, May 1912. figs.

Bibliography: p. 161.
"A oomixirativeeetimste of the number of known cases of trachormiamongst the I of Oklahoma

could safely be placed at 60,000 to 70,000, or about 03 to 70 per cent of the entire porlIntion (Indian) of
the/Rate. It can also be safely estimated that from f0 to 80 p*Ir cent of the Indian population of the
United States have trachoma.

During December, 1910, there worn vir.r 603 examinations made of eyes of the purls at the United
States Indian school at Carlisle, Pa. OWEbis number, there were 414 oases free of trachoma, 37 suspicious
cases, and 149 known cases of trachoma. Males under 10 are more susceptible than females. Females
over 10 have shown more susceptibility than males. This has been found to be the case in all Indian
pshoola.

IN REPRESENTATIVE LOCALITIES AND INSTITUTIONS.

ARIZONA.

MARTIN, Alice. A year's work at the Eye hospital of the United States Indian
school,' Phoenix, Arizona. Southern California practitioner, 25: 410-12, September
1910. tables.

Mors were 444 boys, and 390 girls examined. The following table shows the its obtained:

Boys.

Normal
Suspicions
Acute trachoma
Subacute
Old trachoma

trachoma

66

1666 7

146
11

66,
32

137
141

24

The number of pupils suffering from complications was 17. Two hundred and sixty -Ave operations ,
were performed on boys; 269 on girls. Of the total number of boys and girls In the school, 76 per cent
had trachoma.

CALIFORNIA

REINHARDT, G. P. The Infirmary and the ",Department of hygiene. In Cali-
fomia. University. -aBiennial report of the President 1908-1910. Berkeley, The
University press, 1910. p. 125-29. (Univeamity of California bulletin, Sd Der. vol.
IV, no. 4, January 1911)
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Tabulation of the eye conditions of MO students: eye-examination, 1909-10, has becomea part of the
regular physical examination given to all matriculants at the university.

4 Men. Women. Total.

Normal 125 119Hyperopia 172 4 246
hyperopic eatigraaUsm 165 95 260gnipl:
mid hyperopic astigmatism 11 11 22Myopia 39 21 60Simple myopic astigmatism 36 17 53Compound myopic astigmatism 16 5 21

564 286 so

From the above table It will be seen that only 22 per cent of theetudenie examined were normal.

CON N MOT ICIJT

Bristol. Boi.rd of school visitors. Eye test. In its Annual report, year ending
July 14, 1911. p. xxix. table.

Pupils tested
Iligh-echool pupils tested
Per cent defective
Per cent of hIgh-ec.hool pupile defective

1,927

11

"Once in three year the eyes of the pupils In the public schools are tested according to directions
furnished by the Connecticut boarctiof education."

MASSACHUSETTS.

COVES, William Pearce. The results of the clinical throat examination of 212
school children. Boston-medical and surgical journal, 162: 215, February 17, 1910.

The children examined were in 4 different buildings and 6 different rooms. The ages were from 6 to
IS years. About 50 per cent were native born, a large percentage being girls. Of the 212 children, 153, at
over 72 per cent, showed marked chronic Mnsfar hypertrophyso marked in a number of eases that
the tonsils practically met In Li. central line.,, Of the whole number examined, 103, or about 50 per cent,
showed markedly carious teeth. Of the whole number, 141, or 66 per cent, showed enlarged submaxillary
glands.

Of the 153 children with chronic hypertrophia tonsils, tn, or 58.8 per cent, showed marked dentalcaries;
123 or 77 per cent, exhibiticAlbarked enlegement of the submaxillary glands.

"In the large percentage of chronic, tonsil cases . . . three factors act to a large extent es predisposing
causes: 1. Poor home surroundings; lack of fresh air and sunlight. 2. Improper and Insufftelent food
and neglect of the teeth. 3. The wretchedly unhygienic conditions existing in some of our public
schools."

kall River. School committee. Medical inspection [1907 -1911] In its Annual
school report, 1911. p. 15-18. table..

Feel:. Exam-
hied.

Found defective in
eight.

Found defective in
hearing.

Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.1907 13,225 2,637 20.6 643 4, 1Hes 14.452 2, 628 17.5 47'7 LS1909 15, 371 2, 209 14.4 442 2.91910 14,782 2,291 16.6 395 SAP
1,911 14,623 2, 164 14.3 323 2.2

"The most important occurrence of the year in this line was the establishment of free clinks at the
Union Hospital."

Neaaachusette. Stites board of health. Directions for testing sight and heai,
ing (in accordance with Chip. 502, Acta of 1900, as amended by Cbap. 257, Acts of
1910) .

. Sas
"1. Tests will be made as early in the school year as possible, preferably in September.

, "2, Made under the most favorable conditions, as nearly as possible under the same conditions,
peellarsbly in well lighted roof" in the early part of the day. ,
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4
"8. Testing dont by the Weber of the aad supervised by the prtncipal to see that the Ole&

Mess of the Wet we ea unikensas possible for the dwarant classes.
es. Children wearing games will be tested with ice plains, and if Mind normal will be so recorded.
"5. Examine all children, bat record as defective only those whose vision Is 20/40 or less, In either eye.
"IL Report to the State board of education the whole number of children examined and the number

leered defective according to the standerd given in No. 5."

snosormr.

ONEBD, 0. X. A report upon meditl inspection in the Jefferson City public
schools. Missouri school journal, 25: 535-39, December-1908. tables.

An examination of the eyes, ears, throat and nose conditions of 1,000 white children end 100 negro
children.

6

Normal. Defective
in vision.

Veri et.

A comparison wee made between the percentage of defects found in the 116 examined in the high
school and In 147 in the lower grades. The children of the high school showed visual defects in 40.51
per cent, while the children of the-lower grades 29.43 per cent. Other defects were found in the 1,003
white and 100 negro children, as exhibited in the following table:

635
81 19

Defects. Of 1,000 white
children.

Of 100 negro
children.

Mouth breathing
Pregnant colds. etc
Pain elleretiedy

EWyer11 -
lure

ad=0:
1 or
Sean

Inflamed lids
Trachoma
Diecharglog we
Earache
Croeseyed .

AlrnaornarnaVies
Goitre

,
7

a

1

,..

W....
r\
t

.riftS

387
295
38

138
327

64
13

175
83
40

113
80
86
10
13

v

Per cent.
24.2
38.7
29.5
3.8

13.8' 217

& 4
1.3

17.5
& 3
4.0

IL 3
3.0

21.&
2.6
3.6

1

No.
16
22
34
6

7
12

4
3

11
1

17
2
1
6

- 1

Per cent.
16
22
34
1

7
12

4
3

11
1

17
2
1

6
1

Oarefed throat tspection was roads upon only 377 children. The tonsils were easidered enlarged
if they were somewhat larger than an almond '

There were 551 cards of warning issued to pupils for the various defects found-74 out bt the 433, or
17} per cent, who reported having received cards, had consulted a physician.

This study, differently arranged and credited to. Dr. Breed end Guy Montrose Whipple, Is also to
P8201r14121tIl t12110, 234-38, January 16,1900. The following table is from the latter publication:.

School
work

satiefao-
tory.

&boot
work

entestis-
%story.

Video oft. ..... .11. a 400 164
Vika amourr I30 137

. .

. TATIRSIG, 'Albert M. An fnVeetigition ea to' the prevalence 'of visual and aural
detects among the public echool:children of St. Louis County, Mo. Intenaate .

medical journal, 16: 721-31, Noxtkather 1909. tables.
1, .k , g

'M C

I c
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Also in Psychological Maks, 3: 140-00, November 16, 100e, Tifk: "The prevalence of visual and
aural defects," eta.

Two thousand children were examined, about 30.6 per cent of whom bad vision that woe below ma
mid in one or both eyes. A littls over 14 per cent showed vision that was leis than two-thirds of the
normal in both eyes, children with vision lees than half the normal in both eyes being little leas thanper cent of the total number examined.

Defective tight and h;aring of public-school children (tablescombined).

Year0
g . Visual

defects
Defective
hearing.

1870
1904
1907
1907

1 tor
1907
1908
1906
1908
1909
1908

1909

Heidelberg
EdInb 13, Scotland
Duafcrmllne
Cleveland, Ohio:

Well-to-do dletrialt.
Congested district

Massachusetts (omitting Boston)
Barton and environment
Barton
New York City
New York City, Borough of Manhattan
Chicago.
Jefferson City, Mo.:

Either eye
Both eyes

St. Louis County, Mo.:
Either eye lees than 20/10
Both eyes less than 33130
Both eyes less than 23140

v

-

o

Per cent
35.0
43.2
17.0

324
71.7
19.9
30.7
23.0
31.3
10.2
19.4

Ai
217

-all
14.1
15

Per cent

111
4.0

&1
1.9
&I
7.7
7.0
18
LI
17

7.7
Li

1 7.1ail

Wain=

. \ Sex ratio. Sex ratio.

Boys. Me. Boys. Girt

MS
1009

New York City
St. Louis County

Seriously defective

16.7
29.1
13.5

20. 8
31.1
16.1

17 10I
Either ear. a Both ears seriously defective.

. .
Conclusions derived from data of the children examined.
"1. Unrecognised or at least untreated defects of vision and hearing are nearly as common in oar

suburban communities as in large cities. Both call urgently for systematic medical inspection.
"2. Unrecopsisqd adenoids, so extreme as to cause serious interference . . . ware not *aid to be

very common. In nearly 1 per cenrof the children, however, the adenoids imperatively demanded
o

"37befective vision seems a little commoner among girls end defective hearing among boys. . . .
"4. In other communiUes & progressive increase in the prevalence of impaired vision was noted as

the children grew older, Whereas in Bt. Louts County thereverse was found to be true, both as regards
alight and gravy defects. . . . It does not, however, furnish an argument against inspection... . The
feet that one-third of the children with spectacles wore unsuitableglasses is also suggestive in this reaped.

"5. Our data show that to a certain, thotigh not very great extent, the children with impaired vista
or hearing progress mope slowly in their school work than their normal fellow students. The evil easels
of unrecognized physical defects go, however, far deeper than this. . . . Adequate medical school inspeoe
Uon would lead to the recognition and to a great extent, to the correction of such defects. . .

"& The marked divergence between the data obtained In different cities, or, in the same oity, by
different investigators, indicates the need for greater uniformity in methods of tabulating thee state.ties. . . For statistical purposes it is impatient for the levistigater to state last wheelie drawer the
line between defective and normal. As regards vision, hearing and adsoolds, a division into Might
and serious defects Ii to be recommended.

"7, In estimating the value of medical inspection of school children . . . the greatest benefit to be
derived from Inspection consists in the early recognition of contagious diseases and the proenUon at
scowl epidemics."
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Manchester. School committee. [Medical inspection of elementary -school
children] In its Report,

Teachers annually test

year ending December 31, 1909.
the eyes and ears, records being preserved.

p. 17-18.

Total tasted 4,626
Detective vision 1,106
No vision in one eye 27
With one eye defective 369
Both eyes defective. 720
With defective hearing 746
Deaf in one year 29
With one ear defective 364
Both ears defective 353

Of these 1,862 pupils found defective In vision and bearing, 823 are over age for their grades and 461
have failed one or more times to be advanced with their classes.

NEW YORK.

DBESBAOB, M. Examinations of the eyes of college-students. Medical record,
82: 190-95, August 3, 1912, *IP

References: p. 196.
Cornell University. Examination of 3,826 enrolled men, and 360 examinations of women.

Men.
Peromtage wearing glasses ... rt
Percentage wearing glasses constantly 3 or 4
Percentage of 842 wearing glasses needing change of lenses 40
Number blind or practically so in one eye 15
Number totally blind in both eyes (year 1911-12) 8
Percentage with weak accommodation (no glasses worn) 4
Total per cent with subnormal acuity 30
Percentage who have never consulted a specialist 40 .
Percentage with symptoms of eye strain (no glasses worn) approximately ... 26
Percentage showing symptoms, and glasses worn n
Muscats: imbalance of 5 or more (no glasses worn) 2

DW=us
1 case.

Several cane.

Women (360 izaminations)
Per ant.

Vision ncamal, both eyes 70

IL esti/math:a
astigmatism gs

7
17 ed astigmatism 3

Defects of 155 students from rural diftricts, Wielding for 12 weeks chip.
Per rent I

Hyperopic aatigmatism 40
Myopic artIgmatiem so
lifiManided .. 10

'A qusttontWnwaa 'ant out, and replied received from 105 institutions of learning, with the following
Molly Not requhing eye examinations, n. Among these were 3 prominent schools of technology,
2 well known schools tor women, and I great university. In about a dozen only Is an eye specialist
aimed. 'In 17 Institutions estimates of students needing glasses ranged from 10 to nearly 100 per cent,
the latter figura being from a Government school, "where, it is stated, practically every student wears
glasses Wombs finishes his owns."

80212NOIC, Herbert Dana. [Inspection in New York State of the eyes, ears, noses,
and throats of public-school children] In National education association of the
United States. Department of superintendence. Proceedings, 1909. Published
by the association, 1909. p. 117-19.

systematic effort . . . for an annual record of the condition of the sight, bearing, and nasal open
ems bile been made by even the most progressive cities [of Now York State). . . . At a conferees+)
of the health elboers In the fall of 1906 . . a plan, essentially that In vogue for ten years In Connecticut,.
lot box yeas. In Vermont, and for the lest two yews in Massadbusetta, when the examinations are
compulsory, was adopted."
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EsMninatione were made by the teachers, and confined for that lint year, to the Incorporated Ahem
91,3he Winch village', 426 made the tests.

"The number of pupils having their eyes, ears, noes, and throat examined in the 425 villages of the
State was 106,767; 6,046 of these children were under 7 years of age and did not have their eyes tested.
They, however, had their hearing tested and their nose and throat examined; 100,722 than had their
eyes tested as well as their hearing and an examination of their nose and throat. A little inn than 10 per
cent of the 10,767 examined had defective hearing and earache or both with discharge from themes."
(Corrected from letter of Dr. Schenck of len. 22, 1912.)

VON BROLLY, Anna I. Trachoma: Its prevalence and treatment, especially in
relation} to the New York City school children. In American school hygiene
association. Proceedings, 1912. Springfield [Mass.] American physical edu-
cation review, 1912. p. 115-24.

The school children of New York since 1902 "have been under constant and careful examination for
this disease. Twice a year, an inspection Ls made of all the children of the nubile schools. All children
whose eyes show an abnormal oondltlon of the lower lids with lymphatic dilations and :spies (the
upper lids are not examined by the school inspectors) are obliged to pct themselves under the treatment
of a physician and continue under treatment until discharged by him. They must show to the school
nurse, twice a week, satisfactory evidence In the form of dated dispensary card or a physician's cer-
tificate that they are under treatment. Children whose eyes show muco-purulent discharge are ex-

chided from school until this has disappeared. . . . In 1902, the health department opened a free clink
end hospital for Infectious eye diseases in the lower East Sidethe district most infected. Since then,
three additional free Infectious eye disease clinics have been opened by the department. . . .

"The statistical report of the child hygiene division of the New YOrk City health department is as
follows: In 1902, 90 per cent of the children were affected; in 1908, 7 per cent.: in 1909, 6 per oast; in
1910, 8 per cent.

"Depending on what we call by the name of trachoma, we may take our choke as to whether, for
example, in 1910, there were 20,915 canes of trachoma or whether they were approximately 498 cues of
trachoma and acute catarrhal conjunctivitis and 20,417 cams of varying degrees of folilculosis and
follicular conjunctivitis

"About two months ago. we started, experimentally, a free clinic In a room In one of the publics
school buildings . . and twice a week all the children with infectious eyes from this school and the* neighboring schools are brought for treatment Ili squads at an appointed hour during the school
session."

PENNSYLVANIA!

Pennsylvania. Medical sooty. Report of the Committee on trachoma. Penn-
sylvania medical journal, 13:`58-69, October 1909.

. .Clieireima C. P. Franklin
To about three hundred ophthalmologists a set of Auestions was submitted regarding trachoma.

The following was included: "Is there, in your community, systematic examination of school chil-
dren, or of dmployees In large establishments engaging recent immigrants?"

Theimnrers showed that each ophthalmologist seer annually from Ito 200 cases. Answers revealed
the fact "that there was then no systematic examination of either children in the schools or adults in
employment, particularly in the regions where so many alien-born exist."

Reoconmendations: "1. That medical Inspection of schools and homes be atablished. a That
medial inspection of alien =Arm bo undertaken. 3. The introduction of a Min next Mee
tabus, declaring trachoma a disease requiring quarantine, such quarantine to be dleerstion of .
the proper medial authorities'. 4. The subsequent introduction, in the same tuns, of a bill to
establish a State trachoma hospital in or near Philadelphia. . . . 8. That this committee be °attuned,
with power to wt in carrying out the above recommendations."

POESY, William Campbell and McKENZIE, Robert Tait: Results of the ex-
amination of students' eyes in the Department of physical education, University of
Pennsylvania. American medical association. Journal, 48: 1010-13, March 23,
1907. figs.

ExambsatiSrlifilin studthts, by "the ophthalmologist of the department . . nice physiology', an
(ratted ophthalmologists, and his assistants ht various hospital services. . . .

"With the various cheese divided into squads, these gentlemen prepared a short sketch of the cloche
history of each 'student . regarding the existenoe of any known visual defect, headaches, ocular
pain or fatigue lifter studying, or other symptoms which might be of ocular origin. Special inquiry vie
made regarding the wearing of glans. . . . After these bets had been recorded m cud . the
student passed to another assistant, who determined the tangs of accommodation and the deal* of
visual acuity . by the Mellen type. Another examinee then noted the eaten* configuration of
the eyes and the pressure of any uittanunatary condition or anomaly in their move:oats. Oa the sow
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pletion of these tette the student entered-I-dark room, where . . . the ophthalmologist to the degart-
mein carefully estimated . . . the state of the refraction end studied the condition of the interim of
each eye;

"Of this total, 14.70 per cent free . . myonk, while the remaining 86.30 per cent were either hyper.
metropic or emmetropic. Among 633 students in the two lover classes, 87.25 per cent were hyperme-
tropic and 12.75 per cent were myopic, while of 261 students Is the upper classes, 80.25 per cent were hyper
metropic and 19.75 were myopic

"Five per cent more of myopia was found In the professional department in scholars of a similar ega
than In the o o l l e g e department. . . . The averageRPe of all . . . was 21.4 years, and the statistics showed
an increase'of about 2.5 per cent of myopia for ,och yearduring the four years of college life.

"Six hundred and nine had full visual acuity in each eye, 94 in but one bye, while 180 had subnormal
vision In both. Three hundred and three students wore glasses; of these, 217 were hypermstropto and
86 myopic. Eighty-seven complained of headache. Of this number, 47 wore glasses and '40 did not.
Of those complaining of headache, 7.59 per cent had subnormal vision, while the remaining 92.41 per
cent had full Amon acuity.. .

Of the 883 students examined, 58, or 6.68 per cent, bad spinal curvature or scollosis, and this condition
was found 48 times among hypertropes and 10 times among myopes Of the total number of students
with spinal curvature, this vision of one eye 79.9 perceptibly lower than its fellow in 13.79 per cent. . . .

"AB weak eyes are often associated with a physical condition which is below par, milable exorcise
of a general nature is . . . Waisted on for those who are so handicapped. . . . Violentliffcises are for-

bidden myopea, and the endeavor is made in this class of subjects particularly to develop the chest and
to Impart a correct standing pasture for the avoidance of scollosis."

WESSELS, Lewis C. The standing in claw of children with defective vision.
Teacher, 16: 299-300, December 1912. chart. -

The work of the Municipal eye dispensary, Department of public health and charities of Philadelplits.
There were examined for eye defects, "in the past foiff years, 5,146 children; . . . 3,695 or 72 per cent

was backward, dos principally to their defective vision, as the majority . . . started to progress alter
receiving proper glum.

"The.following table graphically shows the ages and grades of the children refracted at the Municipal
eyedispensary. t'.

Ages and grades of children.

Osads

Age of pupils.
Above normal
average age.

.6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
I

15 16 Total.

g
7..
6
5
4,,,
13 1
1..

Total

Above normal
Average age per-

centage

134

'

1

68
182

83

rN8

1

.
1

56
213Tr
90

1

39
196

Mr
276
60

16
112

279
150
37

7
54

264
237
110

19

8
2.'"E"1If-

141

251

135

e2
11-__

12 ,

39
56
03
47
36

7

7
,10

10

21

15

17

8
1

6
1
1

1
1

1

8

33
59

205
653

1,000"
1,204
1,236

707

No.
13

31

134

400

806
997

921
391

Fer ct
40

53

65

72

76

77

74

11

136 251 489
4=-.-===.=

638 863 829 864 644 285 89 19 5,146 5,695 72

...=
160

32

368

67

627.

73

seseawates
701

86

803

93

cc,4

655 273

06 10

=
80

100

=1
19

100

3,696

72

=
Figures on the broken lines represent the million of the normal average school child.
"There are many interesting features connected with this table that are worthy of study. The 3,695

backward c'bildres represent a collective or a composite loss of 8,434 y&rs or a money loss of $296,190,
based on the actual cat of education, $35 per annum in Philadelphia. The cost to the child was ona
siderably more.

"1,170, or 23 per cent, Were in the average vades, and only 281, or 5 per Nag, were above the average
grades.

"The majority of the children were below the fotfrth grade; 4,297, or over 83 per ant, were below the
fifth grade; only 1,900, or 37 per cent, were above the third grade; only 849, or 16.5 per cent, wore above
the fourth grade; only 297, or 5.75 pet cent, were above the fifth ; only 92, or 1.78 percent, were above
the sith grade: only 33, or 664 per cent, were above the seventh
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TENNESSEE.

MINOR, James L. Some impressions of certain eye affections in the negro, ss com-
pared with the white race. Ophthalmology, 7: 36-38, October 1910.

Examin4fon of the eyes of 1,849 negro, and 3,181 white pupils of the public schools of Memphis, Tenn.
Results oho that refractive errors were Just one-half as frequent in the negro es in the white pupils;
proportion o normally seeing blacks 24 times greater than wipes; badly seeing negroes 1 to 15, badly.
seeing whites to 8; omitting uncorrected myopic whites; badly seeing whites were 1 to 10; no came if
myopia towed the negr es.

r./YAH.

BATES, Edgar. Eye strain among public school children. Ophthalmology, 8:
188-92, January 1912. chart. 116.

Of two schools of Ogden, Utah, 890 were examined for eye defects. Those suffering from eyestrain,
sufficient for glasses, numbered 184, of whom 134 complained of headaches; 57 of blurring words: 20 of
sensory symptoms, as "smarting"; 21 of frequent lachrymation; 2 of seeing double; 3 of clissines; 4 of
spots before the eyes,.11 of difficulty of reading from blackboard; 17 of blepharitis; 17 of soaks at mote
of eyelashes.

"The question is not settled even with the wearing of appropriate lenses. It is really a (motion
preventive medicine . . the question as to the necessity of medical examination of all public school
children."

t_

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF TEETHDENTAL CLINICS.

GENERAL REFERENCES.

CORLEY, J. P. Oral hygiene. Inauguration of the present movement. Dental
coemoe, 52: 1117-20, October 1910.

Describes the work of the National dental association's oral hygiene committee, which was commis-
stoned to go into the public schools of the land and instruct the teachers ancdogtspils in the are of the
teeth and mouth. The writer says: "We undertook' to put the work into non of the dentists
throughout the land; and . . . sent letters . . . to men who were conspicuous in their associations and
asked-if they would go Into the public schools and present the matter to teachers sad pupils, hotwe
found that not one man out of ten would volunteer to to so. .

"The general plan consisted, first, of having dental Inspection made in the schools throughout-the
land . . . Many of the State associations have volunteered to do this. A 'triple chart recer4 of the
conditions which they Lind Is to be made, one to be given to the National association's committee, one
to the school board, and the third to the child, to be taken home to his parents. These charts show the
equal conditions of the mouth.

The examinations which hae been made so tar show that between 96 and 97 per cent of the mouths
of school children need dental attention.

"After the inspection is made, the next thing is to establish a tree course of lectures . . . . There are
throe sets of lecturesone for children, one for mothers, and one for the general public. After these
lectures, free dental clinks are established *ben all children of the Indigent poor can have free dental..
attention.

"The National committee has placed in my hands, as chairman of the southern branch hygiene COMM

mince, some funds, together with three clinical equipments to be used in this territory. 'Memo* from
k750 to 81,009 each, and consist of a complete dental office outfit . . . . Material Is furnished, sod to
each child is given a tooth-brush and a package of dentifrice, and shown how to use the same." ,

GALLIE, D M. The time, the place, and the work. Dental review, 25: 563-74,
Juno 1911.

List of cities giving attention to school chilthen's teeth: p. UM. Results of a.queetIonnalre.
2deCREARY; S. P. Dental inspection of public school childrenthe need of
,roducation of the masses along dental lines. South Carolina medical association.

Jpirnal, 6: 957-61, September 1910. ,
"The child's health, mental and physical, is a national asset . . Nothing can stop the adeptios

of dental Inspection. It must come."
The writer says it is estimated that 4 children only In 100 have good teeth. " Times estimates sad ate.

tistles are alarming. A wise plan . . . would be to glee these facts the widest publicity possible.
Thh can be accomplished by (1) lectures, (2) pamphlets, (8) through newspapers, (6) srambiatiost of
children's teeth In theachooh."
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" National dental associa.tion92Southarn branch. Report of committee on oral
hygiene. Dental cosmos, 52: 1103-05, October 1910.

Charms, J. P. Car leraN
"Our committee proposed to establish hygiene headquarters In one representative city, In as many of

the ostler in the southern territory as we could reach . . . . To this end the Chairman was commissioned
to visit these cities and endeavor to get the local societies to undertake the work of organIsIng their cities
atter the Cleveland plan.' This plan consists In making a dental inspection of all the public schools,
delivering a course of lectures In the schools, and establishing and maintaining a free dental clinic where
all the children of the indigent poor who are public school pupils can live free dental service. . . .

"It is the intention bf the committee to submit at the Denver meeting, a plan whereby every section
of the country can be effectively and systematically reached with the gospci of oral hygiene."

WOODRUFF, Clinton Rogers. The city and the children's teeth. American
city, 6:479-81, February 1912.

Philadelphia's school dental clinic, city hall, has one chair; opened In October, 1910. More than 3,500

children were treated during Its first year. Newark dentists maintain 2 dental chairs. Rochester, N. Y.,
dirpeusib7 was maintained in a public school, treating in one year, 1,700 children. New York City has
18 clbsics distributed through the 5 boroughs; of thaw, 3 are maintained by the Children's aid society
and the others are connected with general dispensaries or dental colleges. In recent examination of
400,000 pupils, New York City schbols, it was found that nearly 300,000 needed dental treatment.

IN REPRESENTATIVE CITIES.

CONNECTICUT.

WATERBURY. Board of educq Son. Inspection of teeth. In i4 Annual
rePort, January 1, 1910-January 1 .. p.17 -21. tables (of eight public schools)

in June, 1910, by the Watarb
school children of Waterbury..

society, systematic inspection of teeth of all public

Summary: Grades 2-9.

Total 'pupils. / 3,738
Condition of mouth (good .. 2,007

Do .0 (bad .. 1,735

Condition of gums.- (good .. 2,605

Do 853

Dee of bush. 1,646

Do no 2,100

Teeth fined.. 639

Mal-occiasims grls 1,679

Teeth decayed. , 19,912

(64 per cent to each pupil)
ILLINOIS.

East St. Louis. Board of education. Dental inspection. In its Annual report,
1910-ll. p. 48-52.

The East St. L01113 dental society, through Its committee on oral hygiene and prophylaxis, reports
Its initial tuamination,of 4,796 while children, and 432 colored.

Rules and requiremenU for examination (p. 49-61):
"Pint. Men must report at schools at 8 a. m. that they may get ready for the work before school

opera, it being necessary to exptilifrfonWii teacher what we expect and how they can aid you.
"Second. Each examiner must have an assistant to help keep records and care for instruments,
"'Third. Each examiner must provide the following: (1) Only three mouth mirrors. (2) Two pairs

pliers and lead pencil. (3) Cotton holder and cotton. (4) One alcohol lamp for warming mirrors for

use. (Dries off alcohol and also prevents condensation of breath.) (6) Two glass tumblers, one for
carbolic solution and the other for alcohol. (6) One dish for soil) and water for scrubbing mirrors. (7)

One cake of toilet soap. (8) Towels and napkins. (9) Carbolic acid and alcohol. (Furnished by the
board.) (10) Files will be furnished for filing blanks when finished by assistant. (By the board.)

"Fourth. Eliminations must be made by mirror only.
"Fifth. No examination with explorers will be permitted.
"Sixth. In marking the records, follow the chart.
"fieventh. If fair, mark the letter 'F'; If In bad condition, mark the letter 'B'. Mark same for the

condition of the gums. If they use toothbrush, the word 'yes' or .

"Sights. In marking diagram, start at upper right hand aide of month, which °milepost's with
No. 1 of tbe permanent teeth and letter 'A' of the deciduous teeth. If cavity is found, simply draw

I Bos ender Medical Inspection of teeth and dental @Unica
es
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line through tooth on the chart. If two or three cavities are found, draw a line through tooth lines
through tooth on the chart.

"Ninth. Instruments must be cleaned In soap and water, and immersed In carbolic solution until
needed: then dip in alcohol bath and pass through flame of lamp to dry and warm, but not hot enough
to burn the child's mouth.

"Tenth. The blanks are to be placed In the hands of all children when starting work, for them to
fill in name, age, school, and grade "

Number of white children examined 4796
Those having brush 45 per cent.. 2,196
Not having brush 55 per cent.. 2,600
General oonditkm of mouth:

Good 33 per cent.. 1,683
Bad 11 per cent.. 647
Fair 56 per cent.. 2,568

Teeth needing Cleaning 75 per cent.. 3,531
Irregular liti per cent.. 893
Previous attention 7 per oent.. 336
Permanent teeth extracted 102
Teeth needing attention 10,913
Temporary teeth needing extraction 1,816

A number of Hutchinson teeth, teeth with erosion, cleft palate, bad tonsils, and adenoids.

Lincoln School.
Number of oolored chBdren examined
Those having brush 30 per cent 132
Not having brush 70 per cent.. 3120

General condition of mouth:
flood 25 per cent.. 100
Bad 20 per cent.. 98
Fair 55 per cent... 234

Teeth needing cleaning 85 per cent.. 384
Irregular 53 per vent.
Teeth needing attention 1,276
l'ermanent teeth extracted 31
Temporary teeth needing extraction 113
liutehlnson teeth 13

INDIANA.

NESBIT, Otis B. Dental inspection at Valparaiso, Indiana. Oral hygiene, Feb-
ruary 1911. figs. tables.

Reprinted.
Inspection of kindergarten, grade, and high sch pupils, made by the dentists without compen.

nation. Results were tabulated. A dental hygiene ibit was installed in each school. The den-
tists put the teeth of children of one. grade In bondlUo free, for those unable to pay.

TABLE 3.Showing nurniAr of cavities in perma teeth and teeth in which they occur.

' Ago. Total. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 22

First molar 1,3e" 16 49 127 169 106 161 113 142 149 99 91 62 32 II 1
Second molar 504 ............ .. 2 10 23 77 96 103 115 79 40 18 1
Third molar .

Incisors 289 .... .. 1.1 a 8 B.4 i 30 65 io 44 25 17 3 ....
Bicuspids 320 ,... 1 4 9 4 4 17 43 49 51 68 45 29 5 ....
Cuspids

er

By the middle of December, "The latest teachers' reports show that of 772 pupils, 288 have had all
work finished; 123 are being treated now, but their Work is not completed. When ft is, 411 pupas, or
63 per cent, will have hygienic mouths, and there are five school mon ha yet to come."

Nora: The followint is of Interest regarding Dr. Nmblt'a experimental work:
Scarlet fever and dental hygiene hi Valparaiso, Ind. Indiana State board of health. Monthly bane.

Un,16: 32, March, 1912.
During the epidemic of scarlet kw to Valparaiso, Ind., Dr. Otk B. Nesbit undertook to control Its

owed by the are of the school children's mouths and teeth; inspection was made without pay by the
local dentists. In 976 mouths Inspected, 4,790 awake were found; 2,197 in the temporary teeth, 2,679
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in the permanent, and but 116 of the 976 pupils, free from decayed teeth. The cleaning of the mouths
- of the school children was followed by a subsidence of the epidemic and a notable improvement In efil

annoy and general health. Work for teeth free to pupils too poor to make payment.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston. The Forsyth dental infirmary for children. Washington, The Inter-
national congress for hygiene and demography, September 1912. [Boston, Massa-
chusetts, The Wood, Clarke press] n. p. illus. tables. plans. 8°.

Founded by John Hamilton Forsyth and Thomas Alexander Forsyth, in memory of their brothers.
Incorporated, 1910, by a special act of legislature; it "represents the first attempt on adequate scale to
satisfy the requlrem ate" [of the; scuts dental needs of children). "It will offer opportunity to all &-
serving children under the age of 16 to obtain freely expert advice and care for their mouths. . . . Its
functions will include not only care of the teeth, but also related oral conditions, including defective
palates, adenoids, eto. . . . It will have to do in great part with the prevention of defects by oral pro-
phylaxis. . . . It is expected to furnish valuable practical teaching in oral hygiene. . . . A research
fellowship has been established."

Brookline. School committee. [Work done in dental hygiene during the year
1910] In its Report for the year ending December 31, 1910. p. 32-34. .

Pupils of primary and grammar schools, Brookline, Mass. An increase of 12 per cent in the number
of mouths rated in good condition, and a decrease in number of mouths rated in poor condition, of 30
per cent as compared with the first examination helcdhumary 28, 1907 (Dr. W. If. Potter).

=YES, Frederick A. Institutional dentistry. Methods. Results. Boston
medical and surgical journal, 1.67: 118-20, July 25, 1912. tables.

Dr. Keyes was requested, by the Mother Superior of Bt. Vincent's orphan asylum, Boston, in
November, 1910, to establish a dental infirmary for the care of the chfldren's teeth. Two children were
installed as assistants, a mat aid in inspiring confidence in the children needing treatment. Monthly
lectures were given to the upper grade children, in the schoolroom, and they were required to write
composItiou after lectures, as aid to the hygienic teachings. Morning and evening tooth drill was
instituted, prize given to child with cleanest mouth at end of month, separate brushes and tooth powder
placed in cabinet containing 250 compartments. These were inspected monthly. Every three months
the children were lined up and inspected by the dentist, a separate mouth stick being used for each
childJust taking two hours to Inspect the children in this manner.

The following statistical table shows the "relation of oral prophylaxis to infectious diseases:

Record of infectious diseases in St. Vincent's Asylum.

19074 1908-9
1909-Nov.,

1910
Nov., 1910-
Apr., 1911

Apr., 1911-
May, 1912

Diphtheria.
Mumps
Scarlet fever
Pneumonia
M%eade, .r.

militia :
Whooping math.
Chicken pox
Typhoid
Croup
Spinal meningitis
Scarlatina.
Bright's disease (mate)
Hemorrhage
Tuberculosis of ye.
Tuberculosis of

e
ME.

'. 'POW

r,

-

t

6
II

17
2

56
19
7

15
0
4
0

2
3
11

5
50
16
2

17
0
0
0

1

10
. 12

4
40
s
2

10
0
0
0
0

0
. 4

8
6

25
3
0
6
0
0
0
0

.

103 sr 89

"In the year 1905-6 the home was in quarantine for over three monthsan epidemic, of scarlet fever
of over 76 oases.

"A comparison . . . will show that In six 'months altar work was begun . . the ratio of infectious
diseases was reduced 59 per cent; and that In the subsequent. year this ratio was reduced to.approxi.
nudely 2 per omit. . . .

",Is this absolute elimination of Olen for a pielod of twelve makes a eelleldeetoe It may be
. . . But certainly no snob condition OM existed 13.8*. Vincent's ssyiamieloi4letbs instellatioo

Its dental infirmary."
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MICHIGAN.

BUNTING, Ruasell W. Report of the examination of the mouths of 1,500 school
children in the public schools of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Dental cosmos, 51: 310-22,
March 1909. tables......

A report of examination made In 1908, 1907, for the compilation of cartons dental statistics In con-
nection with anthropological measurements made upon the same children by Dr. Robert Bean.
Examinations were made ef 1,525 children, from 5 to 17 years of age. Two kinds of records were taken,
a dental chart and an anthropological chart..

From the data thus collected we endeavored to ascertain whether or not there were any correlations
between the ehfld's physical or mental developmeht and the time of eruption of the teeth or the amount
of dental caries present; also whether the caries and the teeth eruption were influenced by the type
of the individual."

The distribution in the mouth of the 2,068 carious teeth noted (negroes omitted) Is shown, there being
in the lower Jaw 1,187 cases of cartes as against 901 in the upper Jaw; "in the lower right first molar, 10
per cent of the number erupted at 6 years of age were found to be carious. The percentages steadily
'unease . . . until in the sixteenth year there are Its the upper Jaw from 15 to 40 per cent of carious
first molars . . . more than one in every three , and in the lower Jaw the same tooth, at th,t
age has 70 per cent affet Led, or two out of eve xatatned. . . .

"The upper Incisors show a steady inc their percentage of caries from the eleventh to the
sixteenth year, and at the latter age the centrals have the very high percentage of 35, while the laterals
show about halcthat number. The lower theism exhibit but little caries at any of tht ages examined.

"In the bicuipids there appears to 1,e decided advance In the number decayed between the fifteenth
and the sixteenth year, and the upper bicuspids at all ages exhibit about twice as many ernes of caries

sto found in the same teeth In the lower Jaw. a Jiii

'The canine is seldom decayed in either upper or lower Jaw, but the neat molar at the age of 16
has between 20 and 30 per cent of the total number affected by caries."

A special study of the 60 negro children of Ann Arbor, and the 112 negro children and 61 white children
of Detroit, was made. In the whites, 9.2 per cent of the teeth erupted were decayed; In the negroes,
6.2 per cent.

Percentage of caries in if various types.

Types. Boys. G irks.

Blondes.
Intermediates 4 ,
Brunettes
Negroes

8.1
7.6
7.7
1.3

6.6
11.7
9.2
L4

Other tables are: Stature weight in relation to eruption: Boys, girls. Stature weight In re ation to
caries: Boys, girls. Brain weight In relation to eruption: Boys, girls. Bran weight in relation to
caries: Boys, girls.

Teeth of girls erupt earlier than boys" In both sexes, Individuals large for their age have more teeth
present than the undersized or normal. The increase In the caries of the large children over that of
the small Is so marked, that it is probable there is some cause other than the presence of more teeth.

A great many ohildrerrwlth large heads, who were said to be very advanced mentally, were found
upon examination, often with mouths full of caries and Irregularities. There were 142 cares of mal
occlusion; 18 cases of very badly developed teeth, and between 30 and 40 cases showing pits or grooves
In the incisotiand bicuspids.

NEW YORK.

BARDOW, Peter 0. Free dental clinic for children in the city of New York.
Oral hygiene, 1: 859-62, November 1911

Out of 266,426 children examined during 1910, l the public schools, 94,630 were found to have defect-
ive temporary teeth, while 69,620 had more or less serkfue defects of the permanent teeth. Oyes20,000
cases have been treated.

7MBOBILD, Beatrice 0. The origin, history and progress of some of the dental
clinics ip New York City. Items of interest, 32:524 -29, July 1910.

Prominent dental clinics are the St. Bartholomew's, Children's aid society; Industrial school, and
Sullivan street school. At 449 East One hundred and twentparet street, January 15, 1910, was Warm
rated the first free dental clinic for public school children In the city of Now York. Op to the present
',time the watt Is confined to public schools Not 39,150, and Th.
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ICNOPK, Siegmund Adolphus. Dental hygiene for the pupils of public schools.
New York medical journal, 96: 617-21, September 28, 1912. tables.

Reprinted.
A report on the facilities offered by New lark public dispensaries for the dental care of sch&l chil-

dren. Letter mat to superintendents of the 34 important general and special dispensaries, asked four
questions as follows:

"1. Does your dispeauary have a dental department? .
"2. II so, how many dental sultans are in attendance, and for how many hours a week and at what

time are they engaged In giving their services?
"3. Do the patients have thaw for the material far tilling teeth, etc., or b It given gratuitously?

- "I, If there is no dental service /pitched to your dispensary, would you be willing to establish one
and arrange special hours for school' children so that the time for visiting the dispensary may not con-
flict with school hours?"

The 33 answers appear in full in the report, of which the following is a summary:

Have dental facilities 15
Have no dental facilities la
Are willingg to establish dental department a
Are unwilling or unable to establish one 9
Have asked for saggestiona with a view tee estabilehing ens 2Do nl extracting .
Do

o'leo y
filling

7Do work gratuitously, or charge those able Le pay
Charge for material need

7Have hours suitable for school children
Have hours unsuitable
Are willing to Increase or change hours

2Are unwilling or unable to change hours
2

To the report comprising sixteen dispensaries Independent or attached to hospitals, we must add
that there exist three dental clinics maintained by the Children', aid society, kept fully employed
with the care of the teeth of the children attending the society's schools. There Is also one free dental
clink, being the health department's Institution.

Rochester. Board of education. [Dental clinic established in the school building
no. 14, by the Rochester dental association] In its Report, 1908-1910. p. 21,
22, 73.

In operation since February 23, 1910; probably the only s chool dental clinic In the world, In a school
building. For the benefit of children of parents unable to pay for &etal work. Permission granted_
totes society In opt:nal/1mnd dispensary at school Na..26. . .

OHIO.

Cleveland. Board of education. [Report of the oral hygiene experiment made
in the Marion school] In its Official proceedings, February 27, 1911. p.44-59.

Ste also p. 41-43.
Reporta of the oral hygiene committee of the Natioual dental association, and others.
"With 97 per cent of the public school children in need of care and treatment, and with the worst

oral conditions showing an improvement of from 374 to 50 per cent in working efficiency, would It not
be conservative to consider that with all . . . the mouths In good Net clam condition that there might
be an average increase of at least 10 per cent in working ediclancy for all the 'Children in the schools? . .

"The records of 1909 and 1910 show a registration of practically 65,000 pupils in the elementary schools
and . . . we would show an expenditure of 1170925 a year to educate children handicapped by faulty
oral conditions; but, in making the above estimate, our committees placed their percentage at a ague
which they are positive is lees than half of what actual tests would show. 4d, If we double the above
amount we and that we are spending $341,250 per year to overcome the handicap of faulty oral
conditions."

lits also: Tabultetions of the effect of dental are on the mental powers of the dental class, in Marton
' school, Cleveland, Ohio. Dental brief, 18: 779-782, October 1911.

RBERSOLR, W. G. A school "educational campaign" for oral hygiene of the
National dental association. -

Abstract of a lecture.
Abstract in American school board Journal, 41:17, Id, 39,14.36, 3E, November 1910. Report form.
"In the public school, our educational system proposes, drat, to make a cursory examination of each

child, sending Into the home a record of that enanaltualco, and bringing the parent or guar 'Jan a
knowledge of a faulty oral rendition. . . .

"The second step . la to put into the whole, when the examiner has finished and the parents
and pupils are prepared for them, I system of lectures which explains the gurpose, use, are and
and treassam of the mouth.
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. . . Is the establishment of the dental clinic . . . to make poodble the securing of data
whkh will show the value of the healthy oral conditions as related to the working efficiency of the child
froom the economic aide of the question . . . torn the school reports of the pupils, preceding and folios:-
log treatment."

In the Cleveland, Ohio, Marlon school, an experimental class was formed,uf 40 boys and girls selected
so having the worst oral conditions of all the pupils. Their school records for the els months preceding
the test were taken, two psychological Rests made before we began our work; the children furnished
with toothbrush and powder and a dental nurse placed over them. 'Test meals given, the teeth all
treated and filled, ark 66 gold piece offered es, prize to each child faithfully carrying through the cOn-
dlUons of the tat. Two psychological testa will be made during the time of test; and two will be made
during the six months following treatment, with the school reoonfe, "and from these records It is
expected to secure evidence which will show the value of dental service in dollars and cents"

Nord: For results, see following references

Report of scientific experiments conducted in the Cleveland public schools for the
purpose of ascertaining the value of healthy conditions of the mouth. peri-
ments conducted. under the auspices of the National dental association, the hio
State dental society, the Cleveland dental society and the Cleveland' boa
education. Cleveland, Ohio, Published and distributed by the National mou
hygiene association, April 1; 1912. 35 p. illus. tables. 8°.

Chairman of OW hygiene committee of the National dental association, W. O. Ebersole, M. D.
In June 1909, 10 dentists and 10 nurses or attendants, began the Inspection of the mouth conditions

of the Ste Children of the Marion school, Cleveland; out of the Ste, but 3 were found to have teeth in
perfect condition. Out of the entire number of dental charts, 40 were selected, as representing tle
worst mouth conditions, for the experiment. (1) They were to have their teeth put into perketcon-
ditdm. (2) They were to brush their teeth 'carefully throe times a day. (3) They were to masticate
their food properly, not using liquid with solid food. (f) They were to attend any and every meeting
of the class called and to conform to regulations laid down.

In mental efficiency the children made gain of 99.8 per cent shown by psychological tests; one given In
May, one In June, one In August and one in September, 1910; last two given on the 4th and 10th of May
1911. Longest time spent on one phase of the work during a test, was less than three minutes. Th.
childrefi who neolqd the Improvement most were the ones who made the greatest gales.

Individual records given.

WALLIN', John Edward Wallace. Experimental oral euthenics: An attempt
objectively to measure the relation between community ipouth hygiene and the
intellectual efficiency and educational progress of elementary school childre'n.
Dental cosmos, 54: 404-13, 545-66, April, May 1912. tables. graphs.

Reprinted.
-"The conclusion is strongly suggested that the desirability of establishing dental clinics In the public

schools, for free inspection and treatment, should present Itself to the taxpayer as a plaid busidess prop-
osition; . . . the paying of proper dividends on the capital invested In the schools. . . .

"We started out with class of retardatee and repmterfr-During the experimental year only one of
the 27 pupils failed of promotion. According to the best talimateethere are .3,000,000 retardates (putdh
over age for their grades) In the public schools of the !Jolted States. . . , About oneetrth we repeater*
(pupils who mast spend more tha6 one year in one grade). It casts the country annually 877,000,000
to educate every sixth child over again; I. e., amecond, third, or fourth time In the same grade. (Ayres)

"During the experimental year not a single truancy card was made out to these 27 pupils, . . On
the psychological side, the class showed an improvement which anodinted on the average to about
60 per cent. That a large part of this increased efficiency was directly due to the meet& oruognacr is
attested by the parallel pedagogical improvement made by the pupils. . . . An efficiency improve-
ment of 10-per cent . . would amount to ooe school year In ten ... and in the aggregate would save
millions of dollars annually to the taxpayer."

WALLIN, John Edward Wallace. Experimental oral orthogenics: An experi-
mental investigation of the effects of dental treatment on mental efficiency. Jour-
nal of philosophy, psychology and scientific methods, 9: 290-98, May 23, 1912.

The Cleveland experiment annotated elsewhere.

PENNSYLVANIA:

eeHARBEIR, W. F. Oral conditions in children as causative fae rer in disease.
Dental cosmos, 61: 196-200, February 1909.

Rumination of 247 public school children, Mouton:wine, Pa. Of 61, ages 6 and 7 years, but 8 bad
eteolutely perfect first permanent molars. di a total of 1,036 deciduous and permanent test.14413 was
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defective; In 25 children the number of detective teeth exceeded the intact teeth; &children used tooth-
brush daily, and 4, occasionally.

In the 86 children. ages 8 to 11 years, of a total of 1,781 teeth, ex were carious; about 1 pupil out of
every 7 used the toothbrush daily.

In the 110 children, ages 11 to 15 years, of a total of 2,816 teeth, 636 were defective; toothnbi.stfused
acesaionally by the majority of 'the children. In 26 of them, from 2 to 4 first permanent were
decayed beyond help; 15 had good first permanent molars, nearly all filled, as well es the full num ixr
of teeth for their respective ages.

Those children whose deciduous teeth had received attention, showed healthy mouths, and "as far
as could be learned, they possessed keen mental development. . . .

"In the children examined a number gave evidence of toxic infections. They were pale, listless,
apathetitve a history of headache, and were unable to cope with their studies. In some pupils .
from 1 to 3 can behind their proper grade, actually repulsive oonditions of the mouth existed. These
unlortcnates were being deprived of their measure of education, besides endangering the health
school by reason of their susceptibility to infectious disease."

McCULLOIIGH, Piercy B. The Southwark school dental dispensarii; Teacher,
16: 133-35, May 1912. illus.

Opened. January 22, 1912, a "municipally operated dental dispensary" in the school. The Volunteer
organization of dentists, rendering service for 15 months at the city hall (opened 0,t. 5, 19101 wore
succeeded on January I, 1912, by a paid corps of eight legally qualified dentists, serving one-half
of every working day.

[Pittsburgh] Dental and oral hygiene in our public schools. urgh school
bulletin, 3:24-25, May 1910.

Of the 732 children examined in two public schools, 0 mouths found In good condition; 2,909 diseased
teeth; 3 children who used toothbrushes.

Beading Board of education. Dental inspection. In its Annual report, 1910-
1911 p. 11-12.

The Reading dental society, 1910, detailed 25 of its members for the Inspection -8,925 pupils being
examined. Lees than 8 per cent were found to have perfect teeth, only 4,849 had ever used a tooth-
brush, but 1,360 had ever been to a dentist, and 1,094 had had permanent teeth extracted. Permanent
teeth cavities to the number of 28,648 wore found.

In 18 months the free clinic treated the teeth of 275 pupils
The Readingfree dental dispensary is the first reported in the State of Pennsylvania.
Work of the Reading dental society, operating successfully for three years, a free dental dispensary.

Examination was made of the mouths of the first grade public school children, with results as follows:

Number examined s 2,010
Green stain 1, 36
Gums abnormal

4

Mouth breathers 140
Cavities in permanent teeth 2, ON
Number of putrescent pulps 1,162
Number of exposed pulps r 6(1)

Use of toothbrush 796

(Tables with letter from Dr. H.W. Bohn, dated August 21, 1912, U. S. Bureau of education, Division
ei spool hygiene and sanitation.)

SCHLEGEL, George S. The Reading free dental dispensary. Psychological
-Clinic, 3: 249-54, February 15, 1910.

Organised by the Reading dental society, the first man reporting Jor duty on June 2, 1909. In lees
than five months, with two of unavoidable delay, the Free dental dispensary was founded, equipped
sad paid for. Equipment la modern in every particular. The patients are received through the Aar*
dated chukka, from the public schools, and the general public, the teachers being provided with
blanks to be filled out by them forsobool children. Hours, 9 to 12; 2 to 5; Saturday afternoons excepted.

Dental lineation to begin in the public schools with the September elusion, 1910.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

OTTOPY, Louis. Dental clinics in Melilla: Schools, prison hospital, and orphan-
age. Dental cosmos, 52: 887-93, August 1910. tables.

st Bibliography: p. 893 (Maritimes own papers and reports)
First free dental clinic Manila, January 1904 (Reporf in Fourth international dental congress.

Tnumeollone, 1904) maintained In connection with St. Luke's hospital. ..

The school clinic, begun January 10, 1910, "Ls conducted absolutely without cost to the pupil and
the school authorities, . The work is commented at half -pest seven or eight in the morning, who
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I enter a hehootruom and ask the teacher to request all the children who have the toothache to rise. . . .
These go to the operating room and are attended to.. .

'The reports of the work as It progresses are daily brought to me by the assistant, who occupies a
vacant room for the Reboot building, and who operates from 7.30 linti).12, and sometimes until 1 o'clock.

"All these clinics, except the, one In the schools-and that lives 191 reason of the others-are connected
to violation of law, .hut . . under a provisional sanction. . *. I Lave made repaalwil affists idnue
1903 te have the law amended so that (at (Vet) such clinics might be established, and (since 1906) when
they were established, that they might continue-but without gnomes. . . . The donations to the
clinic are valued at about e900. . . . My own services are elver/ without remuneration.... The
hospital gives quarters to the clinic free of rent."

See also Dental cosmos, October 1911 and November 1912.
Philippine general hospital is establishing a dental clinic to be la charge of author.

RHODE %LAND..

COLTON, Santee C. The dental condition of children in the Providence public
schools. Dental coemoa, 51: 876-80, July 1909.

1203 children examined, 1161, or 96.0 per Cent had decayed teeth and 567 or 46.3 per cent had
suffered from aching teeth within two weeks. . . . In the technical high school, where 100 young men
were examined, 96 were found to have decayed teeth. . . . Of the 1203 examined, only 19.2 per cent
used a toothbrush at !east once a day; 37.7 per ant used a brush not lees than once a week but not as
often as once a day, and 43.1 per cent never used a toothbrush.

"Believing that nervous diseases and lowered vitality (due to abnormal oral conditions) contribute
to a low standard of scholarship, f visfted,the ungraded rooms at the Benefit Street and the Chalketone
Avenue primary schools and there examined 39. . . . I found that every child had decayed teeth
ranging in number dote one to ten; 23 had aching teeth; 19 had been disturbed while sleeping by whine
testkr within two weeks, and 14 could not eat without pain from cartons teeth.

f believe . . . there are over 27,000 public school children [in Providence] in need of immediate
attention, and if 46.3 per cent of the public school children are suffering from toothache, there are 13.000
whose nerve condition is abnormal and who cannot reasonably be expected to attain a satisfactory
standard of scholarship,"

Providence. School committee. [Report of the Dental inspector] In ilajPro-
ceedingal 40 [Saida E] February 23, 1912. p. 434-35.
The first yeatli work, ending January 26.
An examination of 4,418 children, ',of whom 4,131, or 93 per cent, were found to have decayed teeth;

289, or 6.5 per cent, had sound teeth; 1,083, or 24.3 per cent, were found with aching teeth. Only If&
children out of 4,418, or 4.3 per cent, had received dental treatment previous to the examination. As
a result of the examination and recommendation trr the parents, 1,009 children, or nearly 24.4 per cent
of all those whose teeth needed attention, have received' 3,430 dental treatments -en average of over
three treatments to each child."

THE SCHOOL NURSE.

tENERAL REFERENCES.

ALLPORT, Frank. The school nurse. American academy of medicire. .Bulletin,
13: 145-50, Juno 1912.

"It is, of course, desirable that each no-se shall have but Sew schools to care tor, in order that Individual
necessities shall be relieved In the beet manner possible. No nurse should have under her are more then
1,000 pupils, indeoi, me nurse can hardy are for more than one school and do her work satisfactorily,
and I greatly question whether even this is not too much labor to expect of anyone woman.

"This opinion can perhaps be better understood, if an effort is made to acquire some Iles of the multi-
tudInoifi dulled of the average school nurse. In the first place she shall act as first assistant to the medical
inspector, and shall always be irk attendance when he makes his visits to the school. By obeervotion
and consultation with the teachde, ehe 11.nds sick and idling children and submits them to the Inspector.
The carrylhg out of the inspector's orders is placed In her hands, whether this Is done at the school, home,
or hospital. Many cases of skin diseases. lice, filthiness, etc., are oared for at the school by the school
three, under orders from the medical inspector, and in school, possessing bath tanks, etc., they are
orated under the supervision of the school nurse. One of the principal functions of the schooLnurao is
to seelhat the door's orders arrierried vt. The doctor may diagnose and prescribe, but =lam his
advice is tbIlmeed his work is useless. ThS important duty la performed by the school nurse. it must
be remembered that many public school children are poor children, whose parents are either busy,
negligent, impoverished, dissipated or ignorant. They probably have no money with which to purchase
amdlcinee, appliances, alma', medicalonagical and hospital 'Witte, VW., and all there things the school

82883 °
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nurse undertakes to epply by drawing Open the resources of charitable funds, obarifilin people, chari-
table Despite& and (+heritable doctors. These poor people are sometimes apparently devoid of energy,
and Wm to be aged,for ekftb but 'little confidence in their intelligence. The school nurse than her to
enure the medielne-and int, that it is pfpperly administered. Cleanliner, bathing, properly prepared
food, saltation. neettlation, plumbing and warmth come under her supervision. She takes children
to doctor's otiose, , Belisha's, eta, and sea that they get home again. She carries out the

deceor's °Mere at inch as giving medicines, syringing ears, using eye-drops, making surgical
diastase, eta, she cooperates and works with the truant officer in keeping children in school. In short,
through her sedennee tho doctor is aide to prescribe or operate with tbe confident feeling that . his
directions will te followed ae far as is humanly possible by the greedy over-worked school nurse, in
(veneration with her equally praiseworthy but overburdened sister. the visiting nuns of the djstrict.
Before these commendable institutions came into existence thousands of able operations were virtually
thrown to the winds by poor post-operative attendance, and enormous stoles of good medical advice
nullified by neglect and improper living. The school and visiting nun* have become, then, the element
which has transformed doubtful remits into reasonably certain good results.

",The school nurse not only comes into contact with the schoolchild, but also naturally and Inevitably
mingles with the school child's family, and here she performs most important function, not only to the
child, but to the family and to the community as well. By calling upon the family tdVibt after the welfare
of the school child, she and the district visiting nurse, 11 necessary, will endeavor to &note the family
to Mesa of ciesnlinew, honesty, sobriety, industry, kindneei, cooking, ventilation, infant welfare, etc.,

to all w departments of prop4r living there is abundant opportunity for missionary
the thickly tad tenement districts of our large cities. This is a department of charity which,

, will never be overdone, and the extent of Its usefulness le only outlined by the amount of

.c money the is eligible for the pnrpose. I believe there.* no charity which furnishes snob extensive
results for the money subscribed as the visiting and school nurse, and no object for eibinis people may

an safely and blindly contribute financial support as the one under consideration; every dollar given
helps to make individuals and communities better, healthier and happier."

OABLZY, Margaret E. The school nurse as a link in the chain of preventive

medicine. In American school hygiene aseociatiou. Proceedings, 1912. Spring.
field Naas.] American physical education oaview, 1912. p. 33-40. table. insert.

Contains an outline,of a plan for the development of school nurses' work, prepared by the writer, Dr.
Carley, Department of hygi ene, Boston public schools.

OORNELL, Walter Stewart. The nurse as a municipal officer. Psychological
clinic, 4: 181-88, December 15, 1910.

Reprinted with some °welkin" andsome new paragraphs and nurses' records in elk Meth and medial
inepection of school. children . . . 1911. p..93.87. Tale: The school nurse.

article is chiefly the work accomplished in Philadelphia.
',There is no question as to the value and propriety of the nurse's services in treating minor skin dis-

eases of a contagious character. . . . .

"It Is a fact, however, that the major portion of the nurse's work In the school building has come to

be the treatment of minor cuts, bruises, and infections. . . . This relief so freely and so gracefully given

b in reality.dirpeneary work. . . . .
"The chlefobusiness of the nurse is (a) lo shorten or obviate the period of exclusion from school of

children suffering front minor diseases, and -(9) to sante the correction of physical defects by

mason of perinea interview wi hr..... A certain proportion of the nurse's work as at present
Serried op is unnecessary and, fore, an extravagance. Thousands of bruises and scratches are

'treated' which are so trifling dal that the at a travesty on medicine. . . .

.8liaBarly, the 'treatment' recorded as almost a third of the nurse', work, is seldom

ectual treatment at ail. It is nmegendem Probably not 1 ass in 20 monism a Dame Yet and not 1
ere in la an actual head scrubbing." 'leer*

Desks Cornell says further:
"The means elide school muse's work are remarkable. Coitrasting the work of the medical bairpector

waning without a nuns with that of en inspector sorting with a nurse, the economy . . in employ-

ing the none is easily menthe."
Nn rep:ding New York City, p. 79, of the book.
"There are 211 mune employed in the division of child hygiene of the department ofhealth, New

'Tort Citylatel there are 86 additional nurses employed for flea months duringthis summer, worldris from

Or 1st el May until the 1st of October.
*Time se, however, a number of mums employed in the division oonunonicable Ceases and

sir &Tidal of contagious dlesases of this department." ( letter, crated 'Aug. 19, 1911,

Mead by him J. Cronin, R. 4, assistant and acting dinette d hygiene, to U. B. Bureau of educe.

Iva. Division el salami hylIne)
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STEWART, Isabel Y. and NirrTING, X. Adelaide. The e ducational value of
the nurse in the public school. In Nationthiociety for the study of education.
Ninth yearbook. Chicago, Illinois, The University of Chicago pram [1911] Put
2: .14-80.

Bibliography: ix 73-76.
"There is increasing 'accumulation of school functioaltreistlng to health. Thar may be deed briefly:
"(a) Sanitary inspection of whoa buildings, systemise of ventilation. etc., with epecial attention to

the daily cieanibg and the disinfection of schoolrooms and lavatories.
"(6) Medical inspection for detection of contagious diseases and phyla's! dawn
"(t) Personal health examination.
"(d) Hygiene of instruction.
"(a) Emergency service and treatment of minor chronic complaints.

1) Instruction of children in personal, horns, and community hygiene and sanitation, and the
tical application Of.d laws of health.

Instruction of, and cooperation with, parents.
"00 Physical education."
Historical sketch of school nursing In New York City, and elsewhere, following the Icedoe w- ork,

In 1903, New York, $30,000 appropriation was made to extend the school nurse service and pat it en
dellnitr&s. This provided a staff of 27 nurses st $900per year.. These nurses attended 1M local and
4 pa schools; since then, the staff has been increased to 141 unmet Including sapervisces, all
giving their entire time to the work.

La Angelos was the second city to adopt the system; the work beim by the %letting none society
and taken over by the city, 3 nurses being appointed for 80 whoolx begun In Ban Francisco In MOW
the nurses' settlement. in 1908 was established With start of 6 nurses. hp 1998, rhiladalgela Bond oil
Education appointed 8 nurses. er

The functions of the school nurse are ss fellows;
"(a) Assistant to the School doctor in his visits otanspection--preparing children for exernmetice,

recording data, testing vision, hearing, etc.
"(6) Routine daily, weekly, to monthly Inspection In dassmoms.
"(c) Keeping of records. sending out reports to parents, cards to principals, etc.
"If) Treatment of routine cases in the school bathing eyes, irrigating ears, dressing wounds, eta
"(e) Emergency service earieg for accidents, fainting, convulsions, etc.
"(f) Instruction of children In personal hygiene and sanitationpractical demonstrations sad tapes
"(p) Follow-up work in the bones notifying physicians, Instruction of mothers in the ens of &Gdns,

aloe children to dispensaries, dental clinics, etc., for treatment, when necessary.
"(A) fianitary.inspeetion of homesIdisoovering and reporting contagious diseases to board of losaltd
"(i)Reporting of truancy cases.
"(j) Teachers' sad mothers' meetings,
"(t) 8.,itner work in prevention of intent mortalftyplaygrotmd supervision, rrestreit uounions,

Ste.

In no one system are all these functions Incorporated. ... The stall of nurses is usually so =telly
inadequate that only the most needy and pressing cases can be attended to . .

"The need now is for an institution or organisation that will give the preparation required. , . The
one significant attempt to meet this problem is that undertaken by Teachers college at Columbia tug.
varsity, . . . a one-year c o a r s e \ i !der the b o n t i a l o f the department of nursing and health. . .
distinct aim Is to prepare 'teach enurses.. . . A Mg/sedumt aerating, or Its equivalent, and dl.
plena kerne resognisid trainee wheal for unman required for entrance."

WATERS, Tesabella. Municipalities employing public school nurses. In he
Visiting nursing' in the United States . . . New York, Charities Publication com-
mittee, 1909. p. 387 (Table V)
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Munieipalitiss employing public awl nicnis.

Esti&
Balled.

Number
of nurses.

California:
Berkeley board of education 1909 1
Los Angeles board of health 1003 4

San Francisco department of health 1908 4

Colo ado, Pueblo depertment of education NOD
Atlanta department of education 1909

Mino Micap department of health 1906 4

low% Moines board of education 1906 2

Maryland, Baltimore department of health
llawaohmetta:

1906 5

Boston department of education
Brookline department of education s

"11 $
1906
1909 341

Ounbridge department of health ..... s 1907
Michigan:

Detroit board of health 1906 2

Grand Rapids board of education 1905 3

New Jersey:
Jersey City board of nealth 1907 2

Orange board of education 1906 2

New York:
New York department of heath 1902 141

OhioSyracuse
board of health 1908 2

Cincinnati board of health 1909
Clevdand bard of education_ 1908 3

Portland, city of Portland 1908 1

Tonle:
Harrisburg board of education 1908 1

Philadelphia board of eduoation 1908
Washington:

Seattle board of education 1906
Tacoma board of education 1908

WOOD, Thomas Denison and others. The nurse in education. Chicago, Ill.,
Uniliereity of Chicago press [1911] 78 p. 8°. (National society for the study of
education. Ninth yearbook. Part 2)

Bibliography: p, 73-76.
Sc. also The educational value of the nurse in the public school, p. 11-00 (8tewert, label M. and

Nutting, IL Adelaide) The professional training of children's nurses, p. 61-71 (Read, Mary I..).

IR REPRESENTATIVE CITIES.

BROOKLINH, MASS.

LEWIS, Ids H. [The school nurse system of Brookline, Mass.] In Brookline:
Mass. School committee. Report for the year ending December 31, 1910. p. 34-38

A pins for the daily visiting of schools, homes, or dispensaries establishing the school-nursing are.
Pan, begun January 4, 1909. Number of eye glasses procured, 49; operations for adociolds and enlarged
tonsf14-18; other operations, 5; came treated at dental infirmaries, 297; number of dressings for relief
of Impetigo, diacharginf glands, and rounds, 285.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Chicago. Department of health. Rules and instructions for echbol nurses.
"1. The boars for work for notice are from 3.30 a. tn. to Lp. m. with time off for luncheon.
02. Nurses will visit schools end make rentals Inspentobs of sob, eyes. skin, and throats of pupils,

and end oat from the school inspector's record cards the names and addresses of pupils excluded on
savant of some contagious disease and those found defective who have bean advised to seek trreinfent.

"3, The nurse will refer all came except pediculosb to the echo& medical inspector for diagnosis and
disposal. A list is to be left for the medial inspector each day.

"4. A failure on the part of the medial Inspector to maim a diagnosis on his next visit should be
mated to the health department.

HA That no moo until diagnosis Is made.
"I Emergency treatment as for cuts bun* or skin wounds may be treated once by the nurse It

ameary, and the parents than advised to continuo treatment, or balm the child placed in cars of a
dectos.
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"7. Children with marked physical defects, such as these requiring &awes, or suffering from enlarged
tonsils, adenoids, or nervous dlleses, Who have been advised by the medical inspector to sea medical
advice, will be visited by the nurse at their homes, and in OM treatment has not been begun will
advise medical attention. Treatment for fame, scabies, and pediculosis can be af rind or admin.
istered by the nurse at the home.

"8. Where operation or treatment is indicated and the fimily not able to pay for treatment, the
child's father or mother should go to a free dispensary or hospital with the child. If not possible for
them to do so, the nurse can accompany the child 11 the parents giro a written request that she may
do so. Nurses may visit homes of those reported absent from school on Account of sickness, but must
not enter the home If a contagious disease is found."

Instructions for treating minor contagious diseases follow "provided the parents are not able to
employ a doctor or fall to place the child under treatment."

WOODRUFF, Thomas A. The value of the nurse in the public schools. American
academy of medicine. Bulletin, 10: 527-33, October, 1909, tables.

Also in American school board Journal, 41: 4, 22, November 1910.

In Chicago, where the history of school nursing dates back some eight years, before school nursing
was thought of eLsewhere in the United States, a small group of workers from the Visiting muses
association were delegated by request of the city school to four special schools. The work grew so
rapidly that to the spring of 1908, the nurses found themselves with more than 76 mho= on their
regular visiting list.

In October, 1908, when the health department of Chicago decided to put on school nurses, the Visit-
ing curses' association proffered its services. It donated ten of its best nurses to supervise and direct
the ten school districts into which the city is divided. It was able to furnish In 48 hours 30 nurses.

The school nurses are under the Joint supervision of the department of health and the Visiting nurses'
association. They are paid by the city. Each has charge of a certain number of schools. She visits
these schools each day.

A summary of the benefits derived from work of the school nurse shows(
"1, A decrease in the spread of rontagioe by a close observation of the children . . . and the super-

yision of all excluded a303 in their homes. 2. They teach the parents, family, and children cleanii-
pen and personal hygiene. 3. They instruct the mother in the care of her children and impress upon
her the benents to be derived from cleanliness, fresh all., and right living. 4. They render more effective
the efforts of the medical by visiting the homes of the children and reporting back informa-
tion of the conditions found there. 6. They frequently and cases of deprivation and thew In the
home which would otherwise go undiscovered, and the work of the medical inspector would be of little
advantage In the school. 6. They make it possible to treat cases of minor ailments in school."

DETROIT, MICH.

KIEFER, Guy L. The school nurse as an aid to medical inspection of schools.
American journal of public hygiene. 20: 27941, June 1910.

The schoolnurse work in Detroit. Two nurses granted in 1909, one added in 1910; esch attends four
schools daily. During the past year the two qurses made 1,109 vLsits,to the schools and 2,723 home
visits. Gave personal attention and such treatment as was possible at the school clinic In 4,651. 411
fen= instances, and took 158 children to free clinics for treatment. Of the 461 cases of physical detects
289, or little over 60 per cent, were corrected. Of these 461 cases, 162 had dPfective eyesight Of the
cases of phpical defects not followed up by the nurses, enly about 20 per cent received attention..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ITEWMAYER, E. W. Evidence that the school nut pays. brAxnerican school
hygiene association. Proceedings, 1911. Springfield, Mass. American physical
`education review, 1911, p. 44-51, tables,

Also In New York medical Journal, 93: 718-21, April LS, 1911. Reprinted.
Report of the work of 010 school nurses of Philadelphia for the year ending December 81,191a
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OITY OF PHILADELPHIA.

Results obtained by a medical inspector when not aided by a nurse.

(Number of individual children reported upon, 761)

Results reported.

Actibn. No action.

Kind. Num-
ber.ber.

Num-
ber.

Ter-
oentage.

Num-
ber.

Per -
centage.

De Soothe vision
Hypertrophied tonsils ,
Adessolds
Dalsotive teeth

Total

272
338

36
162

70
ea

6
31

26.8
18.4
13.9
20. 4

202
276

31
121

74.8
81.8
86.1

., 79.6

798 168 211 WO 76.9

Results obtained during the same period by the same medical inspector when aided by a
school nurse.

-plumber of individual children reported upon, 704.)

Resalts reported.

Action. No action.

( Num- Num- Per- Nam- Per-Kind. ber. ber. tentage. ber. tage.

Woody* vision . 441 355 80.6 86 19.6
Hl pbied Jostens 104 68 66.4 36 34.6
L 62 45 72.6 17 27.4
Weed's Math 150 138 92.0 12 8.0

Total 767 606 80.0 151 20.0

Results obtained by liedical inspector aided by a nurse.

Nurse.

.

s

. Resommendations.
Per cent

acted
uponActed

upon.
Not acted

upon.

1

I.
I.
6.

Nurse
do
dodo.-
Tptal.....;.4

. fro

324
445
324
265

262
434
Via
226

62
68
38
39

80.96
17. 53
88. 12
85.28

1,354 1, 2134 150 ei. 9

f`

0
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Results obtained by inedical inspector not aided by a nurse.

66

Soho& Nurse.

Reoommehdationa.
Per cent

acted
upon., 'Number. Acted

upon.
Not acted

upon.

5

6
7

3

None
do
do
do t

Total

.283
682
441
474

s
152
94
91

200
430
347
383

29.32
26.12
21.31
19.2

1,780 470 1,360 zs. 6

Schools 39
Nurses s 9
Old eases . 42, 869
New cases 10,341
Cases cured , 10,969
Visits to schools 5,108sVisits ta home (old) 3,096
Visits to home (new) 1,928

Total number of visits to homes 5,004

Visits to dispensary (old) 3,139
Visits to dispensary (new) 3,007

Total visits to dispensary 5,148

School oinsultat ions (parents) 734
School consultations (pupils) 2,087

Total school consultations 8,441

Examinations for uncleanliness 30,5410
Examinations for bureau of municipal research 737

NEWMAYER, S. W. A practical system of medical inspection- with twined
nurses, adapted for public schools of large cities. New York medical journill 87:
637-39, April 4, 1908. forms.

Reprinted.
Discusses the medical inspectim devised by Dr. Newmsyer for use in Philadelphia schools.

The chief factors considered were:
"1. The elimination of useless clerical Work.
"2. Methckls which would secure cooperation between medical inspector, nurse; principal and

teacher, and parents.
"3. The unnecessary exclusion of pupils, and, when excluded, their return In the shortest possible

time.
"4. Each party concerned assumes his or her share of the responsibilities, and errors can easily be

traood to their source.
k5. Records and reports are few and can readily be referred to for practical purposes."

Philadelphia. Superintendent of public schools. School nurses. in AU
Annual report, year ending December 31, 1910. p. 44-45. table..

"The nurse teaches both the pupils and the parents the'valtie of practical hygiene and accovplitAss
renal,. She thus becomes . . . an Invaluable adjunct to medical inspection."

Record of results in schools where nurses are employed as compared with schools without nurse.
A comparative study by the Department of health and charities.

SCHOOLS HAVING NURSES.
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SCHOOLS WITHOUT NURSES.

McDaniel 283 83 29.3
682 152 26.1
441 94 21.1

Nam lds 474 91 19.2

Total 1,780 420 23.0

RT. LOUIS, MO.

St. Louis. Board of education. Department of school hygiene. In its
Annual report, year ending Juno 30, 1911. p. 141-48.

At the beginning of the year, a corps of six mince was added to the Department. Duties and lines
along which their work was carried on:

"1. To assist inspector of hygiene in his examinations and to carry out his instructions.
"2. To keep records of children examined, making specitil notes as to what treatment has been

obtained.
"3. To examine all absentees returning to school before they enter rooms, with a view of detecting

evidence of infectious dk contagious diseases, excluding or holding children In suitable quarters for
further examination by inspector of hygiene.

"4. To visit homes of all excluded children or children whose parents do not resAnd to repeated
notices from the inspector of hygiene of the existence of some physical detects, which materially impedes
the child's progress in aohool.

"5. To interview and advise patents, getting information of the social and hygienic conditions of
the home of pupils incorrigible or morally weak, suggesting proper clothing, food and cleanliness.

"8. Advising parents or guardians of the need of certain medical or surgical treatment, also ad v
lng them where the tree medical and dental clinics are, also where the free children hospitals are
located.

"7. When the time will permtt:they can make eye and oat tests of children selected by the inspeo-
ter of hygiene.

"8. To be responsible for the personal hygiene and cleanliness of all children under their care.
the matter of ventilation, light, heat, and of children, and

the Attention of the principal and supervisor of hygiene.
"10. To assist in caring for children who are in need of emergency medical or surgical treatment

while in school, having an emergency chest at her disposal.
"11. To assist principals, teachers and inspectors in determining the matter of unfitness or fatigue

among the school ohildren, especially in the matter of physical training.
"12. Their visits to the homes of excluded and sick, absent children will be the direct means of

having them returned to school at the very earliest possible moment."
Nurse record blanks, p. 143-46. Other blanks, p. 147, 149.

Summary of district nurses' reports.
Visits. to homes of pupils 1,660Visits to hospitals 85
Visits to clinics 934
Operations secured through visits 263
Fitted with glasses through visits 191
Emergency attentions at school 1,006
Dental treatments 190

TRAINING OF MEDICAL INSPECTORS, SCHOOL NURSES,
AND SCHOOL TEACHERS.

American seademy of medicine. Report of Committee for teaching preventive
medicine in universities and normal schools. Its Bulletin, 13: 20-22, February
1912.

Chairman, Henry B. Remenway.
A preliminary sport.
"Preventive matisine is not taught in a thorough manner by most mad hal wheals. Very few hours

ars devoted to this branch in the advised ouiriculum. . .

Secondly, there are few competent to take position as professors of publlo health In universities. . . .
At the University of Wireonsin, under . . Prof. Ravenel, course in public health has been inaugu-
rated. Columbia and Cornell unlversitteand the Massachusetts institute of technology ars doing the
awns: Judging from results, the Maseachuaetts institute of technology is today giving better Meuse-
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flea in this line than any medical school in America." The Merril lecturer at the Northwestern uni-
versity for 1917 will be Dr. Mllton J. Roeenau. 4

Discussion: p. 23-26

BURNETT, James. The teaching of school hygiene. Medical record, 79: 711-12,
April 22, 1911.

Courses of inIttruction before a candidate for diploma in school hygiene is admitted to examination, tn:
"1. Practical instruction in children's dioceses (three months). 2. Examination of the eye, ear, nose,
and throat (three months). 3. School hygiene, as outlined above (sit months), the muse to include
practical examination of school children under a specially recognized teacher."

The diploma would require but a year's additional special training. "11 such a diploma were insti-
tuted, and satisfactory Instruction given in school hygiene, the standard of the school physician would
be raised."

DITMAN, Norman Edward. Education and its economic value in the field of
preventive medicine. The need for a School of sanitary science and public health.
Columbia university quarterly, 10, June 1908, supplement. 70 p. diagre. map,
tables. (Appendix I, II)

Bibliography: p. 69-70. Reprinted.
A school of preventive medicine should be planned to give instruction to the following grave:

1. Students preparing for the practice of medicine. 2. Students preparing for (Aces of health boards
and sanitary inspectors. 3. Students preparing for sanitary engineeringcivil, military and navaL
4. Students preparing for work as school and college teachers, school nurses and school inspectors.
6. Students preparing for work as officers of charity societies and institutions, visiting nurses and
"social workers." 6. Students preparing for the ministry. 7. Students preparing for the work cif
legislators. 6. The public.

Subjects of instruction proposed for school nurses and school teachers.

Conditions concerned in the causation and occurrences of disease in individuals, groups of individuals,end communities.
+Modes of transmission, portals of infection, geographical and seasonal distribution of transmittable

and epidemic dimness, turd the approve(Prnethoda of prevention of these and other diseases.
+Legal aspects of methods of isolation, quarantine, medical and sanitary inspection; compulsory

vaccination and inoculation, school attendance, notification, and of methods for preventing the trans-mission of oommunicable and epidemic diseases.
+The liquor problem, insanity, pauperism and trims dependent on disease and intemperance.
+ American social conditions (includ.Wg immigration, the growth and concentration of population

In cities with the attendant dangers).
+Sanitary legislation anco ton.
Principles of relict, charities.
Social and moral pro ylaxts.
+Diseases of animals transmittable to man; relation of insects to disease.
+Hygiene of the child end the adult, the school and the tenement house, hygiene of ventilating,heating, atmospheric poll ions, and their influence on health and' disease.
+Theory and practice o physical education.
+Correction of conditions which interfere with the physical welfare of school children.
+Social and vital atatistics.
+Adulterated and unArtiolesoms food; markets, bakeries, hotels, restaurants, infected food, los, ownedgoods and water supplies.
+ Dairy products; milk, eta.; inspection of herds and dairies; use of tuberculin test, pasteurisation,

milk nyais and laws.
Dangerous occupation and preventable accidents.
+Excursions for sick children, fresh air funds, visiting nursing, eta
+Sanitary museum exhibits ('see Park's Museum catalogue).
Cotapikr's now Cross mark (+) indicates subjects included in training of school inspectors; to width

anther adds: Medical and sanitary inspection.
V Subjects marked with a star ) may be omitted in training of school teachers; to which training the

author adds:
Municipal, State, and National Government.
Mutat:dap' sanitation; (1) Pollution of water and lee supplies, methods of purification end relation to

health and disease. (2) Construction of reservoirs, filtration plants, sewage and water epitome; methods
of sewage and refuse disposal; street cleaning. (3) Public baths, parks, and comfort stations. (4) Public,
nuleanoes, offensive trades, mots, stabile, noises and filth.

FORCE, John Nivitton. Standardization of the health and development require-
ment. Califon*. State board of health, Monthly bulletin, 5: 19091, February
1910.

meturemnspeesen Ia California.
"At the last need= et the legislature a bill was passed authorizing school boards 'toWWI& health

and development sagervislon in the nubile schools of this State.' Tle law further provides that the
examining said for health and development supervision shall consist of wipe holdinga Ills diploma
01 the high school or grammar grade, and persons holding a certificate to practice mediate* and surgery.
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In addition persons- so qualified must have a health and development owl:Bloats hoed by county
boards of education on presentation of a 'recommendation from the State board of edoostion certifying
special fitness for the work.' The law provides no standard of requirement by which the State board
of education shall act in determining 'special litotes,' and the suggestion has been made that in choos-
ing the medical members of the staff, the endorsement of the candidate by his county medical associa-
tion be seemed by the State board of education. This is a most excellent idea as an additional safe-
guard with nerd to medical fitness, but takes no amount of the 'special fitness' desirable in dealing
with problems of the public health. . . . The following is an attempt to suggest a plan of procedure
which will KM to standardise this requirement.

"Recommendations from the State board of education certifying special fitness for health and devel-
opment supervision in the public, schools of this State will be granted only to:

"(a) Persons certified by the University of California or other institution of like standing as having
completed a course in hygiene covering the following subjects:

"1,, Bestiary eneiseering. Elementary knowledge of the constructicai and sanitation of water supplies,
the disposal of sewage and sewerage systems, and the disposal of refuse.

"2. Sanitary orchttedure. The plumbing, lighting, heating, and ventilation of huildings.
"3. Food feapeetkes. The sanitation of the meat, milk, vegetable, and grocery supply and the deteo-

Son of adulterants.
"4. Personal hygiene. The essentials of personal by glens including anthropometry and the prescrip-

tion of exercise.
"5. Vital etatistics. The application of statistical methods to the conservation of the public health.
"6. Epidemiology. The hygiene of transmissible diseases.
"7. Sanitary law., The health laws of the State, the school laws of the State, and the Federal laws

designed to conserve the public health.
"(I) Persons otherwise quaWled, passing an examination in the above mentioned topics to be given

by the State board of health.
"The examination mentioned in section (b) could be given either by the State board of education,

by the State board of health, by the State board of medical examiners, or by the State board of exam.
Mars for registration of nurses appointed by the regents of the university."

Arthur. A report on the teaching and practice of hygiene in the public
normal schools of the United States. Journal of educational psychology, 2: 429-39,
October 1911. tables.

Questiosmaire sent to 191 of the 203 most important normal schools listed in v. 1 of the Bureau of edu4
cation report for 1909, elicited returns from 84. "Exactly oneshalf of the 34 heard from offer so hygiene.;
swop aside from the hygiene glees with physiology or incidentally in courses on school management, methods
of classes, psychology, etc." Nine schools give neither physiology nor hygiene, and only one school
attempts to train special teachers of hygiene.

BILL, David Spence. The Cooperation of educational and of medical departments
of American universities. In American school hygiene association. Proceedings,
1912. Springfield [Mass ] American physical education review, 1912. p. 136-51.
tables.

Ales in Balance, n. a 86: 847-50, November lb, 1911 Me: The need of practical cooperation of educe.
tional and of medical departments In modern universities.

Reprinted.
Questionnaire sent to medical colleges and departments embraces the following questions:
"L (a) What courses intended sAltally for teachers or prospective teachers are being offered by

your medical department? (9) D of sours& (c) Number enrolled this year? (d) Any oen
nfloste or diploma awarded, (or completion of same by teachers or prospective teachers?

"IL (a) What courses in pedagogy an offered by your department of pedagogy or education for the
benefit of physicians or medical students or nurses who are or intend to b000me inspectors of schools?
(0) Duration of courses? (e) Number enrolled this year? (d) Any certificate or diploma awarded for
completion of same by physicians, medical students or muses?

"RI Please write any other relevant information or practical suggestion regarding possible rigid for
cooperation between medical and pedagogical departments."

Of the 112 inquiries sent to the medical colleges, N responses were received; of the leo ant to deport-
moats and schools of education, 106 responses were rweived.

Most of the rammer from medical college, indicate: "No week whatever for the besellt of promotive
eseehers"; from eduoationel departments, "no week especially Intended be neediest (newton., school
Duren or school sanitarian "; from medical and from educational departments of certain univnelties:
"no ectii affiliation reported." Scarcely half ,a darn universities reperta seasonably effective scheme
tor °Donation of medical and educational departments. The ceopseesion oeirainalerirais in the

.meties-pedegogleal field bee reined headway against dtlsoultls . .
01. With reference to the need of the schools, previsions should be made be main medical !students,

fed especially for graduates, In the sdneatismal depresses it instrostlen and training to the awn.
irals of polegoly.. . . Ica bee' study of priehology of amass Men* te iesbor end pbydrasa,tbe
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majority of medical students obtain no systematic training whatever . . . since, according to Plexuses
report; ball or more of the medical schools require less than a good high school course for admission. . . .

"Medical students who undertake the work in pedagogy as prospective school inspectors or school
physicians should undertake the extra training either in a graduate year or elect a minimum during
the senior year of the medical course. . . .

"2. Appropriate courses in education should be offered prospective school names.
"3. The college student who desires to become a specialist in school hygiene or a public sanitarian

may omit the regular medical course and proceed from the bachelor's degree to the doctor of philosophy
In hygiene or to the new degree of doctor of public health . . . candidates for the bachelor of arts in
education should be permitted to follow hygiene as a major subject, extending through at least three
years. . . . In the courses In hygiene, preventive medicine, physiology and psychiatry, the medical
department may be utilized. . . .

"4. In the study of the school problems of elimination, retardation, repeating, and of the exceptional
child, the department of education should lead. The educational laboratory and pathological clinic,
an adjunct to the laboratory of psychology, is one point for concentration of effort upon these problems,
by cooperation of psychologist, physician, sociologist, and teacher."

SOBER, George M. Hygiene and dietetics. American academy of medicine.
Bulletin, 11: 779-86, December 1910.

Outlines lectures for a course intended to give to students such knowledge "as may enable them to
differentiate between wholesome articles of food and drink. . . . The examination of air in rooms, the
velocity, condition and quality, of air currents are considered. . . . The organic analyses of water and
its various forms of pollution, together with the examination of soils."

Calm "List of lectures" are: The alcohol and tobacco question. Importance of good teeth. House
sanitation. Lighting. Hygiene of schools -- Medical inspection of school children and the prevention
of permanent disabilities in childhood. Social and moral prophylaxis.

LA.NICPORD, J. S. The public school an51 the prevention Of tuberculosis. Texas
State journal of medicine, 5: 403-405, March 1910.

Reprinted.
"A careful study of tuberculous should be made a part of the currionittm of every echodl, beginning

at the fourth grade and extending through the grammar school. . . .

"First. It is the duty of the offIciale to see that buildings are located on ample grounds and
places, so far as possible; that the premises are kept clean and sanitary; that the buildings are arranged
to the best advantage for heaUng, llghtkug and ventilation, that extremes may be avoided; that seats
are adjustable and that everything is done to protect children from disease and to promote good health
and development. The course of study . . . should be . . . lightened; the mental strain should be
relieved and more attention given to the physical side of life. . . .

"Second in importance is the health and preparstl,:n of the teacher. She must be free from tubercu-
losis . . [and] must be deeply impressed that the prevention of tuberculosis stands first in any spite=
of education. . . . She should have a keen insight into the general condition of her pupils, as well as
wide scope of Information concerning illness. . . She should urge that every practice promoting general
health in school life is carried out.

"Third. Practical courses of instruction should follow this equipment." .

PAIMER, George Thomas. The short-comings of municipal public health
administration. American city, 5: 64-68, August 1911.

"In but seven of the [44 Illinois] cities have the health officers been permitted to serve sufficiently
long to become thoroughly conversant with the sanitary requirements of the city or to work out sanitary
and public health reforess. In 16 cities changes have been made every two years, and in six . . every
year."

ROSENAU, /Elton Joseph. The department of preventive medicine and hygiene
and the new degree of doctor of public health. Boston medical and surgical journal,
166: 886-87, June 13, 1912.

Cotuse authorized by the faculty of medicine on Rine 22, 1910, by Harvardmniversity president and
fellows, leading to the degree Dr. P. H.

"While candidates for the degree of doctor of public health are advised first to take the medicsl courses,
the medical degree is not a prerequiete. Those who desire to specialise In sanitary engineering, sanitary
architecture, sanitary chemistry, vital statistics or other branches of public health work may receive
the degree after four years of work following the bachelor's degree. . . . In any cans minimum of one
year of residence is repined." '/

a.

Floater, Abraham. Medical education In the United States and Canada; e Report . . . New York
City (!1110[ 346.p. map. tables. I'. (Carnegie foundation Les the advancement of teaching. Bulle-
tin, ma a)

a
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111701aCEE, William Colby. The making of a health officer. California State journal
of medicine, 9: I56 -56, April 1911.

The course to be "offered by the Oakland (California) college of medicine will cover one year and . . .

will include general and personal hygiene, sanitary engineering, especial stress being laid on the colla-
tion, storage, purification and delivery of water, and the collection, purification and disposal of sewage;
theoretical plumbing; sanitary architecture; sanitary law, bacteriokigy, parasitology including medical
entomology, sanitary chemistry and food inspection.

Discussion: p. 156-58. .

SHIPLEY, Alfred E. Training for public health. New York medical journal,
93: 986-87, May 20, 1911.

"Training for public health service involves the preparation of physicians and of nursee. . . . Such
a Bourse should include:

"Hygiene studied from public, semipublic, and personal standpoints. Public hygiene includes
municipal, State, and Federal hygiene. . . . State hygiene attends to the health affairs of towns and
rural communities. . . . Municipal hygiene . . . will require the services of a vast number of medical
men. . . . Consideration must be given to sewage, garbage, cleanliness of streets, water supply, food
supply, sanitation of dwellings, including ventilation, lighting and plumbing, air pollution, trauma
Bible diseases, and child hygiene.

"School hygiene is developing very rapidly, its phases already being so many that it should have
the entire time service of medical men.

"In the proper consideration, therefore, of the many problems arising in the Held of preventive medi-
cine, social, industrial, economic, and medical factors must be given their due proportions."

SMALL, Willard EL School hygiene in the training of teachers: The organizing
principle. In American school hygiene aseociation. Proceedings, 1910. Spting-
field [Maas.] American physical education review, 1910. p. 124-31.

Also In American physical education review, 15: 588-92, November 1910; and In A Uantic educational
Journal, 8: 5-8, 40, September 1910.

"Health as an end in education requires that the various factors of the school life and environment
shall be adequately understood. . . . C 4

"The three factors I have chosen as illustrative examples, would be acknowledged . . . as of essential
importance.

"1. Ventilation. The point of attack is the relation between air and life. This should be a matter of
intimate knowledge on the part of teachers. As a matter of fact, this relation is little understood. . .

"2. Eye hygiene. . . . The development of the eye must be understood. The specific strains and
degenerations to which each important part is liable must be made clear. . . The principles of light-
ing . . the vicious effects of improper position; the dangers of too prolonged near work and of home
study; improper methods in writing. . . . Above all, it is essential that there should be a thorough
study of the hygiene of reading and definition of the hygienic requirements for text tiooks. . . .

"3. Physical de Ads. . . The statistics of retardation show relatively little retardation associated
with visual defects, whereas the common defects . . . e. g., adenoids, enlarged tonsils, are attended
by a relatively large amount of retardation. The same is true of defective hearing. . . . Such defects
Inevitably man retardation and perversion of development In the ordinary school environment. .
Teachers in training should study the mare important physical defectstheir physiological character,
their specific effects upon 13sycho-physical development, their relations to school practices and condi-
tions, and their,remedies or alleviations."

STEWART, Elan. Sex. hygiene, 9 p. 8°. (Cheney, Washington. Department
of school hygiene. Bulletin H., no. 1, Sept. 27, 1911)

The Washington State board of education passed raolution, in January 1911, making sex hygiene a
part of the curriculum of the State normal schools.

The course was first given at the Cheney State normal, summer session 1911. Frequent bulletins are
to be sent out, detailing the plan and progress of the work.

The course "is concerned first with the primary principles of biology, (e) protoplasm, (b) We, (e) the
'ail theory, (d) germ cells and their We cycle; 24, the evolution of sex; 8d, human reprodelotlon present-
ing the (a) anatomies!, and (6), physiological phases briefly, (c) embryological development touching
upon prenatal influences, (d) birth; 4th, the phenomena of adolescence physical and psychical, the boy
andgiri problem and its solution, adolescent reading and amusements; 6th, the pathology of sex onanhm
among school children, causation and trastaneop, social diseases and the social evil. This phase of the
sobject will be treated briefly . . . 8th, sociological aspect. of sex, (s) recognised social conventions,
that they are for and their meaning, (b) the nature and obligations of thefamily and the sancity of the
hems, e) the oentripetal tendencies of family life against the centrifugal tendencies of industrial Wei
Ad) studies of the theories of Inheritance end environment, (s) engenios, W infant mortality, omen and
proventions, (g) rue suicide and the duties .1*We:eters In the preservation of the race."
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TBRILAN, Lewis M. Professional training for child hygiene. Popular science
. monthly, 80: 289-97, March 1912.

"Tke situation may be summed up in a sentence: The physician's training does not qualify hills for th4
many sided task of adapting the program and environment of the school to the health and reeve's needs ef.tha
pupil. The m a i n p u r p o s e of this article is to. suggest tentatively . . . some of the more important
lines of professional preparation necessary for those who are to work In any field of child hygiene in
the public schools.

" Educational hygiene has four chief aspects: (1) ' Medical Inspection,' including routine examinations
for physical defects and consequent follow-uPservice; (2) supervision of physical training, including
free play, gymnastics, and athletic sports; and (3) child psychology, including clinical work with men-
tally and morally atypical children, the hygiene of instruction, etc.; (4) researches in school heating,
Lighting, ventilation, seating, sanitation and other externals affecting the health of the child. Each of
these divisions has of course its logical subdivisions but as only the very largest cities could employ
a more specialised staff than this scheme calls for it is unnecessary to Awry the classification further.
On the other hand, the majority of school health officers will probably for some years to come have to
serve more or less in all these capacities. Affirming, however, the four separate lines of specialisation
above designated let us examine the general and special courses of study which would be neceesary for
their sucoeseful pursuit.

"To begin with, it would seem that the time requirement could not reasonably be plarced bet w seven
years In addition to a four year high school course. .This corresponds to the usual allotment for the
doctorate of philosophy and to that for the doctorate of medieine in our sixteen best medical schools.
tieing the seven-year basis for our calculation, the course falls naturally into three divisions. The first
three years would be given to regular college work in which the elements of physics, chemistry, biology,
physiology, psychology, paidology, sociology and at least one modem language would be taught. The
next three years would be ample time in which to give all that is needful for the school health officer out
of the present medical curriculum, besides leaving a fair margin for collateral work in psychology, d-
ology, and the technical aspects of education. The last year would be reserved for carefully winery
clinical practise in the public schools. Proof of ability to read both. French and German should
required a year before the end of the course, for most of the important researches in school hygiene are
In these languages. .

"Physicians will of course object to the time allotment for the second division. How, they will ask,
can you condense a medical course into three years, to say nothing of a margin to be left for psychology
and paidology? The answer is more in terms of elimination than of condensation. Pharmacology,
=merle medics and therapeutics can be discarded in a lump, with a consequent saving of a full half
year. Doing the same for the obstetrics, gynecology and most of the surgery effects a further saving of
three-quarters of a year. This makes a year and a quarter off the present medical course. FUrther,
for the purpose here in question, minor savings could be effected in several subjects, as, for example,
anatomy, in which the minimum of 400 hours required by the best medical schools could here be taken
for the maximum. Finally, the additional year of clinicsi experience in the schools would take the place
of most of the usual bourses in the hospital and dispensary, as that almost half of the second three years
would be left for psychology, paldology, education, sociology, school hygiene, gymnastic sports, etc.,.
the amount of each being dependent upon the student's choice among the four special lines above
named: medical inspection, clinical child psychology, physical training and school sanitation. Through-
out the course time would be saved and effectiveness promoted by never losing sight of the profenional
nature of the courses. Physiology, pathology and bacteriology, as well as psychology and sociology,
would have to be taught in their relations to the ultimate work to be done, not as so many unitary and
complete sciences. Even the first three years ought to be conscious of the professional end.

"A school health officer, the product of curl a school, would be of far greater service to education
than is the usual school physician and would probably be worth more to society In the long run than a

, down well-trained practitioners. At least one suppeelalist in child hygiene is needed for every 2,000
school children. California needs 200, the United States at least 7,000. What university will be the
first to undertake their production?"

WHIPPLE, Guy Montrose. The instruction of teachers in.echool hygiene. Ped-
agogical seminary,.17: 44-50, March 1910.

.

Status 011ie teaching of school hygiene to teachers: Course MAMAS; time needed.

WINSLOW, Charles Edward Amory. The role of the visiting-nurse in the cam-
paign for public health. American journal of nursing, 11: 909120, August 1911.

Establishment and valurk et-school-nurse work; and the service In homes, teaching "public health." ,

"Most hospital training sohools are not prepared to meet these new needs. . . . It is absurd to attempt'
to train the nurses . . . for the pablio health campaign by a course which involves two or three hours
a week of theory and 80 or 80 hours in the wards, not hone of olinical instruction, but for the most part
a tontine of unenlightening and exhausting manna' work. . . .

"The instrootive visiting nurse in the public health campaign . , . must have a sound grasp of t)
biological principles which underlie her work so that the ought to have ae gooda grounding as the med-

.'. Mel man In the fundamentals of physiology and bacteriology and hygiene; and .. . she most be as.
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quainted with the broad outlines of sanitation and socdology. . . We may emphasise as urnaggy
Cho provision of speolal graduattinstruction for nurses specialising In these various lines."

WITMER, Lightner. Clinical psychology and the professional training of teachers
(and others interested in child welfare) In his The special class for backward
children. . Philadelphia, The Psychological clinic press, 1911. p. 282 -75.

See also under The teaching uf health and hygiene. Meylan, George L. Report of the committe.\
1910.

SALARIES OF SCHOOL MEDICAL INSPECTORS.

AYRES, Leonard P. Salaries of medical inspectors in America and in England.
Journal of education, 70. 149-50, August 19, 1909.

(GULICK, Luther Halsey) Salaries of medical inspectors.tors. Pedagogical semi-
nary, 19: 225527, June 1912. chart v.

No 'Atari, 76; II to 8100, 47; 8101 to 6200, 50; 1201 to 8300, 44; 8301 to 8400, 25; 8401 to 1500, 24; 8501 to
8600, 19; 8601 to 8703 2; $701 to 8800, 12; 1801 to 1900, 6; 8901 to 81,000, 13; 81,001 to 81,500, 18; 31,501 to
UAW, 7; 13,501 to $4,000, 3. Fee a000rding to servioe, 19. From article by Louis B. Sian.

GULICK, Luther Halsey and AYERS, Leonard P. Salaries of medical inspec-,
tone and the number of pupils per inspector. In their Medical inspection of schools.
New York, Charities publication committee, 1908. p. 1, 23, 139-49. table.

Statistical.
Facts in regard to medical inspection in seventeen cities.

Average
attend-
ance.

Medical
inspeo-
tors.

Children
per

inspector.

Salaries
of for

spectors.

Total of
Fer

capita
sale
salaries
only.

Boston, Mass c 86,839 80 1,085 $200 116,000 80.184
Brockton, Meets 7,781 7 1,111 200 1,400 .179
Camden, N. 3 9,718 1 9,718 2,400 2,400 .247
Chelsea, Mass 6,047 3 2,015 200 600 .099
Detroit, Mich 37,757 27 1,398 250 6,750 .174
Lawrence, Mass 7,5.39 1 7,447 1,600 1,500 .231
Montclair, N, 7 2,503 4 625 335 1,220 .487
Newark, /9. 1 38,562 16 2,411 400 6,400 .165
New Raven, Conn 18,136 6 3,1 240 1,200 .061
New York, N. Y 623,084 166 3, 161 1,200 199, 200 .380

Paterson, N. 7 16,238 3 5,168 1 i I' 3,902I 1,200 .221

Seattle, Walsh 16,174 11 1,470 1lS 1 I'M '"200I OM .446

Somerville, Mass 11,166 7 1,581 200 1,400 .126
Springfield, Mess 10,605 11 964 250 2,750 .259
Woonsocket, R. I 2,802 6 477 50 300 .104
Worcester, Maas 18,273 16 1,218 200 3,000 .164

1 One. s Two. t Ten.

TERMAN, ',Envie M. [Salaries of Califernia school physicians) Psychological
clinic, 5: ltd, May 15, 1911.

Pay of school health officer varies from $100 to 63,600 per year. Half-time workers (excluding mutes)
receive from 8400 to 111,070, full-time workers from $1,500. to 83,603 Two of the smaller cities pay the
physician for each individual pupil, 50 mats in one case, 51 In the other.

% MEDICAL INSPECTION IN INDIVIDUAL LOCALITIES AND
INSTITUTIONS.

ALABAMA.

Birmingham public schools. [Superintendent] Report of Medical director. In
his Annual report, 1911. p. 27-37. illus.

bignet Jame S. licLester, M. D.
Each tench./ keeps upon her desk blank card' (5g. 1) upon which she notes anything unusual she

detects in a child; when these cards are filled, she gives them to the principal who keeps them until
the next visit of the medical director, who la a roost set apart for the purpose, examine all those pupils
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whose record cards have been given him. Communication with attached return postal is sent the
pirent explainingq5ase and advising that physician be consulted, or the child taken for free 'treatment
to the dispensary at the Hillman hospltaimarent is requested to take this notification to the physician
or hospital as ease may be, and a reply from the physician is to be written upon the return postal card.
This reply is noted on the child's original card, which is then filed in an index system. In cases where
no physician's reply is repeived, the nurse visits Ufa child's home, and her data are added pn the record
card, before its final filing.

Study of 10 elementary white schools (enrollment of 5,343) was begun in March 1911. Results-
1. Temporarily subnormal, 192. II. Permanently subnormal: (1) Morons, 33; (2) imbeciles, It (8)
idiots, 4. III. Truant and incurr igible class: (1) Defective 166ntality, 16;12) fan mentality, 51. IV.
Epileptic class, 4. V. Physically defective: (1) Physical trouble, temporary 0[ permanent, 347; (2)
the blind, 3; (3) the deal-mute, 0.

In the Paul 'Jayne school a dental clinic cares for the defective teeth. Central high school has an
emergency hospital (see picture. p. 25).

Samples of cards used by the department of medical inspection, p. 36-36.

ARIZONA.

[LOPER, John D. Medical inspection of school children. Made by dmpetent
physician, employed by the board of education.

Letter, signed John D. Loper, superintendent, to U. S. Humana education, Division of school hygiene.
If child is found to have any infectiods or contagious disease. be Is sent home with a 'lake to parent

stating the case and asking that he be given treatment by phyeician of their own choice; readmitted
to school only upon certificate of school physician. "About 8 per cent of our pupils have trachoma.
Eighty per cent of the children so affected are among our Mexican population and fully 90 per cent
of these children have no means of securing treatment. Hence, our greatest problem in this connection
Is td provide some means by which our indigent children may be treated (or this disease."

CALIFORNIA.

California. University. Statistics of the infirmary. Medical examination of
new-students, '190$-9, 1909-10. In Biennial report of the President, 1908-1910.
Berkeley, The UnisKraity press, 1910. p. 329A1 (tables only)-

In 190R-9, men
examined, 607;

women, 376.

In 1909-10, men
examined, 711;
'women, 468.

'Men. Women. Med. Women.

Chest deformity
Ears, defective
Eyes, defective
Feet, weak arches
Lleartesbnormal
Hernia
Lungs, abnormal
Nose, diseased
Shoulders:

Right lower
Lett lower
Stooped

Skin, diseased
Spine:

aptere-postegior curve
Lateral curve

Teeth, poor
Throat, diseased A.
Thyroid, anlargad.
Vad000ele
dogrel condition:

Eoodxcellent
G
Average
7iXtr
Peer

...
.

.

145
33

126
173
79

35
11

64

308
25

178

102
46

116.
106

2
91

39
324
169

61
4

91
13

115
248

22

5
64

14.3

96
94
47

79
98
17
48
67

25
156
83
45
66

60

193

23
3

96

185
26
67

218

71
. 62
237
180

7
,138

243
419
as
18

138

218
8

10
13

111
34

118
V
14

113
150
179
88

91
171

181
78
17
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Days Lost in excuses issued on account Oates:.

et

(Ang.-Itay). 1909-10 (Aug- May).

Men. Women. women.

Total
Excuses
Counted more than once
Individuals receiving excuses

S 4.

4.

6, 530
2, 328

680
838

3,012

321
506

7,326
2,817

908
977

4,046
1,568

547
609

LESLIE, George L. Health and development supervision of the public schools
. of California. Western journal of education, 15:17-25, January 1910.

Assembly bill No. 303, p. 25-26.
A leo in Sierra edncatlonal news, 827-34, February 1910; and with some verbal changes, in Psycho-

logical clinic, 423-39, April 15, 1910.

TERMAN, Lewis M. Medical inspection of schools in California. Psychological
clinic, 5:57-62, May 15, 1911.

Legliature, March 1909, "passed bill authorizing (not compeillrri) cities to make expenditures for
carrying out an elaborate system of health supervision in the schools."

.

BERKELEY.

HOAG, Ernest Bryant. The cooperation of school health departments with other
health agencies. California State journ51 of medicine, 9:18-19, January 1911.

ciao In American academy of medicine. Wth-ietin, 12:36-39, February WM
The medical clinic organized in Berkeley after the San Francisco fire of 1906, was reorganised with

staff of 15 representative physicians. The Berkeley charity organisation Joined with the medical clinic,
and the two associations housed in a building near the school and city health department. The Alameda

county dental society organized two dental dispensaries, one for Qakland end one for Berkeley, corn-
pletely equipped In modem dental necessities. The board of education at once pieced at the disposal
of tge Berkeley dental dispensary, onion in connection with those of the medical director of schools.
The Red Cross and Tuberculosis societies will also cooperate with the others, and Berg-oaf will have
united toward one common end the efforts of the following health agencies: (1) The school health depart-
ment; (2) the city health department; (3) the charity organization; (4) the medical dispensary; (5) the
donut' dispensary; (6) the city charity commission; (7) the Red Cross society; (8) the tuberculosis
saciety.

HOAG, Ernest Bryarit. A general plan for health supervisioa in schools. Cali-
iisfornia. State board of health. Monthly bulletin, 5: 173,78, Fabruary 1910.

Of the first 750 children ref to e school physician by the teaches In Berkeley, Cal., nearly 70 per
cent were found to be in peed or dental attentiCaL Of 493 &limn to the third to the eighth
grades inclusive, M per tea or coffee or both daily. Of the 493 children, 25 per cent habitually
slept to unventilated ooms.

LOS ANGELES.

.-LESLIE, Georg L. Dwartrnelit of filth and development Loo Angeles city
schools. California. Jilltah board of health. Monthly bulletin, 5: '180 -85, Februf
ary /1910. .

"(a) All matters pertaining to contagious diseases are under the direction of the city board of heath,
which employs a staff of physicians and sohool nurses to attend to this weak. ..

(5) Ali matters pertaining to nottoontAgtous defectsto health, growth and development of pupils
and teachers, are under the control and direction of the board of eduoatiOn;Mal ateducted is easerdance
with the health and development law of California." . ' . . .

se
Viet who failed to be promoted. BerondPupils, two, three tt More years behin ool

Los staff examines 'approximately 50 per cent of the Mar otaadreeheloi 'electing:

bode. TkfrdAll pupils selected by principals and teachers as netding Medical aid (glasses,
ete.)v-PbertaAll glupils of low vitality, unduly nervous, pupils not getting on well In their so oo
pupas who need'an unusual annimt- of disCipline, of those with criminal tendencies, etc. All
agmlioants forposttions as teachers in the caLechools undergo physical examhustIon by the staff. All

-
A...
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teachers hs the schools report for examination when requetted by the stipsrintendent's office. anti
Especial exa nbis ion is given to excepUonal children. arenaSchool buildingsare Inspected by the
staff. MASI oilow-up-work is carried on by the staff, by pain ;pals aid Peahen of the khans.

The following Is a summary of examinations of Los Angeles city schools:

Approximate susetary o/ tea monk' newassatione.

A. All pupils examined by staff.
Enrollment of schools whelpiamined 6,647Number hastily passed upob by examtaIng staff 2,808Number thorough physical examinations 3,846

Report elf physical nevanstielt.
Number defective in eyesight. 1,012Notices snnt to parents 900

1,112 to be watched by teachers and examined further U pupil's health or schtel work indicates further
examination. -
Number defective in hearing 032Notices sent to parents r 175

Most of the detective hearing is due to adenoids and diseased tonsils and lack of care of the nose and
throat. For this reason Aerial notices of defective hearing were not sent to parents where the cause wee
otherwise clearly indicated.

Number defective sets of teeth
Notices sent to parents s.... 1,393Adenoids present 1,322Notices sent to parents 6,670

65210 be watched by teachers and redxamtned if defective hearing or lowerlalallly Indicate such
examination.

Number abnormal and diseased tonsils
at, 1,517Notices sent to parents .. ON

688 cases to be watched as In case of adenoids.
Poor lung action and chest development; hard to judge sosurataly.

Functional heart insufficiency IIINotices sent to parents
70Organic heart disease 06

B. Special pupils only examined

Report of physical examinations of pupils, selected by teachers and examtners.,,because the need of
examination was Indicated by poor health, lowered vitality, or poor school workall pupils undergoing
the physical examination by examining staff. Notices sent to parents in almost Ill cake.
Number examined '1,129Defective In eyesight 434Defective in hearing 250Defective teeth 448Adenoids passant 319Abnormal end dbeased Jonas 332Functional heart insufficiency 144Organic heart disease 33

Thaabove pupils were pupils especially selected from different buildings, or pipiltof ungradedrooms,
or of the special schools, or of the deaf school, or Office examinationa.

Taal number examined for the year, 7,776.
Report of defective growth and vitality and school work adcompanying than defecUve pupils Is hard

to make. It is mostly tffiegived by the number of repeaters In the schools, by considerable sickness and
disease, and by more or lass inefficiency and degeneracy.

Report of health mataireatione of Machere for knives in tie deg mastic

Number of teachers examined
.

General health below ming; hard to Judge amturatety. ,
asError In vision uncorrected, 25, wearing glum 12. ISHearing below normal (sightly)

I .1 LIThroat only fairly healthy , 29Functional
ic

hear
hows

isturbances 12t d
Organ heart d
Lung action below normal. , .t. v rDisturbed digestion ... It 10Slight pelvic weakness i

, se 5
\Nerve Woe reduced (somewhat).. .1 t 14

0 '
Sooner of later the main data which enter into the Intelligent bitslillig Of pupils mart Amend to

greater or leo degree upon physiological age, the physical and mental edam°, of children and, youths; \'
the character and kind of work should be adjusted primarily to phyaiologiod, not ekronotogical NM .\,

82883' 18----11 0 ,
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OAKLAND.

Oakland. [Superintendent of schools] The Department of health development and
sanitation. In his Annual report, 1909-1910. p. 61-64. (Director, N. K. Foster)

"It was impossible to examine every child; hems only those who were defective enough ie be
observed by the leacher were examined." Number examined, 1,965; not tabulated, 97.

Defective vision 641
Defective teeth 635
Defective breathing 389

Diseased tonsils . .. 389

Diseased glands 327
Adenoids 290
Defective hearing

r
263

Malnutrition 87
Elkin diseases / 20
Nervous diseases . .... 11

Orthopedic defects . 9
Heart disease 7

Lung disease.., ..- . 7

Defective palate I 4
Number with 1 defect 711

Number with 2 defects 739
Number with 3 defects 336
Number with 4 defects 62
Number with 5 clarets 1 16
Number with 6 defect' i 3

\ PALO ALTO.

PAYNE, I. D. [The Palo Alto, California, elementary school children: Ph cal
defects and grade retardation] Psychological clinic, 5: 145-47, October 15, 1911.
tables.

Or 467 enrolled, lin Touted ai !string no physical defect.
"Among the 38 children retarded two or more years there are poly three who have no reported

Physical defects. . . . Four are cionArmed cigarette smokers. . . . Twentyetx have one or more serious
physical defects."

PASADENA.

HOAG, Ernest Bryant. Some new ptoblems in school hygiene. In American

%. school hygiene association. Proceedings, 1912. Springfield [Mass.] American
physical education review, 1912. p. 205-208.

In the schools of Pasadena, California.
"The plan consists or two parts or features: 1. A scheme for a partial health survey to be made by

the pupils themselves. 2. A scheme for a more extensive health survey on the part of the teachers,
"The questions given . , , in the sixth, seventh and eighth g des . . . . .l b a general summary of

the answers: 1, Have you ever had much sickness? Yes, 88. Are you feeling well now? No, 9.
3. Do you eat lunch every day? No, 8. 4. Do you eat lunch a school? Yes, 79. a. Do you drink

4 coffee? Yes, 128. 6. Do you drink tear Yes, 125. 7. Do you have a ventilated bedroom (open whs-
dow)? Yes, 263. 8. nava you ever teen to a dentist? No, 71. 9. De you ever use a toothbrush?
No, 53. 10. Do your eyes smart in school? Yes, 57. 11. Do they tremble you in any other way?
Yes, 71. 12. Can you read writing on the blackboard easily from your seal? No, W. 13. Do you
often have headache? Yes, W. M. Do yolk notice any blurring of the print? Yes, 50. 15. Do you
have earache? Yes, 38. 16. Can yin] hear the teacher easily? No, SO. 17. Do you tins easily? Yes, SU

18. Do you work any out of school hours?' Yes, 171(Average I) hours per day). 19. Row much do you
study at home? (Average 40 minutes.) 20. Do you take regular exercise Yes. 238.

"Total number of pupils questioned, 270. Average age of pupils ill eighth grade, 15 years. Average
age of pupils in seventh grade, 149 years Average age of pupils in sixth grade, 149 years"

Pasadena. [Board of education]. Report of medical examiner. In in Annual
report, year ending June 30,1910. p. 36-38, 41. table. p. 41.

Mimed: )t. C. Olmstead, M. D. . .

"Practically every child in the kindergarten and grades receives a physical exandnatka. AllIdelt
school students receive attention then n000ssary." .

Total number eaamlued 41(16
Defective In eyes. - VW. OM
Defective In ears ,. 117
With nose delects.s .04 sta
With throat detects ..... ....,......1. ............... *. 24o
With defective testk. 1,130
Malnutrition
Nervous M se+eats .4.... 4110k

.1i fir
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COLORADO.

BATES; !airy Elizabeth. The Colorado method for the examination and care
of public school childten. In [American academy of medicine] Conservation of
school children. Being the papers and discussions of a Couference at Lehigh
university, April 3 and 4, 1912 . . . Easton, Pa., Printed for the American acad-
emy of medicine, 1912. p. 216-37.

Reprinted.
Requires teacher or principal in every public school, or county superintendent,during the first month

of each school year, to test the sight, hearing and breathing of all pupils underhis charge; examination,
. to be made without using drugs or instruments, or coming in contact with said child; and shall keep

a record end -make.written report of such examinations to the State superintendent of public instruc-tion as he may require. Every teacher shall report the mental, moral and physical defectiveness of
any child under his supervision, to the principal or county superintendent.

[CALLICOTTE, William Riley] Physical examination. required first month [of
each school year] Colorado school journal, 27: 25-27, September 1911.

Colorado law:
"It shall be unlawful for any person having the can or custody of any child willfully to cause or

permit the life of such child to be endangered, nr the health of such child to be injured, or willfully ty
cause or permit such child to bo placed VI such a situation that its life.or health may ho endangered,
or in any other manner injure such child.
.For violation of this act, a fine of $l) or a threemonths imprisonment may be imposed. It is the

duty of county and city superintendents to enforce the law for physical examinations and report the
results to the Superintendent of public instruction.

Colorado. State superintendent of public instruction. Physical examina-
tion [of school children] In her Report, 1909-1910. Denver, Colorado, The Smith-
Brooks printing co., State printers, 1910. p. 14-17.

Lavf enacted by the Seventoonth General Assembly,
In 54 counties complying with the law, 92,427 were examined; 41,5.48 were found defective, physically,

, mentally or morally to a degree sufficient to warrant reporting their condition. Defects in sight In
2e,975, bearing in 6,155, breathing In 8,045, and other unclassified defects, 21,825. There woos, 3,071
mental defectives and 748 moral defectives.

1r
WIXSON, Helen Marsh. Health of school-children. In National association for

the Andy and prevention of tuberculosis. Transactions, 1911. Philadelphia, Pa.,
Press of,Wm. F. Fell company, 1911. p. 95-101.

"It Is time for us to have a little sang legislation regarding physical examinations In the schools
lime for us to relieve overburdened teachers by giving this work to specialists and trained nurses, and
and while about It, wh%not set up a minimum standard of clothing, cleanliness, nutrition, and educe-

-lion, and li the standard is not maintained by the child, make the parents responsible?"
IComettsn's 'Notre. -Since medical Inspection and cam' are for those school children whceo parrnIp

err not able 'Inane lolly or edueationally to do these necessary Or me for there children, how coulda "standard "
be corepelled? Why not say, rather, make the municipality or State that is able, do those thingal

CONNECTICUT.

GOODENOUGH, Edward 7/jnc.hester. Some problem. connected with the
medical inspection in schools. 191 Connecticut. State medical society. Proceed-
ings, 1911. Published by the Society. p. 203-13. table.

In Waterbury, Conn.
Up to IMO, Waterbury had no permanent records ttf school inspection, either for department of eriu

cation or department of health.
"My first duty was to observe the heating, ventilation and sanitation of the diffensat school build-

ings. . .

"I have attempted to Inspect al: the children up to and inglusling the fifth grade octet month: . . . to
inspect the grammar grades In some manner each term. .

%The Waterbury dental eociety has done ... an bnormous amount of workvin tabulating the °wadi.
lion of the children', teeth."

Discussion; p. 214421.
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New Haven. Board pf eineation. Medical inspection. In iu Annual report,
year ending December 31st, 1910. p`. 3749.

rive school physicians and three school nurses.
Main effort of the physicians Is to prevent the development of contaeons disease. Whenever pupil

in school appears to the teacher to have symptoms of a contagious disease, the principal immediately
summons the school physician. School physicians do not prescribe in any case.

SWAN, Thomas G. The medical supervision of school children in South Man-

chester, Conn. Medical record, 82: 339-42, August 24, 1912. tables.
In the fall of 1906, out of over 1,500 school children, 72 were found to be a year or more behind grade,

51 whose backwardness could not be explained; on examination, 50 of the 51 had one or more defects.
In 1907, 1,437 were examined for eye defects, and 91 were found needing treatment. In 1906, 204 were
examined for nose and throat troubles, 126 found needing operations or treatment. In January 1910, a
special examination was made of 1,564 pupils, all who were at that time in attendance, results as follows:

Number examined 1,564
(active tenth (needing extraction) 295

tenons 113

molds. .
Adenoids and teeth

73
71

Tonsils and adenoids 62

Tortsas end teeth 44
AdeMolds, tonsils and teeth 39

Teeth and markedly enlarged Ger 15

E cervical glands 4

It 4. 16

October 1911, 1,739 oldjdren were examined and defect/ found as folios:a:

(including those seeding extraction and those 'grading tilling) 707

Os, needing operation 83

moderately enlarged 123

ids.(marked) ,. 37

glands 23

The medical inspector is In his office at the school, with the school nurse in attendance at 10 a. m.,
two mornings a week. All children the teachers think need attention are sent to him. No Child be
sendtme is permitted to attend school hntil seen by medical examiner.

In 1 10-11 South Manchester suffered from a long-lasting epidemic of scarlet fever,starting before the

i opening of schools In the fall. The time lost by 111 children amounted to 3,696 days: excluded children,
4,394 dkys. Total cost of time lost, about 82,500; with medical inspection cost, etc., and cost to families,

total abut $15,00O. Open-air school was opened January 25, 1911.

Therape tie value of medical inspection of school children. American medicali
aseocia "cin. Journ,al, 65: 698-99, August 13, 1910. tables.

Proem three view-points of the relation of the child to the matter In hettd: "(1) Has the child,
while in afiendance at school, any need of medical supervision? ,(2) The rebst ion of the child to the com-

munity at large. (3) The consideration of the child as an individual" (henna, W. Matthew. Regard-
ing medical ingpection of school Children In New Haven. 'Table of results, also Included in the excerpt
given at len 5 In this article).

Table of Its of examination of 400 school children, New Haven, Conn. &A" denotesdefect pres-

ent, not req g treatment; "B," treatment advisable; " C," treatment Imperative:

flood. Fair. Poor.'

Apparent ph oondition

Adenoids
Anemia. ,
Cardiac dimes
Defect of nasal Wes
Defect of palate
Defect of teeth
Skin:

CPLIVgli
Vermin

(1=joided tonsils
&hot. ,

Pulmmiry dims of tu
Infused pada
Video:

Maitrviusistifmatism

lids
?krises Owes.

cif blaring
. ,

3

A

-

condition

f

.

.

.

,..
..

... ,,,

..
.

..

171
A

10
31

8

23

0
10

0
0
2

44
I- 111

/
I-

12
22
i

10i
B

15
16
10
4
0

el

0
3
2

46
3
4
1

ell
1
1

11
S
o

126
C

2
0
0
0
1

86

1

9
59

1

0
0
0

1

. - Vies* statistics "hen not before beenennounced," states the writer. ex
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MACATEB, H. O. School laggards. Some comments on the local situation.
Washington medical annals, 10: 149-69, June 1911. tables (from Ayres, L. P.)

Reprinted.
Conclusions:

I. The -public schools its exhibit the same problems of retardation and elimination as do these
of other cities.

"2. The schools here are no better adapted to the average child with the average health history than
are those In other cities.

"3. Educators should modify the ecbool course so as to allow for the factor of illness; physicians should
Oo endeavor to restore children to the schools, as soon as possible so as to avoid elimination from age and

grade disparity.
"t. Spacial schools have been established here for the nue of incorrigible and mentally defective

children; other special ungraded schools ought to be established to can for normal children during
temporary retardation, In order that they maybe restored to their grades, and for physically defective
children so as to adapt the schooling to the capacity of each child. Such schools should perform the
same relative function in the schools as the convalescent hospital is designed to 'observe in the are
of the sick.

"5. The problems of retardation carry new things for the physician engaged in work among children
to know.

"6. Adequate medical inspection is essential to the action of retardation In healthy children and
In physically defective ones.

"7. Medical inspection as now provided is inadequate,
"8. School nurses are indispensable for the best results of medical inspection.
"V. Congress is not willing to give to this city what is everywhere recognised as an essential weapon

against retardation of school children, having at the last session reduced the medical inspection service
and having failed to provide fqp school nurses.

"10. The Dillingham bill evicting for the establishment and maintenanoe of a laboratory for the
study of defectives in the District of Columbia should be enacted, both for its broad general purposed
anal also for the proper study and classification of defective school children.

"11. Retardation Is in part brought about by repeated failures to suooeed and thus may be a causative
factor in the neure,sthenias and psychasthenias so frequent in American Ufa. The problem should
engage Use attention of physicians."

FLORIDA.

BYRD, Hiram.' Medical inspection of schools. In Florida. State board of health.
Annual report, 1911. Deland, Florida, The E. 0. Paixiter printing co., 1912. p.
331-41. (State board of health of Fitorida. Publication 96, June 1912)

Largely, the extent of hooirworm disease In Florida and the need for medical inspection as a factor
In its

" Let ill pause hen; long enough to see it we i get this full import of this one disease.
" White people suffer from It mote than magmas

, "Children suffer from it more than adults.
"The rural population suffers from it more
"Our inquiry wW be then to determt, the of In dollars and cents that hookworm disease entails

upon our rural white children. A

" Fifty-five per cent of our people are white. vent; per cent of our people live In the oountry.
Therefore 28 per cant of our white school children live in the eountgy.

"A canvass was made by the State board of health covering 6,000' rural school children and it was
found that 52 per /art of them wereleookworin sufferers. .

"From which it ls seen that 15 per cleft of the total school children of the State are suffering from
bookworms.

"The extent, to which the sufferer's vitality Is lowered varies. But It can be measured with a fair
degree of accuracy by the color firths blood. That is to my, rich, healthy, deep red blood is indexed
at 100. The hookworm sufferer's blood becomes pale and watery In proportion to his infection. And
as the Infection gets worse and worse the color index of the blood runs down and down, 90, SO, 60, and
even to 20 per cent of the normal. Perhaps an average color would be 70 per cent. But, to be especially
conservative, we will assume that it is not so low as that. We will aistrtoe that It Is 90 per cent. That
means that the sufferer is off 20 pr cent in strength, 20 per cent in intellectual energy, 20 per cent in
power of learning. -

"Now if It per cent of our sdhool children are off 20 per cent In power of development, that lowers
the whole power of development of the school children octhe State by 2 per cent.

4-

the urban.
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"We expand upon our pablic'effneatlett tenyflsOut 12,00,000 a year. Three per cent of 87,000,000
0 830,000.

"Ars these ileum facts? Verify them for yourselves. Sixty thousand dollars of our all too scant
educational fund wasted annually literally devoted to the maintenance of hookworms. Sixty thou-
sand dollars for hookworms, and we haven't taken into account any of the negro population. Sixty
thousand dollars' loss, and we haven't taken into account any children under or over school age. Sixty
thousand dollars' loss annually."

, Florida. Committee on sanitation and public health for the schools of
Florida. Report and recommendations. In Florida. State,. hoard of health.
Annual report, 1911. Deland, Florida, The E. 0. Painter printing co., 1912, p.

325-27. .

Chairman, Hiram Byrd.
Recommendation=
"(a) That 'Medical inspection of schools' be defined as a systematic effort to protect improve me

health of any or all pupils. With this in mind we would recommend
"(b) 'Mat the time Is ripefor the medical inspection of schools.
"(ci That the Individual school, whether large or small, must of necessity be-the unit of operation.
"(d) That medical Inspection may be as complete or as partial as the individual school desires or

can afford.
"(e) That It may be carried out either by the board of education or the board of health. (This refers

strictly to the local board of education and local board of health.)
"(f) That it may be undertaken by any school in the State, however large, or however small.
"(g) That the larger schools can make it more thorough and complete than the smaller one; but
"(A) That no school Is too small to introduce some definite systematic regime looking to seine form

of protection of the health of the pupils.
"Nola. In many schools, particularly In the rural districts, the most important nubile be tith prob-

lem is bookworm eradication. This can be accomplished by the teacher, pupils, and parents, without
any further advice than they can get from the State board of health. .

" (I) That where It can be afforded medical inspection should be carried out by the combined efforts
of the teacher, the doctor, and the nurse.

"(J) That where all three can not be afforded, by the teacher and doctor without the nurse.
"(k) That where a doctor can not be had, It can be carried on by the teacher.
"Non. There Is a nonildOm t le amount of work that the teacher can do without the assistance of

a doctor. In Massachusetts the chers examine the eyes of the pupils, not to determine what ails
them, but' to determine whether y are normal or abnormal. If any marked deviation from the
normal to found, the pupil is referred to a physician.

"(I) This presupposes a certain amount of definite Information of a more or kW technical character,
that In the ordinary,course of events the teacher does not get, i . which end we believe that the teachers
should receive definite Instructiom as to how to conduct such examinations as may be deemed advis.
able.

"(m) net the meeting of the teachers in the several county institutes, and at the State teachers as
elation, and the summer normals, and the colleges, afford convenient fora from which the necessary
instructions can be given.

"(a) That the State board of health Is the logical body to undertake the Instruction of the teachers
for this work, hence we believe .

.

"(o) That the immediate need Is for the State superintendent of public instruction, and 'the State
health officer, to cooperate In providing for a course of demonstrations in all the summer normals
and similarly to all the colleges which have normal departments, and

"(p) That these demonstmtions shall cover such features as may be adjudged of vital importance
by the' State health officer and the State superintendent of public instruction."

STILES, Charles Wardell. Frequency of hookworm disease or ground itch ane-
mia among public school children in Southern .Honda.. Public health reports,
25: 351-54, March 25, 1910.

"Summary of pogliipit in 8 schools In a towns in 3 counties.

.

.Nameer
lellin.

Number
of sus-
Vets.

Per cent
of sus-
pacts.

titC a ....

.

-ime-
710

.g
, 'I"

/ 0.11
411. 3

1,300
,

781. U. 9
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s. These statistics of school children are exteedlngly significant, from various points of view:
"First. These children are growing up under a sevens physical handicap. if they do not undergo

medical treatment, not only will this handicap be appreciable in deaths due directly to hookworm
inJecUon, but this infection will so reduce their vitality that they will more readily fall prey to other
diseases, such as tuberculosis, pneumonia, malaria, etc.

"Se000d. Their physical development is of necessity inhibited, and many of them may reach matu-
rity stunted in their growth.

"Third. Children in this condition can not possibly be expeeted fully to assimilate the education
which Is being given to them, and as a result the money being spent on education is not givingto these
towns full returns. . . .

"Fourth. Not only these three counties but all other parts of the South visited by winter tourists
should awaken promptly to the self-evident fact that the danger Is present that such tourists will soon
avoid those rural portions of the South In whiob the soil pollution is so extensive as to lead to 55.9 per
cent hookworm infection among the school children. . .

" At least five of the tee. sers In the schools visited showed clear and pronounced effects of hookworm
infection "

GEORGIA.

Atlanta. Board of educa . Department of mediceinspection. In its
Report, January 1912. p. 2 -32.

signed: Robert G. Stephens, M. D.
Medical Inspection established in Atlanta, winter of 1909. Force, to date, consists of chief examiner,

one white assistant, one colored, four white nurses and one colored.
Method pursued It that of routine examination. A school is visited daily by an examiner and nurse

until each child In that school has received a physical examination." Defects are noted on individual
cards. "If the defect is remediable a notice card is sent to the parents suggesting that dental or medical
attention be given. . . .

"Out of 5,108 recommended for treatment in 1910-1911,50.9 per cent received treatment, butin order
to get this number treated the nurses made 4,814 visits to homes.

"Schools examined for the first time furnish in every instance from to to 94 per cent of the children
defective."

Augusta and Richmond County, Goorgia. [Board of education] Medical
baqpection of schools. ./n its Annual report, 1910. p. 22-23; 111.

"During the past year we have had a very satisfactory experiment with . . . district nurse visitation
and Inspection st the John Milleclge school. The district nurse or the fifth ward Ras attended that
school for two or three hours each week, has visited all the grades, and has had referred to her all sus-
pected cases of disorder or disease. She then refers the cases to the regular physician of the city,or to
specialists.. . .

" There Is also a movement on the part of the board of education] to engage the cooperation of the
boardot health by which . . . at least one nurse and one physician shall be especially set apart for school
inspettion . . as a part of the regular work of the board of health . . . by 'Which a complete system
of medical inspection can be inaugurated for all the schoolsi.I

FORT, A. G. Examination of county school children. Medical association of
Georgia. Journal, 2: 7, May 1912. table.*

The combined results of the inspection of three rural counties in Georgia are as follows:

White. Colored. Total.

Anemia
Defective vision -

894
292

774
213

1,668
320Defective teeth a t 500 C 964Enlarged tonsils 406 658Adenoids t 400 144 544Defective heart sounds 77 20 17Sounds indicative of pathological conditions in typo 33 72 . 105Diseases of ears 110 2 112

Number examined -0 1,068 1,666 3,219

"In the Inspection of the sanitary surroundings of 59 of these schools, we found 17 privies only, and
'el of these poorly constructed. Is It any wonder then that 1,008 gave clinical evidence of hookworm
infection and microscopical examination revealed that an average of 74.7 per cent of the suspectswets'
infected?"

FORT, A. G. [Hookworm disease among Georgia school children] American
school board journal, 43: 39, October 1911.
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Defectives among the children of Stewart, Webster and Ty counties, Georgia.

White
children.

Negro
children.

Number examined
Number defective 1,348

663

X315
1,

Normal 668
Number of defects 3,460 1,721
Bookworm suspects 894 774
Defective eyes

ds
292
470

28
168

Defective teeth 596 368
Enlarged tonsils 406
Adenoids 400 144
Skin defects 6 1S,
Heart disease 77 24
Lung diseases
Bone diseases

33
5 5

Ear diseases 110 2

Savannah and County of Chatham. [Board of education] Health and sanita-
tion. In its Annual report, year ending June 30th, 1910. p. 16-18.

"Whenever In the Judgment of the principal a pupil of the public schools needs medical treatment
. . . he shall notify the parent or guardian. . . . Such pupti shall not be permitted to continue In attend-
ance upon the public schools until a certificate from the attending physician shall have been presented
to the principal."

This plan has been in operation since January 1, 1910. Cases reported, 191.

[Stephens, Robert G.] Medical inspection of school children. In Georgia educa-
tional askiliation. Proceedings and addresses, 1911. Atlanta, Ga., Bennett
printing house. p. 65-73.

General resume, by the medical examiner of schools, Atlanta, Oa.
In 1909, 1,452 were defective, or 01.1 per centi.out of 2,160

In Atlanta examined tall of 1910, 1,663 or 76.2 per cent wens defective." .

Defects: Atlanta, 1910.
Nutrition 50
Anaemia 26
Glands' 152
Heart 11
Skin es. 42
Nervosa.

1,372Teeth
Tonsils 375
Adenoids 257
Eyes IN
Lungs 9

Two medical inspectors and four nurses work under control of board of education. Two weeks are
allowed to elapse following notification to parents of defects, after which time a nurse visits the home
of each defective child who hu not returned a card signed by physician or dentist.

IDAHO.

HYDE, George E. Medical inspection of schools. Northwest medicine, n. e. 3:
340-43. December 1911.

Rule V, of the State board of health of Idaho, requires the county physician to "report, on or about
Septemberi death year, the sanitary condition of the public schools of the county in which he resides."

The author receiving permisnon to examine the school children In his home town, Rexburg, "to see
If the endings of Inspection to other parts of the county could be bourne out" by his personal 'investiga-
tion. Teachers tested, the eyes with Suellen's chart, took records of heightand weights, ages, grades,
number of years attending school, and history of contagious diseases; Dr. Hyde examining the ears, nose,
throat, and teeth.
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Results. Cases. Per mob

Deafness 16 4
Adenoids 8

14 14
Mild eye defect:

Ranging from 20/30 to 23/40 68
Ranging 20/50 to (MO t 41 11

(31 of these pupils had headaches on reading; 12 had change of posture at
desk in order to be able to write their lessons; 11 could not see the lesson
written on the blackboard, from where they sat in their room.)

Defective teeth (of these, 25 per cent in very bad condition) 65
Mitral regurgitation (histories of rheumatism in 4 caws) 5
No discoverable detects in

"These results . . . show that the children In this western country luive out nearly the same number
of physical defects among them as examinadou shows exists among the schools of the East."

ILLINOIS.

Chicago. Board of education. Department of child-study and educational
research. ,,Child-study and educational research. In its Report of the Super-
intendent of schools for the year ending June 30, 1g12. p. 44-50. table.

From Report of directors, D. P. MacMillan.
"Of the whole number of children, 2,095. examined during the year . . with the exception of truants

and Incorrigibles . . . the maximum number, 469, fain in that group which is made up of children
with nervous disorders, particular physical defects or general constitutional depletion. in the majority
of cases they proved to be extremely backward pupils."

Children examined frota July 1, 1911. to June .10. 1912.

Blind or defective vision o
113

Deaf or defect1ve hearing 123
Crippled 68
lisruants and Incorrigibles, at office 34
Truants and Incorrigibles, parental school 466
Subnorrnais 269
Defective in s (persistent cases only) 66
Tuberculous not toe uding anaemia!)

k
12

F.plieptics (most aggravated cases only) k 13
Children with constitutional depletion or nervous disorders or specific physical defects 1 4(0
Special eases: Unusually bright children, moral delinquents, mental aberrant+ 276

Chicago. Department of health. Bureau of contagious diseases. Medical
school inspection. In its Report, 1907-1910. p. 22-33, 39. tables. chart. foims.

For the supervidon of approximately 400,000 school pupils in the public and parochial schools .

the city employs 100 medical health officers and 41 nurses, all of whom secure their appointment+ boa
competitive civil service examinations. For administrative purposes 5 medical health offieers are
selected to supervise without extra pay, the other 96; and 2 nurses, one receiving 316 per month more
than the others supervise the other 39. The city is divided Into 96 districts, to each of which is assigned
a medical health officer, whose duty it is to Inspect the pupils in the schools of the district. In addition,
lie has control and supervision of all contagious diseases in the territory to which he is assigned. . . .

"The medical health officer makes daily visits to each school assigned him, commencing work at
Da. m. At the beginning of the term he makes a rapid inspection of all pupils to determine if any
bear evidence of a contagious disease.

"For this preliminary Inspection the health officer visits each room, stands with his back to a window.
and has all pupils in the room file pest him. . . . The pupil . . . expense to view palms of hands and
wrists; with the fingers of one hand pulls down the eyelid, exposing the conjunctiva; opens the mouth
and puts out the tongue. This hurried inspection is made by the physician without touching the
pupil. . . . After the completion of this preliminary inspection . . . the regular forenoon Inspection
is taken up.

"Inspections and examinations at high schools are done only on request or . . . emergency. Para
chin' schools desiring . . have the same service as the public schools. Inspection for contagious dia
seas in parochial schools is enforced. In making physical examinations, we begin with the pupils in
highest grade, completing one school before beginning 'physicals' in another. s

The daily routine is as follows:
"Inspection Is first Made for contagious diseases, after which ten or more physIcallexaminations are

made.
"The health officers request principals to have all pupils La mediums for Inspection who have been

absent four consecutive days
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"All children to be examined are sent to a room by themselves. . . . Inspection is made with refer,
motto communicable diseases and 'readmit statue of pupils.

"Pupils with marked defects needing immediatekttentIon . . . referred by the principal, teacher
or nurse, are examined without delay. If agreeable to the principal, Friday Is She) . . . day for such
emergency examinations.
."Health officers are forbidden to make any suggestions as to the treatmeet or management of pupils

who are sick. This command Is imperative.
.21eginning November 1, each year, medical officers vaccinate free of charge any child or pupil who

may ripply to them for vaccination; . , . vaccinate no child without the consent of parent or guardian.
"Health officers carry with them the following supplies Circulars on Prevention of consumption:

The vaccination creed: special circulars on each of the infectious diseases, and warning slips to dis-
tribute and poet In public places: wood spatulas for tongue depressors )Each tongue depressor fs used
only once and then burned): culture media and outfits for Wide! test."

The blanks follow in the order in which they are used: Family history; physical record; medial
inspection of schools exclusion; non-exclusion notification of abnormal rendition; health officer's daily
report: card for child to take to physician and return to school nurse: health officer's monthly report,

A summary of the reports of the school medical inspectors of the Department of Health, of Chicago,
for the year 1009, gives the following statistics:

Of the total number of children examined, 123,887 (51 per eepl) were defective,

Defects.
Per cent of
the total
defects.

Defects.
Per pent of
thrrtotal
detects:.

Teeth defects 32.3 Skin diseases 1.8Tonsils hypertrophied 20.0 Orthopedic defects
'Vision defective 16.9 Heart diseases .0Glandular enlargement. 12.3 Mentality defective .5
Nasal affections 4.8 N &VOUS diseases .4
Adenoids 3.0 Pulmonary diseases .3
Anemia 2.6 Palate defects .2
Nutrition imperfect 2.2 All other defects .1
Hearing defective 2.0

Bast St. Louis. Board of education. Retardation. In its Annual report,
1910-11. p. 34-46. tables (Gmdfils 1-12)

.01 634 pupils marked to repeat the work of next term," 48 suffered from physical defects, 41, mental
defects.

In all white schools, pupils, 6,842; over age, 870, or 39 per cent. I43 all colored schools, pupils, 1,040.
over age, 714, or 09 per cent

,'HEDGER, Caroline. Physical examination of below-grade children. Illinois
medical journal, 15; 433-39, April 1909. tables.

Examination of 208(126 boys; 83 girls) below-grade public school children in Chicago.

Boys. Orris.

Cervical glands
Goitre
Hypertrophied tonsil
Irregular pulse

PcFC011.
$9.6
28.2

*66.2
23.2

Percent
95,1
26.3
ea
19

Heroic murmurs 60..4 1
'Transmitted apical murmurs 11.2 0.8
Lateral curvature 20 89.7
Negative lungs 41.6 421.3
Suspicious lung findings 40 43.3
Positive lung findings 18.4 13.4
eourluogi
Pod

8
40

19
72.3

Bad teeth 26.6 26.2're* and miles. 100

4.
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Quincy. [Board of education] Medical inspection. In its Annual report of the
public schools, school year ending June 30, 1911. p. 31-38. tables.
Total number inspected 3,018
Defective 1,191
With defective eyes 284
Will) defective hearing 87
With throat defects 770
With nasal defects 336rcWith defective teeth 292
With malnutrition .. 5
With nervous trouble

V el
With kidney trouble , 2

Physicians assigned to the various schools, for the inspection, at a Joint meeting of the committee of
the Adams County medical society and the board of education.

Signed by Committee of board of education, end Superintendent of city schools Edward U. Bauman.

75

KENTUCKY.

HANCOCK, D. 0. School sanitation, Kentucky medical journal, 9: 724-26,
October 1, 1911.

Proposes a a Health committee for each school, composed of four members, the teacher, a physician,
and a woolen and a man who are each patrons of the school.. . .

"That this committee have immediate charge of health matters in the school and district; that it be
organized, president, secretary and medical inspector; that It have meetings once each month and
oftener if needed; that It keep records of Its doings; . . that this committee see to it that the school-
house Is properly constructed and kept; that conditions are such as will Insure the comfort and health
of teachers and pupils; that contagious diseases are immediately controlled; that rofectious diseases are
sot carried to the school.

"There is a useless and criminal sacrifice of time, comfort, health and life In our erhools which should
lib not exist. . . . The remedy is immediate supervision by those who are Du the field and who have

p, retinal Interest at stake."
Following this address of Dr. Hancock before the Henderson county teacher!' Institute, August 24,

1911, a resolution was adopted:
"Resolved, That the county superintendent of schools is hereby requested by the Institute to appoint

"health committee as suggested by the paper of Dr. Hancock, In each school district in Henderson
County; that the teacher and trustee of each school are hereby reqbested to organize the committee
thus appointed and to asslat It In doing the work contemplated; that the county superintendent have
printed a list of these committees for use in organizing for school sanitation."

LOUISIANA:

New Orleans. Superintendent of schools. [Report of the] Department of
hygiene. In his Annual report, .1910-1911. p. 85-142. tables.

Reported as defective by grammar and primary grade teachers, 2,330 pupils; and85 kindergarten
pupils.

Boys. Girls.

.114
Total examined, 1,303:

Defective hearing...
Enlarged glands
Defective vision
Defective breathing
Defective teeth
Hypertrophied. tarsus
Adenoids
Other defeats

22

193
158
499
lot
77
96

20
321
280

91
360 .

.151
ao
50

From September 20 to June 16, the total was:
Scarlatina
Diphtheria
Measles
Smallpox .sill"

Among nonquarantinabla exclusions were: ,.

Im go
Scabies . ,,,
Pedioulosis
Eczema (ehronle)...i-

s
T

I

146
600

12

919
97

19'!

Applicants for withers' positions and p Os entering moat school requiand to stand a physical
ansinination. s
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MAINE..
.

Augusta, Maine. Board of SRucation. Medical inspection. in its Annual
report, 1910-11. p. 29-33. tables.

"Organization of this department Bea follows: First, the employment of two physicians. . . . Second,
an annual ear and eye test, conducted by the teachers. . . . Third, an annual inspection of the teeth
by the dental inspector. . . . Fourth, the distribution of the health leaflets 'Issued by the State board
of lieulth. . , .

"Medical inspectors shall visit and Inspect monthly each building assigned to them; shall examine
any teaclser or school employee wh ever such exaninstion is necessary; . . . shall visit each school.
room at least Emcee year and make general examination oftthe pupils; . . . shall examine all pupils
referred by the beard, the supernal eat, principals, or teachers; . . . and aball exclude from school
any employee or pupil whose presence Is dangerous to the health of the school. They shall tumuli
teachers such informhien and instruction as they may deem necessary in the interest of health. They
shall report to the superintendent any insanitary condition in ur wooed scion! budsinags. . . . Medical
inspectors, and school employees acting as such, shall give no treatment."

'TABLE III.-Eye and ear test.

I 2de. di 4the.141stidte.1 Othe. nide.' 8Te.gthde. mgh 1 'i ta it a - il'a
too.

Number examined ' 157 156 167 117 131 121 115 76 2515 lea 1,1:0
Number having eye trouble 44 32 29 13 11 9 11 6 28 IS WS
Number having ear trouble
Total number defectives

12 82 2.1, ii 10
13

1 2:
26

..,4164

Per cent of defectives, all kinds. 26.6 22. 4 16. 2 10.2 8.4 12.4 11.3 9.2 11.2 16.3 11.6

TABLE IV.- Showing results of dental inspection in the schools.

Kin.
der-
gar-
ten.

Grade.
\ VIZ

Yhigh.

....

Ru-
ral.

To-
tel.

1 2 3 ,,,4 ` a 6 6 7 8 9,

.

Number ex-
sallied 60 173 135 142 157 116 116 110 98 1"1113 141 135 1,3101

Number w.ho
received dental
attention 16

a
19 80 22 35 33 39 601 60

s

, 48 67 22 131

Number of cans
teeth need
cleaning 10

s

166 132

.

104 142

.

93 92 76 64 48 49 118

1

1,119
Number of cases

,
.

decayed teeth .. .

Per cent haviqg
40 151 127

.
97 145 88 86 68 61 34 50 tEl JARS

defective teeth 70.7 87.2 94.0 68.3 913 76.5 73.9 01.8 CO. 6 60.0 61.7 91.1 77.3
Per cent who had

received dental
attention 26.6 10.9 212 16.0 22.3 287 33.9 45.4 62.5 700 70.4 16.0 31.0

Maine. State superintendent of public schoofs. Medical inspection. in, his
Report, 1910. Augusta, Kennebec journal print, 1910. p. 105-14. map.

Map showing States having medical inapection,,p. 114.
La* in effect, in Maine, July 1,1909.

MASSACHUSETTS.

SAMSON, Justice G. Medical inspection inepublic schools. Boston medical and
surgical journal, 163:242-43, August 11, 1910.

"If careful systematic Inspection is carried on throughout the State, succeeding generations because or
It will be less burdened by physical and mental cripples, will be more gee from eontagldus and infec-
tious diseases, and will have a more intemgeat Conception of'disease, and its cause and effect."

Discussion: p. 243-45 (M. Thoinic F. Hanoi/ton.)
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MARTIN, George H. Medical inspection in the public school, of Maesaehusette.
In Mareachusetts. Board of education. Annual report, January 1911. Boeton,
Wright & Potter printing co., State printers, 1911. p. 164-193. tables.

Reprinted.
"All of the 33 cities and 297 of the 321 towns report In the annual school returns for BM that school

physicians have been appointed... .
"In other works, 98 per cent'of the school pupils in cities and towns are having seminal medical In.

spectIon. . . .

" From the returns recefrefd at the office of the board of edrication and the published reports of city
boards of health. It appears that during the year 1909 there was spent for the medical Inspection of school
chililren the sum of 3101,745.69. This Is an average of about 20-cents per child. But as In some cities,
where the Inspection is in the hands of the board of health, the parochial schools are inspected as well
as the public schools, and In Boston, which has about one-fifth of all.Jhe enrolledihildren ID the State,
the cost of Inspection Is much above 20 cents, the actual average cost outside of floston is much below
?0 cents.

" What school authorities should do Is stated by the statutes . . . to be twofold:
First, to provide for a general °semipro ion of all the children in the public schools at least once ti

3 ear for any defect or disability tending to interfere with their school work.
'Second, a special examination of children (a) who show signs of being in ill health or of suffering

from infect touter contagious disease; (b) who are returning to school after absence on account of illness
or from unknown cause

"There is another function of the sch physician. . . . The law says he shall make 'such furtherer,
&Initiation of teachers, Janitors and sch I buildings as in his opinion the protection of the health,of the
pupils may require.' . . .

"frontal clinics for school children are been established in a number' of localities.
" In Lynn a dentaidispensary was carried on In 1010 in connection with a neighborhood house. Fifteen

Lynn dentists and 10 out-of-town dentists gave their services. A nominal charge was made of 15 cuts.
for cleaning, 10 cents for extraction and 2.5 cents for fillings. One thousand and ten operations were
performed upon children. . . .

"In Winchester . . . the dentists In town, nine in number, each Rife one-half day a week to work
with needy cases, at a nominal charge of 25 cents per case. . . . The school nurse works In cooperation
with the dentists. . . .

"The school returns show that the e:'e and ear tests have been glverLas required by law In all the towns
and cities, excepting Otis and Mount Washington. Four annual examinations have been made Siurs
the law was pawil

1907 1908 1909 V910

,
Number of pupils e xamined 432,484 437,435 41. 443 454,058
Nu inbtsr defective In vision 98,807 81,158 73.129 71,003
Number defective In hearing 27 387 29,001 20.187 17,329
Per cent of defectives In vision 22.3 18.5 18.5 16.8
Per cent of defectives In hearing 0. 3 5.1 4.5 3.8

" One or more nurses are now employed In t he schc.ls of Amherst, Poston, Brocton, Brookline, Cam.
bridge, Canton, Holyoke, Lancaster, Leominster, Lowell, Northampton, Northborough, Walpole, WM4
tham and Winchester."

SNEDDEN, David {Samuel] Problems of health. supervision in Massachusette.
Iri American echool hygiene association. Proceedings, 1912. Springfield [Mask]
American physical education review, 1912. p. 18-26.

Alm in Journal of education, 75: 418-60, April 25, 1912.
"I. Legislative provisions.
"II. Application of laws.
"III. Problems of health supervision: A. How can health supervision be planned and organized sou

to promote effective administration? B. WnliZsIlould be the distribution of the functions of health
supervision among various possible agenci" Shit as teacherunurses, physicians, physical trainers, and
the home? C. What Must be the character and training of those eoogernting In this work? D. What
shall be their relation to the exiing school authorities? E. What will be the necessary financial cost

,of such service? F. What shall he the control of health sub erviskm over the actions of 06114 and other
non-school agencies affecting the children; and O. In therefieeded provision of facilities for`inestigation
and supervision by state authorities?"
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BOSTON.

AYBE, 8. H. Medical inspection of -achools in Boston, Mass. Boston medical and
surgical journal, 164: 458 -60, March 30, 1911.

Historical sketch; salaries, etc., Boston and New.York.
Read at the Boston !smith conference, 1915, February 20, 1911.

001TBS; William Pearce. The medical inspection of schools in Boston, the pres-
ent limitations and future possibilities, Boston medicld and surgical journal, 160:
746-48, June 10, 1909.

"The teachers in the various rooms send a slip down to some central place with the child's name,
number of the room and symptoms of trouble. . . . The instector summons the children to be exam-
ined . . handl examines them, writing on life slip the diagnosis and advice. He sees only the children
whom the teacher sends slips for, that h, the primary necessity for medical Inspection deAves on the
Judgment of the teacher. . . .

"One of the conditions which should be chimed . so that the teacher can be freed from responsi-
bility and case in this matter."

COB, William Pearce. Some problems of school inspection. Boston medical
and surgical journal, 164: 814-16, Julie 8, 1911.

'Result of examination of 1.58 retarded pupils.

Number. Per cent.

Defective whims
Defective hearing
Chronio enlarged tonsils

1
%.;,.

Defective or carious teeth .
Marked pallor ...
Markedly. undersized I
Egg:may nervous

41
2

122
127

34
3
1

26.9
1.2

77.2
8D. 3
2i.5

x
.63

" It I s o f interest t o compare the result . . . with'that of 212 children normal mental caliber; . . . 72
per cent of these children showed chronic enlarged tqnsils; 60 per t showed cal-idea teeth. . . . It
would seem from these statistics that chronically enlarged tonsil.; and the generally acrompanyiiig
adenoids bad little to do with the mental backwardness of these children, Mit that carious teeth might

. play a considerable role in the causation of this condition."

GALLIVAN, William J. Child hy,kene. Monthly bulletin of the Health depart-
"went of the city of ,Bostonel: 29-36, 50, February tables.

Division of child hygiene "was created to March, 1910. It is co rued with the physical 'Welfare of
every child ht Roston from the time of conception up to the age of IC years. The work is classified . . as
follows: 1. Prenatal and post-natal. work. 2. Medical inapectiod of schools. 3. Physkal examination
of licensed minors. .

"Medical inspection Of schools begins at thekindergarten clam and ends with the high schools. Of
equal lesportance are the those objects . . . In vie*, as foibles: 1. The detection of communicable
diseases end the exclusion from school of here pupil so Unkind. 2. The protection of every puplOn
the schools from contagion unrecognbiled by parent or teacher. 3. The detection of such defects which
If untreated would result in permanent Injury to the pupil.

" The board of health Is emphatic in Its stand *ain't preeeribink for any disease or defect deceit
end. . Every case requiring inedldsl or dental aid is referred to the family physklah'or to the levity
dentist. Those who winnable to employ professional services are referred to reputable hospltafi or
dental clinks.

"Under the piesenttystern, the school physkians we under the authority tethi beard of health; the
seism] Duress are udder the authority of the school committee. The number amuses employed is alto-
gether Inadequate for the work required. The board of health h ready to omjsky aborps of nurses to
assist in school Inspeetion; bdt up to the present time, they have not been ;rifling to duplicate a sysiem
maintshsed by the school committee. A tritosier, thee, of fli nurses/rani the school committee to the
board *flue* troaltitinatt medical inspecti on of schools so nearly neeleei as human endeavor can

tempi populatidin it this date Is 123,021. This Includes attendance in public and
Per tide wort these are employed 22 Physiciem, wbp are requireto vent every al,

6.nfrociiiiO4°IthYe*r." A _ -

Nee s se. 10: Pebiurry It
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Renal of the pinaical culmination of school children is Boelonfor the year 1911-1911.

Total number of chlldrentamlned
Total number of pupils without &WU
Total number of pupils with defects
Defeats noted as follows:

Mental deficiency
Delbotive nasal breathing
Hypertrophled tonsils
Defective teeth
Defeotive
Cervical ands

Pulmonary isease:
Pul ulosismonary tuberc
Acute bronchitis
Asthma
Pleurisy
miscenaneous

Cardiac disease
Nervous disease
Orthopedic detects:

Tuberculous t
Nontuberculous

Skin
Rickets -
Malnutrition

J.

,

.

:t;

r

t 4

118,781
40,890
77,931

/ WI
9,493

23,121
51,340

3T1
13,711

133
1,100

ca
42

987
9,091

505

eglt
1,181
5,243
1,019
3, 891

SMITH, C. Morton. Diseases of the skin. Boston medical and surgical journal,
166: 623-24, April 25, 1912.

A complete physical examination, September 13 to December 31.'1911, showed 11,091 children b. the
Roston s0hools. having skin diseases. The number was exceeded only by decayed teet h, hypsto.
pilled tonsils, defective nasal breathing and enlarged oervkal glands. The common diseases ire
scabies, pedicuktsis, impetigo, and ringworm; these four were found in the schools no loss than 6,429
times, or 55 per cent of all the akin iffections reported. There were 5,257 abildnIn withpedicuicais.

AMBRIDG B.

Cambridge. Board of health. 'School inspection. Jr: its Annual report, year
ending December 31, 1910, p. 37-41:

Signed: 'Medford H. Peirce, M. D.
Concerning the school nurse see p. 40-41.
Six public school and 5 parochial Inspectors: and 2 school nuras.
Number of pupils Ill and defective, 1,870. a ,

ip
Chick en pox nDhtheria

2Eczema
10Goa NIrrhes ° 0its
6Melaka . 4.4tlerinan 7

Mumps ... gScarlet fever
2 ..,Syphilis
0Tonsflitts

4. 71Tuberculosis, pulmonary .b. 2Tuberculosis, other forms i '1Whooping cough
r ... ID

;
Conjunntititis vt

4.111k
. ...- 99Corneal WM' or opacity 4 .Karelia. . ,

1Strebtsmas
a

....t 1$Imperfect sight, . 17,' I
In two school. %rated in the area ea:1*M of the fifty, one, rather eloselyarrounded, and not web

ventilated, has had many dem of motet fever and diphtheria for sermal years. The other school, .

older and In in open spoon, has had but two cases of diphtheria-mid one of soarlot lover lninoto than
a year.

. .
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CANTON.,

CABOT, Arthur Tracy. School -inspection in small,towns. In American school
hygiene association. Proceedings, 1911. Springfield,' Mass , American physical
education review, 1911. p. 40-43.

Also to Boston medical and surgical 164: 033-34 May 4, 1911.
The towns appropriation being too small for payment fot systematic medical Inspection, at a town*,

pleating in 1906, school nurse appropriation of $500 was made, a inkieri nurse to begin at the opening
of the next school year. The work, which also included the parochial school, was found to be so satin
factory that for the year following, MO was appropriated.

The nurse looks after 900 children; makes examinations at beginning of year, keeping card record;
keeps record of any illness they have; children with any infirmity of oyes, ears, throat or general con-
dition, are referred to their physicians; children reqiiiring specialist's aid are taken-by-ler to a' public
clinic in Boston. She gives hygiene tai in the schools, and visits the homes. " Wo baicilbvind the
work of the school nurse thoroughly sail in giving the town what seems edequite inspection
and control of contagious disease."

The neighboring town of Norwood adopted 'same system; Milton, planning the mine.

WELLESLEY.

CANAVAN, Mirtelle M. Medical data of the examination 9f 2,333 supposedly
normakadult young womed. In American school hygiene association. Proceed.
ings, IT12. Springfield [Maas.] American physical education review, 191. p.
76-91. tables. recprd blanks. .'
I. The physical examination system of Wellesley (allege, data revering examinations from 1906 to 1911;
&visas% age of students, 19 years..

P ercentages of orthopedic &fedi.
Per coot,

1. Back, curvature 35
2. Shoulders, uneven 53
3. Hips, en 431
4. Legs:

Knock:kneed 21
D Bow-leg it1
c Unequal

74

tj>23.4h ,12

7. An r arches, let It& Toe Joints Waged
Deaf or peril y'lo .., 4
Nose, hypen=hy. bf turbinate 13

I TOP1418 ... 2A1
'. Vitas Vi per soot had had throat operations and 15 per cent of these for mmoval of tonsils or adenoids,

Per cent.

6 Lo It bag
Fl t arc

0, ...--
Eye lesions ..., 124
0111980:110171 37

A Nutsitton.poor. .... )
79.Tiellt: N. . t'

e =ars
c Poor or Irregular

....,
4
1

0 131

a.* gMenstrual disorders : ., 34
Eulateed lymph nada r 13Near[Wons:

ctif ic toms 174
4

OurtTeionnteril" 41

e( .. ... r a SI
, . .

(b) grilled * a $

Unusual talons for the most pest AgaitApeats of dopmetstloa,11 dilbrost sorb.

in 313.per cent

0
%

a
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WORCESTER.

EMERY, George E. Medical inspection in'Iwo Worcester schools. Pedagogical
seminary, 17: 111-18, March 1910. tables. .

"Fifteen inspectors wereappointed in Worcester by the board of health and began work In October,
1006.

"Our duties were to Inspect such children as wets referred to us.by the teachers, and make voekly
reports of such inspection.

"October of this year 11009) blanks were furnished by the board . . and a systematic inspection of
all the pupils was begun The tests for sight and hearing ace conducted by the teachers. but . they
are by no meensibmplete and many of the record cards show normal vision when serious detects are
really present. . . . There Is no test card for astigmatism. . . .

"In the atth grade only 34 p e r cent had enlarged glands. . . . In the sixth grade Repo: oent . . and
for the whole school 55 per ant. . . . -The general nutrition of the pupils is . . . 63 per cent good, 32per
cent medium and only 4 per cent poor. . . .

"I was not surprised that a large number should have poor teeth; but I was surprised that the aver-
ago number per pupil should be so high; that Is eight in the flint grade and nearly fourin the ninth

"The school nurse should be the link between the school and the home, but to We/ember that link
is missing. . . . The district nurses do help b . . can give but little time to this work."

HIGAN.

.nd Rapids. Board of health and Poor commissioners. Report of School
examiner. In their Annual reports, year ending March 31, 1911. tables.

Inspection for physical defects was ordered discontinued by the board of health. on December-6,1910,
and inspection b now made for contagious diseases only.

The following is a report of work from May 1, 1910 to April 1,1911:

Contagious diseases discovered.
Itch
Whooping cousin
Measles 0
Typhoid fever ,
Scarlet fever
German measles

.. T

21
Ill

1

17

to
Mumps 31
Chickenpox w L. 2

NisSmallpox 2

Total 670

Physical defects diswvered (May 1, 1910, to December 1, 1910.)
Glandular
Nervous
Stomach
Hernia

. Defective teeth 1

Deformities
Hypertrophied tonsils a
Ear trouble
Adenoids.,
Skin trouble 4

Total
The total number vaccinated was M. The acting school examiner is Leland H. Oilleisa.

KIEFER, guy L. Medical in pection of school children: Dental summary; 31; .
2E14-68, A 1911.

In Detroit, 60,501 children were an Med by the medical school Inspectors;, 3.499 eXcluded for eon-
tagious diseases; 616 eases of torisflith; 12 of scarlet fever. Physical defects her found in 2,11'8-poplin .
Of these 598 had defective eyesight; 204, dieesied eyes; 136, defective hearing; 906, enlarged tonsil
adenoids, or both, and 210 had defective teeth.

Beginning October 13, 1999'14.9lay 7, 1910, the Detroit district cientel society, fn Its free dental cliolo,
attended to 934 children.

MARTINDALE, W. a. How Detroit care for her b'ackaird cbitifen. Psycho.
1 cal clink, 9: 125-30, October 15, 1912. °
; iris fall '011910 the depart;ent of special education was oresaketaaad the nice speed rooms, tail
school for cripples and schools for mmerers, were Owed undeithe aired ouperroloa 02. ItorefIl
super vaorN

00000 0
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)eIt 1-81mon tests are used to determine the mentality. If no results follow notification to parents
the school principal calla upon the regular school physician to make a physical examination of the child.

to ascertain If the backwardness be doe to defective vision, defective hearing, adenoids, enlarged tensile
or nervousness. The principal reports ethult to parents; if parents are unable to provide the needed,
medical attention, the principal reports the case to the child study committee; upon note from the sec
retary of the committee, Detroit's best specialists give free assistance to the children. Where children
can not afford spectacles, they are provided through fund set aside by the Detroit teachers' association.

Since September, 3911, 715 pupae have been tested for defective vision and provided with glasses.
After the child's physical defects have been remedied. if his mental condition still remains unchanged,

the Binet examiner, appointed by the board oteducation. then visits the school and gives him the Binet
, test. The special phylician, appointed by the board of health to work under the direction of the board

of education. visits the school and makes a physical examination of the.child. "The statement of the
parent as given in the report sent to the secretary of the child study committee by the principal, together
with the child's mimicl history treports of the Binet examinee and of the school physician are then passed
upon Iv the child study committee.

"In the cases of low grade children whom the committee thinks it advisable to exclude, a second ex-
amination is made . . . by one of the mental specialists of the child study committee consultation staff
.. . and usually resells In the exclusion of the child. ,, . . Since September 1011. 488 cases have been
examined. The committee recommended 190 of ilia number to the special rooms."

MAY,. George 'A. The result of cine thousand nose and threat examinations.
American physicaj education review, 14: 636-44, December 1909.

Examinations made at the Waterman gymnasium, University of Michigan.
There were found in 1,000 students, mostly freshmen, 157 deviated septa; nasal spurs and ridges,

898; adenoid! large, 36, moderate, 145, chronic tonsilitis, 4; lacuna'', 8; chronic tonsillar inflammation
with hypertrophy, 191 cams; symptoms of frequent nasal bleeding, 170; 85 without accountable Pli-
Oklgy; simple chronic rhlnitis, 54 MUM; atrophic rhinitis, 12; larynx, acute inflammatory conditions,
105. Eighty-three complained of more or less chronic ?leanness. There were 38 hay fever cases. Sev-
enty-six gave a history of some ncee and throat operation.

The main object of thefaper Is to point out the necessity of an examination of this character. The
Ideal time for such would be the childhood period.

Ira i
WARTHIN, Aldred Scott. Thy physical health of the University. Atitilsigan

alumnus, 16: 70-73, November 1909.
The Univers. ity of Michigan.
"At the beginning di the present college year the department of InCdicine and surgery adopted methods

tending towards a better physical knowledge of the medical students particularly with reference to the
occurrence of tuberculosis. Each medical student is Co report once a semester to the deportment of
Internal medicine for an examination.. . . The need for such systemadc examinations has been strik-
ingly shown lit the medical department. For the last four or five years 3 to 6 cast of tuberculosis have
been discovered annually in the junior and senior medical classesabbut 4 per cent of the class on an
average.. . . Very few cases are discovered in the freshman or sophomore }ears... .
-"Out of 200 women examined fin the gymnasium] the examiner discovered 8 suspicious cases, a of

which gave positive evidence of incipient tuberculosis."

I MINNESOTA.

MINNEAPOLItl. 0

,
Minneapolis. Board of education. Report of the Suttervisor of hygiene and

physical training. In us Annual' report, year ending .Tune 30, 1911. p. 89-94
(98) ,

.

;,, , .

- \ Signet. Charles H. Keene, M. D. 5-.
January 1, 1911, a system of medical Inspection was Inaugurated, conducted by seven physicians and

seven nurses. During the eve months medical inspection has been in operation, 19,082 Inspections
. made, 1,101 being physical examinations. Of these, 72 per cent we found defective; most cothmet
detect, hypertrophted Null, 35 per cent of them extidlned having this detect, 32 per, ent, defective

'teeth; 23 per cent, adenoids; 24 per cent, enlarged glands; la per cent, detective vision; Hi pa, cent of
' anemia; M per cent, malnutrition; 3,873 eases have been treated, "who would not otherwise have re

. t 0 calved treetinent'! . .
a It i . .)

I I
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BT. PAUL.

XEYBILDING, Z. A. School health. St.. Paul medical journal, 14: 246-55,
May 1912.

General summary. Medical inspection In Bt. Paul, p.248-250, M. Page 258 contrasts conditions
between two schools; one among a foreign-born and laboring-class population and the other "one of`
the bast from a social standpoint."

p
Hill

school
(good
social
class).

Harrison
school
(labor
class).

RNnhing dental attention
Malnutrition
Uncleanliness
Skin disease

Per Mitt.
40

2
1.1

'Pt? cent.
82
20
I0

5

I Less than. w

St. Beni. Board of school inspectors. Medical inspection'-. In its Annual
reports school years+ ending June 9, 1909, and June 10, 1910. p. 57,49. illus.

41. Dept ment of medical inspection established along lines outlined by the superintendent of schools.
One ph,gs clan employed to give three hours each day from 9 to 12 to the wheats and to maintain office

urs from 9 to 12 on Saturdays at the school beard rooms. He began his wociF with one nurse assistant
?:d later Three nurses were assigned. Medical inspection entirely under thischool authorftibe super.

hien. "Our experience strengthens the conviction that It should alwaysyus: . . .

"The modicaginspector shall make recommendations on matters affect physical environment
of children such as the building lot, the drainage, heating, plumbing, ventilating, water supply, drink-
ing facilities, sweeping, sertibbIng, use of disinfectants, deodorizing, femigat ing. etc. '

"He shall go from building to building and shall make systematic exnminatIon of all pupils in the
elementary schools reported to him by teachers and prbwIpals and such other pupils as may appear
to him physically defective.

"He sflall be accompanied and assisted in all his work by a school nurse who shall record all findings,
and report to parents. Thejnedical inspector shall not be permitted to give any treatment to children
except temporary assistance, or in cases of etnencency. : . . The medical Inspector shall else send notice
to the parents or guardians of pupil/lacking In cleanliness or needing treatment; he shall be authorized
to exclude pupils'. . . . .

"He shall give such ifistructIons to principals and teachers as will Make Ihe\li familiar with the
more conspicuous symptoms of physical and gental deflelenc7,tE the end that they may suggest only
those who are really abnormal to the Inspectefor examination. He 401 give instruction to teachers,
respecting vision and hearing tests, and on sUch matters minting toe 4.physieslInspection of children
as will promise the assistance and cooperation of teachers and principals In the work of his department."

During the school year 1909-10, a systematic examination of 3,21:4 found 2,(eS behind grade; 28 per
cent of them backward in studio' because of phyllial conditions ,, ,

The following is a summary of the work of two nurses;.
1,

Rooms impacted
Contagious diseases discovered
Communicable diseases (not contagioneY .
B cal dressings and treatments
P cultists 1,

(tared, 442.) .
Taken to dismissal or dootnr ,
Defective vision, attention refeived
-Defective vision, glasses. secured
Defective nose and thrtat, attention received
Defective nose and throat, operated upon
Malnutrition
Enlarged Mai glands.
f almoner lscams, attention receYvegi. s

' Tubercular diseases, attention received
Heart dIserme, :.attention received , ,., ,

Teeth, enaction received

. '.

"' -A

L

t`

f

i

V

.

.. -

, Total.
4 343

.170, ' 943
-iel
eepo

4E2
axe
144at 270

'IP,' 103w.....,.. 1184 '111
9

d 8
20

2,
220

,..

'
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MISSOURI.

qt. Louis. I3oard of education. Department of school hygiene. In its An-

nual report, 1909. p. 176-88. f.
History of the St. Louis department of school hygiene. Work to begin opening of school year, Sep.

Camber, 1909.
The supervisor of hygiene is required to be skilled physician. Be must devote his entire time to

the work of the department. The inspectors must be graduates of medical colleges of recognised stand-
ing, and devote' themselves to this work for ten months in each year. They must during all school hours
be engaged In their investigations in the school buildings, and during the &shool term use such further
time as ithalLbe required for maiming the necessary examinations and reports. Supervisor and Inspectors
must not treat any case of physical defect or disease that has been discovered by them while engaged In
the work of the department. The work must be conducted under such further regulations es may be

"'prescribed by, the superintendent of instruction with the approval of the board of education. Ratted-
ological laboratory $.3 be opened In board of educatlip , or in some school building, and to be equipped
with necessary instruMents and supplies.

St. Louis. Boar:hot education. Department of school hygiene. In its An-
nual report, 1910. p. 199-213; 314-16. tables.

The school year of 1909-10 saw the first actual work of the department of hygiene. A supervisor and
five inspectors were authorized by the board of echication on February 0, 1909.

"When the inspector 'writes at a school, he at once notifies the principal, who, In turn, through a
monitor, Informs the teachers that the Inspector hisrariived and he is ready to care for reported cases.

" The teacblir having previously filled out the teacher's diagnosis card, Form 11-C. [form follows], sends
the child with this card In the! n.spector. Then nspector makes his examination and enters his diagnosis

on this card am:14ns out, duplicate, Form 14-A 'form follows). De Instruct-Abe child to deliver the

card . . . to the parent or guardian.
"Ira child is found to be suffering from a contagious or infectious dhesso, he is at once excluded end

the city health department is notified on the form . . . 'form follows). This tertnifiates the relation of
the department of hygiene with the child until he or sire is readj, to reenter school, at which time the
health department notifies us . . . that quarantine restrictions have been raised. The child is reex-

amined by the Inspector of hygiene. . . .

"In case of . . physical defect, the diagnosis card (Form 11-C) is set beck a certain number of days
in a follow-uptle rend at that time thii pupil Is reexamined and his condition . . . cantered upon the card.

"The cases of noncommunicable disease are handled in the same manner as the oases ofphysaal defects

except where . a menace to the other children. The pupil suffering from such a disease is excluded
until, in the opinion of the Inspector, be may properly return to school."

Each school in the city has an emergency surgical chest. For itheence of three days, the teacher reports
to the inspector of hygiene for her school; he tabulates all the reports from the same schetil and reports

them to the health department, filing s duplicate with department of hygiene. On receipt, the health
department district inspectors visit the homes of children so reported and report back, to the principal
and inspector, the cause of the child's ateenoe; the are Is followed up by the attendance department,

*-1
0 the TOWN Is other than illness.- The health department makes a daily report to the department of .

.1 'hygiene of all contagious disieises re to it. During the eummer oL11e39 a record of all such cases

was kept by the supervisor of hygiene, and a letter was sent tothe infected tomes and to the principal
of the oohed, in the district in which these homes were located, requiring the children to be examined
hy.ghe saaistant.health commissioner, at hy the 4epartment of hygiene, before admission to school.
principals were-directed to ntuss'admission unless the child brings a certificate from one of the two

.1
.14MAIng °Mr.. The inspeolicer makes thorough exemlnatien of all suspected contact cases for con-

diseases and these are under daily Inspection. All children are examined In a school whereN
-let beer has been tousitis the case is at once excluded, health departmentand the building commis-

Honer are Donned, anti fusiiption is made after sobopl dismissal (p. 205-209).

, ffeealio Report, 191.1rp., I44(Flegulacion's ancl,n9rk olVhe six school nurses added to the depart-

- Menge( ecirelbigiena,Aind ). ,, . .

NEW2JERSOV.
41' . ` , .

\ 801.21110 Atilicaileeal hygiene arid prophylaxis. New Jersey* Jour -

*.eal of the soeleii, 9c ..81;toctoher 1912,
')Ithrogit the medical laitq:4.1;ote IWO hours roan day, thehours of service to tpe at

. .

' theolLmvosiehpo the school authalriphe
t% Chet to nth this, department of nsistical inspection lit 1909-10 was 31 cents per pupil; In 1910-11, 41

LKi
,*.tenta per aagetkil Ilbeiperweed wails Justified by roma* Forty thousand hwer days were lost by

quarantine in 19p-,11 then in the previous year: ind etempase of 50 per cant friths number of build.

toga in the city ipshrantinad,in- 1910-11 then in \re-Ain 191041 than WON Mrs more inrpections

." ,
'"i", . ' s
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made by the department, with US bwer exclusions, and th6 16,625 more physical examinations show a
gain in amount of work and character of same.

"During 1910-11, 24,310 physical examinations were performedit per cent of this number were
fountLio have one Or more defects and 384 per cent were found normal.

"Chief among the detects are:
Per amt.

Enlarged glands 2
De/active vision 20
Defective bearing 4 9
Detective nasal breathing., 7
Defective teeth 47
Enlarged tonsils
Adenoids ; 12

" Mentality (percentage based on number found defective) 2
V
,,

"Were I asked to establish medical Inspection in a city . I would employ fIrsebf all, sufficient
trained nursee to carry on the major part of the work. The only part of medical inspection that can-
not be oonducted by nurses trained in school work is the examination of the heart and lungs. . . .

"I would have these nurses under the direction of a trained physician sqo should be expected to
devote the entire day, from 9 to 6,:o school work. Mt-dical instiedtion should not be carried on in public

',hoots as a necessary evil, but as an indispensable benefit."

LAMSON, William J. The medical inspection of schools, Medical society of
New Jersey. Journal, 7: 569-72, April 1911. tables. form.

Duties of a medical inspector, as adopted by the New Jersey State board of education, October 6,
l909, are as follows:

"1.,Retshall use the same skill in exatnining pupils as he would in the ease of private patients.
"2, Jae shall arrange his visits to the school to snit the convenience of the school authorities and his

own private work. He shall respond to emergency calls as quickly as possible.
"3. lie shall thilte regular inspections: (a) In rural districts at each school at least twice a month;

(I) in villages and small towns at least once a week; (e) in towns and cities at least three times a week,
and in eiowded cities daily.

"4. At the commencement of each school year he shall make a thorough physical examination of each
pupil( and record his findings on cards assigned for this purpose: (a) Eyes, for farsightedness or near-
sightedness, color blindnees, squint and roughly for astigmatism, also the condition of the eyelids; (b)
rem, for acuteness of hearing, adenoids, discharge; (c) throat, for enlarged teissib, adenoids, nasal de-
iormities or discharges; (d) teeth, conditioh and care; (e) deformitiee, spine, limbs, etc.; (f) akin, erup-
tion, condition of scalp; (g) when practicable measurements, height, weight and chest measures; exam-
ination of heart and lungs.

"6. He shall exclude cases of contagious diseases, andleend a writCen statement of conditions found.
"6. He shall from time to time examine into the sanitary oondlUons of all schools in his district.
"7. Any spacial work, such as frequent extra visits, vaccination or fumigation, shall be arranged for

by mutual agreement between the board of education and the inspector."

MACDONALD, Joseph, The object and intent of.piedical inspection of school
children. New Jersey. Journal of the med.

To be acoompllshed
" First. By the appointment of a State medical

'education.

1 society, 9: 231-34, October 1912.

inspector as a member of the State board of

for yearly examination; recommendation cards for Vestment an exclusion cards for Infectious or
"Second. By thopreparation of uniform irks by the State boar') covering individual record cable

communicable disarms. . t
"Third. By requiring that duplicate reports shall be sent by the wheel Manacles' to the school boards

they are serving, and to the State board at Trenton; thus with other essential detalb . . . a twat impoe
tent department could be built .up that wonid prove'not only is great saving In expense to the oommu
nity, now expended In carrying along physically deficient pupils, but would give us a stronger ran of
men and women physically and mentally.':

.
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Newark. Board a education. Report of Supervisor of medical inspection. In
its Annual report, year ending June 30, 1911. p. 211-21. tables.

Comparative table of medical inspection Is Newark public schools from 1901 to 1911, Inclusive, p. 212.

901
1902
1903
191)6

1907
1908
1909
1910

0.1911

Total ax
seamed.,

Physical
examine.

5,635
9,819
6,913
8,529
8,076

43.546
21,229
37,937
58,a87

172,650
208,209

1909-10

Defective vision
Defective hearing
Defective teeth
H ypertrophled tonsils
Post nasal growth
Mentality
Pots! defective

1,380
359

2,255
1,889

596
lee

, 801

4,582
9.045

24,870

1910-11

3,003
396

7,124
4,589
1,866

339
14,954

Paterson. Board of education. Report of the-Visiting nurse. In Us Annual
report, year ending June 30,1910. p. 72-73. tables.

Inspection of School no. 4: Inspectiol begun of each child In the fit fifteen classes o Ibis school,
April 12,1910. Total number examined, 679.
Defective teeth treated None.

(72 per cent had defective teeth.)
Pediculosig, e e. 210
Hypertrophied tonsitt 45
Minor skin dIseues 23
Detective nasal brealhIng 23
Detective vision 16
Trachoma 3
Defective hearing 13i...
Bad u utrltion 7

REBER, C. E3 Abnormal school children. School exchange, 3. 26-20, October
1908. tables.

A shithtical resorts of examinations, 1908, made on various types of school children, both normal
and feeble-minded. Discusses chiefly the retarding effects of adenoids upon body-growth, spine, vocal

-gana teeth,- palate, and mentality "feeble-mindedness Is more likely to be the effect of adenoids,
and the causes that bring them about than that adenoids are the effect of feeble-mindedness. . . .
Adenoids 'sib a direct of civilization."

Trenton. Board of education. Medical inspecttion. In us Report, year ending
August Si, 1909. p. 46-47.

Begun, January 1909. 131x physicians and a school nurse appointed. Hach pupil made the subject
of a thorough yearly examination. A sanitary inspection of the school buIldlugs, classrooms, grounds
cesre each month.

Reports for six muffin give the nuttlies'of examined as 8,346; calhal.to inspect dflIrent oases, 3,000.

, sKiamined by feathers.

Viske .. 3,180 1, 35214N 152

Defective.



Heart
Lungs
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Examined by inspeetors. Detective.
5,634 92
5,676 BO

Throat 5,345 853
Naso-pharynx 4. 6,337 677
Nasal-septum 5,347 204
Teeth 6,340 2,174
Adenoids 239
Enlarged tonsils
Anemic

9g1

DebUlty........ 100
Catarrh 100
Eczema 61
Impetigo 63
Conjunctivitis 66
Strabismus - 29

NEW YORK.
BAKER, Sara Josephine. Medical inspection and examination of school chil-

dren. . . In her The Division of child hygiene of the Department of health of the
city of New York. p. 61-93. illus. charts. tables; (City of New York. De-
pitrtment of health. Monograph series, no. 4, September 1916)

Vaccination of school children, p. 89-93:
"The conditions revealed as a result of these physical ezaminatlins ware of sufficient Importance to

attract the attention of the'health authorities to the necetsity of mere complete control of the health of
the child during its school life. The postal card notifications resulted in obtaining medical care for only
about 6 per cent °file physically defective children. It may readily be seen that, while such a system
has value in definitely determining the physical condition of Lire children In the schools, the record.
soon amount to little more than the mere compiling of statistical data utiless some definite and system-
atized effort be made to see that the children obtain proper medical care.

"It was the recognition of this fact that Instigated the studies welch resulted in the organization of
the division of child hygiene. With its formation, and the appoinlment of a largely increased staff of
trained nurses, it.became possible to have the nurses visit the physically defective chHdren in their.
homes in order to induce parents to provide proper treatment. This system of home visits by the
nurses was inaugurated on September 15, 1909. As a result of their efforts, during 1909 63 per cent of
the physically defective children obtained treatment, as opposed to the 0 per cent under the former
system. The entire system as outlined was carried on with excellent results until January J, 1912.

"Previous to this time it was recognized that, with a visit to each school each day by a medical
inspector and a nurse, there was a certain duplication of time spent which might be eliminated with

tilting financial economy. Experiments were carried on in two frroups of schools during a period
of three months in the swing of 1911 to determine the relative economy and etiency of piecing the
control of contagious diseases in the schools In the hands of the school nurse, leaving the medical
inspector free to devote his entire time In the schools to making physical examinations of the children.

. The experimental study baying shown that such a system was feasible, It was inaugurated on January
1,1912. .

"The complete system of school medical inspection Is carried on In 517 publloschools withs registered
attendance of 684 ,iai pupils. In addition, 151 other free schools of the city receive a more or less coin.
plete series of inspr lions for the purpose of detecting contagious diseases. Se ty-four medical inspeo.
ton and 179 nurses are detailed to the work of school medical ilfider the immediate super.

.vision of the sniff of supervising inspectors and supervising nurses in each borough. Each inspector
C 0. is assigned to duty in a group of schools with an average registration of 9,000 pupils. Each nurse is

assigned to duty in a group of schools with an average registration of 4,000 pupils. .. .

"Each public school In the city Is visited each day by a nurse, except In certain outlying and sparsely
populated districts where visits are made at less frequent Intervale. Other free schools are visited upon
request, or regularly once or twice weekly.

"Routine Inspectton.-1. At the beginning of each term each medical Inspector Makes a routine
classroom inspection of each child in the schools under his charge.

"Thereafter the nurse makes a continuous routine class Inspection of each child in the schools under
her charge, following the same procedure. ,

"2. All eases of disease found are recorded on a special class index card, with the data in appropriate
,00lumns. A card or cards is made out for classroom, and the index kept in an accessible place'ln each
school; Further data regarding each case Is recorded on this class Index card. 'Code numbers are used
to Indicate the kind of disease. .

"3. All contagious diseases tobnd are dealt with as described under the heeding ' Mornhig Insp6ctio*
"4. When a child is found to be affected with a marked form of physical defeet, the partlenlii defecttbooted and the child referred to the medical impactor a physical examineeiob.

- "S. All children ordered under treatment are referred the school and are thereattercontrobed
as described udder the heading 'Morning inspectloci.' . :
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" Rmagency cases. In the absence of the inspector all emergency cases are treated by the nurse to
the school whenever other treatment is not available. Such oases are thereafter referred to the parentS
for future care. . ,

"THE DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OP NON-CONZAGIOUS UNTREATED PHYSICAL DEPL6113.

"1. The medical inspector visits each school under his jurisdiction for two successive days. A regular
.schedule is maintained, and the principals of the schools are thus informed of the dates of the inspec-
tor's vliPts. The principals are requested to instruct the children to report, in small squads, to the
Inspector for physical examination. ,
. " 2. Examinations are made In the following order: First. Children:entering school for the first time:

Second. Children especially,. referred by the priEcipals or teachers; Third. Children belonging lc the
class to be graduated; Fourth. In the regular course, beginning with children of the lov est grades, and
proceeding to the higher grades In regular order; Fifth. ('lasses of the same grade are examined 111 regu

lar order in each school of the group.
"3. Each child is thoroughly examined for the following condiyons: Defective vision, defective bear-

ing, defective nasal breathing, hypertrophied tonsils, tuberculous lymph nodes, defective teeth, mal-
nutrition, pulmbnary disease, cardiac disease, chorea, orthopedic defects.

"4. A complete record of each physical examination is made on a special form. lea child is normal,
the inspector sends such a report to the borough office of the division. If abnormalities arc found, the
record form is given to the school nurse.

"A duplicate record of each child's condition ls also placed 2n file with the child's school record, thee
affording to the educational authorities the fullest information in regard to the child's physiCal con-
dition, and enabling them to take advantage of this information In adjusting the indivraual curriculum.

"The hatunt and results of the treatment obtained for each defect are thereafter noted upon this
I school record form by the nurse..

"6. Each defective child is given a copy of an appropriate form, properly filled out, to take home to its
parents.

"6. If at the end of three days no notice has been received frofn the parents that trip child is under
. medical care, and if the child shows no evidence of such care, a notice is signed by the principal and

sent to the parents.
"7. If the parent calls at th'e,echool, as suggested, the inspector or nurse expialns the nature of the

defect and the need of treatment; If the parents do not respond within three days, the nurse visits the
home and explains to the parent the character of the defect, the need of treatment and the benefIctel
results that may reasonably be expected to result from medical care. Repeated home visits are made
by the nurse until treatment Is provided or an absolute refusal is epcountered.

"R. When parents are willing to have their children treated but are unable to pay a private physician
and by reason of home duties.or occupation cannot spare the necessary time to obtain treatment, the
nurse takes the child to a dispensary, after the parent has signed a request to that effect

"9. When treatment is obtained or refusal is met, the nurse records on the regular physical examine-
POD form and the school record form the character of the treatment. The first form is mailed to the
borough Whoa of the division, the second remains on file in the school.

"10. After the child has obtained treatment, it is again examine() by the Inspector, who records the
Improvement or non-improvement on the school record form and on the special form forwarded to the
borough office of the division.

"Every effort is made primarily to refer those children who require treatment to the private family
physician. R there Ls no private family physician and 114 furthermore, the familels unable or unwilling
to employ a private physician, the child la then referred to a dispensary or hospital for treetment,

"Inspectors and nurses are required to consult with the school authorities regarding the matters per-
taining to school environment or the curricula which may have a bearing upon the health of the child.

"There are In the city of New York only 19 frat dental clinics. Of these, only one is malnlained wholly
for the treatment of school children. This clinic is supported by a group of philanthropic citizens.
The remainder of the clinics ire connected with dental college** dispensaries, and provide treatment
for adults as well as children. Only a few of these clinics fill teeth, and extraction is done in majority
of the cases of children who are ab:e to obtain treatment., . .

"The need of free dental clinics Is acute, and the department of health has asked the board of estimate
to Include hi the departmental budget for 1913 an appropriation sufficient to employ 16 dentists sod 8
Purses to allow the establishment of school dental clinics under the supervision of the division of child
hygiene.

.1 Males for School ChUdrett.-4t has felt by the depertment that the test of the value of the system
et school medical Inspection was-thecharecberaild results Of the treatment obtained by the children.
In order that the existing need for more facilities for treating the children might be met, and that the
character of treatment given and the adequacy of results might be under control, the depar$enent has
obtained In Its budget for 1912 fundefor the establishment of six clinics under thqupervislon of the
division of child hygiene, exclusively for the treatment of school children. Stet ical data of these
clinics, can nbt yet be given, owing to the short time they have been In operation.

s cR
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"The location of the clinics is as follows Borough of lloshanan-341 Pleasant Avenue; Gouverneur
Slip. Borough of Brooklyn-330 Throop Avenue; 1249 Herkimer Street; 134 Lawrence Street. Borough
of she Bross-48o East One hundred and sixty-ninth Street.

"These clinicenre open from 2 to 6 p. m. on school days, and from 9 to 12 a. re. clitturdays. Each
e clinic has the following service: (1) Eye diseases: (a) Contagious eye diseases; (b) refraction. (2) Nose

and throat diseases. (3) General medical diseases. (4) Skin dithisses.
"The service at 341 Pleasant Avenue includes hospital wards of 14 beds and facilities for operations

on trachoma, adenoids, and hypertrophied tonsils. hospital service will shortly be ready at
330 Throop Avenue, 1249 Herkimer Street, and 680 East One hundred and sixty-ninth Street:

The children are referred by the school nurse directly to the clinic, a special form of reference and
being used. After the child reports at the clinic, the nurse assigned to duty at the clinic follows up
the case, making home visits whenever necessary to see that the child remain! tinder treatment until
d scharged ."

BAKER, Sarah Josephine. The value of the municipal control of child hygienti.
_American jourui of obstetrics and diseases of women and children, M:106148,
June 1912.

"In New York City since 19U.1, 727,750 children in the public schools have received a complete phys-
ical examination. . . . An average of 40 per cent were found to have one or more associated physical
defects . . . with or without the most common defect that we find, namely, defective teeth. Thirty-
eve per cenrof the remainder ... were found to have defective teeth as the only physical defect. ...
In the schools alone the efforts of the division of child hygiene have resulted in an Immense gain In
school time for those children who were affected with contagious eye and shin diseases, the necessary
exclusions; . . . for these reasons being reduced from over 57,000 in 1903 to slightly ovsr 3,000 In 1911. . . .

" It has been alleged that the assumption by the city of the responsibility for the health of school chil-
dren has made serious inroads upon the practice and Income Id private physicians. In order to ascer-
tain Ihe exact conditions . . . I have had tabulated for . . . 1911 the various sources from which,
children have received treatment. During that year, of the 65,150 children, 37,986, or 68 pet omit, were
treated by private physicians or dentists, while the remainder 27,164, or 42 per cent, were under the
are of hospitals and dispensaries. . . .

',,This work in the schools, with Its control"( the contagious disease situation, with the elimination
of the school as the main focus of infection; the physical examination of each child as
school, before it is allowed to graduate and as nearly as posshble every two years in the interim; the
instruction of the parents . . . and the follow-up work .. ; was performed during 1911 at a per capita
Lost of 10.43."

BLAN, Louis B. Are w6 taking proper care of the health of our school children?
Pedagogical seminary, 19r220-27, June 1912. tables. chart.

Writer records visit made in company with a school physician on a routine round in New York City.
" In one schoo4, attended by 2,000 pupils, the visiting pSysictan waited patiently for a report of sick-

. oess from the various classes. There was not one report of illness or a single case for medical Investlga.
lion. This seems almost incredible. If this number of children had been previously examined surely
some of them would need medical. attention. . . In dnother school .. . not one case of cardiac
ailment was reported. In point of fact . two of these children had heart disease.

"In one cue . . 'pulmonary trouble' was registered on the health card but so medical attention
. . . had been given. The case had been recorded three weeks prior. .

"In none of the schools et liew York City has there ever been recorded a complete general !Astor
of the child.

" Bronchitis eases are clever examined or attended.... elk
"There is not time enough to make adequite physical examinations. Each physician covers the

ground assigned . . . In lees than three hours and Is paid little for the work he is doing.
"No complete physical examination of the entering or enrolled elementary school pupils to ascertain

the health conditions of their vital organs has as yet been suggested.
"Actual number of deaths among New Vert City school children between ages..6-15, during year

1910-11 (In pad reap tabulated):/

Male. Female

Per cent of
total deaths.

Mali. Female.

Tubercular disease (pulmopary) 132 9,1 14.6
Cancer 1 8
Nervous (sense organs) 76 6.1 .Ar
Circalatory (heart) 196 8. 8 13.1 .9
Respiratory 144 leg 10.0 12
Digestive (Intestines, stomach, etc.) 113 EN. &2 7.4
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.This pitiful list of victims . . . demands serious and immediate attention. MI entering pu7p11,
should be required to present certificates of medical examination as to the general and specific organic
condition of ,their health, or else he compelled to undergo such examination before they are admitted
to school."

in an omphasislnipparagraph to this report, pr. Luther Halsey Gulick says: .in general the medical
inspection of school children in the United States is not having adequate results. - A rather wide obser-
vation indicates that not one-quarter of the children who need medicaLattention get it. Inmost of tho
eases examinations are made and the diagnosis recorded on a card and filed away for future reference,
but nothing actually happens to the child AS a result.ot the examination." The writer sets forth a
number of causes for this trouble in tba first place the doctors are young and inexperienced. "In
practically all cases, medical inspection is a doctoris secondary interut . . He has no intention of
finding career in medical inspection of school children. . . . The salaries . . . are absurdly small;
the mean nary being about 3300 per annum. . . .

"The work demanded of a medical examiner . . . is not the work for a beginner in medicine, It
is the work of a highly Ireland, long experienced specielist. . . . There are not enough doctors to
give either adequate or sufficiently frequent examinations. . . . Then, are not enough nurses to see
to It that the prescriptions of the doctors are carried out. WIttieut school nurses) medical inspection
is of relatively little value." '

New York academy of medicine.* A Report upon the- health conditions in the
public schools of New York City. By the Committee on Public health, hospital's
and budget of the New York academy of medicine. Medical record, 82:406-12,
August, 31,1912. tables.

/hem/ire-secretary, R. H. Le;rinskiCorwin. -
Reprinted.
Study made: "1. To summarize the present methods of safeguarding the health f school children.

. . . 2. To analyse these methods and their results from a strictly medical point of virNac 3. To enlist
the injerestand cooperation of the medical profession as a whole in the problem of school hygiene. 4.
To give medical advice and assistance to'tlie Departments of health and education in their efforts to
solve these problenita. 5. To support the reasonable demands of these departments for sufficient city
funds to maintain proper health conditions In the public schools."

Physical examination for noncontagious defects.
Number examined:

1911
1910

ta po,243
266,426

1909 231,081

ea 1911 1910

Found
defective

., cent.- -

1909

Found
defective. Per cent.- "".Vound

defective.
.

, ,,,- -
.

Needing treatment.
Found with defecta.other than teeth

alone
With defeats of teeth as only &Not
With defective vision
With defective hearing
With defective nasal breathing
With hypertrophied tonsils
With deSsctive nutritiona
With pulmonary disease
With cardiac disease .
With orthopedic defects ..
WItt chorea.

1With defective teeth
With defective palate 4 .

With tuberculous lymph nodes
Reported treated ,

166,368

78,887
90,311
24,514

1,491
27,316
54,639
5,846

483
1,681

1,190
861

135,843
85

418
45,130

71.2

32.9
39.3
10.9

.6
11.8
15.0
2.5
.2
.7
.5
.3

58.1

.2
KO.

196,664

101,002
95,062
29,634

11519
40,946
10,012

8,691
656

2,370
1,683

951
164,2V

153
759

64,861

73.8

38.1
35.6
11.1

.5
15.3

.18.7
3.2
.2
.8
.5
.8

61.6

.

64.0

172,112

102,150
69,962
30,408
2,340

43,393
60,934
7,249

744
1,603
1,401

940
131,747

324
810

84,968

74.4

44.2
30.2
13.1
1.0

18.7
22.0
3.1

.3

.6
'.6

-....e. .4
57.0

.1

.3
81.0

Monthly bulletin of the dtartment of health for Aing, 1912, p. 101.
'11 These figures do not Include children reported with (Motive teeth as the only

mot eonslaisd only of Instruction in oral hygiene.

e it 4

t, whose treat-
.
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Communicable themes ofthe eyes.and skin.

11/*/*
Tra-

thorns.
Conlon.

Melds.
Ring-

worm.
Impe-
tip.

Sp.
bias. "us'

Peel lcu-
lade.

Mean-
cum

coma-

mem_

lane'sn. T4111-r - 00141M

909 45,615. 49,807 7,798 12,616 4,006 402 151,585 154 14,021 280,591910 20,888 26,865 9,062 2,251 -, 290 163,797 143 41,000 2r3,828
911 I6,246 26,941 4,063 7,713 1,768 nu 152,1146 VIS 11,660 248,771

Attention Is called by the committee to the elements of the health conditions in public schools. Thehealth work in the schools consists in: (1) Medical examination of school children for contagious and non-contagious defects. (2) The elimination of children found suffering from contagious diseases. (3) Call-ing of parents' attend-As to the defects of their children. (4) Direction of children to physicians and dis-
pensaries. (5) Following the children up to see whether they received treatment. (6) Treatment inschools. (7) Instruction in peradnal hygiene. (8) Physical training instruction. (9) Segrepflon ofbackward and mentally defective children. (10) Sanitary care of schools.

The cost of inspection for the detection of contagious diseases amounted to 80.57 per 1,000 children in-
spected; the cost of each physical essminstion amounted, on an average, to S0.097, and thecost ot, the
home visits of the nurses averaged as high as WOO for each ease.

Schoolwork, 191t.
76 medical impedes", at 11,209 per annum

191541,800200
172 nurses, at 8900 per annum.

eaddltional Inspectors, I. e., supervisors, at 81,200 per annum 7,20010 additional nurses, I. e. , supervisors, at 1900 per annum 9,000
4 medical inspectors (for physical examination of children to employment certificates), at

31,200 per annum 4,800

207, 000

The following is a surroary of the reports of four borough chiefs, 115 Medical supervisors, anA 14
supervising nurses with:regard to the present, system of medical inspection of school children. The
disadvantages of the 1912 system are discussed at 'length.

Ilas "Morning inspection for contagious diseases. The reports are unanimous in disepprovir, of nurses
diagnosing and excluding contagious cases, for the following reasons:

"(1) Tetel.r training has not fitted them for It physically or mentally.
"(2) They are overworked and unable, for lack of time, to perform their other dudes, especially

home visits, which is the essential part of their work. According to the statement of the board of
health based on 300 cards selected at random, the amount of time devoted to home visits last year
averaged three hours per nurse per day; this year the average is 43 minute/.

"(3) There is a duplication.of work, because tee inspectors have to visit essett case excluded.
"(4) The nurses exclude many false uses, thereby causing the Inspectors to waste much time In

making unnecessary visits.... In 100 days they excluded 1,695 cases, or 16 cases a day, or 150schools 4".
and In 1912,17 cases a day for 15eschools. . . .

"(5) The medical Inspector is not able to keep In close touch with the school on account of the Infre-
quency of his visits, so the 'school physesian' no longer exists and the nurse can not take his place.
Principals and parents naturally do not have the tame confidence In her Judgment that they ;save in
the physician's."

"MOH Ikumas--WIth regard to faalical Inspection in high semis the following is a summary of
the facts obtained, In answer to # questionnaire sent out to all die Aligh schools of the city some of .
which were %lilted In this connection by the executive secretary of the committee.

"(I) For contagions distaau.-0 f the 11 schools reporting medical Inspection for contagious diseases,
examinations are made by physicians In 5, and by Weeders or Ourneefn the ethers. In a few instant ea
inspeXilons are made daily and In the others only in suspectett caste. Most'of the schools kisep no
records of the number of cases detected. Oneebowever, reports-from 26 to 60, and another 31 for last
year, A number of schools send the anal:acted cases home, only 2 reporting that the board of health
is Whiled. On the whole, responsibility (eith the class teachers, who ere often Ind erect and
ignorant in this respect.

The daily listeof coataglous sick reported to diti,board of health is too, long for the ers to
over every morning, and as a rule little attention is paid to

"(2) Fbr vision end hal:int.Five schools yak% that examinations take place either bya physi-
cian or physical' training tesghers once a year pr'enoe a term, All *Oleo report that no examinations
are mad.. Only 3 of the schools reporting exandnalkins keep &cards, and in them 710 cases were

__found detective last year. In all Of the school, where examinations are made, the pupils are advised
to Nona a physician, a go to Ws= Only three schools require the Iltudents to bring from
their parents an acknowledgMeAt nottoee to their detects-

"(3) Are defects other thanstglise.of ;if and ear.In 7 schools no examinations are made. la 2 only
are general examlnatkinlinadtkm . In °them they are Made by physical training teach-

InIn ow school the etatnini...tion....,%43mcirocousdidatee toe athletics only. In the 12 schools report-
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ing examinations some Inspect the students once or twice a year, some once during the school course.
One school repoffithat examinations are made for teeth; another (Wadielgh), where a physician is
employed permanently, inspects for teeth, glands, nose, throat. heart, lungs, back, skin, iservous dis-
orders, digestion, and nutrition. Other schools do not specify the kind of examinations made. No
epeeist rooms for examinations, Outside of the offices of the physical training teachers, are provided.
Records are kept in all but one school Six schools notify the parents of the defects and advise them
to have the children treated by physicians and dispensaries. Seven schools give corrective gymnastic
exercises:

"The number of remediable defective cases found last year was 764 out of a registration of 7,230.
"Only two schools examine for tuberrulcels, and three for parasitic skin diseases. Only one school

(DeWitt Clintan)keeps a record of what is being done after the defects are pointed out to the students
and their parents This school reports 59 cases of flat foot, 59 cases of seoliosb, $ cases of hernia, 27 of
bad teeth. and 8 miscellaneous ailments rectified.

"NEED Or MEDICAL INSPICTIoN IN PAROCHIAL AND OTHER /REG scuom-sThere are more .than
209 parochial and other free schools existing in this city, which are either entirely out of the pale of
the department of health control, or the control is minimised, owing to the lack of funds for carrying
on this work. The Catholic parochial schools alone have, according to the statement of the super-
intendent of the schools, made at one of the conferences on the health condition of children arranged
by the committee, a registration of about 136,000. The schools do not have their own physicians, and
the health control existing ip them is very unsatisfactory.

"SUMMARY.

"The matters pertaining to the health and comfort of the school children are confided partly to the
care of the city health department and partly to that of the department of education. The health
department does this work through the bureau of child hygiene, the department of education through
a number of committees.

"I. The de-pattnic4t of health.
.'1. The work of the child hygiene division is carried on by physicians and nurses. (1) The duties

of the physiciansThe `physicians make physical examinations, diagnose suspected contagious dis-
ease eases excluded from school, make absentee and other home visits. (2) The duties of the nurses.
The nurses exclude suspected contagious disease cases, make class inspections, and do follow up work
in the homes.

"2. The present system differs from the original plan in several particutars:- (I) The nurses exclude
suspected cases daily, instead's)! the physicians who used to visit the assigned schools every morning
for that purpose. (2) The routine etas...inspections are made by the nurse once a month instead of
by tip physician ones a tars as formerly. (3) The physician visits each school for two days in suc-
cession. at an average interval of aboult10 days. making physical examinations and visiting the excluded
and absentee crises, while last year he devoted only the time that was left itfter the morning Inspec-
tions to physical examinations in the school last visited.

"3. Advantage of the present system: (1) It has brought about some economy of money. (2) It
bus markedly Increased the total working hours of the staff by substituting nurses working seven
hours for physicians working three or four hours daily. (3) It resulted to an increase of physical exam-
inations made by inspectors almost double that of last year. (4) The number of treatments for phys-
ical defects received by children has Increased, due to the better supervision by the Increased corps
of nurses. (5) The total number of home visits made by nurses has increased, although the average
number of visits per nurse has decreased.

"4. Disadvan of the present system: (1) The dissatisfaction on the part of some ,physicians,
nurses and sc rincipah with the innovation of having nurses exclude children for contagious dirt.
eases. (2) The loss of school work occasioned by unnecessary exclusions due to faulty diagnosis. (3)
The duplication of work caused by the inspectors visiting excluded cases et their homes to confirm
diagnoses.' (4)'The infreqtent visits of the medical inspector to the school instead of former daily
visits. (5) The alscontlounce of physicians' congultatiops with parents. (6) The discontinu:.nce of
medical examinatIlms for 'working papers' at the school.' (7) The overlooking of cases of tubercu-
losis by nurses in class inspections. (8) The markedly decreased amount of time devoted to home-
visits by mums (9) The diminished control of the contagions eye and skin diseases, especially
trachor.m.

The per cent of New York school children needing treatment for physical detects is over 70,
about 40 per cent are found with defects other than teeth, and as large a number suffer from commu-

v. %doable eye and skin diseases
rug The proportion of children to one nurse is 3,908, and to one school physician 8,124.
"7. The physical examinations are not thorough. The children's clothing is not removed,

1 This is not actually very rest, as during the 5 months, Jan.-June, 1911,16 cases were excluded daily
from 150 schools in Manhattan,while in 1912 during the same period the daily average was 17 for 160
schools, or 1 cane to every i or 6 tospectors.

stirs and six entail considerable loss In the efilelancy WOG system.
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"P. There is almost a total lack of free dental facilities for poor children!
"9. The cooperation of parents In following the advice of the physicians is fairly satisfactory.
"10. There is very little cooperation on the part of medical practitioners and dispensaries.
"11. The cooperation of teachers and principals varies greatly, according to the individual school. DM

largely a matter of the personal interest of thd teachers and principals.
"12. The high schools have almost no medical inspection or supervision for their stude.nt.
"13. The parochial and other tree schools have no, or very little, medical supervision.
" II. The department of eduoatioi.
"1. The control of the factors affecting the health of school children which are under the care of the

department of education are scattered among a number of committees, so that there di no concentration
of responsibility, which Interferes with efficiency of administration.

"2. The various matters pertaining to the health of the school child for which the department of
education is responsible are as follows: (1) The sanitary conditions of the school rooms, I. e., cleanliness,
light, ventilation, add temperature. (2) Proper Janitor service. (3) The detection of and precision
for backward and defective children. (4) intelligent ceopersUon on the part of the teachers in the
detection and correction of physical or mental defects. (5) Physical training.

"3. With the exception of physical training the control of these, factors influencing the health of the
child is at present unsatisfactory.

" 4. Physical training In the schools and the gy ti um equipment may be considered satisfactory.

" RIC011 NDATIONS.

"1. The present system of medical Inspection In the schools by the department of health has not had a
fair trial and should be oortInued for another year at least. before any definite Judgment as to Its efficacy
can be safely reached. Meanwhile the possibility bran arrangement by which the physician, rather i hen

; the nurse, could see the suspected cases every day and also have frequent consultations with parents
should be seriously conxidered.

" 2. In addition to their present work, the school inspectors should make a routine inspection of every
class at the beginning of each term in order that the control of tuberculosis and some contagious eye and
skin diseases may be stricter.

"3. The average number of children per nurse and per Inspector le too large at the present time. F.1-

forts should be made to make the budget estimates on a basis of school
et,

population. view of the preys-
ten of physical defects, the average proportion at the present time should be o to every 2,500
children and one physician to every 7,500. s

"4. Physical examfnations should be made more thorough anti more frequent. The children, or at
West the boys at first, should be stripped to the *mist at physical examinations. The present plan of
examining the child when It enters school, when it graduates and once in the interim should be changed.
A child should-Ise examined when it eaters school and than every two years. The examination Just
before graduation does not have any particular importance.

"5. In the nursesI work special emphasis should be laid on the follow up work The burden of clerical
work shoilld be lightened. The unnecessary copying of the nurser' and physicians' record on the class
card of the child should be eliminated.

"6. The salaries of the nurses should be graded. Instead of their receiving, as a unites wage, 3900 a
year, the Initial wage should be3e00, after a certain period of time increased to MOO and then again to

f
31 .000. The gradetion will act as FI MIMI/MA to efficient work.

"T. Medical inspection should be instituted In the high- schools which are entirely deprived of it at the
present time.

"8. The city should appropriate money for the enlargement of the forte of the child hygiene department
no as to enable them to undertake the inspection of parochial and other (he schools,

"9. The medical practitioners and the dispensaries should he impressed with the importance of this
work to the community and be urged to cooperate. Provision for dental clinics aboeld be made, this
being done if possible through the existing dispensaries.

"10. In the department of education the resporfidbility for the conditions affecting the health of the
school child should be contentrated. An improfed organization should be worked out,ostilch would
bring under the Jurteliction of one committee the sanitary conditions In schooLs, the Instruction of chil-
dren In physical training and personal hygiene, the segregation and treatment of backward and menially
defective children, the instruction of teachers in matters of hygiene, mental defecta and the commoner
diseases in children, end cooperation with the health department which k a condition sine qua non for
successful medical work in the schools. .

It Is suggested that this might be done by extending the scope of the pr.sent division of physical
training so as to include in it all these activities, thus forming special bureau pf school hygiene.

"II. There Is an urgent need of a larger corps of physicians in order to extend the facilities for the
examination and study of backward children.

Dr. 8. A. Knopf made an Investigation of the dental brilltleg of the dispensaries of New York City for
the nubile health committee of the City club. Vs found that over 16 dispensaries have *dental depart.
merits trith the average number of dentists in attendance 1-3. In only three dispensed* are special
bones for school thIldriearranged so as riot to conflict with school hours.
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"12. An effort should be made to so modify the present system of employing and supervising Janitors
of school buildings thatthe principal of each school should have full authority over and responsibility for
the work of the Janitor."

New York City. City superintendent of schools. Medical examination of
school children. In his Annual report, year ending 7t.iy 31, 1911. jp. 154-57.
tables.

"Only 787.871, or considerably less than one-half of the total number of pupils in average daily attend
anoe were examined at all. Of the 299,184 defects found. only 152,941 are reported as remedied.

" Ae I have frequently pointed out in former reports, the medical service rendered to the department
of health is inadequate. The figures given above sustain the assertion. Only about one-fourth of the
children in the schools derive shbstantial benefit from this service. The facts fully warrant me in again
recommending that legislation be sought to enable the board of education to organite its own bureau
of child hygiene. . . . Physicians employed br your board should be constantly on hand to advise
regarding the school training of children suffeting from physical defects. particularly nervous disorders
and thceseresulting from malnutrition, and also with regard to the deeCtion which the education even
of normal children should take. The advice of a competent physician as to the physical ability of a boy
or girl to accomplish any particular lire of school work or to undertake the preparation for vocal tonal
work . . . would be of ince/mishit value to parents, pupile, and teachers."

SCHENCK, Herbert Dana. Medical inspection in schools and its statue in New
York State. North American journal of homoeopathy, 58: 644-51, October 1910. -

"Of the 48 cities in the State outside of Greater New York, 31 sent In answers. Buffalo is the only city
of the first class. In the second class are 7 cities, Albany, Rochester, Schenectady, Syracuse, Troy,
Utica, an Yonkers, all but Syracuse reporting. Albany made so meager a report . . . it cannot he
reckoned with, on most question. Of the oilier 40 cities having less than 50,000 inhabitants each, com-
prising cities of the third class, 24 answered The 30 questions sent out by the IA men= School Hygiene
Assoc:anon] Of these 17 cities reported 383 schools under supervision. . . . Twelve of these :Ries have
an organized system of medical Inspection and trig the Inspection is made for both contagious diseases
and physical and hygienic defects, while in 2 others the vision alone is tested. In 2 others, contagious
diseases are the only things for which an inspection is made; 12 cities follow up both eases of contagious
diseases and of physical defects . . . and 6 more follow up only . . contagious disease. In 10 cities
It Is reported that from 80 to 100 per cefit are treated by reputable physicians. The inspection does not
average more than one visit per week In most cities. . . .

"In 7 cities the parochial and private schools are also inspected for contagiouZ 'diseases, and in several
places for 'physical defects.. .

"In four places the inspector is required to visit the houses to end out the came of absence. . . .

"In 6 cities the books are fumigated once or twice a year. . . . In 14 of the cities the books and other
materials of children ill with contagious diseases or In families where there have been contagious diseases
are destroyed and in 14 they are disinfected... .

" Eight cities provide one or more nurses.. . In h cities they perform the duties of n medical inspector
In a limited way. In three cities the teachers are expected to do this. In seven cities a permanOnt
[record of the) physical condition of the child la kept; 15 report none,, "The schbol authorities in 20 of these cities say that medical Inspection has improved the hygienic
condition of the schools, the emolency of the children and the attendance. There are none reporting
against it."

Summary:
"1. In no sphere has preventive medicine a better field than in correcting the Rbrdeal abd hygienic

defects of school children, which are largely tmdiscoveced until school life begins.
"2. The most economical, comprehensive and complete inspection must include examinations by the

tanshen, by medical Inspectors and by nurses In' follow up' work.
"3. Efficiency and cooperation will be better secured by having physicians employed by the boards of

education examen for physical and hygienic defects well as contagions diseases. As soon as the latter
ere excluded from school they should fall under the Jurisdiction of the board of health.

"4. In New Yorkailtate medical Inspection is !avidly extending and widening Its sphere.. .

"5. As physicians and Citizens it is incumbenk*on every member to urte the necessity of compre-
hensive and accurate medical Inspection tor defects that Impede progress as well as diseases which
endanger others."

SHATTER, George H. School medical inspection in New York City. Pedagogical
seminary, 18: 303-14. September 1911.

' Cases of major contagious diseases are at once excluded. The Inspector immediately. telephones the
name and address to the borough office of the division of contagious diseases, and duplicates this by a
notice through the mall and again inelples the case in hisdattj'iriport. The division of contagious
dhows at once sends a ditsgnostictian, except In one of disttheria or pulmonary tuberculosis. If the
diagnosis is confirmed the awe remains under the control of ate &vision of oinataglotte diseases.
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Cases of tuberculosis are referred for treatment to the family phileichsn, or to the department of health
clini and a special report is made to the chief of the division of child hygiene.

A Irw weeks after school opens In the fall, a general routine inspection of all children Is made by the
medical Inspector. This routine is made at the beginning dem% term, and is repeated by the nurse
at' least once a month.

Contagious diseases are designatediaacording Los certain code as follows: (t) Diphtheria, (2) pedicu-
tools, (3) lonsilitis, (4) pedicillosis,1 (5) acute conjunctivitis, (6) pediculoels,l (7) trachoma, (6) pc-

. diculosist (9) scarlet fever, (10) measles, (11) varicella, (12) punnets. (13) mumps, (14) scabies, (IS)
ringworm, (16) impetigo, (17) favus, (Itt) maluscum contaglosum, (t9) acute corysa.

When the physician divnoses a case he calls out the code number, and the -teacher puts down the
name of the child with the code number.

There are three classes of physical examinations. 1. Routine physicals. 2. Work paper physicals.
3. Physicals for athletics.

Each morning as soon as the inspector has made his WUr of inspect ions. he stops at one of his schools
to make regular physical examinations. These cover the following points: Defective vision, defective
hearing, defective nasal breathing, hypertrophied tonsils, tuberculous lymphnodes, pulmonary dioeLse,
cardiac disease, chorea, orthopaedic defects, malnutrition, defective teeth, defective palate. A meas-
urement of height is also made.

The examinations are made in the following order: First the children entering-school for the first time.
Second, beginning with children of the lower stades and proceeding to the higher grades In register
order.

SMART, Isabelle Thompson. Examir' .tion of subnornial children. Women's.
medical journal, 22: 57-59, March 1912.

--Medical examination of school children should be included in every city, town and district In the
ante, and the special examinacion e' all children thought to be mentally beck 'card or deficient should be in
evidence everywhere."

Gives some statistics gathered in the course of the author's medleal work, 1910-11, as special exam-
iner of the mentally unfit In the public schools of Greater New York,

01 one group, numbering 2,500, there were 244 who needed actual hospital care. There were 627 re-
quiring general medical rare; and 90 casts in such poor physical condition as to make an outdoor rises

imperative. There were 145 cases of epilepsy, the major number of them of the more serious form known
as gmndmal; 947 cases of masturbation; 946 races of speech defect ; cases needing dental care, 1,560.
"The eye defects," says the writer, "were appalling, and ranged . . . all the way from simple, slight
stmblimus to congenial cataract of both ryes and tuberculosis of the efeball. . . . 1 found 1.605 chil-
dren suffering from aural defects; jandj 1,716 cases whc bad adenoids, or enlarged tonsil/. . , , Eighty-
one children had chorea, or St. Vitus Dance, whliathere were 876 cases showing various other forms of
nervous diseases. Inaddition . . . there were 440 hearts' fn a pathologic state . .

"Is It any wonder that such children are seldom promoted; that they are reported as nervous and
Irritable; that they are with difficulty controlled, and that so many of them become truant?"

SMART, Isabelle Thompson and 111A0Y, Mary 4. On the medical examination
of children reported as mentally dbfective in the public schools. Pediatrics, 23:
665-71, Novembpr 911. tables. charts.

Reprinted.
Data collected In the course of routine examination of 6.743 school children In the public elementary

schools of New York City. The children were all backward.

Result of examination of 6,f4.5 backward dila:fret is New. York City.
Percentage

of examined.
Eye defects M.6
Ear diseases or deaf 67.7
Defectift teeth
Tonsils alone enlarged

72.7
17.7

Adenoids alone entsraed a
20.6

Tonsils and adenoids 30.1
Speech defects 41.3
EPlicIwY
Chorea c

6.4
4.4

Other neuroses . 311. 7
Tubercular suspects. 6.I
Cardiac weakness 'op 17.5
Nutritional disorders 6117

1 The repetition of Pediculosis "was orainallyAntended to shield the pupil. In the examination the
pupils file past the physician who calls out the code number to the teacher or nurse as the diagnosis is
fl de. Any one of the four numbers was recorded as pedfeulosb." (Letter of author, U. 8. Su. edam.
Div. soh. hyg.)
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66.6 per cent of all examined were boys and 87.4 per cent of all assigned for treatment were boys.
"The problem is a good one, and fraught with serious consequences U public sentiment is not arouse"

to the magnitude of the increase in defective mentality, and U some definite legislatiqp is not speedily
enacted along the line of eugenics."

NORTH CAROLINA.

FERRELL, John A.* Report. Statue of hookworm disease in North Carolina.
In North Carolina. State board of health. Thirteenth biennial report, 1909-1910.
Raleigh, N. C., Edwards ck Broughton printing gr.; 1911. p. 53-55.

Of more than 600 North Carolina college students examined for bookworm disease, residents of .50
counties, one-third were found to be infected. Probably one-fourth of the rural population are infected,
the highest infection percentage being among school children.

The plan of campaign is as follows: I. Thd State will be divided Into 16 or 18 sanitary districts. 2.
Five practical physicians of experience will be appointed as field agents. They will devote their entire
time to the campaign against hookworm disease. 3. Each field agent will be assigned to a sanitary
district. He will be expected to cooperate with the doctors, teachers and all other forces which may
lend a helping hand toward Making the facts and methods for eradication, common knowledge. W her
ever practicable examinations will be made free.'"

A conservative estimate gives the annual loss occasioned by hookworm disease, in the State appropria-
tiof for public schools, as $187,500.

HAYWOOD, Hubert, jr. Results of the examination and treatment for hookworm
disease of the pupils at the State blind school for the white. In North Carolina.
State board of health. Bulletin, 26: 175-78, August 1911.

Out of 172 pupils examined, 83 were infected with hookworm disease; about 56 per rent of the boys
and about 42 per cent of the girls, with one or two exceptions all being from country districts, largely
from farms; not a single case from a city or town where there was a sanitary sewerage system.

RA.NEIN, W. S. What County boards of health are doing. In North Carolina.
State board of health. Bulletin, 26: 334-43, January 1912.

Board of health rules:
"That all children attending schools shall be vaccinated or be excluded from school after January 1,

1912. (See Exhibit A.)
"That the county superintendent of health shall be provided with a suitable stereopticon lantern

and a full collection of lantern slides, and that he shall give Illustrated lectures in all of the public schools
of the county on important phases of sanitation.

"That the teachers in the public schools shall examine the children for the common physical defects,
and report on suitable blank forms furnished them by the county superintendent of health. Probably
defective children shall be examined by the county superintendent of health, who shall notify the parent
of the condition of the child and of the proper course to pursue to secure the necessary treatment. (See
Exhibits B, C, end D.)

"That the public school teacher shall report to the county superintendent of health all absences from
school on a post card furnished them by the said superintendent. (See Guilford County Exhirdt

"That the county superintendent of health shall notify the teachers of public schools 9f theprescnce
of infectious diseases in the families that have children attending their school. (See Exhibit . . .

11101 shall eine and make examination of all school buildings and grounds during the school vacation
every year; . . shall keep a record en 6le in his office showing the physical condition, recom nscudal ions,
and effects of treatment of defective school children that have been- referred to him by the teacher."
(See Exhibit 0.)

STROSNIDER, C. F. The frequency of hookworm infection tinning the whites ass
compared with the negroes. In North Carolina. State board of health. Bulletin,
26: 187 -69, August 1911. table.

In the examination of 3,429 school children, 2,092 of whom are whites and 1,337 negroes, 34 per rent of
the whites are' Infected egahnt 15 per cent among the negroes. The infection among the rural whiles
Is three times as frequent as among the semi -rural and those whose homes have sewer connecti9n; and
the rural negroes were found live UMW as commonly Infected as were those in the large town'. The
percentage was always lower, excepting one case, among the negroes.

The infection was found to be higher among mulattoes than among full- blooded Afrkana.
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NORTH DAKOTA.

North Dakota. State board of health. [The medical inspection of school children
in North Dakota] Its Bulletin, 4: 3-5, September 1911. (Caption: Back to school)

Section 236 of the 1911 session laws reads as follows:
"The board of any school corporation may employ one or more physicians as medical inspector of

schools. It shall be the duty of the medical inspector to examine, at least once annually, all children
enrolled in the public schools of the district, except those who present a certificate of health from a
licensed physician, and to make out suitable records for each child, one copy of which shall bellied with
the county or city superintendent of schools. Notice of physical defects of abnormal or diseased chil-
dren shall be sent to the parents, with recommendations for the parent's guidance in conserving the
child's health. The medical inspector shall co-operate with the state, county, and township boards of
health in dealing with contagious and infectious diseases and to same medical treatment for indigent
children. It dual be the duty of the county and city superintendents of schools to co-operate with school
hoardi in promoting medical inspection. Ile may arrange school! by groups, especially in the rural
districts, for the purpose of inspection, and shall advise school boards with a view to securing the most
efficient and economical administration of this law. The school board or board of education shall
furnish all blanks and other needed supplies for this putspose."

The last legislature passed the following law:
"Each local board of health, at least once every thirty days, in such manner as it shall direct, cause

to he adequately disinfected each school house, within Its jurisdiction; provided this act shall not apply
to school houses during vacation; provided, that except In case of emergency, the disinfection of school
houses shall be made after school on Friday afternoon or on Saturday."

sumtfang matters up we would respectfully recommend for the consideration of school boards all
this time the following: 1. Medical Inspection of schools. 2. Where this /9 not practical, engaging
teachers who are competent to recognize the ordinary contagious diseases as well as the common physical
defects. 3. That the attention of parents Le directed to such physical defects as may be detected and
suggestions mad' to how they may be remedied. 4. Provide adequate sanitary accommodations for
all pupils. 6. Abolish the common drinking cup. 6. jgohibit spitting."

See same: p. 6-7, October 1911.
"The last legislature passed a law making monthly disinfection compulsory. .

"In the opinion of Att.Wey General Milki this law Is null and void on amount ota discrepancy
between the title and the Miy of the bill. lie says:

I have traced the course of this measure 'through the legislature and and that it was several times
amended and that, as finally passed, the title of the bill covered sufficiently the subject matter embraced
within the body of the bill. It appears therefore that an error was made in the enrollment of the bill,
so that when submitted to the governor for his signature it was a different mixture than when passed

by the legislature.;
"From this you will note that the legislature was right and that the bill fails through a technical

clerical error."

OHIO.

AYRES, S. C. Civic medical inspection of school children, with special refer-
ences to diseases of, the eye, ear add throat. Journal of ophthalmology and oto-
laryngology, 6: 1-6, January 1912.

General; and Cincinnati, Ohio, in particular.
"The work done by the school nurses has been of the g r e a t e s t benefit. Three nurses . . . had amen

vision of 13 schools. The following figures will give you some idea of what they did in 1010:
They made 1,425 visits to the schoolsirl inspected 3,676 cases. They gave 1,191 treatments at

the homes of the children, and 7,930 at the schools, and made 11,434 reinspections. They held 1,466

consultations with the parents,"

Cincinnati. [Board of education] Medical inspection. In its RepoA of the pub-
lic schools, school year ending August 31, 1911. p. 84-88. tables.

ender "supervision of the depart ent of health by the district physicians. Primarily, its aim is
the . . . detection of infectious and contagious dbeises . . School inspection includes also the detec-
tion of those physical defects which interfere with the child's ability to do his school work

"One hundred and two public and parochial echoers were included in whale' hygiene, and to the
congested districts 15 nurses were employed to look after the physical welfare of the children M 2t
schools. . . .

"Three additional nurses were appointed for the present year. A daily notice is sent to every school
in the city by the board of health, giving Information concerning all the children of the city who are
excluded foe contagious diseases, and also a list of those who are permitted to return."

Total number of medical Inspections for 1911, 11,811.

82883.7-18---7
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Diphtheria exclusions 8
Scarlet fever exclusions 67

Measles exclusions IL
Mumps exclusion 75

C.hk.kenpos exclusions 143
Whooping cough exclusions 21

Ilnpetigo coalition exclusions 56

Tines -;xclusions 28
Seabice exclusions 76r
Pediculasia exclusion ill 258

Other diseases exclusions 1.98

Totals:chided 1, 009

Examined but not excluded, 1,374.

Recommended for treatment.
Defective eyesight ,. Ann

Diseases of the eyes :tot
. Defective hearing .. I i-
Otitis media - 84
Hypert. tonsil' 854
Adenoids 31e

Eczema 2titi
Other skin diseases 314

TonsiUtis 510
Other diseases 1,577

Total 5,151

Examined but not recommended for treatment, 4,85i. .Total number examined, 24,229.
Defects of the eye, ear, nose, throat, In children of five public schools in congested districts:

Total examined k 437
Defects of vision (33.36 r,er cent) 813
Defects of ear, nose, and throat (64.13 per cent) 1,563

TSental Inspections iave been held for three years; 14,386 school children have been examined, of
whom 12,205, or 90 per cent, required dental attention Inspections are married on by voluntsms from
the Cincinnati Dental Society. A permanent lecture committee addresses mothers' clubs, school chil-
dren, and other organizations desiring its services.

In September, 1910, a free dental clinic was established in one of the school buildings; expense of op.
eluting the clinicabout 32,000 for every 1,000 children.

"The most notable Innovation Is the so-called 'experimental class,' which is being conducted at the
sixth district school certain psychological, physical, sociological, and dental tests instituted; 'behavior
attendance, scholarship, etc., recorded, and dents reatment giventhe object being to demonstrate
that through proper hygienic mouth conditions, saolarship, attendance, behaviril, manner, etc., will
be radically Improved, thereby saving the munictpality M actual money pore than the.cost of main-
taining proper conditions. At the end of the year these tests will be repeated* . . This is the first
time that this experiment has been attempted with. an entire classroom and the results should be of
groat scientific Importance."

Cleveland. Board of education. Second annual report of the DiVision of !net
- rtil inspection of schools, Cleveland, 1911-1912. 8 p. tables. 8°.

Number of cases fully corrected during the year 1911-1912 was 3,580, as compared with 1,793 for 1910711.
"Of the corrected cases, approximately two-thirdof the number were repeaters, presumably by reason
of correctable le fec s."

1910-11 1911-12

Inspectors
Nurses.
Inspectors to special work
Hours
Inspections
Exatfned
Defective
Not defective
Per cent detective;
Exclusions
Treatments ,

1

:

(

lb
lb

1
,

50,964
31,787.,
19,177
62.55

991
12,132

12
18
3

14;itoi
10,3Z1
41,814
81,177
10,337
. 75.1

817
12,766

Home visits , 8, 663 9, 8.55

Dispensary visits , 7139 909
Eye clinic, visits 762 833,1
Baths 1 ' 4, 217
Neighs. 4,322
CUIIII mrrtoted A 1, 7111 3, 580
Borne Investigations 498 1,009
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Number of defects
Teeth
Tonsils
Adenoids
Glands
Nasal obstruction
Hearing
Vision
Anaemia
collosis
Nutrition
Mentality..
Chorea
Extremities
Chest
Discharging nose
Discharging ear
heart
Lungs
Others
Goitre (Included in others)

1910-11 '1411 -1211-12

Found. Cor-
rected. Fount. Cor-

rected.

51,108
16.464
7,778
3,434
5,010
2,051
1.320

10.709
967

606
334
54

St
38

451
176
216
31

1 , 33.5

2.451
246
563
494

17
111

33
1.026

3
6

1

3
13

63,592 5,399
21,784 1,813

7,212 1,016
11.343 #25

7,577 111
3.0% 49
1,276 id
5,912 1,378
1,119 21

267 4
2, OM 8

313 '

52 2
60 2

521 11

12
171 2

1

172 4
479 7

Major communicable devises.

Found and ex-
cludrd by school
inspectors.

Reported to central
office and report-
ed to schools.

1910-11 1911-12 1910-11 1911-12

Tuberculosis 16
Ton.silitts 70
Trachoma 5
Diphtheria
Scarlet fever
Measles
Smallpox
Chicken pox
Mumps
Pertussb

32
85

3 :1. 660
)1 24' 1,927
10 7 1,429

t
20 14 751
24 17
5 8 208

1,125
1,108
1,310

1

Report of medical inspection of backward, defective, and mentally defec ire children of the
public school, of Cleveland, Ohio.

n.

Idiots and low imbecfef
, Middle and high Imbeoiles

Low and middle grade morons
High grade morons
Three years retarded

'Two years retarded
One year retarded:

Mrwologically normal
Psychologically normal- g

Above nm

Total number ainunined
Total number of iesbismbsded
Total number of feeble-minded and border-line men
Numbs' now In special MUM&
Sumba now In bcts' school:

e

Chrono-
logical

age.

Pstcho-
logical

age.

Number
exam-
ined.

Per cent.

e

..

7 to 18
9 to 17

12 to Id
18 to 17
6 to 15
8 to 14

6 to 13
6 to 11

2 to 4
5 4 7
8 to 10

11 to 12
3 (0 12
4 to r2

5 to 12
6 to 11

40
140
287

22
281
276

213
41
2

'
3.10

10.92
20.'84

1.71
21.92
21.46

16.62
8.20

.16

y I
V

t i

k

,,.:

469
760
892Ill
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Cleveland. Superintendent of schools. Medical and dental inspection. Tn
his Annual report, 1909. p. 70-72, table (results in two contrasted schools).

Examination of 30,000children in grades III to VII, year 1906-7, by the Department of physical training,
with respect to condition of eyes, ears, nose, and teeth.

In one school in "congested" district contrasted with results in " East End ' school.

End. Cd 0

is
ng sted

district.

Number examined. 668 616
Defective vision ...per cent.. 33.4 17.1
Defegtive hearing 5.2 1.8
Diseased ears do.. 8.9 1.2.4
Habitual mouth breathers do.. 12.1 14.7
Teeth verl defective do.. 1.3 15. 7
Teeth very dirty do.. 27.8 46.4

0.

In March, 1909, of 36,4413 children examined, the teeth were found to he delft Ire of 27,918.
"Though the Cleveland richools have never enjoyed a complete system of medical inspection, the

department of health, through its ward physicians, Protect the schools from in ectious diseases. . . in
addition, under the general direction of the school physicians, there hare heen located in schools in
foreign districts, six school dispensaries, live of these being established this year. . . . At each is stationol
a school nurse; . . . a new feature of this year."

Cleveland, chamber of commerce. Report of the Municipal sanitation committee
on medical inspection in the schools. 10 p. 8".

,Approed.by the Cleveland chamber of commerce, February TM , 1909.

Historical sketch, and argulpent for medical inspection based on Superintendent's report for Cleveland
schools, 1907: -.That the schools are suffering a gni it economic and moral waste. . . . 8,595 children,
13.3 per'ent of last year's enrollment, were three or more years behind thee grade. At the estimated
tuition cost of $26 per enrolled pupil per year, this number represents a dead lows per annum of V223,470.
It is estimated that less than one-tenth of this sum will provide an adequate system of medical super-
vision. If such a system resulted In the saving of only one grade to not more than one in ten of these
backward children each year, It would prevent a greater waste than it wont cost,"

McHENBY, 'Junius R. Medical school inspection in ClevelailU. Cleveland medi-
cal journal, 8: 328-46, June 1909.

A lso in Ohio State medical journal. 6: 641-45, December 15, 1910., Title: jfed teal inspection of schools.
In March 1906, the board of health appointed 26 physicians to attepd the indigent sick and to Inspect

the public and parochial schools. Thd ward physicians organized themselves into the Cleland modi
cal school inspectors association; red assignments of schools, effective in 1907. 1.

Each inspector visits each of his s daily. During school session. 'monthly meetings are held
by the inspectors and representative medical men and specialists, to discuss conditions and presen,i
addresses.

"Cleveland has installed a system which, I believe, does not exist In other cities, namelY school di.-
pensarios. These arc situated in the congested foreign element districts of the city. Two Stich diaper).
aeries are now used and others are 'being equipped. It is the intention of the board of education toy
establish others . . whore they are most needed. A graduate nurse of the visiting nurses association

, is in charge . and is under the instructions of the school inspector.... Afar school hours the nurses
.

are required to visit thosechildren who were absent, on account of oplusion. . . . As a result 90 per cerrt
of the children that otherw(se would have been excluded, are enabled to continue In attendance . .

withotiteexposing any of the associated children to.thc dangers of Infection."
Treatment Is given at these dispensaries for emergencr caserionly. 0 card systalis lain operation.

"Intended to follow the child through its school life and the information Is confidential for the boanis
of health and education," regarding the home and health conditions found in Investigation.

WALLEN, John Edward Wallace. Medical snd dental inspection in the Cleve-
land schools. Psychological clinic, 4: 93-108, Ju 15, 1910,

Bibliography: p. 108.
Between the school nurse and gee dispensary of one soh alone, 1,871 days In school were saved

kw children who otherwise would have been excluded. "A a result of this hygienic and medical work
the attendance repents have niched unprecedented heights In these irregular stations."

ar
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CLOUI)MAN, H. H. Medical inspection ip the public schoolp. Oklahoma school
herald, 19: 14-16, May 1911. '

The department of medical Inspection was organized about October 19.'1910.
111111k.

About 8,000 pupils were inspected. They were presented with cards which they pled out. They
gave their, personal history relative to contagious diseases and other ailments; and stated if they had had
any trouble with eyes, ears, nose, throat or teeth, and If these had been treated.

The findings were about the same as those of other cltid. Fifty per cent or more had defective teeth;
30 per cent had some type of throat trouble, mostly enlarged tonsils; 9 per emit had eye trouble; and 3
per cent had ear troubles.

'the board of health reports "all cases quarantined for any contagious disease and this in turn is
reported to the principal of the school to which the child belongs and instructions given to exclude all
others from this same family unless they have a certificate . . that there is no danger of further spread
through them as disettse carriers. The principals in turn repot all eases of which they learn and these
cases arc reported to the board of health."

PENNSYLVANIA.
si

DIXON, Samuel G. Medical inspection of school children. Pennsylvania medi-
cal journal, 15: 939-41, September 1912.

Also in Pennsylvania school.Journal, 61: 216-18, November 1912.
State law fur medical Inspection of school chlld.ren In Pennsylvania passed in 1911; responsibility

placed "upon the school authorities with the exception of the districts of the fourth class which were
allotted to the State department of health providing the school directors see fit not to vote against it
each year. . . .

'" 'rho result of the Influence of the efforts of the National league for medical freedom was as follows:
The directors decided that 139 districts should not have examinations, which defrauded 214,000 chil-

Afen of help. In the fourth elan 1,017 districts, representing 409.000 pupils, wore also defrauded by the
acts of the school directors. Therefore 822.000 children were left to go without the medical care given in
other counties. This, however, left 652,000 who did reap the benefit of medical examinatioo and of
these, 207,000 were examined by the State department of health.

"As Use result of this inspection, approximately 1105.000 children were found to have one or more of
the defects enumerated, 255,000 detects laving been found by the inspectors. The returns from the
teachers at the end of the school yer would indicate that thousands of our children have been directly
benefited by the Inspection made last year."

HAMILTON, S., jr. Medical inspection of schoula. Ilahneknannidn monthly,
47:110-17, Februitry 1912.

"Medical inspection in Pittsburgh has In view two objects:
"1. Routine class room inspection, which is solely for the detection of communicable diseases, and

which relates, primarily, to the immediate protection of the community.
"2. Thedhyslcal examination of each child, which aims to discover defects, disease° and physical

condition, thus looking to the securing and maintaining of the health and vitality of the individual.
Physical examinations, to be effective, must follow the child yam grade to grade and from year to year."

Harrisburg. Dellartment of medical inspection. Report. In Annual report
of the public schools, for the year ending June 1910. p. 51-53.
Total number roullno examinations 7.504
Total number showing some defect % 2,423
Defective vision 077

t Defective hearing 143
Defective teeth 187
Hypertrophied tonal 806
Adenoids 433

'Johnstown. (Board of school directors) Instructions to echool physicians relative
to medical examination of school children in Johnstown, Pa. In its Report and
manual,1912. p. 27-31.

-

Each inspector must "make frequent examination of the general conditions of the,bulldlngs, noting
cleanliness, toilets, teating, ventilating, lighting, condition of blackboards, and all things that may

- street the peeve! health of the school inmates. . . . ,

"Each school physician shall also from tittle to Until make such examination of teachen and Janitors
as tie health of the pupils may require."

fee
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KEEN, Eawin L. Medical inspection and precaution in the schools
vania school !turns', 60: 407-408, March 1912.

Reprinted In Pennsylvania educational association. Directors' department. Proceedings, 1912.

p. 121-22.
"The Harrisburg school district, on the advice of our superintendent, created a voldntary department

of medical Inspection, with one physician and one nurse, without cost to the district, in the year 1907-8.
After one year's work the results were so gratifying that the district deckled to continue the department
the next year by the ellitlymenton a fixed salary, of one physician and one nurse. The following year,
an additional nurse was employed. . . . A complete card system was instituted . . and a full set of
blanks was provided.. . . The following will show a,me of the most important defects: . . Malnu-
trition, 2.83 per cent; chorea, 0.162; heart disease, 0.473; pulmonary disease, 0.286; skin disease, See:
defective spine, 0.261; defective vision, 14.83; defective nasal breathing, 6.27; defective hearing, 1.33;
defective teeth. 2.18; hypertrophied t011.1113, 12.80; adenoids, 3.11. . . .

" Out of 1,416 pupils reexamined at the end of the first year, 448, or 31 per oent, had consulted the family
physician."

LAPFER, Cornelius C. The results of the examination of the school children of
isleadville and its importance. Pennsylvania medical journal, 15: 941-44, Septem-
.Ber 1812.

Some 76 per cent of the children have bad teeth; from 16 to CO per cent, enlarged tonsils or adenoids:
about 10 per cent have defective vlsioo.

Philadelphia. Board of public education. [Health rules for infectious and con-
tagious diseases in the public schools] In its Annual report, year ending December
31, 1910. p. 313. -

"Sic. 2. It shall be the duty of the principals to report quarterly, to the superintendent of schools,
Ilia neither of nonvacinated children applying for adMittance to their respective schools.

"Bee. 3. When smallpox, scarlet fever, diphtheria, diphtheritic croup, membranous en. up, cerehro-
spinal meningitis, cholera, yellow fever, bubonic plague, glanders or anthrax shall exist in the family of
any pupillor teacher, or any person connected with, any of the public schools of this district, or In the
house in which enrol said pupils, teachers or other persons reside, all such pupils, teaeheror other
persons shall be excluded from schdol and the school bulMing, and shall not be permitted to return
until he, she, or they shall present the written approval of the bureau of health.

"Sec. 4, When measles, german measles, chickenpox, mumps, or whooping cough shall exist In the
family of any pupil or teacher, or of any person connected with, any of the public schools of this district,
or In the house In which any of said pupils, teachers, or other persona reside, no skich pupil, teacher or
other person shall be permitted to attend school or enter the school building, without the written ap-
proval of the bureau of health; such approval to be based upon careful examination, °tall the thrum-
'Amines surrqunding the case.

"fiso. 6. Any pupil sutterlog from tonsllitis, contagious eye diseases, or parasitic diseases of the head
or bodi, must be excluded from school until the bureau of health shall have certified that all liability
to communicate the disease to others has passed."

Reading. Board of education. Medical inspection. In its Annual report,
1910-1911. p. 10-12.

"Tip sanitation committee of the school board has conducted experimental medical Impaction {or
several years. . . Of 8,331 pupils examined, Up to June, 1910, 4,372 eullered with detects"

Defectip vision
Defective hearing - f
Enlarged tonsils

... a:
Adenoid/I 351

About 8,108 separate defects were fond.
The school nurse assists in the medicsrinspeotlon. In addition to medical inspowtion by a physician,

pupils suffering from stuttering are treated.
In 1910 the Reading dental society detailed 26 of Its members to inspect the teeth of the public school

Pennsyl-
.

,/

pupils. Of 8,925 examined, lass than 3 per cent had
winter of 1909-10, only 4,849 had no( used a tooth
had permanent teeth extracted.
Permanent teeth cavifielt
Temporary teeth cavities. #
Green s tain
Abnormal gums ,
Tartar
Abnormal ooclusio8

.
. ,

Atrophy of teeth e
Mouth breatphing ,
Putrescent uips .
E2009101 Pubs

teeth" Of nearly 9,000 examined in the
,369 had evaligbeen to a dentist, and '1,094 had

J 548

.
14! 707
5,910

.. 926
Ailz ,0X1

1,654
908
238,

71,714

A few dental alas was organized and In dgithwis months treated the teeth of 275
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CRAPIN, Charles V. Medical inspection of schools in Providence. [Ansonia,
Conn., The Emerson publishing co., 1909] 15 p. 8°.

Begun, In Providence, 13. Li 1894, following Dr. Durgin's work in Boston; teachers andparents of sib,

pupils in large trimmer school subscribed s SUM o/ money and hired a physician as school physician
for one month. Appropriation of 81,000 for school inspection followed the results obtainedtwo inspec, ,
tors, a man and a woman were appointed.

In Providence, the children come to the inspector. On every school day in the year an inspector is
on duty at the city hall, between 12 and I o'clock; he examines the children sent by the teachers; to
them he given a note stating his findings, which the children take to their teachers. Teachers are
'expected to see that the cbild's parents are notified, and if any treatment is necessary to see that It is
irried out."

Providence. Schctplcoramittee. [Medical inspection] In 44 Repdrt, 1909-1910.
p. 126-28.

Signed: Ellen Le Garde.
" In the spring of ma, medical Inspection was Insugnrsted in the Providence schools. Since March I,

10119, three inspectors have been employed, and on April 1, of the same year, this inspection was extended
is the parochial schools. . . . In 1908 a school oculist was employed. . . The great part of the work of
the school inspectors Is with contagious skin diseases and pedlculosis. These cases are Aged at the city
bull and the material needed furnished by the hoard of

"In February, of 1909, a :school durse was introduce7i. She follows up the cases from the school to qh,
the home; . also sees that children sent to the oculist and to the hospital get there. School baths

e been in existence since 1905. . . Four school matrons attend to the daily baths in the different
buildings."

SOUTH CAROLINA.

GAN'TT, L. Rosa H.. Medical inspection of schools in Spartanburg, S. C. South
Carolina medical association. 7ournal, 7: 329-34, September 1911. tables.

Reprinted in Pediatrics, 23: 337-42, June 1911.
Following the work of Dr. Hines In Seneca, S. C., the Spartanburg County, 'I. C., Medical society

undertook the examinat ion of Spartanburg city school children, 1910-11, without charge.
Scope of work: (I) The" detection of parasitic, infectious and Contagious diseases; (2) exclusion from

school of all children affected with acute contagious diseases; (3) Inspection of each school child for
physical defects and noncontagious infection; (4) inspection of the hygienic and sanitary condi-L..1n cif
Use school ..uildings and premises. '.

In each case, the inspectors made complete record on three blanks: (I) A history card kept by the
examiners; (2) a record card kept by the school authorities; (3) a notification card sent to the parent.

Children
examined. Defective l'er cent. Teeth de-

Active.
13 y-pertro-
Pilled too'

ails.

WhitAm
Colored P

1.891
tab

822
355

42. 5
56.0

Per cent.
IS
30

Per cest.
11
41

I

4
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Colored.

Y
,c, .;i 1

m 1 1 t
.;
1

3
.# E.

V
2

4
8 V A 1

Number examined 243 89 109 94 34 28 28 9 670Total defects 167 114 84 t9 41 26 27 17 644 56Total detectives 116 70 tit) 43 26 18 14 6 355 56With 1 defect 74 38 42 27 12 11 5 6 215With 2 defeats 36 72 11 11 11 7 5 4 100-With 3 defects 4 8 6 4' _ 1 u 4 1 28
With 4 defects 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 7With 5 defects I* -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Adenoids 4 1 1 I 0 0 0 0 7 . ..Tonsils 58 31 22 18 10 5 2 2 147 41,
Vision 21 24 6 U 7 1 9 7 86 29/leering 17 IS 12 8 6 0 2 0 67 IPEyelids. 2 3 4 - 4 2 1 1 0 16 .1
Teeth w. hi 17 23 13 7 7 9 6 107 -,'30
Skin 20 9 9 6 5 3 D 0 61 14
Anemia . 10 o 3 4 3 1 2 1 29 8
Pedlculosis

! 0 7 4 0 0 0 0 0 11 11
Enlarged glands 6 1 f 0, 8 2 0 1 I 13
Other defects i 4 0 3 1 9 1 1 0 11

Per cent defectives I, 47.7 78 55 46 73 1.4 00 100 50

NINES, B. A. A plea for medical inapectichool children in Southl'arolina
Report of the Fork at Seneca. South Carolina medical association. Journal. 6:
454-57, September 1910.

"The SMOGS schools are the first in South Carolina to put in operation the modern idea of medical
Inspection," beginning September 21, 1909. Staff of examiners: Two competent dentists, an eye and ear,
nose and throat specialist, two general practitioners, and a secretary; 215.1 children, ages 6 to 18, pupils
tint to tenth grades, examined.

Children having Number.
Defective tgeth 153

(Number of teeth, 000.)
Defeattve tonsils 32
Enlarged glands
Adenoids. 3

(Number of suspects.)
Zye defects 19
Nasal defects
Skin lesions
Orthopedic defects
Teeth brushed daily'

3
2
4

170

"Icon not find any report on the negro school child in the South. I examIne47representattve number
and found In general faulty nutrition, practically all with teeth defects contrary to the Idea that pre-
vails. Fewer serious tonsil defects compared to the whites, more skin lesions. I did nut examine for
adenoids. A fair proPortion had used the tooth brush.

"I also examined a representative number of cotton-mill children among the whites. Ninety per cent
had bed teethnot one used a toothbrush."

South Carolina. State board of health. Hookworm disease. In its Thirty-first
annual report, 1910. p. 15-18. table.

From October 1 to Etecember 10, 1910, in floe counties, 4,695 children were examined clinically: 80,
microscopically; 165 cases treated; 47 per cent gave clinical evidence of being infected with the hook-
worm.

South Carolina. State board of health. 4Medical inspection of schools. Its
Monthly bulletin, 1: 3-29, October 1910. tables.

'The Southern States have been behind almost all the rest of the oottistries of the civilized world In
Introducing medical Inspection of schools. . .

"New Orleans was the first Southern city to take active stela In this direction In 190i, and Atlanta, In
1906 and.1909. In South Carolina the complete modern idea of medical Inspection of schools was Inaugu-
rated In the Seneca graded and high schools, September 23, 1909. . . . The examination 'was] conducted
by two general practitioners of medicine and surgery, two dental surgeons and one eye and ear, nose and
throat specialist, a secretary and tine teacher of each grads."
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Or the defects llIseoverod among 200 WINS. "ribildrem of the very beet and most prosperous chime
of the Piedmont section," were:

Glands enlarged
E e defects
Teeth defects
Tonsil defects
Not vaccinated 4111

24
19

k 188
12
108

"A representative number of children of the el I t. rr mill and negro 1411..ls doolused a much greater
number of detach)." rr

South 'Carolina] The veto of the Medical inspection bill. South Carolina medical
association. Journal, a: 62-63, March 1912.

Passed, with some amendments by the General assembly, and vetoed by the governor. ik
\ WARD, I. La Bruce. Hookworm disease; its eradication in South Carolina.

South Carolina medical association. Journal, 7: 341-43, September 1911.
Work in the schools of 11 counties in South Carolina, chiefly the southern and southeastern parts; of

the 1,100 children examined, 371 per eent were infected.
" That is they gave clinical evidence of the disease. A microscopical examination would show a

much heavier infection. Following that we examined about 4,500 children in Kershaw, York, and
Abbeville.. The lightest infection was in Abbeville County. We believe the adjoining counties will
have as light an infection. Dr. Weinbery examined 1,180 children. and found only 7 suspects; whereas'
In some other parts of the State we found at least 75 per cent of the children showing clinical evidence; . , .

and I am satisfied, from the microecopkel findings so far . . . would have shown an infection of 100 per
cent. . . . At Furman university, where 103 specimens were examined, without examining the men at
all until after . . . 38 per cent were found infected; . . . and I shifuld not have made a single diagnosis
on clinical findings.

s t Clemson College we found 33 per cent of 65'men examined infected, and I would not have made
clinical diagnosis of any of those cases.

.

"Taking the 9,000 children examined in the State, we find an infection of over 25 per cent, clinically;
. . microscopical findings would have run much higher."

R
TENNESSEE.

HILL, David Spence. The status of school hygiene in Tennessee. In American
school hygiene association. Proceedings, 1911. ringfield [Mass.] 1911. p.
155-63.

There Is little teaching of school hygiene in Its technical aspects In Tennessee. The State has no gm-
eral law requiring medical inspection of school children. In Knoxville, Nif emphis. Chattanooga, and
Nashville encouraging beginnings have been made, but "no full - fledged system with sufficient nurses,
trained physicians and thorough organisation supported by the city or State exists in Tennessee." DUT-
Ina 1909-10 exaltation of throat and teeth was undertaken in NulivUte. The following summary was
presented by the inspector, Dr. K. L. Roberts, on December PS, 1910:

Pupils examined 2, NS
Defective vision 1e8
Crossed eyes, 36Trachoma 117Other eye inflammation,
Discharge from ear ,4:
Frequent earache
Enlarged tonsils
Defective teeth K teg

TEXAS. . je

Fort Worth. [Elterintendent of schools) Report of the medical supervisor.
In his Annual report, September 1910. p. 35-47.

"Physical examination of school children was began April 1. . . . In all, over 1,000 children were ex.
ambled. Of.these 710 were referred for treatment medical, surgical, or dental. (It was not possible to
examine systematically .each child so nearend of 'chord year.)"

The first to fourth grades Inclusive in all schools were Inspected, and In most of the Merges all grades.
The 710 cues Marred may he summarised as follows:
Eye
Turas ItOAdenoids. laEars
Enlarged glands'of the neck 121IAnemia
Tuberculosis
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Teeth 203
15

Veerrous disorders 33

Acute throat trouble 31

Mentality
Kimistsszeousand urinary 10

(about) 25

"anus water tanks now in use are never sterilised, or even cleaned with brush and water. The
drinking cupproblem Is unsolved."

Houston. [School board] Report of medical inspector, June 15, 1911. In its
Annual report, 1910-1911. p. 59-60.

Blew* W. Wallace Ralston, M. D.
Thirty-eight children, with trachoma, excluded; 74 with symptoms of trachoma.
Houston dental society gave lectures to the children on "The care of the mouth and teeth."
Free eye, ear, nose, and throat clinic established In connection with the city health nines, and free

dental service offered by the Texas dental college for poor children.

STILES, Charles W. Special report on a preliminaMeurvey of Texas to deter-
mine de distribution of lsookworm disease. 13 p. table. mimeograillied.

:

institution.
I Number
examined. Positive

Per tens.
State university 28 25.0
Agricultural college efi"--AN I 90 10.0
Bans Houston °Wage I

04 27x.5

-State medical. 96 9.3
State laind . 18 43.7
State deaf and dumb 1 10 20.0

Geographical distribution by counties, p. 5-9 (found In at least 44 counties. Must of tho infection thus

far known wax In the eastern part of the State).
School children: p. 9-13. table.
"Of a total of 1,778 school children se9tr In 11 different schols and orphanages, 21.5 per cent showed

symptoms upon a quick inspection which Justified the suspicion that they had hookworm disease. c

876 boys, 30.7 per cent, and of 900 girls, 12.6, came into the suspect category.
"Of these 1,776 children . . . about 46 per cent . . were clearly below pal, physically. . This

does not mean that 46 per oent were classified as bookworm suspects. . . . These figures show that
nearly half were below normal and that In that condition they can not possibly digest all piths educer
Lion offered them. . . .

"In some regions about 30 per cent of the school children harbor the disease. . . .

"A campaign nftinat the disease ought to be undertaken without unnecessary delay.
"The public schools of Texas we bidly in need of a medical inspection system...
"The sanitation of the school yards Is In sad need of attention; . . . their present condition makes

them centers from which the various soil - pollution diseases may be spread. . . . In sevetal school
yards examined as to sanitation the grading was only 10 on a scale of 101. According to information
obtained from one county superintendent of education the index (healthful condition] of 90 per cent of
the rural schools In his county is zero (0) on a soak of 100."

VIRGINIA.

PLECKER, W. A. The economic phase of hookworm disease. Virginia medical
semi-monthly, 16: 213-15, August 11, 1911i

"In the four counties of 8outbilde Virginia . . . I fincean extremes alriout phase of the subject. . .

Nr, The rural schools in which these examinations have been made show about 50 per cent of infections.
Inane badly infected portion of my territory there live 20 families with 35 or 40 children of school

age. This whole community supplies Just two pupils, little gage, to the nearby school. In not one of
them families Is there the slightest semblance of billet arrangements. . . . Not one-fourth of these
adults pores even the rudiments of an education."

" FOOT51021.in reports from seven teacher, of Richmond County, statement Is made that from 20 to .

00 per cent of their labor is lost on amount of the presence of bookworm disease, the average of all being
40 per amt."

lElichniond. Superintendent of public schools. Medical and dental inspection.
In M. Annual report, year ending June 30, .1911.

Booth Richmond physicians, anion 1910-11, conducted examination cd1,36) pupils. Results: Dees.
the eyes, SOO cup; enlarged tonsils, 237; adenoids, 111; defective bearing, 13.



7
pupils.

Totitaloneof mouth ozd191tionspumadpils ehabytynitthepeDrfenecttalteellWetht 11:41t125071,4016aRichmendo;

cavities,
school

The city council, by appropriation In March 1911, provided for two physicians and five nurses, includ
log the nurse already at the John Marshall high hool; appropriattle available, September 15, 1911.

Virginia. [State] Commissioner of health. Hookworm disease. In his Annual
report, year ending September 30,1911. p. 19-31. tables.

In Mecklenburg County, of 279 rural school children "taken at random, 133, or 47.7 per cent had hook-
worm."

...

.- _ - ---,-. -
tOCALITESS AND INS1.11vTLONS. 1b7

WASHINGTON.

Spokane.. [Board of education] Medici! inspection. in its Biennial report; for
the two years ending June 30, 1910. p. 37-39.

Department of medical Inspection organized at opening of school year 1909-10; chief inspector and
lour assistants. Regular Inspection began September 1909. AU schools shall be inspected at least once
a week (conditioned). Monthly report to be made by the chief medical Inspector, of all work done,
copy given board of health, and board of eduaction. Each school principal to make weekly report to
superintendent of schools.

Summary of chief medical Inspector's monthly reports.
Total Individual Inspections of pupils, 84,232.

In addition to the work . . . designed for protection of the schools and communities against co
whin and infection, there was a thorough inspection of all the school children for defective vision end
other eye troubles, for enlarged tonsils, adenoid growths, defective teeth, and other forms of physical
Infirmity."

THOMPSON, N. L. Medical inspection of schools. Northwest medicines n. a.
3: 134-37, May 1911.

Bibliography: p. 137.
"Replies received from nine cities showing that medical inspection to a rester or less extent was

utilized in Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Everett, North Yakima, Olympia, and Aberdeen; negative
replies were received from Walla Walla and Wenatchee, and no reply from Vancouver and Belling-

" Educational agencies must employ expert medical inspectors who shall see that the health of the
school child is conserved.

"It ought not to be an Incidental activity of some departuient but must eventually outrank all others
to power as It does in Importance. It should aim to accomplish the following: (1) Prevention of Infec-
tious and contagious diseases. (2) Scientific supervision of sanitary condition of premises, school build-
ings, furniture, etc. (3) Teaching of hygiene to teachers and Children and through them to the corn-,
munity., (4) Physical education, including supervision of manual training, gymnastic exercises, organ-
ized games, etc. (5) thysiology and psychOlogy of ordinary educational methods, Including fatigue,
neurasthenia, hysteria, questions of sex, etc. (6) Special educational methods for abnormal chlIrden--
the mentally and physically defective, the dull and backward, the Wind, the deaf, etc... .

"The medical Inspector must, therefore, be broad minded, with sound and extensive medical knowl-
edge, interested in child life, sympathetic, tactful, an Investigator; it short, a medical man, a psycholo-
gist and a pedagogue."

WISCONSIN.

BARTH, G. P. Medical inspection of schools in Milwaukee. Wisconsin medical
journal, 9:151-G2, August 1910.

Begun Fall of 1907.
The city is divided into nine geographical districts; eight, approximately equal in she and contain

about the some number of schools; the ninth in the central, or alum district, covens iffti area because
conditions are worse. Each district is under the care of one Assistant medical inspect% For the work
of the nurses, the city is divided into four districts, the three outlying territories abbdt equal In sire,
the central one, smeller.

" Backward" cotes era reported by teacher to the chief medical Inspector, on the psycho:400ml exami-
nation blank, ton which she records all the family and whoa history of the child she can collect. When
found below par, mentally, by the otter medical 'infector, the child is translerred to the "exceptional"
shoot. Classes for the stammerers have been opened; three claws for the blind, in the public sob
the deaf and dumb segregated into a school. No provision his been made for the weak, the anemic, or
the Crippled.
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ZONES, Richard W. Medical inspection of echoole. Wisconsin medical journal,
20:319-27, October 1911. ,

-41 Inaugurated In Wausau, Wis., following scarietins epidemic 1909-10. First Intention simply to ex-

' amine for contagious diseases, but work was extended to cover physical examinations.
Outing the year, up May 1, 6,677children were examined for contagious diseases, end about 1,600

" Often physical examine ns. Among defects found were: Scabies, 33; ir.ipetlgo contactual, 35: enlarged
'tensile, 744; adenoid's, 17 defective vision, 43.

' "The effect of medical Inspection has been to increase the average daily attendance in the schools.
With practically the same total enrollment this year [to dath A pril 1, 1911J Reit there was last year, there
have been 8,2779 days more attendance than for the corresponding months of last year . . . at no eddi-

, Ronal expense for instruction. . . .

"The fallacy of our system has been that we have not had enough authority to enforce our rulings.
Many parents refuse to have their children examined or to follow the instructions of the examiners. . . .

. We should have legidation to cover this point. . . . We should have compulsory examinations of the
school children, at least for contagious diseases and eye and ear diseases with possibly diseases of the
nervous system. . . . This law should provide for the control locally of the examining bodies, and . . ,

examining physicians 'Mould be trained along these special lime."
' Diecumlon: p. 327-36. In Milwaukee: p. 327-29 (Barth, George P.). In Madison:. p. 329-31 ( Bardeen.

C. R.).

MADISON.

Madison. Superintendent of public schools. Medical inspection in Madison.
In his Annual report, 1910-1911. p. 44-51. chart. p. 47.

Made under direction of the Madison antituberculosis associetkm, W. D. Frost, president; assistant
nurse, Miss L. Dletricheon; 6 of the 11 city schools, pupils examined and eyes tested. There were ex-
amined 1,152 childrea; but 422 had been vaccinated.

Fame. Cave
Defective vision 340 Defective teeth 604

Dienes of the eye 41 Skin Masan 17

Defective hearing 99 Cough 118

Ear disease 96 Throat trouble 251

Defective breathing 246 Lung trouble 56

Adenoids, known cases 20s Anemic 1118

Milwaukee. Board of school directors. The dental clinic [and medical inspec-
tion] in its Annual report, year ending June 30, 1911. p. 82-94. tables. diagre.,

The Free dental clinic established In the marten of the department of medical inspection, under
I'' charge of the Milwaukee public school free dental clinic association; members of the clinic pledged to

serve one-half day each month; all thti expenses except the rent of room, borne by the emaciation. Work
began February 20, 1911: Number of treatments given, 3411; number of permanent teeth filled, 684: num-
ber of permanent teeth extracted, 41.

"It is sometimes desirable that a medical elimination be bad In certain cases In order to determio:
(s) the advisability of school attendance, (8) the necessity for temporary Romance from school, (c) ti e
limitation of the amount of school work to be done, (d) attendance at special schools or classes, (e) medical
or surgical procedures necessary or advisable to promote good health or to promote school progress by
the removal of physical dlesbilitles, and the department of medical Inspection has been freely consulted
by other departments in these matters. The following cases were submitted: (1) the truancy depart-
ment referred 61 cane for nonattendance. (2) By the superintendent's department, 5. (3) by teachers

and principals, 42. (4) By the State factory Inspector for advice as to the kind of employment pr-
missible to the child, 2. (5) By parents, 19. (6) By doctors and nurses, 129.

On October 24, 1910, The common council passed the ordinance, the text of which Is as follows:
An Ordinance to protect the health of school children... .

"Sec. I. No parent or other person having charge or eonfrol of any child between the ages of seven (7)
and sixteen (16) years shall permit or allow such child to attend school In a filthy or neglected state, or
affected with.pediculosis, ringworm of the body or scalp, scabies, impetigo contagion, mollusc= con-
tagion, or infectious dermatitis, or any other contagious or Infectious diseases; and any parent or other
person basin, charge or control of any such child so affected shall, after receiving notice given under
authority of the board of school director' that such child is so affected, remedy such condition within
the following time:
Ringworm of the body ( Tina cirdeete)., days. 30

1:inortlgo do.... 30
1do.... 2

Infectious &Tr-m.37E1Z do.... 30
Pedioniosis of iAy part of the body do.... 14
Ringworm of the scalp ( Tins toseennel) months.. 3
Farts.
&tables of signori of the

scn body Isero

ind any other contagious sr inhotinis Minim within Cassotiainnitia
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"SEC. a Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance shall be punished Ity a fine of
not less than SI, nor more than 550 for each and every offense, and in default of payment thereof shall
be confined in the house of correction of Milwaukee County for not less than ten days or more than sixty
days.

"Sec. 3. This ordinance shall take effect and be in lords from and after tie passage and publication."
See also p. 28-36 (Elementary grades).
Number withdrawn from school on account of personal illness, 36: mental inability, 13. Failure of

promotion because of personal illness, 333, physical defects, 169; Inability, 1,900.

TOBEY, Silas B. A successful plan for medical inspection. American school
board journal, 42:9, May 1911.

Established, September 1910. Seven physicians are employed, one for each school center-eight
reboots, two of which are within half a block of each other. Each physician visits his school at 9 a. tn.
on each of the five school days of the week, receiving SI for each visit. The parochial school children
are also sent to the examining physicians

Every child who has been absent one-half day without prior knowledge and consent of teacher must
obtain from physician of his school, a clean bill of health before he may resume school work. A free
infirmary and two visiting nurses are supported by private subscription. Poor children are treated
tree and the nurses visit the homes.

The effect of medical Inspection has been to increase the average daily attendance In the schools.
1v ith practically the same total enrollment this year that there was last year, there have been 82771
days more attendance than for the corresponding months of the year The same number of teachers

. able So rare for an average of 513 more pupils in daily attendance this year than we had last year
at no additional expense for Instruction.... We have found the medical inspection one of the most
Valuablodluncis to.our schools."

MEDICAL INSPECTION RECORDS.

GENERAL REFERENCES.

AYRES, Leonard P, Forms for record- keeping. In his Open-air schools. p.
139-48.

Open-air school records of the medical tospsction and condition of the pupils: Chicago, Boston, Bart
lord, Providence.

Cleveland. [Board of education] rdrd and record system. In its The work of
medical inspection with statistical report, Cleveland public schools 1910-1911.
p. 21(20)-32.

Cleveland's use of system: p 37-46.

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. Good and bad forms of record keeping. In Ameri-
can school hygiene association. Proceedings, 1911.. Springfield, Mass., American
physical education review, 1911. p. 65-73.

"Every record card should provide accommodation for a number of examinations, at leastalitor.
It should provide for a record of the notifleaUou to parents . . together with the date of such

notifIcetion and official information as to whether or not the defect has been corrected. The age, grade
and social condition of the child should he noted and briefly commented upon .. . In connection-with
the record of his physical defects. . .. The principal defects . . are only ten in number and
may well be given a definite mention upon the record card, since an Inspector is less likely to overlook
a defect in a childwhen he is compelled to make a definite record whether or not it exists. For this
reason the eye, nose anththroat, the ear, teeth and nutrition should be given permanent space on the
card; and the skin, the skeleton, the glandular and nervous systems and the mentality should have
a definite mention."

CORNELL, Walter Stewart. Keeping of records. In his Health and medical
inspection of school children . . . 1912. p. 45-57.

University of Pennsylvania, physical record card, p. 49; Pr. Newmayer's card, p. 57.
See oleo p. 568-77. tables.

Haan/RORY, Helen. [lOcts to be noted in examination of feeble-minded chil-
dren] In American school hygiene association. Proceedings, 191. Springfield,
Physical education review, 1911. p. 80.

1. Date and age. 2. Name, address, school, cities, etc. 3. Condition of teeth. 4. Condition of nose.
5. Condition of throat. 6. Condition of vision. 7. Condition of hearing. & Speech. 9. -Reading.10. Writs*, 11. Number work. 12. Hand work. ta. Attention. 14. Memory. 15. Intelligence.
10. Aptitudes. 17. Moroi sew. 18. Physical condition. 19. (lout. 20.-Coordination. 21. Cowie of
beokwordntel, U known.
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Rochester [N. Y.] record cards. American school board journal, 46: 44-45, August
1912. figs.

"The health card is made out by are teacher ana sufficient for the entire life of a pupil. Entries ore
made by the school nurse or the teacher from the examination of the medical inspector. On the reverse
side space is provided for diagnoses of defective conditions and statements of treatments recommended."

VACCINATION.

KERR, John W. Vaccination. An analysis of the laws and regulations relating
thereto in force in the United States. . . Prepared by direction of the Surgeon-
General. Washington, Government printing office, 1912. 82 p. 4°. ([U. S.f
Public health and marine - hospital service. Public health bulletin no. 52)

St' Louis. Board of education. Report on vaccine virus and on the results of
vaccination in the public schools of St. Louis, 1912. In its Official report, 18:
564-68, February 13, 1912.

Regarding the vaccination of 577 children vaccinated by tIlvaccine physicians of the health depart-
ment, and 218 vaccinated by physicians In private practice, In contrast to the excellent public vac-
cinations, it was found In several schools that the private operations by certain physicians were 'Inf.
lormly negative.

In the cases In private practice it was discerned that the proportion of takes for the year was 'still
dangerously low, leaving 83 unprotected persona per 100, instead of?? per 100 among those vaccinated
by the health department."

The inspections for the last two years exhibit lie great advantage of public vaccination. The reg.
o'er vaccination of public school children is the most important prophylactic work done in the city.

See also p. 417 (December 12, 1911). List of cities requiring evidence of successful vaccination as a
condition of admission to the public schools: Baltimore, Bbaton, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, Detroit. Los Angeles, Newark, New Orleans, New York City, Philadelphia, Pittirburgh, San
rrancisco, and Washington.



APPENDIX A.

BLANKS AND RECORDS.

CHICAGO, ILL.

DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH. CITY or CHICAGO.

SchoolHuStlingrirew.
Health officer, M. D. Nurse.

!. School phony.
2. Enrollment
3. Number of rooms
4. Ventilation: Good ; fair poor
5. Light: Good ; fair ; poor
6. Average temperature
7. Moisture
P. Sweeping: Moist dry vacuum
9. Air intake: Ample inadequate
10. Height of Intake
11. Are seats adjustable to size of pupils?
12. Urinals, odor: Bad absent
13. Toilet facilities: Ample inadequate
14. Toilet paper provided: Yes ,.; no
15. Water supply: Lake ; well spring_.
16. Drinking utensils: Cup : fountain
17. Pencils: Individuals Pens: Common
IR. Is register signed and kept as squired? Yes ;

19. Where is register kept?
20. VaccibaUon records complete; where kept:

Yes no

Date

21.

22.

23.

24.
25.

26.

7.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

Regularity of heajth officer: Good
fair poor

Is first school visited 9.15? Yes no
Punctuality of health officer: Good

fair poor
Regularity of nurse: Good..;' fair...; poor
Quality of health officer's work: Good

fair ; poor
Quantity of health officer's Work: Good. ;

fair poor
Dora principal, nurse, and health officer know

where register is?
Does health officer visit each school daily?
Interest in work of health officer: Good ...... ;

fair poor
Interest of nurse in work: Good

fair ; poor
Does principal get prompt notice of new cases

and terminations? Yes no
Is health officer inspecting parochial schools in

his territory?
Is health officer doing good work?

M. D.,
Supervising Health Officer.

T-r!

Lu
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pr.FAIIIMINT or HEALTH, CRY or CHICAGO.

Nome Address

PHYSICAL RECORD.
birthplace

--..----111:tionalit of tether mother
Number of

y
children In family history of measles

Diphtheria pertusaiS pneumonia scarlet fever...
School Vaccinated?
Date first examination 19

[0 placed in square means absence of defects. X denotes defects.)

1. Grade 2 3 4 7

2. Years In school a3. Revaccination.;
4. Diseases during year
b. Date of physikl examination
6. H
7. )
8. Nutrition
9. A trawls

10. Enlarged glands
11. Goitre
12. Nervous dbeesee
13. Cardlal disease
14. Pulmonary disease
16. Skin disease
16. Defect oitbopedlc
17. Richitic type
18. Defect of vielen
19. Other diseases of eye
20. Defect of hearing
21. Discharging ear
22. Defect of nasal breathing ...
23. Defect of palate
24. Defect of teeth
25. Hypertrophied tonsl.s
28. Adenoids
27. Mentality
28. Conduct
29. Effort.
30. Proficieney
31. Was treatment advised?

(Reverse side for diagnosis and treatment received.)

HEALTH ORICER'A DAII.Y RKPORT.

School CHICAGO,

Time ofiArrival,
Departure.

1-,
111

Total number examinations,

Dhow

.

.i

'.'
i

,

g
4

11j11

I

ir Ai

r-.
Ap

1
.I

aI

A

I

Tot al

r
.1.

acses:
.Found

Excluded .
.

Number of vaccinations performed Previous vaccination revaccination, tots,
Number physicals made. Number children *fad Murtha,
Number avised to sea treatment Number of cultures made,

(R*yórpesdefoexna.)
..., Mudd
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DIVISION 01 CHILD HYGIENE-EXAMINER'S DAILY SCHOOL REPORT AND SUMMARY.

School,

113

CHICAGO, 191.

Time of
Departure,

Grade. Number esamina.Number In grade. Number defective.lions to date.

3fi
Recommended treat-

ment.

et.

Total

, Health Officer.

DEPARTMENT nr HEALTH. CITY Or CHICAGO.

HEALTH OFFICER'S WEEKLY REPORT.

School, Week ended ' 19.1

Number of physical examinations,
Number requiring treatment,

g

Nationality of those requiring treatment.

Native born, Foreign born
One or both parents foreign born

Defects found.

Nutrition Vision
Ansrmla Other diseases of eye
Enlarged glands Hearing
Goitre Discharging ear
Nervous diseases Nasal breathing
Cardiac diseases Palate
Pulmonary diseases t Teeth
Skin diseases Hypertrophied tonsils
Orthopedic Adenoids
Riohitic type.. Mentality

, Health Officer.

82A *-13-S

ti
'VD
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DIRARTMENT OP HEALTH, CRT OF CHICAGO.

... DENTAL INSPEC'TOR'S DAILY REPORT.

School . CHICAGO. 191
Total number examined
Number found to have defective both

. Number needing immediate attentions
General condition of teeth found; Geod.,. fair bad
Number of pupas applytti for disponsis, work
Remarks I

DLPA}tT4 ENT OT /ALT'', CITY OF CHICAGO.

DENTAL I. DISPENSARY DAILY REPORT.

bispensary Citioatt

Operation.

Treatments.

0
c

r8
@a 8

21

0

4

I
C.)

I rt.:9

8

21

A

0

. - - .

X,

A
0

Entree-
lions. I

8

C

C.

0

0

Time present Numbet Isticnts
Number of new cases Number completed
N urn in attendance' .1

4

I.

D. D. S.
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DENTAL RECORD.

Name Address
kichool Grade Age Nationality

,-ondition of mouth: Good
Condition of gums: Good
Use toothbrush: Yes
Have teeth been filled: Yes
Mat-occlusion: Yes ; No
Palatal detest: Yes No
Remarks:

fair ..t bad
; fair , ; bad

No
No, le-

Followed up

D. D. S.
Esaminery

Nurse.

DEPARTMENT Or HEALTH, CITY OF CHICAGO.

REPORT OF VACCINATIONS.

l*4-This monthly report. of vaccination is to bo made out and forwarded to the chief medical Inspecitor at
the close of cacti month.)

Name of school
Report for the 'month of , 191

!Sumba. of tubes of glycerinated vaccine received daring the month
Number of tubes of glycerinated vaccino used during the month
Total number of primary vaccinations performed (successful).
Total number of primary attempts at vaccination with failure
Total number of revaccination performed (successful)
Total number of attempts at revaccination performed with failure
Number of previous vaccinations examined and certificates limed therefor
Kind of vaccine used and laboratory numbers of sang

Medical live:for.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, CmcAdo.

To the parents of
(Pupil's name.)

Your child (named above) is not properly protedied against smallpox. It should be vaccinated at once.
es- You owe It to your child to protect it against the most horrible of all diseasessmallpox.

Either take this child to your family doctpr or give your permission to have It vaccinated (free) by the
schooldocter. The purest vaccine will be used.

Do you consent to having your childvaccinated by the school doctor.
s.

Answer "Yes" or "No" here.
cSign your namolhere.)

Return this card,. signed, to the schoqi-teacher.
(See other aide.)

DIVISION or CHILD HICIIHNZPLRZICIS CONSENT CART).

To the parents of
Address

Your chl,cl;vte;theding the school
show; evi following condition:

In the Interest of the child's welfare kindly give permission to have a thorough ^xamination of the child
made by the school doctor.

gi Parents can be present at the examination if they desire.
Please sign this card and return It to ihe school.

Parent's signature

DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH, CITY OF Cmcsco.

Dispensary Date .
Name
School Room

C. B. YOUNG,
Commissioner of Health.

4 No.

Appointment.

Leave
school.

Ar.
tired

at
die-
pen-
eery.

Leave
din-
pen-
nary.

Ar-
rived

at
school.

Appointment.

Leave
school.

Ar-
rived

at
dlr.
pen-
nary.

Leave
din-
pen-
nary.

Ar-
rived

at
school.Hour. Month. Day. Hour. Month. Day.

No.
BOARD or EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL DZIAR}SIINT.

CHILD -STUDY LABORATORY.

RICCA) CARD FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN.

Name . 1
Parent or guardian:
Address
Nationality and language of -
Plage of birth
Date .4 year month day
Data of birth year month day
Ale yams months - ........days
School flio ('reacher..., )
Name dm examiner
Bbtwy of (*NJ

11.
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PRTENCAL CONDMON,

Vision, right eye 4

Vision, left eye
Hearing, right eat
Hearing, left ear
N utrition

Character of skin and hair
Anaemic
Tongue, coated, furrowed
Teeth, decayed, serrated, irregular

Nature of affliction:
Tubereblosis-

1. Pulmonary
2. Glandular

Sinuses, character of discharging;raw, paplaily healed, scars.
3. Osseous and. arthralgic

Spondylltb
Hip disease.
Knee Joint

117

Ankle and other forms
Sinuses, character ofdischarging, raw, petite* healed sears.

ti011r0303-
1. Infantile cerebral paralysis
2. Infantile ppinal paralysis
3Hemipleg1a
4. Paraplegia

Upper
Lower

b. Chronic hydroceplialion...
O. Pseudo-hypertrophy

Specific
Injuries and deformities

IIENTALITY.
School standing:

Genie .4.

Time in school t 't
Progress

Imitation, ability to duplicate movements and sounds:
(a) Simple i

C

" (b) Complex
Suggestibility, ability to !swim movements olirio u g h ts from cues:

(a) Immediate es
(6) Maniple

Reuroduction. immediatesense memory!'
4t) Movements -,

(b) Objects seen i
(r) Words seta

it(d) Numerals seen
(e) Words heard. ..

Il

U) Numerals beard i

Perception:
I,

Card sorting
"A" test 4

Association and comparison: translating from one sense to another:
Numeral-oolor association
Numeral-symbol emaciation
Part-whole association

Remarks
1

...

11"

IR
°I
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BOARD Or EDUCATION, CITY or CHICAGO.
OMCT or itheriturreimerre or Saloom.

File No. Cki Id-Study Deparieirst.

SPECIAL REPORT OF PRINCIPAL 014 PUPII., RECOMMENDED FOR EXAMINATION BY
THE CHILD-STUDY DEPARTMENT.

To the Buperininutnst o/ Schools:

Character of case
School. 190.

(State whether deaf, blind, crippled, backward, imbecile, or pulmonary tuberculosis.)
Name of child
Parent or guardian
Home address
School history: Remarks

Age
0 rade
Time In grade

(Signed)

!Data to bel filled at the office of the superintendent]
Referred to dbtript superintendent

Principal.

Data
Date returned Recommendation

Referred to child-studs department
Report...of examination: By Date

Recommendation
Disposition

BOARD Or EDUCATION, CITY or CHICAGO, EDUCA-
TIONAL DuArris /NT.

CHILD-STUDY LABORATORY.
By whom referred
Name.
Name of parent or guardian
Address
School room
Grade IIPINo of weeks In grade
Teacher
Date.. year month day
Date of birth, year month. .day
Age years ..,...months days
Nationality and language of home
Age of brothers and school record
Age of 'dinars and school record
Age of brothers and sisters dead
Causes of their deaths
Health of father good fair.. poor.
Health of mother. good fair poor
Age of father mother
Hygienic condition of home..,good...talr...poor..
Outage .sewerage noise
Food Education of parents
Aesthetic and morellnlinence
Family historyneurotio..tubercular..alcobolio..r

Spentne etc
DeosiopwierdDentition. lei Id

walking , talking fontitnelled. eta.
trot of fundamental

at:Oh record:
Dlseases Measles mumps , whoop-

ing cough , suirletina
scarlet fever diphtheria ,
meningitis , epilepsy
chorea , scrofula , tonsil -
title , other diseases

Accidents and operations
General health tonus:

hood at present
Nutrition ..anaemic pillar
Elkin: Dry moist , olly
Hair: Dry and gritty growth irregular ...
Circulation: Hands, cold purple

School standing:
Beet work In ; poorest work in
Deportment
Is the child limy Inattentive dull..,

stupid , stubborn , unruly
selfish , untruthful....,., cruel
slovenly , excitable....,

AatAtepometric testa:
Net height , height sitting...., weight._
Head measurements: breadth....,

height...., circumterence...., cephalic in-
dex

Lung capacity
Strength of grip: Right hand

band
Motor ability: (a) Tapping rate, right hand

10a 20a Spa left band

left
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AntArapometric WU-Continued.
Observations

(b) Precision tank Right band , left
hand

Sensory tate:
Visual acuity: Right eye left eye

Observations
Auditory acuity: Right ear ; left ear....
Observationt

Pressure threshold
Aesthadometric threshold.

Perception tests:
(a) Sits: (I) Dermo-muscular (2) mus.

cuts:
(b) Form: (1) Munsterberg's touch exp

(2) Jastrow's sorting exp.
(e) Weight: (1) Active (2) passive
(d) Time:
(a) Brightness: Sorting of grays
(I) Color: (1) Least perceptible difference (reds)

(2) sorting oolora
(g) Movement:
(I) Symbols: Marking out "A's"

Total time ; Accuracy ...
Motor time
Finding time

secelation:
Color-Timers'
Symbol-numeral
Part-whole

(a) Simple
(b) Complex

A Wisdom:
Natural
With distraction

Memory tests:
(a) immediate sense-

1. Numerals seen
2. Numerals suet and eRoken
3. Words seen r

4. Words seen and spoken
6. Objects seen
G. Objects Been and names spoken
7. Numerals heard
8. Numerals beard and vote
9. Words heard

10. Words heard and spoken
11. Smells

(b) AnsociationaPasimple..;.-
ak (c) Logical .

Ow* .

Obeyer. 1
Einstisted
BLIstleral 'symmetry
DetormIlim
Be

. Lordools.
Chia sunken Inewer-
ilydrooepballa
ktioroombillo

ChOWL48C,ontlnued.
Cranial say rtimatry
Forehead retreating
Fooreheed narrow
Forehead low
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Facial asymmetry: Forehead ; DON ;

mouth parts
Ears deformed
Dentition: Teeth Irregular doubled

serrated ; pointed ; chalky
Paipebral fissures small
Nasal bones sunken
A denoldic
Mouth breathing
Palate: Narrow ; higb ; asyca-

menical
Tongue: Thick flat pointed....; fur-

rowed papillae hypertrophied
mated

Movement.
Sluggish .
Restless
Incoordlnated
General balance relaxed
Asymmetrical posture
Asymmetrical had balance
Overaction of frontals
Corrugation
Incoordination of eyes
Relaxed orbtcularts oculf
Hand balance; Asymmetrical

Tense
Relaxed
Drooped

Finger twitchings
Eyelid twitchinge
Tongue twitching'

Defective speak
Hesitation lisping
Stammering stuttering
Improper pronunciation of

General obeervationa on mental allow
Judgment erratic mind wandering.. ...;

cholic ; choleric ; sanguine
phlegmatic sullen ; silly
face immobile ; timid bold
curious indffferent ; affection.
611. ; repellant

Sez.sitiv Roy: Good fair....; poor....
Perceptive ability: Wad fair...; poor...
Memory: (head fair poor
Ability to reason: Good..; fair poor
Mental prognosis: Good..; fair poor
Is able to work with number combinations to
liable to read well- fairly' well-poorly-lesson

in the reader.

UNAIDED AND 111CONIIINDAMIONIA

.

"1.0,-4-b,..,10'.:t.
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NEWARK, N. J.

BOA1D or EDUCATION, NIWAIX, N J.

&halTo parent; and picardlars
To protect the health and to secure the proper development of the child's may the school law of the

State of New Jersey and the rules and reguletions of the board of education of the city of Newark require
all publicarhool pupils to be examined by the school physician, to learn whether they have any defects
of the eyes, ears, nose, throat, heart, or lungs.

To mare a thorough examination of the heart and lungs It Li usually necessary to remove all or a part of
the clothing which covers the chest and back. This In done by the school physician with the least possible
exposure of the body. In case boys or girls are timid or sensitive, they will be examined alone in the doctor's

' office, provided the parent wishes It Ins:axe of girls, clothing will not be removed except In the presence
of a woman, mother, nurse, teacher, or clerk. Mothers are Mailed to be present at site examination If tAry
desire.

Examinations of this kind are now quite commogin all the cities of the country that are taking measures
to protect the health and to Improve U. condition of school children.

Please below, in the manner directed, whether you wish your child examined under the above
conditions.

Principal.
Dated

'Parent will please fill out and return.]
I wish my child (children) examined by the schcp1 physician as above.
Yes. No. (Cross out either yes or no.)

(Signed)
Pates(. (duardian.

In case no reply is received from you within two days, it is understood that you cot having your
child (children) examined.

D1TANT1tINT or MNDICAL BOARD Or EDUCATION, -NIEWARE, N. J.

The knowing is a report of nurse No for let..

Schools visited.

;;.
O A A.

Causes for which pupils were treated.

8
lIa

E S

Pis

Nome
C.

BOAZ° Or EDUCATION, NtITARX, N. J.

WEEKLY WEIGHT RECORD.

WNght Gain or
loss. Dote. Weight. Oa In or

1063. Date. Weight. Odor

a
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SOCIAL CONDITIONS.
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The home. The famly. E0000mb condition. The child.

Number of rooms Total namber: Rent. . Food:
Cleanliness; Uood; fair; Adults Income What?

bad. Children V.. ..... ... Charity received Fried?
Character. Good; fair;

had.
Boarders

Parents alcoholic: Yes;
Wbo worker Beverage: Tea, coffee,

wine, beer, wIlhky.
Ventilation: Good; fair,

tad.
no.

Illness Irk
Sleep: How much
Work: Yes: No. What?

Child's sleeping room: Whof Play out; how much?...
light, fair; dim. What? Bath: How of ten?.......

Ventilation: Good fair;
bad.

Number in rooms.

Attend clinic?

"13
Number to bed --.....,

Action taken:
(Continued on reverse side.)

BOND Or EDUCATION, NEWARK, N. 7., DEPARTMENT Or MEDICAL INSPECTION.

PHYSICAL RECORD.

Name Age Addrem

Ail :drool. Grade.' . . , W.
I. Nutrition: Bad: good. 10. Defective nasal breathing: Yee, no.
2. Enlarged conical gland: Yes; no. Anterior; 11. Teeth: bad; good.

posterior. 12. Defon.ed palate: Yee; no.
3. Chorea: Yes; no. 13. ImpedimentIn speech: Yee:, no.
4 Cardhic disease: Yes; no. 14. Hypertrophied tonsils: Yea; no.
5. Pulmonary disease: Yes; no. 15. Posterior nasal growth: Yee; no.
C. Skin disease: Yes; no. 16. Mentality: Bad; good.
7. Deformed spine: Yee; no. Chest: Yee; nor 17. Treatment necessary: Yes; no.

Extremities: Yee; no. - 18. Nationality .,.
8. Defective vision: Right eye; left eye. IS. Date of your impaction
Y. Defective hearing: Yee; no. 20. Remarks.

Form 801 signed: Yes; no. Medical Inspector No.
(on reverse side: Improvement noted on reexamination.)

BOARD or EDUCATION,
(Newark, N. J.,

The medical Inspector of this school finds no evidence of successful TSCCthatIon on the person of
In accordance with the rules of the board of education such evidence of successful vaccination Is necessary

or your child can not be admitted to school.
Please have your qua vaccinated at once by your family physician; or, In case you wish your child

vaccinated by the niMical inipector (which will be done free of charge), sign your name In the space below
and return this card at once.

41.

Principe/.

(Signature of parent or guardian.)

BOARD or RDUCATION, NIEWAII, N. J.

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT ON MEDICAL INSPECTION.

Month ending 1 Moog.
Inspector et. Abend Days.
Substitute inspector Data
Substitute inspector t DI"Substitute Inspector Dats
Number of @last rooms Inspected Number of rooms fumigated
Numbeeof pupils excluded by principal % Number bf visits by nurse
Number of lectures. err , 'Data

Subject r 4
Retlivits .):

5
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NZWARE, N. J., 191..

ThtiChydeladhee this day vkdted my olusroom and examined , pupil.
(Signed) , Teat-her.

(This notice must be sent to the principal the rune day Inspection is made.]

BOARD OS EDUCATION, NEWAII, N. J.,
Department of Medical Inspection, , 191...

Pre** &Aced.
, residing at

granted a permit to attend school beginning
provided an examination by the medical Inspector on

bla}arrIval decks" no evidence of diocese.
bar

Supervisor of Medical Inspections

BOLIID OS EDUCATION, NRWA.114 N. J., DRPARTIAINT Or 111DICAL INSSZCTION.
Examined in Supervisor's Office
Accompanied by
Date

Name,
Address,

Newark, N. J.
School Grade

Age Vaccination inspection

Fa history:
Mother's name
Father's name...

Previous history:

Preece history:

(Reverse side: Physical e.tamination.)

Physics' examination:
General condition

Nutrition
Weight
Height

R. B. V
L. B. V
Ban
Teeth
Naas and throat
Heart
Limp
Skin
Orth
Narrow
Mental satin

Von Phone skin test Hemoglobin

Mee
Iespeated
laarlian

Diagnosis

Prowl&
Reassoubiatkor

T."
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BOARD OP EDUCATION, NEWARK, N. J. --
School /teem No
Name Addree
Date Sent to medical inspector for

Diagnosis

Referred to- Physician or dentist-Dis-
pensary-Nurse.

excluded- Date..

Returned -Date

Results - Cured - Improved Not im-
proved.

Medical Inspector

Treatments by nurse

Dates

Total number of treatments

Nurse

NEWARK DENTAL CLINIC ASSOCIATION,

ill,Newton Street -S53 Market Street.

Name
Address
Referred by
School

/This notice does NOT excltide the pupil from school.)

BOARD Ow EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OT MEDICAL INSPECTION,

Newark, N. .1 19
The parent or guard:an of

A
at

is here* Informed that a physical examination by the indica' Inspector seems to show the following
abnormal condition: , *

V

You are requested to take this child and the card to your family physician ocilnic for advice and
treatment.

Medical inspector,
Ow. J. Jintsigs, M. D.,

Superviow of _Medical Inspection.
(Filled out oireverse side by physician.)

191

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION OF QUARANTINED-PUPIL

Name Address
Age Attending School
Nature of disease Date of origin
Relation of applicant Character of house

OP Number of brothers end sisters attending school
PhAlcian attending patient
Date of last being in house of contagion est.
Intelligence and iellability of parents
Present address
Remarks

Data
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4 Bodo OF EDUCATION, NEWARK, N. J DEPARTMENT Or MEDICAL INSPECTION.
Ca

HOME VISITS.

Nurse district No. Date 101..

Name. Address. Schdol. Disease. Time of
visit. Results.

. p. In.

P. m.

otILD 01, Eorcavicue_Iikwsak, N. J.,
Department of Medical ................

I, parent of living at herewith request that the
nurse of the department of education adopt such procedures for the proper care or treatment of such dis-
eases or defects as In her Judgment are necessary for the cure of my child.

(Signed)

DEPARTMENT OP MEDICAL INSPECTION, BOARD OP EDUCATION, NEWARE, N. I,

INSTRUCTIONS TO PARENTS REGARDING THE CARE OF THE MOUTH AND TEETH.

The physical examination of school children shows that In many instances the teeth are in a decayed
and unhealthy condition.

Decayed teeth cause an unclean mouth. Toothach/and disease of the gums may result.
Neglect of the first teeth M a frequent cause of decay of the second teeth.
If a child has decayed teeth, It can not properly chew its food. Improperly chewed food and an unclean

mouth cause bad digestion, and consequently poor general health.
If a child is not in good health It can not keep up with its studies In school. It Is more likely to contract

any contagious disease, and It has not the proper chance to grow into a robust, healthy adult.
IfSte child's teeth are damped St should be taken to a dentist at once.
The teeth Mould be brushed after each meal, using a tooth brush and tooth powder.
The following tooth powder is recommended: Two ounces powdered precipitated chalk, ounce pow-

dered castle soap, 1 dram powdered orris root. Thoroughly mix.
This prescription can be filled by any druggist at a small cost.
The child should take the tooth brush and powder to the school and receive instructions from the nurse

as to their proper use.

IUNOW0Eld.

Directions: Remove the scales with rose and.
warm water. Dry thoroughly and apply the medi-
cine morning and night until disease is cured.

[To be filled at a drug store.)

Tincture of Iodine 10

Alcohol ' 20

M. 81g. Apply once a day until the disease has
disappeared.

The following method of treatment for the itch is
recommended:

Before going to bed wash the body well with soap
and hot water, and when dry rub this ointment
ttorouely, 20 minutes, over the whole skin. Do
not bathe for three days. All bedclothIng and .
clothes that hive been worn next the skin must be
boiled before using again..

ocnrracnotre IMPETIGO.

[To be filled at drug store.)

Sulphur 7.50
beta naphthol
Lard q. s 90

M. Sig. Apply as directed.

Ditediotu: Wash the affected parts with warm
water and soap. Apply the ointment morning and
night until Chi Mow has disappeared.

(To be filled at a drug store.)

Resorcin IS
White precipitate t ;SO

Lard q.a
111

Y. 81g. Apply morning and night antll the
dleselse is cured.
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BOARD 07 EDUCATION, NZWARI, N. J.

RECOMMENDATION FOR SPECIAL CLASS FOR MENTALLY DEFECTIVE CHILDREN.

Child's name

125

(Family.) (Given.)
Grade. School. Principal.

Birth: Date Place
order B. Girl. White. Colored.
Parent's name Residence
Occupation Birthplace. Educated. Can n 7 and write. Illiterate.
Date of examination Examined by
Mental development as indicated by test years. Age; years.
Family history:

MedicalFeeble-mindedness, insanity, nervous disorder, alcoholism, tuberculosis, sickness or accident
to mother before birth of child.

Social
FlnanclalWell-to-do, moderate, poor.
Housing

Ent ire house, number o(roonts
Apartment, number of rooms
Tenomont, number of rooms

Home treatment Good care, neglect, brutality.
Number of normalLiving, dead. Feeble-mindedLiving, dead.
Brothers Sisters

personal history and characteristics:
Medical

Injury to head--At birth; after birth.
Acute illnessScarlet fever, diphtheria, meningitis, convulsions, early malnutrition.

Pad companions, truant, lies, cheats, steals, profane, smokes cigarettes, vicious habits.
I kpendable, willing and tries, good natured, affectionate.
Apathetic, restless mischievous, quarrelsome, obstinate, Incorrigible, marked peculiar traits.

Nervo-muscular coordination:
SpeechClear, indistinct, thick, inarticulate, fluent, slow, hesitating, mute, lisp, stammer.
Facial expressionIntelligent, stupid, happy, sullen, animated, apathetic, nervous.
PostureStooping, erect, spinal curvature.
GaltNormal, lively, shuffling, unsteady, clumsy.

School history:
Schools attendedCity, country, or institution (specify).
StandingMonths in present grade Months in preceding grade Prospects of promotion

Good, fair, poor, none.
Attendancegular Irregular, punctual.
A rillimotioGood, fair, poor.
W rit IngGood, fair, poor.
SpellingGood, fair, poor.
ReadingGood, fair, poor.
LanguageGood, fair, poor.
DrawingGood, fair, poor.
A 1 tenttonG ood , poor.
MemoryGood, poor. Common sense.
Physical condit IonHeight Inches. ,) Veight pounds. Miscellaneous

Medical inspector's last record.

Eyes. Ears. Nose. Throat. Skin. Orth. Nervous. Teeth. Nutrit ion.

Remarks
To the principal; Kindly see that the above form is filled out es accurately as possible. The data may

be obtained from parents, children, and teachers, as well as from your personal knowledge of the case.
Please underlinest he descriptive words applicable to title case, and return the blank as soon as possible

to the city superintendent of schools.

Pretest examination by conamittet.

Eyes. Ears. Nose. Throat. Skin. Orth. Nerv-
MS Teeth'"

Nord-
ton.

Misnel.
taneous,

V. R. V. L. ,H. F.
R. L.
sq.

Glasses
date

child.
$

Diagnosis:
Degree of mental , backward, backward-es:Votive, footdorainded, imbecile, Idiot.
Etiology

irseitsrendations: Medics', social, educationist special class for bacInvartifeobloluciectdisclplinary
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RECORD BLANKS FOR REVISED BINET TESTS.
411/

DEPARTMENT or RESEARCH TRAINING SCHOOL, AT VINELAND, N. J.

Name Born Admitted

Examined 1, Mental age

1. Points to nose, eyes, mouth.
2. Repeats "It rains. I am hungry."
3. Repeats 7 2.

4. Bees In picture 1. , 2. , 3. , 4. S. , & , 7.. , a.

S. Knows name.

I. Knows sex, boy or girl (girl or boy)
2. Recognises key, knife, penny.
3. Repeats 7 4 8.
4. Compares lines.

rv.
4

V

I. Compares 3 and 12 grams. 6 and 15 grams.
2. Copies square (draw on back of this sheet)
3. Repers)m-'11Ls name is John. Be is a very good boy.'!
4. Counts four pennies.
5. "Patience."

I. Morning or afternoon (afternoon or morning).
2. Defines fork, table, mama.
3. l'uts key on chair; shuts d or: brings box.
4. Shows right hand; left e .

5, Chooses prehlert 1 and 2.% 4 and 3. 5 and 6.

VI.

VII.
I. Counts 13 pennies.
2. Describes pictures. (See III 4).
3. Sees picture lacks eyes, nose, mouth, arms.
4. Can copy diamond (over).
S. Recognises red, blue, green, yellow. (Time 6".)

VIII.

1. Compares (time 20") butterfly, fly, wood, glass, paper, cloth.
2. Counts backward 20-1 (time 20").
3. Repeats days. M. T. W. T. F. S. S. (Time 10".)
4. Counts stamps. 111222 (time 10").
5. Repeats 4 7 3 9 5.

a-

1. Makes change 20e.-4e.
2. Definitions (see VI 2).
8. Knows date.
4. Months. J. F. M. A. M. I. J. A. B. Q. N. D. (time 15"),
6. Arranges weights (2 correct) l' each). 1. 2. a

X.
1. Money le. 5c. 10c. 25c. Ng. SI. 82. SS. 810.
2. Draws design from memory (show 10 seconds).
3. Repeats 8 5 4 7 2 6. 2 7 4 6 8 1. 0 4 t 7 3 8.
4. Comprehends:

1st series time 20" (2 out of 3)--(s) missed train, (b) struck by playmate, etc., (e) broken something.
2d series time 20" (3 out of 5)-(a) late to school, (b) important sash, (e) forgive easier, Id) asked

opinion, (e) actions e. words.
6. Sentence: Philadelphia, money, river. (Time 1').

XI.

1. Sees absurdity (3 out of 5) (time 2')k(o) Datortunate painter, (5) three brothers, (c) lockehl in room.

(d) railroad accident, (e) suicide.
2. Sentence: Philadelphia, money, river (See X
3. Gives sixty words in three minutes (record on back).
4. Rhymes aline 1' each) (3 rhymes with each word): Day, spring, mill.

Flitadissected sentences lei/ether. (Time 1' each): a, b. o.

1-
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XI/.

1. Repeath 2 9 6 4 3 7 5. 0 2 8 5 1 6 4. 1 3 0 6 8 4 7. (
2. Defines charity, Justice, goodness.

127

3. Repeats, "1 sow In the street a pretty little dog. He bad curly brown hair, short legs, and a long tail."
4. Resists suggestion (Lines). 1. 2. 3. 4. 6.
5. Prbbkms: (a) Ranging from limb; (6) neigbbr's visitors.

XV.
1. Interprets picture.
2. Change clock hands. 6.20(w
3. Code. Come quickly.
4. Oppoeites: (2) good, (2) outside, (3) quick, (4) tall, (5) big, (6) oud, (7) white, (8) light, (9) happy,

(10) false.... .

AWLT.#
1. Cutting paper.
2. Reversed triangle.
3, (lives cliff .ences of abstract words.
4. Difference between president of a republic and a king.
5. Gives sense of a selection read

STATE REGULATIONS OF NEW JERSEY.

BOARD OF IIEALTR Or THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
1

InVisloN Or MEDICAL AND SAI.ITARY INSPECTION.

RECORD OF SA lITARY 'NSPECTION OF SCHOOL RUILDINO.

1. Name of school bull ling
2. Location town county
3. School district
4. Name and post-office address of principal
5. Na to and adders of secretary of the board of e lunation or district clerk
6. Total number of classrooms
7. Enrollment of pupils ; average dolly of ten lance
0. Sire of lot
P. Surface covered by buildings

In. He of building
11. Date of erection
12.1aterial of construction Q.
13.,Neamess and height of surrounding buildings
14. Fire escape on building
15. Yard, for what purpose used
16. Privy vault on pre Maas ; . ; location condition
17. 7easpool construction condition
IL Any objectionable accumulation on premises or adjoining premises?

19. Cellar under entire bull ling
2n. Depth beneath ground surface

CELLAR.

21. Material an I condition of cellar bottom \
72. Number an I MEG of eindows
23. is collar well lighted.?
24. Is cellar damp/

11.1111113ING, DRAINAGE, AND WAIER-CLOSET APARTNENTs.

H. hi building connected with sewer?
. Z. Any leaks or defects noted in drains?

71. Size and bastion of water-closet apartments
78. Material and condition of Soon
* Number and else of windows opening to outer air

Vegtilation of apartment
A. Cleanliness of apartment
hi. Number and style of water-01mb
i& Are wster-clo eta In good repair?
U. How flusbech...i

.
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35. Number and style of urinals
33. Are urinals in good repair?.
37. How flushed?
38. Cleanllnees of fixtures
39. Any disinfectant or deodorant used In fixtures or apartment? kind
40. Are them fi.cilities for pupils to wash hands after using closets or urinals?

HEATING, LIGHTING, AND SENTILATION.

41. Methodef heating
42..Method of lighting
43. Method of ventilation
44. Location of fresh-air Intake
45. Size and construction of fresh-air duct
46. Any visible sources of contamination of fresh-eir supply?

WATER SePPLY.

47. Bourns of water supply
48. Is water supply delivered through tank? Location cond Ilion

49. Lawation of well
60. Is woU driven or dug?
61. Depth. , how covered
V. Surroundings.
63. Sample taken number result

U. Are thin :Mg cupe used In common?
66. Are there drinking fountains in building? Number location

HALLS,

M. Length width height

57. Exits
M. Lighlu
of). Ventilation
60. Do doors swing in or out?
61. Cleanliness of hall

Cl..ASSROO

V. Designate room grade iotal enrollment; greatest average attendance for env preceding

month
63. Size: Le;lgth width height cubic contents
54. Square feet of floor space per pupil
65.. Cubic feet of air spares per pupil..
66. Number and Elsa of windows
67. Perventageof tight to Moor space
68. Light enters from east, west, north, south
60. Are there window shades to control volume of light?. .,,
70. Desks face east, west, north, south
71. Color and finish of ceiling and side walls
72. Do doors s ring to or out?
73. If swinging doors, have they plate -glass panels?
74. Style of desks and seats
75. How frequently are seats and desks adjusted to pupils'
76. Adjustment at tim- of inspection
77. Material of construction and condition of floor
71. Number, size, and location of fresh-air Inlets In classroom
19. Number, size, and location of vitiated air outlets
80. Amount of fresh air entering through Inlets pet minute
81. Temperature of air at inlet outlet at briathins line
M. Humidity of air In room
83. Wu air tested for CO,? result at what time
84. Weather confiltions and temperature of air out of doors
85. Objectionable odors noted In air in classroom?
86. Are furnishings and ledges free from dust?
87. Any facilities for washing hands?
88. Are clean towels and soap provided? Ktnd of towels ,
89. AU elates used by pupils? a; If so, how cleaned?
90. Are individual pencils and penholders used?
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91. Ate penoils and Penholders distributed and collected daily? Are they disinfected after tech
eollection?.. ...... how?

92. Location of cloak room
93. Separate compartment for each pupil?
91. Light and ventilation of cloak room
96. la approach to fire escape clear?

eat

MEDICAL INN.PECTIoN,

96. Name And address of medical Inspector
97. Frequency of Inspector's calls
98. Has board of education adopted rules for guidance of medical inspec t

(Procure copy If
99. Are blank forms used by medical inspectors In making records'

(Procure copy if available.)
100. Number of lectures given before teachers by medical Inspector (luring each i+
101. Are unvaccinated pupils or teachers permitted to attend school?
102. Number of unvaccinated pupils in school teat.
103. Are pupilsor teachers residing in dwellings in which infectious use Isis excluded from school?....
101. Are pupils and teachers required to present a written permit upon re to echo 1 after exclusion

on account of Infectious disease? Who issues peril it'

JANITORIAL STRVICE.

106. Method, frequency, and time of sweeping classroom fors
106. How lo dust removed from furniture and ledges? .4
107. Are floors oiled? how frequently
10& Method and frequency of scrubbing floors
109. Method and frequency of cleaning desk tops, chairs, handrails, door knobs, and casings
110. Method.of disinfecting schoolrooms after a ease of infectious disease occurs by whom

performed?
III. Describe any applbumes for dieinfecting kindergarten equipment
112. How frequently used?
113. Has school a gymnasium? Are there special instructors?
114. Any facilities for bathing' describe them
Date

. ,
AMERICAN SCHOOL HYGIENE ASSOCIATION.

' , Inspector.

QUESTIONNAIRE.

[PRI PARED BY THE COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF MEDICAL INSPECTION 07 TIM
AMERICAN SCHOOL HYGIENE AsieOCIATION.9

1. is tee6...any organized system of medical inspection of school children In your town
2. Does this embrace inspection of children for the detection of (a) contagious disease, and (6) remediable

physical and hygienic defects?
3. Do you follow up cases of contagious Meow, remediable physical defect, and hygienic imperfection?
e. What per cent of children thus followed up receive legitimate treatment by reputable plysicians?
5. State the number of schools under supervision.
6. (live the total population of all schools.
7. flow many schools are visited daily by thVmedical inspector?
& Are parochial, private, or any other than public, supervised by the medical inspector?
9. What is the average number of children under the supervision of one Inspector, and how often are the

Individual children seen by the Inspector?
10. Does the city provide free baths In the school buildings or In other places for the use of the school

children.
11. How extenelvely.are three baths used, and what Is their sanitary supervision?
12. Do the medical inalextom visit Um homes of absentees to learn the reason of their absence?
13. Do the pupils peovIde their own writing utensils?
It How are the materials, as pencils, paper, clay, books, etc., collected and stored in the classroom?

like American medical association. Committee on medical inspection of schools. fts Journal, 67: 1751.
61,.Nov.-25, 1911.

82888°-18-----9

. .

e.
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15. Are the books alone pupil disinfected before being passed on to another rapid'' If so. li'ow?
16. What disposition is made of school books and other material which hid keen used by a child ill with

contagious disease or used in a family where contagious disease eilsted?
17. Is there any-systemittle vaccination of school children by medical inspectors in the schools?
18. Is a certificate of successful vaccination required before child is allowed to enter school?
1.9. Does the city conduct a system of nursing?
23. What are the duties of the nurse?
21. How many schools does a single nursecover?
22. What Is the at erage number of children assigned loan
23, vs' hat is the area covered by a nurse?
24 I.)oes the nurse or teacher in any way perform the functions f the medical Inspector?
25. Ls there ally system of permanent record of the physical conch on of o chile kept in the school?
26. Is the medical supervision of school children under the doper cent of health or the department of

education, or established by private philanthropy?
27. If In the department of education, In what division--physIn0 nits( ation,10 school hygiene or other

department? a
28. What is your individual estimate of the value of medical inspection of school r hildren in (1) improving

the hygienic conditions at school, (21, Improving the school effbienty of the( hildrcht; (3) improving
the attendance, (eylimprovine the morale of the school community, with iartleular reference to
truancy, incorrigibleness, etc.?

29. W111 you please rote any remarkable Instance of Improvement In the school children after physical or
hygienic defects have been remediod?

30. What Instruction does your system give In oral hygiene and constructive dental work? What coopers
lion do the local dentists afford?

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

HEALTII SURVEY OF PUPILS, TO BE NIADFf B Y THE TEACHER AT THE BEGINNING

4 OF THE TERM.I.

A. GrNERAC AlsrAltANCle.

I. Is the child healthy appearing' ..
. 2. Is the color good"

3. Is he physically well developed'
4. Is he tree from apparent defori.dts-;"
6. Has lie a good standing posture'
8. Has he a good sitting pustule'
7. Are the shoulders even?
8. Does the child walk normally?
9, Are the heels of the shoes worn evenly. .. .5 -0

10. Is the physiological agp of the child upper,: lily ear,al i c In; ..1 kin;

1: Is the child normally advanced in school" .
2. Ls he mentally ellfrt?
8. Does he ISILIVS3r ordinary (mescal( intellieeatly?
4. Dees he play normally?

C. Nssvuus CONPITI

I. Is the child good tempered'
I ,

2. Is he free from apnonnal emotions?
3. Does he have good powers of muscular coordinatio?N.
4. Is the child free from spasmodic movements?.
6. Is he free from the mall - biting habit?
6. Does be speak without stammeringto.
7. Is he tree from pronounced peculiarities such as irritatIlity. finites, einbarr,scoe it. cruelty, moose-

DM, fits, general misbehavior, etc.? A

8. Is he apparently tree from bad sexual habits?
NI Is he free from sd-called "bladder trouble" (requests to "go out")?.,

Is he usually tree from headache?

I Reprinted as an outline for the health grkding of the schirl child. 89 Hoeg, E. B.- The teacher's
relation to health Inparyision In schools, etc. American academy of medicine. Bulletin 13: 127 -134,

June, 1912.
\Ns.
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1. APO the troth clean?
2. Are the teeth sound?
3.'Are the six-year molars in good condition'
4. has the child boon to atentist within six ineitli,"
5. Arc the teeth regular'
6. Does the child use a toothbrush every day' ,
7. Are the rums free from abscesses"
B. Are the gums healthy looking'
9. Are the upper teeth straight trot prominent

hi. have decayed teeth been need"

F. SORE 'Oil, .1

1. DIr.the child breathe with the ii.,.,;; i; ,

2. Is be free from nasal dtscharr"
3. Is he free free" nasal voice "'
4. lles he a well-developed tarry
5. Iles he a well-developed chin/
6. Iles he straight. even teeth'
7. Is the child mentally alert"
B. Is be usually free (coin sore I hImi1 r
9. Is the bard palate wide net high and

1(t. Is the hearing good'

1'. l"s'IN.

1. Does the child usually anssser que,t tom ithoat nre. 'eying "What"?
2.. Is Ile fairly attentiie'
3. Is he fairly bright rest .t mint) '
4. Does he has e a %case wit ossion (not extressionle,)
5. floes he spell f ',HI."
6. flees )1e reel raw, it ell"
7. Is he ter 1141. i; :la ' .......
9. Doe: Ilk, !R it :I
9. Is Ile III, P II,

la he icis' fnau arsy ine:t ai, whieh might 1:n1), aia d, .,., '

1. Are the rtes
2. Is he flee from chronic hradctCr^
3. Does he do his work without fat
4. Is he free frodi.squinting or ham ile1."
5. Is the child free from postures which might indicate eye iicfeet . such ass 11!Ii,k 0 er I 0,1 ear flea desk,

holding the head on one side. etc'
6. Are the eyes trea.from redness and dIscharis
7. Are the eyelidshealthy looking'
& Can the child read writing on the' board train its sr
is. have the eye; been tested separately with the ,matte p "

DISEARKS 01 THE `KIN.

1. Is the heed free from any signs of disease (lien. ringworm)"
2. Is the skin of the face, hands, wrists, forearms, chest, free from rat. senile, ha. c ie.. (ring-

worm)?
3. Is the skin of (ho face. hands, and forearms free from infeteit spots stub trusts ;u :d 1.1:s i
4. Is the child free from red scratched lines and spots on the ion:rttis, hot wen

the lingers (itch)?

I. ERUPTIVE CIIII.PRT N.9 1)1.IIASF.9.

Is the child free from the following general early nidirat 10.113 of tolitagigus diseiersl
1. Flushed face
2. lassitude
3. Vomiting
4. Eruptions 14
6. Congested eyes
6. Discharging eyes
7. Nasal discharge
8. Persistent cough
0. Scratching.

10. 01e0spingt0 .....
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APPENDIX B. r

(See p. 34.)

SHAMAN, Jacob Albright. School activities in relation to children's eyes. In
National education association of the United States. Journal of proceedings and .
addresses, 1911. . Published by the association, 1911. p. 1063-70.

A Anima of information being gathered through questionnaire sent out by N. E. A. Committee
appointed at the Boston meeting of the Department of special education, 1910, "to study and report on
the conservation of vision. This committee consists of an ophthalmologist, a psychologist, an illuminat-
Ing engineer, a publisher, and a superintendent of schools. Ite object is to study not only school condi-
Unix with reference to the use and abuse of vision, but other conditions. . . . The committee has so
Ihr planned to Investigate the Tollowing phases of the suIlect: 1. The physiology and pathology of
vision., 2. Illumination, both natural and artificial. 3. Objects of vision, including books, writing
tablets, blackboards, etc. 4. The psychology of vision. especially with reference to conduct. 5. The
legal aspects of (lie problem of the Conservation of vision with special reference to legislative regulations.

"This papea.is . . . a partial report of one member of the committee and is conflned.to one phase of
the subject.

"A comprehensiveifuestionnaire has been prepared and 3,000 codas sent to superintendents and prin.
cipais of schools in tdb.United States. . . .

"Out of 736 answers . . . 4.50, or 69 per cent, have the eyes of children examined periodically. .
the following facts are deduced: 320, or 42 per coot, of the examinations were made

by teachers; 138, or 17.7 per cent, of the examinations wore made by physsicians-,30, or 3.9 per cent, of
the examinations were made by teachers, physicians, and ophthalmologists; 10,$r 1.5 per cent, of the
examinations were madd by ophthalmologists and specialists."

Summary:
" First,tlght should be &mltted to the schoolroom from the left of the pupils with a window space

equal totiot less than one-filth of the floor surface.
.8econdos shiny surface, whether the blackboard or printed page is injurious. Ind should be avoided.
"Taint the type used f6r printing schopl books should be large and clear.
,ForirtA, the amount of work requiring pencil or pen should be limited.

AN, correction of the dIffefences in refractive power of the two eyes should be discovered and
promptly de by the use of proper giver..

"Sink whore th6 poster of viston'ts limited it should be conserved and developed by proper eye.
tralntne, either by segregation or log the omission certain subjects of

,1!1?i.
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